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Preface

The work described in this volume is a continuation
of my effort to try to
improve the specification
of macroeconomic
models. The model presented
in this volume is an empirical version of the theoretical model developed in
Volume I. Three important features of the theoretical model that distinguish
it from earlier models are that it is based on solid microeconomic
foundations, it accounts explicitly for disequilibrium
effects, and it accounts for all
flows of funds in the system. These three features have been carried over to
the empirical model.
The methodology
of this study is unusual enough to require
some explanation.
There is, first of all, no unique way to specify an empirical
version of the theoretical model; the model is simply too abstract for this
to be possible. Thus, although I have been guided closely by the theoretical
model in my empirical specification, it will be clear in what follows that my
particular specification is not the only one that could be said to be consistent
with the theoretical model.
If there is no unique empirical version of the theoretical model,
the question immediately
arises as to how the theoretical
model is to be
judged. My answer to this question occurs on page 16 of Volume 1:
The author looks on a theoretical model of the sort developed in this
study as not so much true or false as useful or not useful. The model
is useful if it aids in the specification of empirical relationships that
one would not already have thought of from a simpler model and
that are in turn confirmed by the data. It is not useful if it either does
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not aid in the specification of empirical relationships that one would
not have thought of from a simpler model or aids in the specification
of empirical

relationships

that are in turn refuted

by the data.

I argue in Chapter Eight that the present empirical model is
confirmed by the data in the sense of its being more accurate than other
models. It is also the case that I do not think that 1 would have been led to
the present empirical specifications
had 1 not had the theoretical model as
a guide. Consequently,
my conclusion is that as of this writing the theoretical
model is useful. Whether this conclusion holds up as new models are developed, new tests performed, and new data collected is, of course, unknown.
One can never rule out the possibility that a more accurate empirical model
will be developed that is based on a different theoretical model.
One of the key assumptions
of the theoretical model is that economic agents engage in maximizing behavior. In particular, each of the main
behavioral units in the model makes its decisions on the basis of the solution
to an optimal control problem. This is what is meant by the statement that
the model is based on solid microeconomic
foundations.
It is true, of course,
that economic agents do not actually solve optimal control problems explicitly in making their decisions. The assumption
that they do so is used here
as it is used in most of microeconomics:
as a possibly useful approximation.
As just mentioned, my way of testing whether assumptions
such as this are
useful for macroeconomic
model building is to specify a theoretical model
based on them, use the theoretical model as a guide to the specification
of
an empirical model, and then test the empirical model in standard ways.
The results that I have obtained so far suggest that the maximizing assumption
is useful for the specification of macroeconomic
models. Additional tests are
needed, however,
before one can place too much confidence
on this
conclusion.
Another basic feature of the theoretical
model is that expectations play an important
role in influencing people’s decisions (i.e., in influencing the solutions to the optimal control problems).
For the simulation
work in Volume I, most of these expectations
were assumed to be formed
in simple ways on the basis of past data. This is also true for the work in
this volume, in the sense that lagged endogenous
and lagged exogenous
variables are used as explanatory
variables in the stochzistic equations
to
try to capture expectational
effects.
It would have been possible for the simulation work in Volume I
to use more sophisticated
mechanisms
of expectation
formation.
It could
have been assumed, for example, that each behavioral unit estimates its own
relevant econometric model each period, and uses this model to forecast the
future values of the variables that it needs to know in order to solve its
control problem. Assumptions
similar to this were in fact made for some of
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the expectations
formed by the banks, the firms, and the bond dealer. (See
in particular the discussion on pages 205, 208, and 209 in Volume I.) Banks,
firms, and the bond dealer were assumed to estimate from past data some of
the key parameters
that influence their expectations.
Although I have not
carried out such experiments,
I doubt that the properties of the theoretical
model would be changed very much if more of these types of assumptions
were made. What is a crucial characteristic
of the model, however, is the
assumption
that behavioral units do not have perfect foresight. This is one
of the four characteristics
listed on page 3 of Volume 1 that the model was
deliberately designed to have.
Even if more sophisticated
mechanisms of expectation formation
had been postulated
in Volume 1, expectations
would still have been based
on past data. Consequently,
1 would probably still have been led to use
lagged values in the empirical model to try to capture expectational
effects.
It is true, however, that if expectations of behavioral units are fairly accurate,
one might expect actual future values to be better proxies for these expectations than are current and lagged values. I did in fact do some experimentation in the initial development
of the empirical model to see if future values
of some of the key explanatory variables (e.g., prices, wage rates, and interest
rates) explained the current values of the decision variables better than did
the current and lagged values of the explanatory
variables. This empirical
work did not support the use of future values, however, and in the end no
future values were used as explanatory
variables in any of the equations of
the empirical model. The treatment of expectations
in the empirical model
is discussed in section 1.2 of Chapter One of this volume.
In a model building effort of this sort there are a number of
detailed decisions that have to be made about how certain variables are to
be treated and about what kinds of data are to be used. Realizing that not
everyone is as interested in these details as I am, I have tried to write this
volume so that the discussion ofthese details can be easily skipped or skimmed.
In particular, 1 have relegated most of this discussion to section 1.3 of Chapter
One and to Chapter Two. Most of the discussion of econometric
issues is
contained in Chapter Three, and this material can also be easily skipped or
skimme< by readers who are not particularly interested in such things.
The first section of Chapter One, section 1.1, contains a summary
of the central features and properties of the empirical model and of the
major conclusions reached in this study. For those who are primarily interested in getting a general ideal of the properties of the model and of how it
differs from other models, reading this section should be enough. Section 1.2
contains a discussion of some of the basic principles that guided the empirical
specification,
and section 1.3 contains a discussion
of the linking of the
national income accounts with the flow-of-funds accounts by sector. Although
the details in section 1.3 can be skipped without much loss of continuity,
it
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should be stressed that the linking of the two accounts is an important part
of the present empirical work and has an important effect on the properties
of the model.
The complete model is presented in Chapter Two, except for the
discussion of the individual
stochastic equations.
The stochastic equations
are explained in Chapters Four, Five, Six, and Seven. These latter four
chapters are important in understanding
the model, and by considering most
of the data and econometric
issues in Chapters Two and Three, I have tried
to keep Chapters Four through Seven relatively free from discussion other
than that directly related to the specification
of the stochastic equations.
The complete model is presented in tabular form in Tables 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3
in Chapter Two, and these tables are used for reference purposes throughout
the rest of the text.
The predictive accuracy of the model is examined in Chapter
Eight, and the properties of the model are examined in detail in Chapters
Nine and Ten. The properties of the model are examined in Chapter Ten via
the computation
of optimal controls. Chapter Eleven contains some brief
concluding remarks.
This volume can be read without a detailed knowledge of Volume
1. One should, however, have some understanding
of the theoretical model
before reading this volume. At a minimum, Chapters One and Eight (Introduction and Conclusion)
in Volume I should be read to get a general idea
of the theoretical model.
I would like to stress that the empirical model presented here is
not in any direct sense an expanded 01 revised version of my earlier forecasting
model [14]. My interest in developing the forecasting model was to see if an
econometric
model could be developed that produced reasonably
accurate
forecasts when used in as mechanical
a way as possible. My interest in
Volume I, on the other hand, was theoretical and was to develop a general,
dynamic macroeconomic
model that was based on solid microeconomic
foundations
and that was not based on the restrictive assumptions
of perfect
information
and the existence of t8tonnement
processes that clear markets
every period. My interest in this volume, although empirical, is more of an
extension of my interest in Volume I than of my interest in the forecasting
model. (The forecasting
model does, however, provide a good basis of
comparison for other models in terms of prediction accuracy, and it has been
used for this purpose in Chapter Eight.)
Although
my earlier work with the forecasting
model has not
had a direct effect on the specification of the present model, some of my work
with monthly three-digit industry data has. This work is described in references [23], [21], and [15]. The results in these three studies have had an
influence on my specification
of both the theoretical and empirical models.
Some of the links between my work with the monthly three-digit industry
data and my work here are discussed in Chapter Five.
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I

1.1

Chapter

One

Introduction

A BRIEF

SUMMARY

This section contains a brief discussion of the central features and properties
of the empirical model and a summary of the major conchCons
reached in
this study. Some of the main differences between the present model and other
econometric
models are also indicated. Before proceeding to this discussion,
some of the main features of the theoretical model that have motivated the
specification of the empirical model will be reviewed.
The theoretical model is general, dynamic, based on microeconomic foundations,
and not based on the assumptions
of perfect information
and the existence of t%tonnement processes that clear markets every period. It
accounts for wealth effects, capital gains effects, all flow-of-funds constraints.
and the government
budget constraint. The decisions of the main behavioral
units in the model (banks, firms, and households) result from the solutions of
multiperiod
optimal control problems. Expectations
play an important
role
in the model in that the behavioral units must form expectations
of future
values before solving their control problems. The main decision variables of
a bank are its loan rate and the maximum amount of money that it will lend
in the period. The main decision variables of a firm are its price, production,
investment, wage rate, and the maximum amount of labor that it will hire in
the period. The main decision variables of a household are the number of
goods to purchase and the number of hours to work. There is also a “bond
dealer” in the model, representing the stock and bond markets.
An important distinction is made in the theoretical model between
the unconstrained and cotrsrrained decisions of firms and households. A firm
or household in a period may be constrained
in how much money it can
borrow at the current loan rate, and a household may also be constrained
in
how many hours it can work at the current wage rate. An unconstrained
decision of a firm is defined to be a decision that results from the solution of
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the firm’s optimal control problem when the loan constraint is not imposed,
and a constrained
decision is defined to be a decision that results when the
loan constraint
is imposed. There are obviously other constraints
facing a
firm, but for present purposes it is sufficient to distinguish only between the
cases of a binding and nonbinding
loan constraint. The words “constrained”
and “unconstrained”
thus refer only to whether the loan constraint is imposed
or not. Similarly, an unconstrained
decision of a household is defined to be a
decision that results from the solution of the household’s optimal control
problem when neither the loan constraint nor the hours constraint is imposed,
and a constrained decision is defined to be a decision that results when one or
both constraints are imposed. The actual quantities traded in a period in the
theoretical model are the quantities determined from the constrained optimization problems. Comparisons
between these actual constrained solutions and
the hypothetical unconstrained
solutions are used to determine such things as
the amount of (involuntary)
unemployment
in a period.
There are different “regimes” in the theoretical model, corresponding to the different cases of binding and nonbinding
constraints. The four
main regimes are (1) the regime in which none of the constraints are binding,
(2) the regime in which only the loan constraints are binding, (3) the regime in
which only the hours constraints
are binding, and (4) the regime in which
bofh the loan and hours constraints
are binding. Because of the different
possible regimes that can exist, there are many examples of asymmetrical
reactions in the model. The responsiveness
of the economy to various govemment actions, for example, depends in important ways on which regime is in
effect at the time that the policy change is made.
The main determinants
of a household’s decision variables in the
theoretical
model, other than the loan and hours constraints
when they are
binding, are the price of goods, the wage rate, the interest rates, the tax rates,
and the value of assets or liabilities at the beginning of the period. These are
all variables that one expects on microeconomic
grounds to affect a household’s decisions. These variables, in conjunction
with variables designed to
measure the loan and hours constraints, are also used to explain the consumption and work &ort variables of the household sector in the empirical model.
Consumption
df the household sector is disaggregated
into four
components
in the empirical model: consumption
of services (other than services from durable goods and housing), consumption
of nondurable
goods,
consumption
of services from durable goods, and consumption
of services
from housing. Three work effort variables of the household sector are also
considered:
the labor force participation
of men 25-54, the labor force participation of persons 16 and over except men 25-54, and a variable measuring
the number of moonlighters.
The equations explaining the consumption
of the household sector
in the empirical model differ from standard consumption
functions in at least
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two important
ways. First, only the variables (other than the constraint
variables) that one expects on microeconomic
grounds to affect households’
decisions (prices, wage rates, interest rates, tax rates, nonlabor income, and
the value of assets or liabilities at the beginning of the period) are included on
the right-hand side of the equations. Disposable personal income, for example,
is not included as an explanatory variable in any of the equations because it is
in part a consequence
of the households’ work effort decisions.
The consumption
equations
in the empirical model are further
distinguished from standard consumption
functions by their explicit treatment
of the loan and hours constraints.
It seems likely in practice that these constraints are sometimes binding and sometimes not, and variables have been
constructed
here that are designed to try to capture this inherent asymmetry
of the constraints.
When the hours constraint
is binding,
a household
no longer controls its work effort decision, and its optimization
problem
degenerates into a simple optimal consumption
decision. Under these conditions, since work effort is no longer a decision variable of the household,
a reasonable
specification
of a consumption
function
may involve the
inclusion
of something like disposable personal income as an explanatory
variable.
The consumption
equations here do have the property that when
the hours constraint
is binding on the household sector, the specification is
similar to having income as an explanatory
variable in the equations. When
the hours constraint is not binding, however, the only explanatory
variables
in the equations are those that one would expect on microeconomic
grounds
to affect the households’ unconstrained
decisions.
The treatment of the loan constraint
on the household sector is
similar to the treatment of the hours constraint.
In particular,
the equation
explaining housing consumption
differs depending on whether or not the loan
constraint is binding.
The treatment oftheconsumption
and work decisions of the household sector as beingjointly
determined also distinguishes the model from most
other macroeconomic
models. The same set of variables affects both types of
decisions in the present model; in most other models the link between the two
types of decisions is not made very explicit.
Work effort decisions clearly differ depending on whether or not
the hours constraint is binding. In particular,
in the model, the labor force
participation
rate of persons 16 and over except men 25-54 is less when the
hours constraint is binding than when it is not. This effect can be interpreted
as being similar to what are sometimes referred to in the literature as “discouraged worker” effects. The main difference here is, again, that the hours
constraint
affects both the consumption
and work effort decisions simultaneously; thus there are both “discouraged’consumption”
and “discouraged
worker” effects in the model.
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The underlying technology of a firm in the theoretical model is of
a “putty-clay”
type, where at any one time different types of machines with
differing worker-machine
ratios can be purchased. The worker-machine
ratio
is fixed for each type of machine. Given this technology, given the past history
of investment of a firm, and given an assumption about the maximum number
of hours that each machine can be used each period, it is possible to calculate
the minimum number of machines required to produce any given level of output. The difference between the actual number of machines on hand and the
minimum number required to produce the actual level of output of the period
is referred to as the amount of “excess capital” on hand.
It is likewise possible to compute the minimum number of worker
hours required to produce any given level of output, and the difference
between the actual number of worker hours paid for in a period and the
minimum number required to produce the actual level of output of the period
is referred to as the amount of “excess labor” on hand. Because of adjustment
costs, it may sametimes be optimal for a firm to plan to hold either excess
capital or excess labor or both during certain periods.
Market share considerations
play an important role in the theoretical model in determining
a firm’s price and wage behavior. A firm has a
certain amount of monopoly power in the short run in the sense that raising
its price above prices charged by other firms will not result in an immediate loss
of all its customers and lowering its price below prices charged by other firms
will not result in an immediate gain of everyone else’s customers. There is,
however, a tendency for high price firms to lose customers over time and for
low price firms to gain customers. A firm also expects that the future prices
of other firms are in part a function of its own past prices. Similar considerations apply to a firm’s wage decisions and its ability to gain or lose workers.
Because of this market share nature of the model, some of the most important
factors affecting a firm’s decisions are its expectations
of other firms’ price
and wage decisions.
A firm’s price, production,
investment,
employment,
and wage
rate decisions are determined simultaneously
in the theoretical model through
the solution of the firm’s optimal control problem. There are two constraints
that may be binding on a firm. One is the loan constraint. The other, a labor
constraint, results from the fact that a firm lacks perfect foresight and thus
may at times set a wage rate that is too low to attract sufficient labor. In this
case, actual output may fall short of planned output unless there is enough
excess labor on hand to take up the slack.
The main determinants
of a firm’s decision variables in the thecretical model, other than the loan and labor constraints when they are binding,
are the loan rate, the amounts of excess labor and capital on hand, the stock
of inventories on hand, and variables affecting the firm’s expectations of other
firms’ price and wage decisions. These variables, in conjunction
with variables
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designed to measure the loan and labor constraints,
are also used to explain
the main decision variables of the firm sector in the empirical model. Lagged
variables are generally used in the empirical model to try to capture expectational effects.
There are a number of differences between the explanation of the
five main decision variables of the firm sector in the empirical model and their
explanation
in most other econometric
models. First, the five variables are
treated as being jointly determined.
In most other models the variables are
determined
in a piecemeal fashion, with little thought given to the fact that
they may be for each firm the result of the solution of a single optimizing
process. Second, inventory investment is not treated in the empirical model as
a direct decision variable of the firm sector. Instead, production is treated as a
direct decision variable, and inventory investment is determined residually as
the difference between production
and sales. In most other macroeconomic
models inventory investment is explained directly by a stochastic equation.
A third characteristic
that distinguishes
the present empirical
model of the firm Sector from other models is the explicit treatment of excess
labor and excess capital. By postulating that firms may hold as an optimizing
strategy excess labor and/or excess capital during certain periods, an explanation is provided for the commonly observed cyclical swings in “productivity.”
Most other models contain no explicit treatment of excess labor and excess
capital and cannot reconcile productivity
swings with optimizing behavior.
Finally, loan and labor constraints are considered explicitly in the
empirical model, something that is generally not done in other models. The
loan constraint is designed to try to capture some of the effects of the financial
sector on the firm sector when credit is tight. Effects of this sort are sometimes
called “credit rationing”
effects. The labor constraint
reflects the fact that
firms lack perfect foresight, and it tries to capture some of the effects of the
household ~sector on the firm sector when wage rates are set too low and
labor markets are tight. In tight labor markets the labor constraint is binding
on the firm sector in the model, while in loose labor markets the hours constraint is binding on the household sector. Thus in tight labor markets the
level of employment
is determined by the household sector, whereas in loose
labor markets it is determined by the firm sector.
An important characteristic
of the empirical model regarding the
financial sector is the accounting for all flows of funds in the system. The data
from the national income accounts have been linked by sector to the data
from the flow-of-funds accounts. Accounting for all flows of funds means that
one can consider explicitly in the model the direct purchase and sale of securities by the government. This is not true of models that have not accounted for
all flows of funds, where it has to be assumed that the government has direct
control over nonborrowed
reserves or some similar type of variable. Accounting for all flows of funds also means that the government budget constraint is
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satisfied, so that any nrmzero level of saving of the government must result in
the change in at least one financial variable in the model.
Accounting for all flows of funds produces one equation out of 83
independent
equations in the model for which there is not an obvious lefthand side endogenous variable. This “extra” equation allows the bill rate to
be implicitly determined. There is thus no stochastic equation explaining the
bill rate; yhe bill rate is rather determined implicitly through the solution of
the 83 equations. The solution value for the bill rate each period should be
thought of as being the rate that is necessary to equate the aggregate constrained supply of funds to the aggregate consfrained demand for funds. ‘I he
c&straints
can still be binding on the firms and households in the model even
though the bill rate clears the financial markets each period.
The determination
of the bill rate in the empirical model is somewhat different from its determination
in the theoretical model. In the theoretical model the bond dealer sets the bill and bond rates for the next period
with the aim of equating the supply of bills and bonds to the demand for bills
and bonds in that period. There is thus an explicit equation for the bill rate
in the theoretical model that is absent in the empirical model. This difference
is due to the different treatment of bank reserves in the two models. For the
theoretical
model the level of bank reserves is a residual, whereas in the
empirical model the level of bank reserves is linked directly to the level of
demand deposits. The length of a period in the empirical model is a quarter,
and on a quarterly basis it seems likely that banks have close control over
their reserves. It thus does not seem reasonable in the empirical model to treat
the level of bank reserves as a residual. The length of a period in the theoretical
model is most realistically taken to be much less than a quarter, so that it
does not seem unreasonable
to assume in the theoretical model that the level
of bank reserves is residually determined.
The main equation in the foreign sector explains the real value of
imports. The real value of imports is, among other things, a negative function
of the import price deflator and a positive function of the price deflator for
domestically produced goods. Accounting
for all Rows of funds in the model
means that all flows of funds between the domestic and foreign sectors are kept
track of. The two most important exogenous variables in the foreign sector
are the price of imports (the import price deflator) and the real value of exports.
Most of the variables in the government
sector are exogenous.
The exogenous variables include a profit tax rate, two personal income tax
rates, an indirect business tax rate, employer and employee social security tax
rates, the investment tax credit, the number of goods purchased, the number
of worker hours purchased (civilian and military), some transfer payments,
the reserve requirement
ratio, the discount rate, the value of government
securities outstanding,
the value of currency outstanding,
and the value of
gold and foreign exchange of the government. There are two stochastic equa-
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tions in the government
sector-one
explaining
unemployment
insurance
benefits and one explaining the interest paid by the government. The two main
differences between the treatment of the government sector here and its treatment in other models are the explicit treatment
of the government
budget
constraint and the fact that the value of government securities outstanding can
be taken to be a direct policy variable of the government.
The’complete
model consists of 83 independent
equations, 26 of
which are stochastic. There are X3 endogenous
variables and, counting strike
dummies, 78 exogenous variables plus the constant term. The model is simultaneous, nonlinear
in variables, and includes lagged endogenous
variables
as explanatory
variables. The error terms in some of the equations
show
evidence of first order serial correlation, and, after some experimentation,
the
serial correlation assumption was retained for 12 ofthe 26 stochastic equations.
There are 166 unknown coefficients to estimate in the 26 stochastic equations,
counting the serial correlation coefficients but not counting the variances and
covariances of the error terms.
Data were collected for the 19521-19751 period in this study. The
basic period of estimation was taken to be 19541-197411 (82 observations),
which leaves three outside sample observations
at the end of the period to
analyze. All the unknown coefficients were estimated by two stage least squares
(TSLS), and some of the coefficients were also estimated by full information
maximum likelihood (FIML). It is not yet computationally
feasible to obtain
FIML estimates for an entire model of the present size, but the procedure
described in Chapter Three allows one to proceed at least part way towards
the attainment
of true FIML estimates of the model.
The predictive accuracy of the empirical model is examined in
Chapter Eight. The results in Chapter Eight indicate that the empirical model
is more accurate than my earlier forecasting model. Previous results, which
are also discussed in Chapter Eight, indicate that my forecasting model is at
least as accurate (on an ex post basis) as other models, and probably more so.
Consequently,
this indirect comparison
of the empirical model with other
models indicates that the empirical model is more accurate. This conclusion is,
of course (as mentioned in the Preface), clearly tentative.
The properties of the model are examined in Chapters Nine and
Ten. It is difficult to summarize some of these properties without presenting
the model in more detail than has been’done so far. The following discussion
concentrates on the properties of the model that relate to five important issues
in macroeconomics.
The first issue concerns the relationship
between the unemployment rate and the rate of inflation. There is no reason to expect this relationship to be at all stable in the model. The unemployment
rate and the rate of
inflation are both endogenous
variables and are influenced by a number of
diverse factors. The price set by the firm sector is affected by the bond rate,
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the labor constraint variable (when it is binding), and three variables designed
to pick up expectational
effects: the price level lagged one quarter, the wage
rate lagged one quarter, and the price of imports. The unemployment
rate is
residually determined
as one minus the ratio of employment
to the labor
force. The two labor force variables in the model are two of the work effort
variables of the household sector. The main factors affecting the labor force
are the wage rate, the price level, an interest rate, the marginal personal income tax rate, the value of assets of the previous period, nonlabor
income
(including the level of transfer payments from the government),
and the hours
constraint variable (when it is binding). The factors that affect employment are
at times the factors that affect the work effort of the household sector (when
the labor constraint is binding on the firm sector) and at times the factors that
at&t the employment demand of the firm sector (when the hours constraint
is binding on the household sector).
Given the large number of diverse factors that influence the price
level, the labor force, and the level of employment,
it would be surprising if
the net result of all of these effects were a stable relationship between the unemployment rate and the rate of inflation. There is in fact nothing in the model
that indicates that this relationship should be stable, and so the model suggests
that one is unlikely to observe a stable Phillips curve in practice.
Before proceeding to the second issue, it is of interest to examine
the work effort variables of the household sector in a little more detail. The
real wage rate in the model has a positive effect on work effort. A rise in the
real wage rate, for example, increases the size of the labor force, other things
being equal, which in turn increases the unemployment
rate. The real wage
rate thus has a direct positive effect on the unemployment
rate. Interest rates
also have a direct positive effect on the unemployment
rate in the model
because they have a positive effect on work effort.
The marginal personal income tax rate has a negative effect on
both work effort and the unemployment
rate, whereas the level of transfer
payments from the government to households has a positive effect. Therefore,
decreasing net taxes paid by decreasing the marginal tax rate has a direct
positive effect on the unemployment
rate, whereas decreasing net taxes paid
by increasing the level of transfer payments has a direct negative effect. Finally,
the value of assets in a period has a negative effect on work effort in the next
period. Assets in this case are inclusive of corporate stocks, so that this effect
means that an increase in stock prices in a period has a direct negative effect
on the unemployment
rate in the next period.
The second issue concerns the relationship
between aggregate
demand and the rate of inflation. There is also no reason to expect this relationship to be stable in the model. On the one hand, the price level has a direct
negative effect on the consumption
demand of the household sector. The main
way that the firm sector contracts in the model is in fact to increase its price,
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which lowers sales, and then to decrease its production,
investment,
and
demand for employment. On these grounds one would thus expect to observe
a negative relationship
between aggregate demand and the rate of inflation.
On the other hand, tight labor markets, which exist during periods of high
aggregate demand, have a positive effect on the price level. The price that the
firm sector sets is directly affected by tight labor markets through the labor
constraint variable and indirectly affected through the lagged wage rate, the
wage rate being directly affected by the conditions of the labor market. On
these grounds one would thus expect to observe a positive relationship between
aggregate demand and the rate of inflation.
There are also many other factors at work on both the price level
and the level of aggregate demand. The bill rate, for example, has a positive
effect on the price level (through its effect on the bond rate) and a negative
effect on consumption.
The wage rate has a positive effect on consumption
and, as just mentioned, a positive effect on the price level. Again, because of the
many diverse factors that influence the price level and the level of aggregate
demand, it would be surprising if the net result of all these effects were a
stable relationship between aggregate demand and the rate of inflation. There
is nothing in the model that suggests that this relationship
should be stable.
The third issue involves the relationship
between real output and
the unemployment,rate.
There is once again no reason to expect this relationship to be stable in the model. Although the relationship
between real output
and employment
is likely to be fairly stable (especially in the long run), a
stable relationship
between real output and the unemployment
rate is unlikely because of the large number of factors that influence the labor force.
The conclusion here is thus to be wary of Okun’s law.
The fourth issue concerns the relationship
between aggregate
demand and the money supply. The model does predict a close relationship
between aggregate demand and the money supply in the long run. The two
main factors affecting demand deposits and currency of the household sector
are the bill rate and the taxable income of the household sector. The two main
factors affecting demand deposits and currency of the firm sector are the bill
rate and the sales (in current dollars) of the firm sector. In the long run the
sales of the firm sector and the taxable income of the household sector are
closely tied to current dollar GNP, so that one would expect the aggregate
value of demand deposits and currency to be closely tied to current dollar
GNP in the long run. In the short run, however, changes in the bill rate can
cause the relationship
between the value of demand deposits and currency
and current dollar GNP to be far from stable.
.The final issue concerns the effectiveness of monetary policy and
fiscal policy. Let XC denote the leaI value of goods purchased by the government, and let VBG denote the value of government
securities outstanding.”
XC is a fiscal policy variable under the control of the Administration
and the
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Congress in the United States. VBG is a monetary policy variable controlled
by the Federal Reserve. If monetary policy is defined as a change in VBC with
no change in any other exogenous variable, then the results in Chapter Nine
indicate that monetary policy is effective: a change in VBG has, other things
being equal, important
effects on the economy. Similarly, if fiscal policy is
defined as a change in XC writh no change in any other exogenous variable,
the results in Chapter Nine indicate that fiscal policy is also effective. Fiscal
policy defined in this way is a policy that offsets any change in the saving of
the government caused by the change in XC by changes in bank reserves and
bank borrowing.
A decrease in XC, other things being equal, has a contractionary
effect on the economy. So also does an increase in VBG. The net result of a
decrease in both XC and VBG depends on the size of the two decreases. An
equal initial decrease in both variables is contractionary
in the model. A decrease in XC matched by a sufficient decrease in VBG to keep the money
supply unchanged is, on the other hand, contractionary
only for the first few
quarters after the change. In fact, given any change in XG, it is possible to
change VBG enough so that some important
endogenous
variable such as,
say, real output is unchanged
even in the current quarter. The model thus
shows clearly the power of the Federal Reserve to influence the economy and
to offset efforts of the fiscal branch of the government.
Many of the experiments in Chapter Nine are designed to explore
possible asymmetrical
properties of the model. The results show that the
quantitative
impact of a government policy action is different depending on
the state of the economy at the time that the action is taken The absolute size
of the impact is also different depending
on whether the policy action is
contractionary
or expansionary.
The experimental results in Chapter Nine also
show the different effects that result from changing different government
policy variables. The effects of changing thirteen government
variables are
analyzed in Chapter Nine. These results will not be summarized here; they are
summarized in Table 9-6 in Chapter Nine.
The final property of the model that will be discussed in this section relates to the optimal control results in Chapter Ten. When loss functions
that target a given level of output and a given rate of inflation each quarter
are minimized, the optima tend to correspond much more closely to the output targets being achieved than they do~to the inflation targets being achieved.
This is true even when the output target is weighted much less than the inflation target in the loss function. The model turns out to have the property that
during most periods the level of output can be increased to a level of high
activity without having too serious an effect on the rate of inflation. (The
inflation rate may, of course, already be high. All this property implies is
that it will not be much higher if output is increased.) It is generally not
possible, however, to lower the inflation rate without having serious effects
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on the level of output. Consequently,
when loss functions in the level ofoutput and the rate of inflation are minimized, the optima tend to correspond to
a more closely met output target. If this characteristic
is also true of the real
world, it has, of course, important policy implications.
This completes the summary of the model and its properties. Some
general remakrs about the specification of the model are presented in the next
section, and then the linking of the national income accounts with the flow-offunds accounts by sector is explained in section 1.3.

1.2
FOUR GENERAL
THE SPECIFICATION
EMPIRICAL
MODEL

REMARKS
OF THE

ABOUT

It will be useful for the discussion in the rest of the text to make four general
remarks now about the principles or tenets that have guided the specification
of the empirical model. The first r&ark concerns the question of aggregation.
The theory in Volume I is concerned with the behavior of individual units,
whereas the data that are used to estimate the empirical model are aggregated
into only five sectors: financial, firm, household, foreign, and government.
One of the key premises of this study is the assumption
that one
can use the behavior of the individual firms and households in the theoretical
model to guide the specification
of the equations relating to the behavior
of the entire firm and household sectors in the empirical model. The main
defense of this procedure is one of feasibility. Even if all the necessary data
were available, which is not the case, it is clearly not feasible in a study of this
sort to develop a highly disaggregated
model. Consequently,
little more will
be said about the aggregation question except to admit that this study depends
heavily onthe premise just stated. (It is also the c8se that the various types of
securities that exist in practice are aggregated in the empirical model into only
five different types. This issue is discussed in the next section.)
The second remark concerns the question ofunobserved
variables.
Expectations,
which play an important
role in the theoretical
model, are
generally not observed. Likewise, unconstvaincd decision values are generally
not observed. Unconstrained
decision values are observed in the theoretical
model if none of the constraints
are binding on the behavioral unit in question, but otherwise only the constrained
decision values are assumed to be
observed.
One generally tries to account for expectational
effects in empirical
work through the use of lagged values, and in this study lagged endogenous
variables have been used freely as explanatory
variables to try to account
for these effects. It is generally not possible, of. course, to separate expectational effects from lagged response effects, and no attempt has been made
here to do so. Each stochastic equation of the model, however, has been
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estimated under the assumption
of first order serial correlation
of the error
terms to make sure that the lagged endogenous variables are not erroneously
picking up serial correlation effects. When the estimate of the serial correlation coefficient was significant for a particular equation, the serial correlation
assumption was retained for the equation.
The problem of not generally observing unconstrained
decision
values is perhaps even more difficult to deal with than the problem of not
observing expectations.
Much of the discussion in Chapters Four and Five is
concerned with explaining how this problem was handled in this study. As
will be seen in these two chapters, there are other ways that one might try to
deal with this problem than the way chosen here, and an important
area for
further research is the consideration
of alternative procedures.
The third remark, which is related to the aggregation
question,
concerns the use of quarterly data. Although quarterly data have been used to
estimate the empirical model, the time period postulated in the theoretical
model is probably most realistically taken to be shorter than quarterly. Many
of the interactions among the behavioral units that take place over more than
one period in the theoretical model are likely to take place within a quarter
in practice. This situation requires some differences of specification between
the theoretical
and empirical
models, especially relating to the firm and
financial sectors. One of the most important
of these differences is that the
empirical model is simultaneous,
whereas the theoretical model is recursive.
The final remark, which is related to the question of expectations
and lags, concerns the question of how many a priori constraints to impose
on the data before estimation.
This question is particularly
important
with
regard to the effects of changes in tax laws. There is, unfortunately,
much
uncertainty
regarding
both the short run and long run response of the
economy to various tax law changes. The data do not appear to be very good
at discriminating
among different lag structures
and among alternative
assumptions
about how tax law changes affect the economic decisions of the
private sector.
The imposition
of a priori constraints
in this study can be considered, in a loose sense, to be on two different levels. On the first level, the
theoretical model is used as a guide to the specification of the empirical model.
This procedure imposes very important constraints on the data. On the second
level, further constraints on the parameters and equations of Ihe model may
be imposed that are not a direct consequence
of anything in the theoretical
model. The imposition of constraints on the second level works within the
basic framework of the model that has been established on the first level.
The various constraints that have been imposed in this study are
discussed in the following chapters. In some cases important constraints have
been imposed regarding the effects of tax law changes, and in some cases not.
An important constraint has, for example, been imposed concerning the effects
of indirect business taxes. Households are assumed to respond to a change in
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indirect business taxes in the same way that they respond to any other type of
change in the price level. On the other hand, severe constraints have not been
imposed regarding the effects of changes in the personal income tax structure
and the investment tax credit.
Constraints
are imposed on the shapes of the lag distributions
in
the model by the use of lagged endogenous variables to try to capture expectational and lag effects. Some experimentation
was done in estimating alternative lag structures, and in a few cases from the results of this work further
constraints were imposed on the shapes of the lag distributions.
1.3
LINKING
THE NATIONAL
INCOME
ACCOUNTS
WITH THE FLOW-OF-FUNDS
ACCOUNTS
BY SECTOR
The most important
issue regarding data in this study is the linking of the
national income accounts (NIA) with the flow-of-funds
accounts (FFA) by
sector. Since this linking plays such an important
role in the model, it is
necessary to consider it in some detail before proceeding to a general discussion of the model. The rest of this chapter is concerned with explaining the
linking.
As mentioned above, there are five sectors in the model: household, firm, financial, foreign, and government.
The household sector is an
aggregate of three sectors in the FFA: the households, personal trusts, and
nonprofit organizations
sector; the farm business sector; and the nonfarm
noncorporate
business sector. The government sector is an aggregate of four
sectors: the state and local governments
sector; the U.S. government
sector;
the federally sponsored credit agencies sector; and the monetary authorities
sector. And the financial sector is an aggregate of two sectors: the commercial
banking sector, and the private nonbank
financial institutions
sector. The
commercial banking sector in the FFA is in turn an aggregate of four ,subsectors, and the private nonbank financial institutions
sector is an aggregate
of eleven subsectors. The relationship
between the sectors in this study and
the sectors in the FFA is summarized in Table I-1.
Let yijt denote the payments from sector i to sectorj during period
t, and let N be the total number of sectors. The total amount paid by sector i
during period r is

and the total amount

received by sector i during

period I is
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Table l-l.

1. Household (HI

2. Firm (F)
3. Financial (B)

Activity

The Five Sectors of the Model

la. Household, Personal Trusts, and Nonprofit Organizations
1b. Farm Business
Ic. Nonfarm Noncorporate Business
2. Nonfinancial Corporate Business
3a. Commercial Banking:
(1) Commercial Banks
(2) Domestic Afiliates of Commercial Banks
(3) Edge Act Corporations and Agencies of Foreign

Banks
(4) Banks in U.S. Possessions

4. Foreign (R)
5. Government (G)

36. Private Nonbank Financial Institutions:
(1) Savings and Loan Associations
(2) Mutual Savings Banks
(3) Credit Unions
(4) Life Insurance Companies
(5) Private Pension Funds
(6) State and Local Government Employee Retirement Funds
(7) Other insurance Companies
(8) Finance Companies
(9) Real Estate Investment Trusts
(10) Open-End Investment Companies
(I 1) Security Brokers and Dealers
4. Rest of the World
Sa. State and Local Governments
5b. U.S. Government
SC. Federally Sponsored Credit Agencies
5d. Monetary Authorities

The difference between the total amount received and the total amount paid
is the amount saved (or dissaved) by the sector during the period. Let sit
denote the amount saved by sector i during period t:

D&wing
corresponds to negative
all sectors must sum to zero:

values of sit. By definition,

the savings

of

Let TA,, denote the total net worth of sector i at the end of period
1. If TA,, is negative, then sector i is a net debtor. Ignoring capital gains and
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losses, the change in net worth of sector i during period t is equal to its saving:
TA,, - TA,,_1 = Sag.TA,, is the sum of many different kinds of securities. Let
&, denote the value of security k held by sector i at the end of period f, and
let Kbe the total number of different kinds of securities in existence. Liabilities
correspond to negative values of A,(,. By definition,

TA,, = 5 A,;,.
Ir=,
For this study, data must be collected onyij, (i, j = I,
, A’) and
on &, (k = 1,
, K; i = 1,
, N) for each time period. With five sectors
(N = 5), this means that there are 25 values of yij, to collect for each period,
although a few of these values are always zero. For many ij pairs, data on
components
of yijc are also available, and in most of these cases data on at
least some of the components
are needed.
Although data on yij, are NIA data, the best source for rhe data
are the flow-of-funds publications.
Some of the breakdown on the NIA data
by sector is not published in the Survey of Current Business,but the breakdown
can be obtained from the flow-of-funds
publications.
The data that were
coilected on yijr and its various components for each of the 25 pairs of values
of i andj are presented in Table l-2. Because of the somewhat tedious nature
of this data collection, enough detail is presented in Table l-2 so that in any
future work with these data, one should be able to duplicate the collection
fairly easily.
The numbers in parentheses in the table are the actual values for
1971, actual as of July 1975.* The numbers are at an annual rate in billions of
current dollars. The first number in brackets for each variable is the code
number of the variable on the flow-of-funds
tape. The second number is the
page number in the flow-of-funds
publication
(see reference [3]) where the
variable can be found. For those variables in Table 1-2 that are not available
on the flow-of-funds tape, the table numbers in the Surzwy of CurrentBusiness
where the variables can be found are presented in brackets. The table numbers
are taken from the July 1974 issue of the Survey of CurrentBusiness. It should
be noted that the actual values in parentheses
in the table are values that
appear in either the flow-of-funds
publication
[3] or the Surwy of Current
Business without any change ofsign. If a minus sign precedes the description
of a variable, the number in parentheses does not include this minus sign.
The following is an explanation
of the construction
of Table l-2.
The first letter of a variable name in Table 1-2 denotes the sector making the
payment, and the second letter denotes the sector receiving the payment. For
example, FH-, is a payment by the firm sector to the household sector for
period t, while HF--, is a payment by the household sector to the firm sector
for period f. In I.1 in the table, HHINT, is the value of interest paid by the
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Table 1-2.
The Data from
Accounts by Sector

the National

1. The Household Sector (y&:
HHINT, = Consumer Interest
HHDIV, = Dividends, Farms
2. The Firm Sector (yFll,):
FHFVAG, = Wager and Salaries, Private
-FHWLD,
= -Wage Accruals Less Disbursements,
FHOTH,

FHSUB,

Private
= Other Labor

Incame
Government

=

FHPRI,
FHRNT,
FHPIT,
FHTRP,
FHDI!‘,

=
=
=
=
=

FHPFA,
FHCCA,

=
=

FHCSI,

-General
(Compensation
of Employees of Fed. Go”. and
S & L Go”.)
+ Wages and Salaries, Government
Civilian
-I-Wages and Salaries, Military
-Subsidies Less Current Surplus of
Fed. Gov. Enterprises
-Subsidies Less Current Surplus of
S & L Gov. Enterprises
Proprietors’ Income
Rental Income
Net Interest
Transfer Payments, From Business
Dividends, Nonfinancial Corporations
+Dividends, Net Fareign
Profits, Farms
Capital Consumption, Owner-Occupied
Homes
-.-Capital Consumption. Nonpmfit
institutions
-tCapital Consumption, Farm
Noncorporate
+Capital Consumption, Nonfarm
Noncorporate Business
+ Capital Consumption, Corporate

Farms
= Employer

Social Insurance
Contributions
3. The Financial Sector &,,):
BHDIV,
= Dividends, Financial Corporations
BHCGD, = Capital Gains Dividends
4. The Foreign Sector: None
5. The Government Sector (ve,.,:
GHCIV, =Wages and Salaries, Government
Civilian
GHhIL,
= Wagcs and Salaries, Military
-GHWLD, -= -Wage Accruals Less Disbursements,
Fed. Gav.
-Wage Accruals Less Disbursements,
S&LGO”

Income

(17.746) [156901103, p. 31
(0.054) [13612ooO3, p. S]
(449.469) (SCB, I.101

(0.373) I8367OooO3, p. 61
(36.386) (SCB, I.101
(124.646) [SCB, I .7”,
[SCB, 1.10]
(19.419) [SCB, 1.10]

(104.,02)

(5.181) [316402Wl. p. 4]
(-4.058) [206402003; p. 5,
(69.179) [166111105, p. 3]
(25.168) [116112103. p. 3]
(41.589) 18613ooo3, p. 31
(4.274) (146401003~ p. 31
(20.1711)[l%l2@lOS, p. 81
(2.869) [26612ooo1, p. 8]
(0.101) [13606ooo3, p. S]
(9.304) [156300203, p. 81
(1.853) [1563OOlO3, p. 81
(6.476) [136300203, p. 81
(15.682) (1163oMM5, p. El
(0.515) [136300103, p. 81
(33.080) [146601005, p. 1]
(1.897) [79612ooO1, p. 81
(0.776) [65612oooO, p. 161

(104.702) [SCB, I.101
(19.419) [SCB, 1.10,
(0.039) (3167oooO3, p. 41
(0.170) [2067oooO3, p. 51

Table l-2.

(continued)

GHOTH, = General Government (Compensation of
Employees of Fed. Gov. and S & L Gov.)
-Wages and Salaries, Government
Civilian
-Wages and Salaries, Military
GHTRP, = Transfer Payments, To Persons,
Fed. Go”.
+Transfer Payments, S & L Gov.
CHINS,
_ Insurance Credits to Households,
Fed. Go”.
CXRET, = Retirement Credit to Households.
S & I. Go”.
CHINTZ = Net Interest, Fed. Gov.
:Net Interest, S & L Gov.
GHSUB, = Subsidies Less Current Surplus of
Fed. Gov. Enterprises
+Subsidies Less Current Surplus of
S &L Gov. Enterprises

1. The Household Sector @an):
HFCON, = Personal Consumption Expenditures,
Servicer
+PersonaI Consumption Expenditures,
Nondurable Goods
-+Personal Consumption Expenditures,
Durable Goods
-Indirect Business Taxes, Fed. Go?‘.
-Indirect Business Taxes, S & L Gov.
-Imports
-Ptofits. Financial Corporations
-Capitai Consumption; Financial
Business
HI;RES, _ Residential Construction, l-4
Family, Household Purchases
+Residential Construction, l--I
Family, Farm
VResidentiaI Construction, l-4
Family, Change in Work in Process
on Nonfarm Noncorporate
.-Residential Construction, Multifamily,
Noncorporate Business
HFPAE, = Nonresidential Plant and Equipment
Investment, Nonprofit Institutions
+NonresidentiaI
PIant and Equipment
Investment, Farm
rNonresidentiaI
Plant and Equipment
Investment, Nonfarm Noncorporate
Business

(124.646) [SCB, 1.7*]
(104.702) [SCR, I.IO]
(19.419) [SCB, I.lO]
(72.311) [156401005, p. 41
(16.687) [206401003, p. 51
(2.914) [313154005, p. 2sj
(6.285) [22409ooo5, p. 241
(13.642) (316132001, p. 251
(-0.224) [SCS, 3.4b]
(5.181) [316402wl,
(~4.058)

p. 41

[206402003, p. 51

(284,799) [SCB, I.,]
(278.408) [SCB, I.11
(103.918)
(20.448)
(82.238)
(65.620)
(lS.555)

[15.5011001, p.
[31624ooOl, p.
[20624ooOl, p.
[266903001, p.
[796%woI, p.

I]
41
51
I]
S]

(2.238) [7963oooO3, p. 81
(26.906) [155012001, p. 71
(0.557) [I35012OOl, p. 71
(1.202) [IlSOl2405, p. 71
(9.051) [1150122W, p. 71
(5.574) [155013c@I, p. 71
(6.425) [135013001, p. 71
(11.479) [115013001, p. 71
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(continued)

(1.394) [135020003, p. 7]
= Inventory Investment, Farm
--Inventory Iovertment, Nonfarm
(-0.143) [IlsozwOo, p. 71
Noncorporate
The Firm Sector (y,,,):
FFRES,
_ Residential Construction. 1-4
Family, Change in Work in Process
(1.201) [105012405, p. 71
on Nonfarm Corporate
-Residential
Construction, Multifamily,
(3.793) [105012205, p. 71
Corporate Business
.VPAE,
= Nonresidential Plant and Equipment
(77.107) [105013005, p. 71
Investment, Nonfinancial Corporation
= Tnventory Investment, Nonfarm
FFI VT,
(5.061) [loso2wo5, p. 71
corporate
The Financial Sector (Y.~,):
BFRES, = Residential Construction, Multifamily,
(0.134) [645012205, p. 71
REITS
BFPAE, = Nonresidential Plant and Equipment
(3.977) [795013M)S, p. 71
Investment, Financial Corporations
The Foreign Sector (y&:
RFEXP,
= Enporfs
(65.450) [266902001, p. I]
The Government Sector (.Y&:
GFPGO, = Purchases of Goods and Servicer,
(97.642) [316901001, p. 41
Fed. Gov.
~Purchaser of Goods and Services, S~L&~136.600) [206901001, p. 51
-General Government (Compensation
of Employees of Fed. Gov. and
(124.646) [SCB, 1.7’1
S 6: L GOV.)
HFIVT,

2.

3.

4.
5.

1. The Household Sector (YV,,,):
HBPRO, _ hofirs, Financial Corporations
HBCCA, = Capital Consumption, Financial
Business
2. The Firm Sector: None
3. The Financial Sector: None
4. The Foreign Sector: None
5. The Government Sector: None

1. The Household Sector (YHR,):
“RIMP,
= hnports
HRi-RP, _ Personal Transfer Payments to
Foreigner?
2. The Firm S&or: None
3. The Financial Sector: None
4. The Foreign Sector: None
5. The Government Sector ti‘;.J:
CRTRP,
= Transfer Payments to Foreigners,
Fed. Gov.

(15.555) [79606ooOl, p. 81
(2.238) [7963oooO3, p. 8,

(65.620) [266903001, p. 11
(1.062) [156901203, p. 31

(2.585) [266401005, p. 41
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(continued)

1. The Household Sector (~,,a):
HCIBT, = Indirect Business Taxes, Fed. Gav.
+Indirect Business Taxes, S & L Gov.
NCPTX, _ Personal Taxes, Fed. Gav.
.-7Personal Taxes, s & L GOV.
HGFRM, = Tax Accruals, Farms
HGSII , = Employer Social Insurance Contributions
[=RKS~,l
HGSIZ,
= Personal Cantributions to Social
l”s”ra”ce
2. The Firm Sector (Y&:
FGTAX, = Profits Tax Accruals, Nonfinancial
Corporate Business
3. The Financial Sector cV,&:
BGTAX,

= Profits

BGS”R,

corporations
= Current Surplus, Federally

Tax Accruals,

Surplus,

[316240001,
[206240001,
[31621wO1,
[206210001,
[I 36231003,

p. 41
p. 51
p. 41
p. 51
p. 81

(33.080)

[146601005,

P. 11

(30.719)

[156601003,

p. 31

(29.685)

[106231005,

p. 81

(7.769)

[796231001,

p. 81

(0.084)

[406006003,

p. 261

[716006COl,

p. 271

Financial
Sponsored

Credit A?&xxies
-Current

(20.448)
(82.238)
(89.926)
(27.681)
(0.095)

Monetary
(-0.055)

Authorities
4. The Foreign

Sector: None
5. The Government
Sector: None

Notes:

‘Quarterly

numbers

from SCB 1.7; annual

numbers

from SCB 3.1 and SCB 3.3.

V&arterly

numbers

from SCB 3.4; annual

numbers

from SCB 3.3.

The numbers in parentheses
are actual values of the variables
rate in billions of current dollars.
See the text for an explanation
of the numb-era in brackets.

for 1971 at an annual

household sector to itself. HHDIV, is the value of dividends paid by farms.
Since farms are part of the household sector, the value of dividends paid by
farms is a payment by the household
sector to itself.
Payments

by the firm sector

to the household
sector are listed in
as defined in the NlA plus three

includes other labor income
other items. The value of these items is the
of the government (both state and local and
the government. The value of this difference
1.2. FHOTH,

difference between compensation
federal) and wages and salaries of
is the value of other labor income
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of the government,
which must be subtracted from the other labor income
item in the NIA to obtain the other labor income component
of the firm
sector.
The variable FHSUl3, is composed of two items. The first is minus
the value of net subsidies of federal government enterprises. The value of net
subsidies is a payment from the government
sector to the household sector.
In the NIA this value is distributed
among various income terms listed in
1.2, and so it must be subtracted from the other terms in I.2 in order to measure
correctly the income received by the household sector from the firm sector.
The second item making up FKSUB, is minus the value of the net subsidies of
state and local government enterprises. It is treated in the same way as the
first item. Its value in parentheses is negative, which means that the state and
local government enterprises actually run a net surplus.
The five capital consumption
items in I.2 represent money received
by the household sector, but money that is not included as income in any of
the other terms in 1.2. Consequently,
they are included separately in 1.2, as
money received by the household sector from the firm sector. Employer contributions for social insurance, FHCSI,, are also counted as money received
by the household
sector from the firm sector. The second variable is 1.2,
FHWLD,,
is wage accruals less disbursements
of the firm sector, and this
variable must be subtracted from the income received by the household sector
from the firm sector in order to retain the consistency of the accounts.
The payments by the financial sector to the household sector in
I.3 are small and consist of two dividend variables. There are no payments
by the foreign sector to the household sector. The payments by the government sector to the household sector consist of wages and salaries, other labor
income, transfer payments,
insurance and retirement
credits, interest, and
the net subsidies of the government
enterprises. Subtracted from these variables is the value of wage accruals less disbursements
of the government
sector. GHSUB, in I.5 is the negative of FHSUB, in 1.2, and GHOTH, in
I.5 is the amount subtracted in I.2 from the NIA value of other labor income
to get FHOTH,.
The payments by the household sector to the firm sector in 11.1
consist of items relating to personal consumption,
residential construction,,
nonresidential
plant and equipment
investment,
and inventory investment.
Subtracted from the personal consumption
items are indirect business taxes,
imports, and profits and capital consumption
of financial corporations.
These
latter terms, which are included in the personal consumption
items, are not
payments by the household sector to the firm sector, but are instead payments
by the household sector to the government sector, the foreign sector, and the
financial sector, respectively.
The payments by the firm sector to itself in 11.2 consist of investment in residential construction,
nonresidential
plant and equipment,
and
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inventories.
The payments by the financial sector to the firm sector in II.3
consist of investment in residential construction
and nonresidential
plant and
equipment. The payments by the foreign sector to the firm sector in 11.4 consist of exports. The payments by the government sector fo the firm sector in
II.5 are obtained by subtracting
from government
purchases of goods and
services the compensation
of employees of the government sector.
The only payments to the financial sector in section III in Table
1-2 consist of payments by the household sector in the form of profits and
capital consumption.
These are two of the terms that were subtracted from
the personal consumption
items in 11.1. The payments by the household
sector to the foreign sector in IV.1 consist of imports and personal transfer
payments to foreigners. The payments by the government sector in IV.5 consist of federal government transfer payments to foreigners.
The payments by the household sector to the government
sector
in V. 1 consist of indirect business taxes, personal income taxes, tax accruals of
farms, and contributions
to social insurance, both employer and personal.
The payments by the firm sector in V.2 are merely profits tax accruals. The
payments by the financial sector in V.3 consist of profits tax accruals and two
small items measuring the current surpluses of the federally sponsored credit
agencies and the monetary authorities.
No terms are included as payments
by the government sector to itself, although a term such as federal government
grants in aid to state and local governments
could have been. It makes no
difference in the following analysis whether terms like this are included or not,
and so for simplicity they were not included.’
The saving of each sector is defined in section VI in Table l-2. As
mentioned above, the savings of all sectors sum to zero by definition. These
savings are net of capital gains and losses, net of increases in the world’s gold
stock, and net of the creation of SDRs and the like.
Before considering the variables in Table l-2 any further, it will
be useful to consider the collection of the Row-of-funds
data. In the FFA
there are 24 major kinds of securities. For purposes here, these have been
aggregated into five kinds: demand deposits and currency, bank reserves,
borrowing at federal reserve banks, gold and foreign exchange, and all other.
The all other category includes insurance and pension fund reserves, time
deposits and savings accounts, government
securities, corporate and foreign
bonds, corporate equities, all types of mortgages,
consumer credit, bank
loans, other loans, security credit, trade credit, profit taxes payable, proprietors’ equities, and some miscellaneous
financial claims.
The all other category is obviously quite heterogeneous,
but it is
beyond the scope of this study to consider the detailed portfolio behavior of
each sector. Contrary to the thrust of the Brainard-Tobin
work [4], the present
study ignores any possible effects on the economy of subsfitutjon
among
different types of securities. Considerable
effort was expended here, however,
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in making sure that all aggregate flows of funds are accounted for, since t
maumresults in Volume I indicate that it is quite important
to do so in
Yz?Y
economic model.
With five kinds of securities and five sectors, this means, using the
notation introduced at the beginning of this section, that there are 25 values
of &, for each t. Some of the values of Akj, are, however, always zero. The
FFA data that have been collected are presented in Table 1-3. The basic data
that have been collected are flow data, not stock data. Although quarterly
data on stocks are available from the flow-of-funds
tape, it is generally advisable to construct stock data from the flow data, using the stock data only
for benchmark
purposes for one particular
quarter. Because of changes in
benchmarks
and the like, the change in the stock of a particular variable on
the flow-of-funds
tape does not always equal the flow. This is true even for
securities that are not subject to capital gains and losses.
All the data in Table l-3 exclude capital gains and losses, increases
in the world’s gold stock, and the creation of SDRs and the like. Capital gains
and losses will be considered later. The fourth quarter of 1971 was used for
benchmark purposes, and the benchmark values that were used to create the
stock data from the flow data are presented in brackets in Table l-3. The
numbers in parentheses in the table are the values of the flows for 1971. The
flow data are at annual rates. Both the stock and Row data are in billions of
current dollars. The second set of brackets in the table contains the code
numbers of the variables on the flow-of-funds tape and the page numbers in
[3] where the variables can be found. As in Table J-2, the values in brackets
and parentheses
in Table J-3 are values that appear in the flow-of-funds
publication
[3] without any change of sign. The items in the table are all nef
items. An increase in net liabilities, for example, is a negative item.
The construction
of Table 1-3 is fairly self-explanatory.
The data
on the change in the value of all securities by sector are presented first in the
table. This change is called “net financial investment”
(NH) in the FFA. The
change in all securities of each sector in the table is an aggregate of the NFI
of the corresponding
sectors in the FFA. For the financial sector and for two
of the four FFA sectors that make up the government
sector, data on NFI
are not available directly in the FFA. In these cases the data on NFI must
be collected as the difference between the net increase in assets and the net
increase in liabilities.
Data on the change in demand deposits and currency by sector
are presented next in Table J-3, followed by the change in bank reserves, the
change in borrowing
at federal reserve banks, and the change in gold and
foreign exchange. The household, firm, and foreign sectors hold no bank
reserves and do not borrow from the federal reserve banks. The household,
firm, and financial sectors hold no gold and foreign exchange. In section VI
of Table 1-3 the change in the value of all other securities for each sector is
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Flow-of-Funds

Abbreviations Used for the Securities:
TO7 = All Securities
DDC = Demand Deposits and Currency
RES = Bank Reserves
BOR = Borrowing at Federal Reserve Banks
GFX = Gold and Foreign Exchange
SEC = All Other Securities (TOTless DDC, REX, BOR, and GFXj
NFZ denotes Net Financial Investment
DZS denotes Discrepancy

I. The Household Sector:
= NFZ of Households,
Rx-ZZ, - TOTH,.,
Personal Trusts, and
NonproGt Organizations [I611.645] (49.684)[155ooOoO5, p.
+NFZofFarmBusiness
[-51&X] (-1.432)[135oooOO5. p.
+ NFZ of Nonfarm
Noncorporate
[-53.227] (-5.903)[115oooo05, p.
Business
2. The Firm Sector:
_ NFZ of Nonfinancial
row, - TOTF,.,
[-xX570]
(29.392)[105000005, p.
Corporate Business
3. The Financial Sector:
= Net Acq. of Fin. Assets
TOT& - ZvrB,.,
of Commercial Banking
L576.712) (58.492)[764090005, p.
-Net Increase in Liabilities of Commercial
Banking
[.543.175] (56.840)[764190005, p.
-i-Net Acq. of Fin. Assets
of Private Nonbank Fin.
[928.577] (84.887)[694090005, p.
Institutions
-Net Increase in Liabilities of Private Nanbank
[865.41X] (82.228)[69419OGOS,p.
Fin. Institutions
4. The Foreign Sector:
= NFZ of the Rest of the
TOT&
TOTR,.,
[-2.X%] (13.593)(265ooooO5, p.
World
5. The Government Sector:
[-95.8651 (-12.050)[205ooooO5, p,
ran;,
- TOE-,
=NFZofS&LGov.
+NfZ of U.S. Go”. [--280.1851 (-24.883)[315ooooO5, p,
i-Net Increase in Assets of
Federally Sponsored
[50.339] (3.410)[404090005, p.
Credit Agencies
-Net Increase in Liabilities of Federally
Sponsored Credit
[49.286] (3.315)[40419ooO5, p.
Agencies
+Net Acq. of Fin. Assets
of Monetary
Authorities
[93.54X (8.298)[7140900J5, p.
-Net Increase in Liabilities of Monetary
L93.977, (8.353)[714190005, p.
Authorities

161
201
201
221
27)

281
321
321
391
241
251
261

261
271
271
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(continued)
by .Secror:

1. The Household Sector:
DDCH, - DDCH,_, = Change in DDC of Houreholds, Personal Trusts,
and Nonprofit Organizations
--,Change in DDC of
Farm Business
-Change in DDC of
Nonfarm Noncorporate Business
2. The Firm Sector:
DDCF, - DDCF,.,
= Change in DDC af Nonfinancial Corporate
Business
3. The Financial Sector:
DDCB, - DDCB,_, = -Net Increase in Net
Demand Deposit Liabili.
ties of Commercial
Banking
.-Net Acq. of Demand
Deposit and Curnncy
Assets of Commercial
Banking
-Change in DDC of
Private Nonbank
Financial institutions
4. The Foreign Sector:
DDCR, - DDCR,., = Change in U.S. DDC of
the Rest of the World
5. The Government Sector:
DDCG,
DDCC,.,
= Change in DDC of S & I.
Go”.
+Change in DDCof U.S.
Go”.
i Change in DDC of
Federally Sponsored
Credit Agencies
-Net Increase in DDC
Liabilities
due to U.S.
Gov. of the Monetrary
Authorities
-Net increase in DDC
Liabilities due to Rest
of the World of the
Monetary Authorities
-Net Increase in Liabilities in the form of
Currency Outside Banks
of the Monetary
Authorities

[145.484] (10.964)[15302MM,, p. 161
K.6381 (O.I23)[13302O@O3,p. 201
[12.515] (0.000)[ll302OOO3, p. IO]

[36.312] (0.524)[~0302ooO1, p. 22)

(204.5891 (12.9Y5)[763120005, p. 281

[0.514] (0.127)[74302ooO3, p. 271
U4.5451 (1.079)[693020005, p. 321

[6.453] @284)[26302ooO5, p. 391
[I 3.4941 (I .022)[21302ooO5, p. 241
113.4821 (3.301)[31302ooO1, p. 251
fO.2471 (0.054)[40302oooO, p. 261

[I..4841 (0.897)[713123101, p. 271

(0.4651 (0.119)[713122605, p. 271

[53.438] (3.392)[713125001, p. 271
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(continued)

P
I. The Household
Sector: None
2. The Firm Sector: None
3. The Financial
Sector:
RESB, - RESSB, ~,
_ Change in Vault Cash and
Member Bank Reserves
of Commercial
Banking
4. The For&,
Sector: None
5. The Government
Sector:
= -Net
Increase in LabiliRESG, - R&w_,
ties in the form of
Member Bank Reserves
of the Monetary
Authorities
-Net
Increase in Liabilities in the form of
Vault Cash of Commercial Banks of the
Monetary
Authorities

f35.3291

@132)[72302ooO5,

P. 281

j27.7881

(3.638)[713113001,

p. 271

[7.541]

(0.494)[723025001,

p. 271

1. The Household
Sector: None
2. The Firm Sector: None
3. The Financial
Sector:
BORB, -BOX&,
= -Change
in Borrowing
at Federal Reserve
Banks of Commercial
[0.039]
(~0.296)[713068OOl,
Banking
4. The Foreign Sector: None
5. The Government
Sector:
BORG, - BORG,_ j ~~Change in Federal Reserve
Loans to Domestic
Banks
of the Monetary
[0.039] (-0.296)[713068001.
Authorities

I. The Household Sector: None
2. The Firm Sector: None
3. The Financial
Sector: None
4. The Foreign Sector:
= Change in Cold and
GFXR. - GFXR,_,
SDRs of the Rest of the
World
~-Change in U.S. Foreign
Exchange Position

136.7781
(0.861] (,-

(I .334)[263011005,

p. 28)

p. 271

P. 391

,.731)[2631L”GO5. p. 391
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5. Tile Go”er”me”tsecror:
GFXG, -- CFXG,_, _ Change in Gold and
Ofiicial Foreign Exchange
of U.S. CO”.
[2.094] (~2.233)[313011005, p. 25,
-Change in Gold and
Foreign Exchange of the
Monetary Authorities
[10.073] (-O.S32)[713OL 1005, p. 271

,~..l__.“.
SECR, _ ,

=(TOTR, pTOTR,.,)-(DDCR,DDCR,_,)
p(GFXR,
GFXR,.,)
5. The Go\vmment Sector:
SECG, - SECG,. I -(TOTG,TOTG,_,)--DDCG,~DDCG,-,)
~(RESG,cRESC,.,) - (BORG, -BORG,-,)
- (GFXG,
CFXG,.,)

1. The Household Sector:
DISH, _ DLS of Households, Personal Trusts, and
Nonprofit Organizations
-Capital Consumption of Nonfarm
Noncorporate Business
--Current Surplus of Nonfarm
Noncorporate Business
-Farm Discrepancy
2. The Firm Sector:
OISF, _i LVS of Nonfinancial Corporate Business
3. The Financial Sector:
DISB, = DIS of Commercial Banking
~1DIS of Private Nonbank Financial
4. The Foreign Sector:
DISR, = DIS of the Rest of the World
5. The Government Sector:
DISC, = D1.s of S & I. GOV.
ADI. of U.S. GO”.
+ DI.5 of Federally Sponsored Credit Agencies
Notes:

(-0.534)[157005005,
(15.682)[1163oooO5,

p. 17)
p. 20,

(15.686)[116ooo105, a. 201
(-0.001)[13701@005, p. 70)
(10.190)[107005005, p. 231
(-I.051)[727005OQ5,

p. 281

(-0.049)[697005005,

p. 321

(-9.776)[267005005,

p. 401

(9.124)[207005005, p. 241
(0.094)[317005005, p. 251
~~0.011)[407005005, p. 261

The numbers in the first set of brackets are benchmark values for the fourth
quarter of 1971 in billions of current dollars.
The numbers in parentheses are actual values of the (flow) variables for 1971 at
M annual rate in billion of current dollars.
See the text for an explanation of the numbers in the second set of brackets.
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computed
as a residual category, the difference between the value of all
securities and the sum of the values of the other four. Finally, the data on the
discrepancy for each sector are presented in section VII of Table 1-3.
It is now possible to consider the relationships
among the variables
in Tables 1-2 and l-3. For each sector except the firm sector, the saving of the
sector as defined in Table 1-2 is equal to the change in all securities (net
financial investment) of the sector plus the discrepancy of the sector:
SAVH,

= TOTH, - TOTH,_,

+ DISH,,

SAVB,

= TOTB, - TOTB,_ 1 + DISB,,

(1.2)

SAVR,

= TOTR, - TOTR,_,

+ DISR,,

(1.3)

SAVG,

= TOTG, - TOTG,_,

+ DISG,.

(1.4)

(1.1)

For the firm sector, saving equals net financial investment plus the
discrepancy of the firm sector in Table l-3 plus wage accruals less disbursements of the firm sector and plus the statistical discrepancy of the NIA:
SAVF, = TOTF, - TOTF,_,

+ DISF, + FHWLD,

+ STATDIS,,

(1.5)

where STATDIS, denotes the statistical discrepancy
of the NIA. The value
of STATDIS, in 1971 was -2.323,
its code number is 87005005, and it is
found on page 2 in [3].
The fact that Equations (1.1)<1.5) must hold provides an important consistency check on the data. If in Table 1-2 the saving of any sector
has been defined incorrectly,
this error will show up when the checks in
Equations
(l.i)-(1.5)
are made. Equations
(l.l)-(1.5)
provide the key links
between the NIA data in Table 1-2 and the FFA data in Table 1-3.
Two other consistency checks are also available for the data in
Table 1-3. First, the sum of the change in bank reserves across sectors must
equal zero, the sum of the change in borrowing from federal reserve banks,
awxs sectors must equal zero, and the sum of the change in gold and foreign
exchange across sectors must equal zero:
(RESB, - RESB,_ ,) + (RESG, - RESG,_J
(BORB,

- BORE,_

(GFXG,

- GFXG,_,)

,) + (BORG,
+ (GFXR,

= 0,

(1.6)

-BORG,_,)

= 0,

(1.7)

-

= 0.

(1.8)

GFXR,_,)

Second, the sum of the change in demand deposits and currency across sectors
plus the change in demand deposit mail floats’must equal zero:
(DDCEJ, -

DDCHt_,)

+ (DDCR,

+ DDCR,_,)

+ (DDCF,
+ (DDCG,

- DDCF,_,)
- DDCG,_l)

+ (DDCB,

-

DDCB,_,)

+ MAILFLT,

= 0,

(1.9)
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where MAILFLT, denotes the demand deposit mail floats. MAILFLT, consists
of two items: a U.S. government
item and an all other item. The values of
these two items in 1971 were -0.173
and 0.098; the code numbers
are
903023105 and 903029205, respectively;
and the items are found on page
70 in [3].
It is also the case, because of Equations (I. I)-( I .5) and the fact
that the savings of all sectors sum to zero, that the sum of the change in all
securities across sectors, plus the sum of the discrepancies across sectors, plus
FHWLD,, and plus STATDIS, equal zero:
(TOTH,

- TOTH,_,)

+ (TOTR,-

TUTR,_I)

+ (TOTF, - TUTF,_,)
+ (TOTG, - TOTG,_,)

+ DISB, + DISR, + DISC, + FHWLD,

+ (TOTB, - TUTB,_,)
+ DISH, + DISF,

+ STATDIS,

= 0.

(1.10)

This, of course, is not an independent
check on the data to the extent that
Equations (l.l)-(1.5)
have already been checked.
Equations (I .6j(l. 10) and the definition of the change in all other
securities for each sector in section VI in Table 1-3 imply that:
(SECH,

- SECH,_,)

+ (SECR, - SECR,_,)

.I- (SECF, - SECF,_,)

+ (SECB, - SEC&,)

+ (SECG, - SECG,_ ,) = -(DISH,

+ DISB, + DISR, + DISG,) - FHWLD,

- STATDIS,

+ DISFr

+ MAILFLT,.

(1.11)

In other words, the sum of the change in all other securities across sectors is
equal to the negative of the sum of the discrepancies across sectors, less wage
accruals less disbursements
of the firm sector, less the statistical discrepancy
of the NIA, and plus the demand deposit mail floats.
Aside from the adjustments for the various discrepancies,
all that
Equations (1.6)41 .l I) state is that each security that is an asset to one sector
is a corresponding liability to some other sector. Since liabilities correspond to
negative values of Axit, the sum of Aki, across sectors for a given k and t must
be zero, except for the various discrepancies.
This completes the discussion of the linking of the NlA and FFA
data by sector. What remains to be done in this section is to discuss the treatment of capital gains and losses on stocks held by the household sector. There
is a variable on the flow-of-funds tape that measwe~ households’ holdings of
corporate equities. Its code number is 153064005, and it is found on page
50 in [3]. The level data on this variable measwe the market value of the
stock. The flow data, on the other hand, measure the value of the change in
the stock excluding capital gains and losses. Therefore, the value of capital
gains or loss& for a period, denoted in the model as CC,, can be computed as
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the difference between the change in the value of the stock (using the level
data) and the value of the flow (using the flow data). Seasonally unadjusted
flow data were used for this purpose because the stock data are seasonally
unadjusted. (All the other Row data used in this study are seasonally adjusted.)
CC, measura
a few other items aside from capital gains and losses (mostly
adjustments to the level data), but these items are quite small compared to the
capital gains and losses component.
Data on capital gains and losses for the other sectors in the model
were not collected because they weie not used anywhere in the model. Data on
increases in the world’s gold stock were not collected for the same reason.
There are no data in the FFA for capital gains and losses on bonds.
NOTES
“VBGis exclusiveof capitalgainsand losses,so that a change in the price of
government

securities

outstanding

caused

by a change

in interest

rates does not affect YBG.

bAlthough
the model is quarterly,
the actual values presented in parentheses
in this chapter are annual. The annual dam are less rounded
than the quarterly
data, and
for purposes of making the various consistency
checks discussed in this chapter, it is better
lo use less rounded data.
‘It also makes no difference whether the household
sector’s payments to itself
in I.1 are included or not. These payments were included here merely to avoid any possible
confusion
that might arise as to how the two items in 1.1 are to be treated.

Chapter

The

2.1

Two

Complete

Model

INTRODUCTION

Aside from the specification of the stochastic equations, the complete model
is presented
and discussed in this chapter. Most of the remaining
data
questions are also considered.
Presenting the complete model now has the
advantage of showing very early its closed nature (with respect to the flows
of funds) and of establishing all the notation that is needed in later chapters.
A model building effort of this sort requires a number of detailed decisions
about how certain variables are to be treated and about what kinds of data
are to be used, and it seems best to get most of these details out of the way
now in order to put the discussion of the stochastic equations
in a better
perspective.
The complete list of variables in the model is presented in Table
2-l in alphabetic order, and the complete list of equations in the model is
presented in Table 2-2. For reference purposes, the estimates of the stochastic
equations are presented in Table 2-3, although this table is not discussed in
this chapter. The notation
used in this volume corresponds
as closely as
possible to the notation used for the theoretical model in Volume I. Enough
detail has been presented in Table 2-1 so that one should be able to duplicate
the collection of the data fairly easily, using also the information
in Tables
l-2 and 1-3. The notation for most of the variables has been changed in going
from Tables l-2 and 1-3 to Table 2-l. The notation in Tables 1-2 and l-3 is
designed to try to make clear the relationships
among the NIA and FFA
data, whereas, as just mentioned, the notation,in
Table 2-l is designed to be
consistent with the notation in Volume I. The next two sections are a discussion of Tables 2-l and 2-2. Table 2-2 will be discussed first, and then the
data questions that pertain to Table 2-1 will be discussed.
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Activity

The Complete List of Variables
Table 2-l.
in the Model in Alphabetic Order
Subscript f denotes variable for quarter 1. All Row variables are at quarterly rates. Variables
are seasonally adjusted where appropriate. KURT
denotes that the unit of the wriable
is billions of current dollars, and 81958 denotes that the unit of the variable is billions of
1958 dollars. A t denotes an exogenous variable.

of

Equation

Variable
in 197/W

Number
in Mod&l

1342.4

61

A,

0.0

20

BORR,

35.3

45

BR,

%.I

46

CD.

53

CF.

V&e

7.9

-5.2

54

28.4

23

CC.

53.1

2

CN,

6.5
48.8

L

‘COM,
CS,

29.2

‘CL/RR,

0.412
0.084
0.223
0.183

84

= value of nondemand deposit securities of
the household sector. BCURT.
[=.sECH, - cp:,,,
CG, for f < 80;
i_ SECH, + x:: i 8, CG, for I > 80: .... SECH,
for f = 80. r _ 80 in 19711V. For SECH,,
see Table I-3. See also the discussion in
section 2.3.1
= commercial bank borrowing at federal
reserve banks, KURT.
[em BORE, in
Table I-3.1
= bank reserves, BCLIKT. [=RESB, in
Table l-3.1
= personal consumption expenditures on
durable goods, 8,958. [SCB, 1.2.)
,.~ cash Row before taxes and dividends of the
firm war,
BCUR1
[Delined in Table
2-2.1
_ cash Row net of taxes and dividends of the
firm sector, BCffRT. [=S.4VF, in Table
l-2. Also defined in Table 2-2.1
= capital gains (-1 ) or losses (-) during
quarter f on corporate stccks held by the
[See discussion
household sector, KURT.
section 1.2.1
= personal consumption expenditures on nondurable goods, 81958. [SCB, 1.2.)
= farm output, 5195E. [SCS, 1.8.1
= personal consumption expcndirures on
services, 81958. [SCB. I .Z.]
_ value of currency outstanding less the ralue
of demand deposits of the government
sector, KURT
1..
DDCG, in Table

l-3.1
= profit tax rate. [-TAXF,/?,Fr.]
= one of the Tao personal income fax rates.
[=(,‘TAXH,/ YH,) -T. I’H,.]
~_marginal personal income tax rate.
[Defined in Table 2-2.1
= indirect business ta.x rate.
[=IBTH,i(PCD,CR,
+ PCN,CN,
+ PC&C& ~ IBTU,).l
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(continued)

_~employer social security

0.059

0.055

0.0

'D593,

0.0

‘D594,

0.0

‘0601,

0.0

‘D644,

0.0

‘D651,

0.0

‘0652,

0.0

‘0691,

0.0

1D692,

0.0

‘D693,

0.0

‘0704,

0.0

‘D711,

1.0

‘D714,

0.0

‘0721,

1.0

‘00661,

1X9.5

62

DDR,

36.3

I6

DDF,

164.6

8

DDH,

6.5

Model

‘DDR.

fax rate.

I=FHcS,,!(WFF~lHPF.~,
i I .JHPFO.)JOBF,).l
= employee social securify tax rate.
I= HG.SIZ,i( WFF,(HPFNs
/, 1.5HPFO,)JOBFzLI
= dummy variable fhat taker on a value of
one in 1959111 and zero otherwise.
dummy variable that takes on a value of
one in 19591V and zero otherwise.
=~~
dummy variable thaf takes on a value of
one in 19601 and zero otherwise.
I dummy variable that takes on a value of
oni in 19641V and zero otherwise.
= dummy variable thaf takes on a value of
one in 19651 and zero orbenuise.
--dummy variable fhat takes on a value of
one in 1965II and zero otherwise.
dummy variable that takes on a value of
one in I9691 and zero otherwise.
= dummy variable thaf taken on a value of
one in I96911 and zero otherwise.
= dummy variable that takes on a value of
one in 1969111 and zero otherwise.
~= dummy variable that rakes on a value of
one in L9701V and zero otherwise.
=~ dummy variable that fakes on a value of
one in 1971 I and zero otherwise.
i dummy variable that takes on a value of
one in 19711V and zero otherwise.
= dummy variable that taker on a value of
one in 19721 and zero otherwise.
_ dummy variable that rakes on a value of
Nero before 19661 and a value of one from
19661 on.
_ value of demand deposits and currency of
the financial seaor. BCUR7 I- -DDCB,
in Table I-3.1

vahe of demand deposits and currency of
the household sector. BCURT. [ DDCH,
in Table I-3.1’
,~ value of demand deposits and currency of
the foreign sector, BCUHT. [ DDCX.
in Table l-3.1

14.8

‘DEP,

depreciation OF the firm sector, BCD’RT.
[F/F, Capital Consumption Allowances of

NanGnancial Corporate Business,

1063ooOO5,,I 22.1
’DISB,

0.2
2.1
1.3
-1.3
-2.1
0.6

* DJSF,

‘DISC,
+DISH,
‘DJTR,
‘DIVE,

5.8

17

DIP%

6.4

56

DJV”,
‘DTAXCR,

1.0

83019

81

‘EX,

12.3
8.8
8.4

EMPL,

‘FHCCA,
43

FHCSI,

0.0

‘FHPFA,

6.4

‘FHRNT,

1.1

‘FHTRP,

0.2

‘FH WLD.

0.186
12.2

‘a.
'GFXG,

0.3

‘GHSUB,

0.1

‘GHWLD,

dtscrepancies of the financial, firm,
household, and foreign
i gorernment,
‘,
sectors respectively, BCURT.
\in Tabie I-3.1

[Same as

.= dividends paid by the financial rector,
BCURT
I=BHDJV, + BHCGD, in Table
l-2.]
_ dividends paid by the firm sector, BCURT.
[-FJJDIV, in Table L-2.]
=~ dividends received by the household sector
except those dividends paid to itself,
BC”RT. [Delined in Table 2-2.1
= investment tax credit variable. [=0.5 in
1962111-19631V and 1971111; 1.0 in 196411966111, ,96’,&19691,
and 19711”-19751;
and 0.0 otherwise.]
= total number of people employed, civilian
and military, thousands of persons. [Sum
of civilian employment and JOOBGM,.
Data an the Former were obtained From
EE. A-3 I. Averageof monthly data. See
discussion in section 2.3 For adjustments.]
exports, 81958. [SCB, 1.2.1
_ capital consumption of the household
sector. BCURT
[Same as in Table I-2.1
= employer s&al security contributions,
BCURT
[Same as in Table l-2.1
= profits of ‘arms (household sector),
BC”R7”. [Same as in Table I-2.1
1 rental income of the household sector,
BCURT. [Same as in Table l-2.1
transfer payments from the firm sector to
the household sector, BCURT. [Same as in
Table l&2.]
wage accruals less disbursements of the
firm SCC~OT,BCURT
[Same as in Table
I-2.1
= reserve requirement ratio. [~ BR,!DDB,.]
= value of gold and foreign exchange of the
government sector. BCURT
[Same as in
Table l-3.)
net subsidies of government enterprises,
BCURT. [Same as in Table l-2.1
~= wage accruals less disbursements of the
government sector, BCURT.
[Same as in
Table I-2.1
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(continued)

GNP,

0.1

‘GRTRP,

7.8

44

HGSIZ,

491.3

13

HPFr

451.9

50

HPF>V,

39.4

14

HPFO,

i_ gross national product, BCURT, [Defied
in Table 2-2. See also F/F, 86903005, p. I.]
= transfer payments from the government
sector to the foreign sector, BC”RT. [Same
as in Table I-2.]
- employee social security contributions,
BCURT. [Same as in Table I-2.1
= average number of hours paid per job per
quarter by the firm sector. [Unpublished
data from LX%]
= average number of nonovertime hours
paid per job per quarw by the firm sector.
I=HPF,

505.4

‘HPGC,

‘HPGM,

‘HRTRP,

0.3

26.5

40

IBTH,

7.1

47

IH,

12.9
IO.8
3.2
14.0
14.5

35

“PFO..,

= &erage.number
ofovertime hours paid per
job per quarter by the firm sector. [EE,
C-l. (For manufacturing.) Average of
monthly data. Data multiplied by 13 to put
on a quarterly basis.]
= average number of hours paid per civilian
job per quarter by the government sector.
[EE, 8-J and C-9. Ratio of “man hours”
variable for the gowrnment in C-9 to
JOBGC, in B-5. Average of monthly data.
Data multiplied by 13 to put on a quarterly
basis.]
= average number of hours paid per military
job per quarter by the government sector.
[Assumed to be 520 hours for all I.]
= transfer payments from the household
sector to the foreign sector, BCURT.
[Same as in Table I-Z.]
~’indirect business taxes, BCURT. [=HGIBT,
in Table l-2.1
= residential investment of the household
sector, 81958. [=HFRES,/PIH,.
For
HFRES,, see Table l-2.1
_~’
imparts, 81958. [SCB, 1.2.1
L interest paid by the firm sector, BCURT.
(-FHINT,
in Table I-2.1
= interest paid by the government sector.
BCURT. [=GHINT, in Table I-2.1
= interest received by the household sector,
BCURT. [Defined in Table 2-2.1
= nonresidential plant and equipment
investment of the firm sector, 81958.
\;;W,&,;PFF,.
For FFPAE,, see Table
= in&tory
valuation adjustment, BCURT.
[F,‘F, Inventory Valuation Adjustment,
105020601, p. 1.1
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Vdue of
variab/e

(continued)

,?*quafion

in 197/W

Number
in Model

299.3

75

Jc

317.4
71667.

76
12

3:
JOBF,
‘JOBGC,

13027.

‘JOBGM,

2690.

404.4

72

356.1

3

518.7

4

380.9

73

250.9

64

240.9

55
‘MAILFLT,

-2.7
3.43.10’
4366.

Activity

74
7

MJP

MOON,

1.116

33

PC-D,

1.333

32

PCN,

= ratio of total worker hours paid for to
the total population 16 and over. [Defined
in Table Z-2.1
1 J, detrended. [Defined in Table 2-Z.)
_ number of jobs in the firm sector,
thousands of job. [Unpublished data from
BLS.]
_ number of civilian jobs in the government
sector, thousands of jobs. LEE, B-5.
Average of monthly data.]
= number of military jobs in the government
sector. thousands of iobs. IEE. A-31.
Avera& of monthly bata. bitierence
between total labor force and civilian
labor force.]
= actual capital stock of the firm sector,
81958. [See discussion in section 5.2.1
L stock of consumer durables, 81958. [See
discussion in section 2.3.)
_ stack of residential sf~~ctures of the
household sector, 81958. [See discussion in
section 2.3.1
= minimum axwnt of capital required to
produce ,‘,, 8,958. [Defined in Table 2-2.1
= value of loans of the financial sector,
BCURT [-SEC&
in Table 1-3.)
= value of loans taken out by the firm sector,
BCUR/RT [- ~-SECF, in Table 1-3.1
= demand deposit mail float, BCURT. [See
discussion in section I .3.]
=I number of worker hours required to
produce Y,, thousands of worker hours.
[Defined in Table 2-2.1
= difference between the total number of
jobs in the economy (establishment data)
and the total number of people employed
(household survey data), thousands of
persons. This difference is called “the
number of moonlighters.” [=JOBF,
~+JOBGC, + JOBGM, -. EMPL,.]
-= implicit price deflator for CD,, ,958 = 1.0.
[SCB, 8.1, Deflator for Durable Goods.]
= implicit price deflator for CA’,, I958 = I .O.
ISCB. 8.1. Deflator for Nondurable

i;oods.l
‘PCOM,

1.238

1SO,

31

PCS,

= implicit price deflator for COzM,, 1958 =
1.0. [SCB, 8.1, Deflator for Farm Output.]
_ implicit price deAator for CS,, 1958 = 1.O.
[SCB, 8.1, Deflator for Services.]
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29

PD,

,.?@I

28

PEX,

1.216

9

1.371

35

PFF,

I.400

36

PC,

1.374

30

PH,

1.504

34

PIH,

PF.

price deRator for X, - EX,
(domestic sales), 1958 _ 1.0 [Defined

implicit

_

‘PIM,
‘POP,

=

35181

‘POP,,

=

109135.

‘POP,,

=

41

PTAXH,

1.211

27

PX

7.30

2,

I(AAA,

IM,

in

Table 2-2.1
_ implicit price deflator for EX,, 1958 = I .O.
[SCB, 8.1, Deflator for Exports.]
implicit price deRator for X, - COM,,
1958 = LO. [-(XX,
-PCOM,
C0.W
(X,
COW,).]
= implicit price dellator for LVV,, 1958 _
1.0. [SCB, 8.1, Deflator for Nonresidential
Fixed Investment.]
.L implicit price deflator for XG,, ,958 _ 1.0.
;L2~XG,.
For CFPGO,, see Table

i44315.

31.0

37

(continued)

I.218

I.268

Model

_

=

implicit price deflator for domestic sales
inclusive of indirect business taxes, 1958 _
t .O.[Defined in Table Z-2.1
implicit price deflator for IH,. 1958 _ 1.0.
[SC& 8.1, Deflator for Residential
Structures.,
implicit price deflator for IM,, 1958 -- 1.0.
[SCB, 8.1, Deflator for Lmports.]
noninstirutional population 16 and
owr, thousands of persons. [EE, A-l.
Average of monthly data. See discussion in
section 2.3 for adjustments.)
noninstitutional population of men 25-54,
thousands of persons. LEE, A-3. Sum of
total labor force and not in labor force of
men 25-54. Average of monthly data.
See discussion in section 2.3 for
adjustments.]
noninstitutional population of all persons
16 and over except men 25-54, thousands
of persons. [-POP,
-POP,,.]
personal income taxes of the household
sector plus tax accruals of farms, BCURI:
[-HGPTX,
+ HGFR,M, in Table 1-2.1
implicit price deflator for X,, 1958 = I .O.
,~~(PCS,CS, + PCN,CN, + PCD,CD,
- PIHJN, f PFFJN”,
+ PEX,EX,
PIMJMr
- PG,XG,
PFFJXPAEH,
f XPAEBJ + PIH,(XRESF,
-1 XRESB,)
IBTHxcs,
+ CN, + CD, ‘- IH,
/ IN v, + EX, IM, + Xc;, + XPAEH,
+ XPAEB, A XRESF, + XRESR,).
See discussion in section 2.3, which
demonstrates that PX, ~~ XXJX,.]
Aaa corporate bond rate, percentage points
[FRB, A30. Average of monthly data.]

4.23

70

RBILL.

0.94

79

RBILL:

4&l

‘RD,

7.74

22

RMORT.

0.9

63

SA VB,

68

SA

9.0

60

SA v.Y,

1.8

65

x4 “R,

66

SEC&

-6.6

-44.8

-1.1
80
58.0

vc,

‘STATDIS,

67

2.0

‘t
TAX,

‘TAXB,

7.2

42

TAXF,

48.8

59

TA XH,

33619.

5

TLG‘

=~RBILL, d&ended up 10 19701V, gercentage
points. [Defined in Table 2-2.1
~ the discount rate. percentage points.
[FRB, A8, Rate at F. R. Bank of N.Y.
Quarterly average.]
= mortgage rate; ,xrce”tage points. [FRB,
A45. Yield in$rivate secondary market on
FHA-%%%ans.
Average of monthly
data. See discussion in section 2.3.)
_ saving of the financial secfor, BCU.C
[Same as in Table L-2. Also defined in
Table 2-2.1
= saving of the government sector, BCUR7.
[Same as in Table l-2. Also defined in
Table 2-2.1
= saving of the household sector, net of
caDital gains OTlosses, BCURT. [Same as
in Table l-2. Also defined in Table 2-2.1
_ saving of the foreign sector, BCURT.
[Same as in Table l-2. Also defined in
Table 2-2.1
_ value of securities of the foreign sector not
including demand deposits and currency
and gold and foreign exchange, BCURT
[Same as in Table I-3.)
i statistical discrepancy of the national
income accounts, BCURT. [See discussion
in section 1.3.1
_ linear time trend, f = I in 19521.
= total net taxes paid to the government
sector, BCORT. [Defined in Table 2-2.1
rantaxes paid by the financial sector, BCURT.
[=BGTAX, + BGSUR, in Table I-Z.]
= taxes paid by the firm sector, BCURT,
[=FGTAX, in Table I-2.1
= total net taxes paid by the household
sector, BCURT. [Defined in Table 2-2.1
= lotal labor force of men 25-54, thousands
of persons. [Sum of civilian labor force
(seasonally adjusted) and armed farces
(not seasonally adjusted) of men 25-54.
Data an the former were obtained from the
BLS. Data on the latter were obtained
from EE, A-3, as the difference between the
to&l labor force and the civilian labor
face (both not seasonally adjusted) of men
25-54. Average of monthly data. See
discussion in section 2.3 for adjustments.]
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= total labor force of all persons 16 and over

6

1.5

5104
0.0597
205.9

u,

25

TP

82

u,

83

UR,

51

vr
’VBG,

323.1

39

132.1

15

Wf,

3.88.10-6

37

WFFt

excep‘ men 25-54, thousands of persons.
[Difference between total labor force 16
and over (seasonally adjusted) and TLF,,.
Data on the former were obtained from
EE, A-31. Average of monthly data. See
discussion in section 2.3 for adjustments.]
_ transfer payments in the form of unemolovment insurance benefits. BCURT.
= number of people unemployed, thousands
of persons. [Defined in Table Z-Z.]
i civilian unemployment rate. [Defined in
Table Z-Z.]
= stock of inventories of the firm sector,
B1958. [See discussion in section 2.3.1
= value of *ownment
securities, BC(/RT
[=-SECG,
in Table I-3.1
= average hourly earnings, private nonfarm
economy, production and nonsupervisory
w~orkers, adjusted for overtime (in manufacturing only) and interindustry employment
shifts, index of current dollars, 1967 1100.
[EE, C-17. See discussion in section 2.3.1
_; average hourly earnings, excluding overtime,
of workers in the firm sector, millions of
current dollars per hour pa job.
[=(,WWAC, - FHWLD, - FHOT”,
- FHPRI,)/((HPFN,
+ 1.5HPFO,)JOBF,).
For the tint four variables, see Table t-2.1

4.08.10-6

38

WCC,

I average hourly earnings of government
civilian workers, millions of current
dollars per hour per job. [=(GHCW,
GHWLD, + GHOTH~Y(HPGC,JOBGC,).
For the frst three variables, see Table t-2.1

3.50.10-’

39

WGM,

169.4

48

X,

0.5

20.4

‘XCCAB,

‘XG.

= average hourly earnings of government
military workers, millions of current
dollars per hour per job. [=GHMIL,,’
(HPGM,JOEGM,).
For GHMIL,, see
Table I-Z.]
= total sales of the firm sector, B1958.
[Defined in Table Z-2.1
= capital consumption of the financial sector,
81958. [=HBCCA,,‘PX,.
For HBCCA,, see
Table I-2.1
= purchases of goods of the government
sector, 81958. [DiRerence between
government purchases of goods and
services in constant dollars (SCB, 1.2) and
general government in constant dollars
(SCB, 1.8.)]

,
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&p‘tyuatiO,~
Number
in Model
‘XIVTH,

0.9

‘XPAES,

4.3

‘XPAEH,

3.4

‘XPROB,

0.0

‘XRESB,

0.8

‘XRESF,

206.2

49

XX.

170.6

10

r,
* YC,

23.4

201.8

58

YH,

45.0

71

YNLH,

0.9664

17

ZJz

0.5962

78

ZJ:

0.9999

80

ZR,

0.0525

0.00575

0.0285

‘6,

= inventory investment of the household
sector, 81958. [=HFlVT,,‘PX,.
For
HNVT,, see Table l-2.]
= nonresidential plant and equipment
investment of the financial sector, Bl958.
\=L$h&PFF,.
For BFPAE., see Table
= nonresidential plant and equipment
investment of the household sector, 81958.
, ~~~
HFPAE,:PFF,.
For HFPAE,, see Table
I-Z.]
_ profits of the financial sector, 81958.
j_2;BPR0,:PX,.
For HBPRO,, see Table
= residential investment of the financial
sector, 81958. [=~.BFRE.s,:PIH,. For
&=/ES,, see Table I-2.1
residential investment of the firm sector,
61958. [~~-FFRES,!PIH,. For FFRES,,
see Table I-2.1
_ total sales of the fiim sector, BCURT.
[Defined in Table Z-2.1
= production of the firm sector, 81958.
[ IX,,+ v,V,_,.]
1 transfer payments from the government
sector to the household sector, not counting
I-PC,,, BCURT. [=CHTRP,
+ CHINS,
+ CHRET,
TPU,. For the first three
variables, see Table I-2.1
= taxable income of the household sector,
BCURT. [Defined in Table Z-Z.]
= nonlabor income of the household sector,
BCURT, [Defined in Table 2-2.1
= hours constraint variable for the household
sector. [Defined in Table 2-2.1
.i labor constraint variable for the firm
sector. [Defined in Table Z-2.1
= loan constraint variable. [Defined in Table
2.2.1
S- physical depreciation rate of the stock of
durable goods, rate per quarter. [See
discussion in section 2.3.1
= physical depreciation rate of the stock of
residential sfrucfures of the household
sector. rate oer auarter. Lee discussion in
section 2.3.1’
.
.
= physical depreciation rate of the stock of
capital of the firm sector, rate per quarter.
[See discussion in section 5.2.1
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2-I.

(continued)

‘A,

= amount of output capable of being
produced per worker hour. output (81958)
per thousand worker hours. [Constructed
from peak-to-peak interpolations. See
discussion iq section 5.X]
maximum amount of output capable of
being produced per quarter per unit of fhe
capital stock, output (81958) per unit of
capital stock (81958). [Constructed from
peak-to-peak interpolations. See discussion
in section 5.2.1

‘WC

17.5

52

41

before-taxprotits of tile fmn sector,
BCURT. [Defined in Table 2-2. See also

nK

FIF. Profits of Coroorate Business.
166&0205, p. 8, p&s Foreign Pro&r,
26606WO1, p. 8.1
= PEX,fPX,

I.035
I.042

*= PC.s,((I + d,,)PD,)
= PC>V,/((I i- d,,)PD,)
= PCD,l((l + d,JPD,)
= PIHJPD,
il PFF,IP D,
_ PGJPD,
= WFFJ WI;
_ WCC,/ WFc
= WGM,/ WF,
progmrivity tan parameter in personal

0.925
0.774
1.235
I.126
1.150
2.938.10-8

3.092.10-8
2.651. 1O-8
o.ooo343

income tax equation.
section 2.2.1
Note: The table include

83 endogenous

[See discussion in

variables (not counting GNP,) and 78 exogenous

variables (not counting 8,. &,, S,, and T).
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Vnriobier

The
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2-2.

The

Activity

List

of

Equations

in the

Model

Explai,,~d by Smchasric Eqiioriarls

Household Sector:
[consumption expenditures on services]
CS,
[consumption expenditures on nondurable goods]
CN,
KCD,
[stock of consumei durahles]
[stock of residential st~~ctwes of the household sector]
KM,
[total labor force of males 25-54,
TW,,
[total labor force of all others 16 and over]
TLF,,
MOON,
[the number of moonlighters]
[value of demand deposits and currency of the househoid sector,
DDH,

The Firm Sector:
[implicit price deflator for A’, COM, (total firm sales less farm output)]
9. PF,
[production of the firm sector]
IO. Y,
[nonresidential plant ;ind equipment investment of the firm sector]
1I. INV,
12. ,l*oBt-,
[number of jobs in the lirm sector]
[average number of hours paid per job by the firm sector]
13. IfPf,
[average number of overtime hours paid per job by the firm sector]
14. HPFO,
15. WF,
(average earnings adjusted for overtime and interindustry employment
shifts]
[value of demand deposits and currency of the firm sector]
16. DDF,
17. DIVFc
[dividends paid by the firm sector]
18. INTF,
[interest paid by the firm sector]
19. IVA,
[inventory Yaluation adjustment]
The Financial Sector:
20. BORR,

21. RAAA,
22. RMOR%
23. CC,

[commercialbank borrowing at federal reserve banks]
[the bond rate]
[the mortgage rate]
[capital gains ( I ) or losses(-) on stocks held by the household sector]

The Foreign Sector:
[imports]
24. IM,
The Government
25. TP”,
26. INTG,

Sector:
(unemployment insurance benefits]
[interest paid by the government sector]

[price deflator for total firm sales]

[price deflator for exports]
[price deflator for domestic sales (total
firm sales, If% exports, plus imports),
[price deflator for domestic sales inclusive of indirat business taxes]
[price deflator for expenditures
on
services]
[price deflator for expenditures ODnondurable
[price

goods]
deflator

durable goods]

for

expenditures

on
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(continued)
[price deflator for expenditures on residential structures]
[price deflator for expenditures on nonresidential plant and equipment investment]
(price deflator for expenditures
on
goods by the government sector]

41. p=~axH,=(d,,,-r.YH,)YH:
42. TAXF, = d,,nF,
4,. FNCS,, I d,,( WFF,,(HPFNz
44. HGSIZ,

_~ dal(WFF,,(HPFN,

[personal income taxes]
[profit taxes of the frm sector]
I I .SHPFO,)JOBF,)
+ I.SHPFO,)JOBF,)

[employer
taxes1

social security

[employeesocial security
tW?S]

46. CD,

= KCD,

47. I/T;

KIH,

48. x,

49. XX,

- (I - S,)RCD,-,

(I ~ &,KIH,

,

_ CT.,-,+ CN, + CD,
,“, ~, IN!,‘, , EX,
- ,M, + AT, + xPaE.4, - XPAEB,
+ XRESF, ~+ XRESBB, + XIYTH,
XPROB, - XCCAB,
pi PCS&S,
-f PCN,CN,
+ PCDxCD,
/ PIHJ”, - PFF,,NV, + PEX, EX,
-PTMJMr
PGJG, - PFF<,(XPAEH,
~,~XPAEB,) + PIH,(XRESF,
+ XRESB,)
+ PX,(X,VTH,
XPROB,
XCCAB,,)
-- IBTH,

[expenditures on durable
goods]
[expenditures on residential structures by the
household sector]
[total sales of the firm
sector (constant dollars)]
[value of tota, sales of
the firm se&x (current
dollars)]

[average number of nanovertime hours paid per
job by the firm sector]
[rtock of inventories at
the end of period t]
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52.

53. CF.

54.

EC
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Activity

(continued)

=xx,-iPX,(V,V,.,)
_ WFF,,(I +d5,)(HPFN, - I .SHPFO,)JOBF,
- FHRNT, - FHTRP,
FHFFAA,
- FHCCA, ..~ GHSUB, - INTF, - DEP,
,“A, ~- FffWLD, -. STAID&
= XX, - WFF,(I ?~d,,)(HPFNt t 1.5HPFOr)
x JOB& - FHRVT,
FHTRP, - FHPIFA,
- F”CCA, + GHStJB, - INTF.
- PFF;lN Y, - PIH, XRESF,

[before-tan profits of the
firm sector]

2 CF, ~ TA XF, - DIYF,

[cash Row net of taxes
and dividends of the firm
SKVX]

-

56. DIYH,

= LF,., -~ DDF, ~ DDF,.,
+ FHWLD, + STATDIS,
= DIYF‘ -L DIYB,

57. INTH,

i= INTF, 1 INTG,

58.

= WFF,(HPFN, -k I.SHPFO,jJOBF,
-, WGC,HPGC,JOBGC,
+ WGM,HPGM,
x JOBGM, + DIYH, i- INTH, + FHRNT,
~CFHTRP, + FHI’F.4,
= PTAXH, !. IBTH, + FHCSI, + HGSIZ,
- YG, - TPU,
= YH, ,. FHCCA, ‘- FHCSI, ~. PCS,CS,
- PCN.CNr
PCD,CD, - PIH,IH,
- PFFrXPAEH, - PX, XIVTH, - HRTRP,
- (TAXff, .- IBTH,)
=A,.,-DDH,+DDN,-,+SAVX,~-CC,
-DISH,

55. LF,

59. TA Xx,
60. SA VU,

61. A,

62. DDB,

63. SA “B,
64. LB”*B,

65. SAY.?,

CF, -i- DISF,

= DDE,., + DDH, - DDH,_, + DDF,
_ DDF,., - DDR, - DDR,.,
-CUR&
+ C”RR,_,
ailIMAILFLT,
_ PX,(XPROB, + XCCAB,) - PFF,XPAEB,
~- PIH,XRESB, - DIVB, - i-AX&
-LB”BB,.,
Jr BORR, - BORR,.,
- BR,
~- RR,_, -i DOB, - DDB,_,
i SAY&
- DISB,
_ PIM,IM, + HRTRP, , GRTRP, - PEX,EX,

[cash flow of the firm
sector]

[value of loans taken out
by the firm sector,
[dividends received by the
household sectm]
[interest received by the
household sector]
[taxable income of the
household sector]

[total net taxer paid by
the household sector]
[saving of the household
sector,

[value of nondemand
deposit securities of the
household sector]
[value of demand deposits
and currency of the
tinancial sector]
[saving of the financial
SeCtOr]
[value
of loam of the
financial sector]

[saving of the foreign
SeCtOr]

66. SEC&

=SECR,_,
-~ DDR, -+ DDR,+, 1~GFXG,
~ GFXG,. , - SA VR,
DISR,

67. TAX,

= TAXN,

68. SAYG,

= TAX, -PG,XG,
- WGC,HPGC,JOBGC,
WGM,HPGM,JOBGM,
L’VTG,
- CRTRP, - GHS”B,
.VBG,
VBG,_, ~ BORR, + BORR,.,
~- CURR, - CURR.., + RR, - BR,.,
i- SA VG, - GFXG, + GFXG,. , - DISC,

69. 0

f i-AXF,

.~ TAX&

(value
of
securities
of
the
foreign seeror not
including demand
deposits and currency and
gold and foreign
exchange]
[total net taxes paid to
tile government sector]
[saving of the government
SCdW]

[povernment

constraint]

budget
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(continued)
[the change in the sum of
all other securities (SEC)
acroSS sectors mmt be
zero after adjusting for
discrepancies]
[nonlabor income of the
household sector]
[actual capital stock of
the firm sector]
[minimum amount of
capital required to
produce Y$]
[number of worker hours
required to produced I’,]
[ratio of total worker
hours paid for to the
total population 16 and
over]
[Jg d&ended]
[hours conStraint variable
for the household sector]
[labor constraint variable
for fix firm sector,
[RBILL, detrcnded UP to
I
76 (,97”1”)]
[loan constraint variable]
[total number of people
employed]
[total number of ,xopls
unemployed]
[civilian unemployment
rate,
[marginal personal
income tan rate]

Table

23.

TSLS

and

FIML

Estimates

of the

26 Stochastic

Equations

1. The FlML estimatesa~)pemabove the TSLS estimates.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The sample period is 19541-197411 (82 observations).
The numbers in parentheses are absolute values of the f-statistics of tbc TSLS wtimates.
DW- Dub&Watson
statistic for the TSLS estimates.
K” = cc&dcient of determination for the TSLS estimates.
p = estimate of the first order serial correlation cocfficicnt for the equation. “0” means the coetlicicnt was constrained
when 6 i 0, DWand R2 are computed using the estimates of the transformedresiduals.
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m0.1t7
-0.117 IogPCS,
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1 o.oo877log
PH,.,POp,_,
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YNLH,_,
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17. log DIVF,

x

(continued)

O.O%h I O.&l log D,“F;
(1.56)
(69.35)
n

~, + O.OU5y2
k&f;
(4.42)

- TAXF#)

B

DFV

a&i
(2.42)

I .84

RZ
$
0.997

4

+ 7.88 IogZR,
(2.41)

z

18. INTI;= -O&i

O.t~4mJTI;_,
i O.";~‘JLI-;~+".;~~~RAAA,
(2.88)
(4.41,
(0.37) (6.52)

19.IVA,= 3.:3 !,?.9Px,
+ 16;.4Px,-,
~70.&y,-,
WW)
(10.59) (9.40)
(4.90)
T/w Fti,oncin,&c,ar
n
(1
XORH,
20.=O.O121~O.O106(RBILL,
- RD,)
BR,
(3.18) (0.95)
0.0613 0.922
21. 1% RAAA, = 0.0642
0.922 logRAAA,_,
(3.52)

(43.03)

0.177
-O.l8Olo~

(2.67)
l.87’A[3(logPXr.,
(2.33)

-l”gPX,-,)

0

0.536
(5.75)

1.99

1.75

0.9998

0.86,

2
3
ii
i
$

2.18

0.368

2.05

0.994

0.166
0.166 log RBILL,
(3.08)

+O.O6OIlo~RB,LL,_;
(1.99,

1.25
-

O.&l
(24.95)

a
g

a

0.0640
RBILL,.,

Y

0

Table
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(continued)

b
a
+ 0.0662D721,
(3.05,
Thr Governmenl .Ser,or
a
25. lognw,=

il

a
26. log INTG,

a

--14.4+
1.71 log u,,,t 1.13 logPX,-,
(20.53)(19.99)
(9.61)
0

a

~~~I.21 0.786 log ,NTG,_ I : 0.223 log VBC,
(3.61) (15.51)
(3.45)
0
+ 0.0501 log RBILL,
(3.92)

a
~1~0.0643 log RAAA,
(1.43)
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2-2

Consider the stochastic equations in Table 2-2 first. There are eight stochastic
equations for the household sector, explaining: (I) consumption
of services in
real terms, CS,, (2) consumption
of nondurable
in real terms, CN,, (3) the
stock of consumer durables in real terms, KCD,, (4) the stock of houses in
real terms, KIH,, (5) the total labor force of men 25-54, TLF,,, (6) the total
labor force of all persons 16 and over except men 25-54, TLf;,, (7) the numMOON,, and (8) demand deposits of the household
ber of moonlighters,
sector, DDH,.
There are eleven stochastic equations for the firm sector, explaining: (9) the price variable that the firm sector is assumed to set, PF,, (10)
production
in real terms, Y,, (II) investment in real terms, ZNV,, (12) the
number of jobs in the firm sector, JOBF,, (13) the average number of hours
paid per job, HPF,, (14) the average number of overtime hours paid per job,
HPFO,, (15) the wage rate that the firm sector is assumed to set, WF,, (16)
demand deposits of the firm sector, DDF,, (17) dividends paid, DIVF,,
(18) interest paid, ZNTF,, and (19) the inventory valuation adjustment,
IV&
There are four stochastic equations for the financial sector, explaining:
(20) commercial
bank borrowing
at the federal reserve banks,
BORR,, (21) the bond rate, RAAA,, (22) the mortgage rate, RMORT,, and
(23) capital gains on stocks held by the household sector, CC,. There is one
stochastic equation for the foreign sector, explaining: (24) the value of imports
in real terms, lM,. There are, finally, two stochastic equations for the government sector, explaining: (25) transfer payments in the form of unemployment
insurance benefits, TPU,, and (26) interest paid, INTG,. Putting capital gains
in the financial sector and imports in the foreign sector, rather than both in
the household sector, is somewhat arbitrary, but for expository purposes this
seemed like the best procedure.
The next set of equations in Table 2-2 concerns the treatment of
the various price deflators in the model. PA’, in Equation 27 is the implicit
price deflator for total firm sales, A’,. PF,, on the other hand, which is the
price the firm sector is assumed to set according to Equation 9, is the implicit
price deflator for total firm sales less farm output, X, - COM,. Farm output
in real terms is denoted as COM, and will be referred to, somewhat loosely,
as “commodity
sales.” The implicit price deflator for COM, is denoted as
PCOM, and will be referred to as the “price of commodities.”
Since PF, is
the price deflator for X, - COM,, PCOM, the price deflator for COM,, and
PX, the price deflator for A’,, the following equation is true by definition:
PX, X, = PF,(X, - COM,) + PCOM, COM,,
which
is Equation
27 in
Table 2-2.
Equation 29 defines the price deflator for domestic sales, PD,,
where domestic sales are taken to be total firm sales, less exports, and plus
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imports. Equation 30 then defines the price deflator for domestic sales inclusive of indirect business taxes, PH,. Given that PD, is the price deflator
for domestic sales net of indirect business taxes and that IBTH, is the value
of indirect business taxes, the following equation
is true by definition:
PH,(X, - EX, + IM,) = PD,(X, - EX, + IM,) + IBTH,, which is Equation
30. PH, is used as an explanatory variable in some of the stochastic equations
of the household sector. Since PH, is inclusive of indirect business taxes,
using it as an explanatory variable means that one is assuming that the prices
the households are being influenced by are inclusive of indirect business taxes.
This is an example in the model in which an important
constraint is put on
the specification of the way that taxes affect behavior.
Notice also that it
is the price of domestic sales that is assumed to affect household behavior, not
the price of total firm sales. In other words, the price of imports is assumed
to affect household behavior, but the price of exports is not.
The next six deflators in the table are explained as a function of
PD, (Equations 31-36). Consider, for example, Equation 34 explaining PIH,,
the price deflator for housing expenditures.
$*‘ in the equation is (from
Table 2-l) the actual ratio of PIH, to PD, that existed in quarter f. This
ratio is taken to be exogenous in the model. PIH, is then explained as $,,PD,.
This procedure has the effect of making PIH, an endogenous
variable, since
PD, is an endogenous
variable, but making the ratio of PIH, to PD, an
exogenous variable. It is beyond the scope of this study to consider the
determination
of relative prices, and the procedure just described is a simple
way of allowing there to be more than one endogenous
price variable in the
model while at the same time allowing relative prices to remain exogenous.
The price deflators PFF, and PC, are handled the fame way as
PIH,. The price deflators for service, nondurable,
and durable consumption
expenditures
(PCS,, PCN,, and PCD,) are, however, handled slightly differently because of the treatment
of indirect business taxes. Indirect business
taxes are a part of consumption
in current dollar terms, but they are not a
part of consumption
in real terms. Consequently,
the price deflators for the
various consumption
categories include indirect business tax rates.
Unfortunately,
indirect business taxes are not disaggregated
by
consumption
category, and so some assumption
has to be made regard@
this disaggregation.
What is assumed here is that the same indirect business
tax rate applies to all three consumption
categories. This assumption
allows
the indirect business tax rate, d4*, to be defined in Table 2-1 as:
d,,=

IBTH,
PCDi CD, f PCN, CN< + PCS, CS, - IBTH(.

IBTH, is subtracted from the other terms in the denominator
because indirect
business tax rates usually apply to the cost of the item net of indirect business
taxes. d4, is taken to be exogenous in the model.
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Because of the assumption just made about indirect business taxes,
PCS,, PCN,, and PCD, are larger than the actual before-tax prices of the
items. If PCS,, PCN,, and PCD,
PCS, equals (I+cl,,)PCS,,

then

denote
PCN,

the before-tax
equals

prices of the items,

(I+d,,)PCN,.

and

PCD,

(I +d,,)PCD,.
PD, does not include indirect business taxes, and so
the ratios PCSJPD,,
PGVJPD,,
and PCD,!PD, are the natural ratios to
take as exogenous regarding the consumption
categories. These ratios are
denoted as $*?, $,,, and $4, in Table 2.1, In Table 2-2, PCS, is then determined as tizl(l +&) PD,, PCN, is determined as $,,(I +&) PD,, and PCD,
is determined as $& +d4J PD,.
The price detlator for exports, PEX,, is determined in Equation 28
as a function of PX,. Since total firm sales include exports and not imports,
the natural ratio to take as exogenous regarding the price of exports is
PEXJPX,. $,, is delined in Table 2-l to be this ratio, and so PEA’, is determined in Table 2-2 as $,,PX,.
Two price deflators are taken to be exogenous in the model, the
price of commodities, PCOM,, and the price of imports, PIM,. The assumption that PIM, is exogenous is much more important
than the assumption
that PCOM, is exogenous. PI!W, enters as an explanatory
variable in the
equation explaining PF,, the key price variable in the model, whereas PCUM,
does not. The only place that PCOM, is used in the model is in Equation 27
in going from PF, to PX,.
The treatment
of PCOM, and PIM, as exogenous reflects the
assumption that both variables are determined by world supply and demand
conditions for the various items and are beyond the control of the firm sector
in the United States. PIM, is also influenced by changes in the value of the
dollar relative to other currencies, and these changes are likewise assumed to
be beyond the control of the firm sector. It is obvious that supply and demand
conditions in the United States have some effect on prices determined in world
markets, but these effects have to be ignored here. It is clearly beyond the
scope of this study to build the kind of model that would be necessary to
explain the prices of the major commodities
in the world. This study is thus
subject to at least a small amount of bias from ignoring the fact that PCOMM,
and PIM, are determined in part by home of the endogenous variables in the
model. The present approach is similar to the approach taken by Nordhaus
and Shown [36], who divide the economy into a sector in which prices are
endogenously
determined
in the sector and a sector in which prices are
exogenously determined by world supply and demand conditions. (Nordhsus
and Shown also take the price of labor to be exogenous, but this is not done
here.)
Equations 37-39 in Table 2-2 determine three \vage rates in the
model as a function of WF,. WF, is the wage rate that is assumed to be set
by the firm sector according to Equation 15. It is a series (see Table 2-l) on
equals
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earnings in the private nonfarm economy of production
and
nonsupervisory
workers. adjusted for overtime (in manufacturing
only) and
interindustry
employment shifts. Since VT, is adjusted for overtime and interindustry shifts, it is about as good a measure of an aggregate “wage rate”
that one can hope to get. It is not the case, however. that WF, provides a
direct link between the employment data used in this study and the NIA data.
The wage variables that do provide this link arc WFF,, WCC,, and WGM,,
which are defined in Table 2-l and are explained in the next section. Consequently, Equations
37-39 can be considered as providing the link between
the employment data and the NIA data.
The ratio of each of the three wage variables to WF, is assumed
to be exogenous in the model. These three ratios are denoted as es,, tiqr, and
$,,,, and are defined in Table 2-l. This treatment of the wage variables is
similar to the treatment
of the price deflators:
it allows the three wage
variables to be endogenous while keeping the relative wage rates exogenous.
Equations 37-39 are not, however, an important part of the model. since the
three wage variables are only needed for some of the income and profit
definitions.
WF, is always the wage variable that is used in the specification
of the stochastic equations.
Equations 40-44 explain taxes as a function of tax rates. There
are six tax rates in the model: the (already defined) indirect business tax rate,
d4,; two personal income tax rates, jJ1 and T; the corporate profit tax rate,
d,,; the employer social security tax rate, d,,; and the employee social
security tax rate, d,,. These six rates are assumed to be exogenous. Although
the tax rates are assumed to be exogenous,
the actual taxes paid are, of
course, endogenous because the tax rates multiply endogenous variables.
All the tax rates except T are defined in Table 2-1. d,,, for example,
is the actual ratio of TAX& to nF, that existed in quarter 1. TAXF, is then
determined in Table 2-2 as d,,nF,. Indirect business taxes and social security
taxes are treated in the same way. Personal income taxes, on the other hand,
are not. It is not, for example, realistic to take the ratio of PTA XH, to YH,
as exogenous because of the somewhat progressive structure of the personal
income tax system. As YH, increases, PTAXH, generally increases more than
proportionally.
Consequently,
some estimate of this progressivity
must be
made.
The progressivity of the personal income tax system was estimated
in the following way. The period 19541-19751 was first divided into eight
subperiods, each subperiod corresponding
roughly to a period in which there
were no major changes in the tax laws (surtaxes being counted as changes in
the tax laws). The eight subperiods are: 1954L19631V, 19641-19651, 196511L
196811, 196X111-1969lV, 197W197OIV,
1971lL197llV,
19721-1972IV,
and
19731-19751. Two assumptions
about the relationship
between PTAXH, and
YH, were then made. The first is that within a subperiod PTAXH, is equal
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to (c& + ? YH,) YH, plus a random error term, where d3 and 7 are constants.
The second is that changes in the tax laws affect d3, but not T. These two
assumptions
led to the estimation of the following equation:
PTAXH,=-1.67+0.119
(2.65)

(11.23)

YH;D1,+0.102
YH;D2,+0.101
YH;D3,
(10.07)
(9.78)

+ 0.115 YH,
(10.47)

04, + 0.102 YH,
(8.97)

05, + 0.090 YH,
(7.72)

+ 0.099 YH,
(5.07)

07, + 0.082 YH,
(6.04)

08, + O.OCil343 YH,
(7.49)

SE=O.39,

R2=0.999,

DW=

06,

YH,,

1.58.

(2.1)

Dl, is a dummy variable that takes on a value of one in subperiod
I and zero otherwise, 02, is a dumm) variable that takes on a value of one
in subperiod 2 and zero otherwise, and so on. The equation was estimated
over the entire 19541-19751 period. The coefficient of YH, Dl I is the estimate
of d3 for the first subperiod, the coefficient of YH, 02, is the estimate of d,
for the second subperiod, and so on. The coefficient of YH, YX, is the estimate of 7, Since Equation (2.1) is clearly only a rough approximation
to the
actual tax system, a constant term was included in the estimated equation
even though the two assumptions
just mentioned
do not call for it. When
YH, is zero, PTAXH, ought also to be zero, but the zero-zero point is so far
removed from any observation
in the sample that it seemed unwise from an
approximation
point of view to constrain the equation to pass through this
point.
The assumption
that changes in the tax laws do not affect f is
but again it is clearly only an
probably not bad as a first approximation,
approximation.
The estimate of I in Equation (2.1) is 0.000343, and this is
the value of T that has been used in this study. Given ?, d,, is defined in
Table 2-1 to be PTAXHJ YH, - 7 YH,. d,, is taken to be exogenous, and
PTA XH, is then explained as (d,, + 7 YH,) YH, in Equation 41 in Table 2-2.
The marginal personal income tax rate for quarter f, denoted as dg, is equal
to d3, + 2~ YH,, which is Equation 84 in Table 2-2. From Table 2-1 it can
be seen that the marginal tax rate (dz) was 0.223 in 1971IV, while the average
tax rate (PTAXHJYH,)
was 0.154 (= 31.0/201.8).
Equation
(2.1) could have been used directly as the equation
explaining PTAXH, in the model, rather than Equation 41, but for computational convenience
this was not done. The results in the theoretical
model
indicate that the marginal tax rate ought to be a? important
explanatory
variable in the household sector, and the procedure just outlined provides a
convenient way of constructing
a marginal tax rate series. If Equation (2.1)
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were used instead, this task would be more difficult, especially if the equation
were estimated jointly with the other equations
in the model. The fit of
Equation (2.1) is good enough (a standard error of 0.39 billion dollars at a
quarterly rate) that treating d3, as exogenous is not likely to introduce any
serious biases anywhere. Treating d3, as exogenous effectively converts the
PTAXH, equation into an equation with a perfect fit.
Equation 45 explains bank reserves (ER,) as a function of the level
of demand deposits of the financial sector (DDB,) and the reserve requirement
ratio (gl,). gl, is defined in Table 2-1 as the ratio of BR, to DDE, that actually
existed in quarter f. gl, is taken to be exogenous, and BR, is then explained as
glr DDB, in Equation 45 in Table 2-2. The relationship
between BR, and
DDE, is thus assumed to be exogenous, although both variables are themselves endogenous. This assumption is discussed in Chapter Six, but it should
be noted now that the assumption
says nothing about commercial
bank
borrowing
at federal reserve banks (BORR,). Borrowing can clearly exist
even though the ratio of BR, to DDB, is taken to be exogenous. BORR, is
in fact explained by Equation 20. As discussed in Chapter Six, the treatment
of BR, in the empirical model is different from its treatment in the theoretical
model, where it is treated as a residual. The different treatment in the empirical
model is due to the use of quarterly data, rather than data for a shorter period
of time.
Equations
46 through 84 in Table 2-2 are definitions
that are
needed to close the model. Many of the equations are concerned with defining
the savings of the sectors and the values of the securities held by the sectors.
These types of equations are based on Equations (I. I)--( I. 1 I) in Chapter One
and the corresponding
definitions in Tables 1-2 and 1-3.
Equation 46 relates the current expenditures on durable goods in
real terms, CD,, to the current and lagged stocks of consumer
durables
(KCD, and KCD, _ J. 6, is the depreciation
rate on the stock of consumer
durables. Its construction
is explained in the next section. KCD, is explained
by Equation 3, and Equation 46 is needed to relate current expenditures
to
KCD,. Equation 47 is a similar equation for current expenditures on housing
of the household sector, IH,. 8, is the depreciation
rate on the stock of
houses, and its construction
is also explained in the next section.
Equation 48 defines total lirm sales in real terms, X,, and Equation
49 defines total firm sales in current dollar terms, XX,. X, is the sum of the
various quantity items, and XX, is the sum of the various price-times-quantity
items. The endogenous variables on the right-hand
side of Equation 48 are
CS,, CN,, CD,, IH,, INV,, and IM,. The exogenous variables are exports
(EX,), government purchases ofgoods (XC,), plant and equipment investment
of the household, and financial sectors (XPAEH,
and XPAEB,), residential
investment ofthe firm and financial sectors (XRESF, and XRESB,), inventory
investment of the household sector (XIVTff,), and profits and capital con-
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sumption
in real terms of the financial sector (XPROB, and XCCAB,).
Except for EX, and XC,, these exogenous variables are small in value and
not very important.
The last two variables, XPROB, and XCCAB,, should
be thought of as sales by the financial sector to the household sector, which
must be subtracted from the expenditures
of the household sector in determining the sales of the firm sector. The only exogenous variable that is in
Equation 49 and not in Equation 48 is the price of imports, PIM,. The value
of indirect business taxes (IBTH,) is subtracted from the other variables in
Equation 49 because the indirect business tax rates are included in the price
deflators. IBTH, is not a revenue item of the firm sector, and so it must be
subtracted from the other variables to net indirect business taxes out of the
equation.
In Equation 50 the average number of nonovertime
hours paid
per job by the firm sector, HPFA’,, is defined as the difference between the
average number of total hours and the average number of overtime hours.
In Equation 51 the current stock of inventories of the firm sector, V,, is equal
to last period’s stock plus the difference between production and sales of the
current period. V, - Vr-i is inventory investment,
and it is not, as in most
other macroeconometric
models, explained directly by a stochastic equation.
Instead, Y, is explained by a stochastic equation, and inventory investment
is residually determined
by Equation 51. Y, is explained directly because it
is considered, from the theoretical model, to be a direct decision variable of
the firm sector.
Equation 52 defines the before-tax profits of the firm sector, 6,.
The first two items on the right-hand side (XX, + PX,(V, - V,_,)) equal the
value of production.
The next item is the wage costs of the firm sector. d5, is
the employer social security tax rate, so that WFF,(I + d,,) is the wage rate
paid by the firm sector inclusive of employer social security taxes. The next
four items are payments by the firm sector to the household sector that are
taken to be exogenous:
rental income of the household sector (FHRNT,),
transfer payments from the firm sector to the household sector (FHTRP,),
profits of farms (FHPFA,), and capital consumption
of the household sector
(FHCC.4,). The next item is the net subsidies of government
enterprises
(GHSUS,), which is a revenue item of the firm sector. The last six items are
inter&t paid by the firm sector (INTF,), depreciation
(DEP,),
inventory
valuation adjustment
(WA,), wage accruals less disbursements
of the firm
sector (FHWLD,),
and the statistical discrepancy of the NIA (STATDIS,).
As discussed in the next section, nF, as defined in Equation 52 is the NIA
definition of the profits of the firm sector.
Equation 53 defines the before-tax cash flow of the firm sector,
CF,. Equation 53 differs from Equation
52 by the exclusion of inventory
investment, depreciation,
the inventory valuation adjustment,
wage accruals
less disbursements,
and the statistical discrepancy,
and by the inclusion of
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(F’FF, INV, and PIH, XRESF,).

Equation

54

defines the cash flow of the firm sector ner of taxes and dividends, CF,. CF, is
the same as S4 VF* in section VI of Table l-2.
Equation 55 determines the loans of the firm sector, LF,. It is the
same as Equation (1.5) in Chapter One. The value of loans in the current
period is equal to the value last period, plus the change in the value of demand
deposits, less the cash flow net of taxes and dividends, plus the discrepancy
of the firm sector, plus wage accruals less disbursements
of the firm sector,
and plus the statistical discrepancy of the NIA. As discussed in Chapter One,
this equation provides one of the key links between the FFA and NIA data.
The value of dividends received by the household sector, DISH,,
is defined in Equation 56, and the value of interest received by the household
sector, INTH,, is defined in Equation 57. DIVH, is the sum of the dividends
paid by the firm and financial sectors, and INCH, is the sum of the interest
paid by the firm and government sectors.
The taxable income of the household sector, YH,, is defined in
Equation 58. YH, is the sum of wage, dividend, interest, and rental income,
plus two small items: business transfer payments from the firm sector to the
household sector (FHTRP,) and farm profits (FHPFA,).
Equation 59 defines the net taxes paid by the household sector,
TAXH,, net taxes being defined as taxes paid to the government less transfer
payments from the government.
YG, in the equation is defined in Table 2-1
and is equal to transfer payments from the government sector to the household
sector (except for unemployment
insurance benefits), including insurance and
retirement credits. TAXH, in Equation 59 is equal to the sum of personal
income taxes (PTAXH,),
indirect business taxes (IBTH,), and social security
taxes (I%ICSI, + HGS12,), less YG, and less unemployment
insurance benefits
(TPU,). TPU, has not been included in YG, because it is endogenous,
while
all the items that make up YG, are exogenous.
Equation 60 defines the saving of the household sector, S’A VH,.
This equation is the same as the equation for SA VH, in Table 1-2, section VI.
SA YH, is equal to household income less household expenditures
and net
taxes. Household income includes taxable income (YH,), capital consumption
(FHCCA,), and employer social insurance contributions
(FHCSI,), the latter
being counted as a payment from the firm sector to the household sector.
Household expenditures
include expenditures
on services (PCS, CS,), .nondurable goods (PCN, CN,), durable goods (/‘CD, CD,), housing (PfH,IH,),
plant and equipment (PFF, XPAEH,), inventories (PX, XWTH), and transfer
payments to the foreign sector (HRTRP,).
IBTH, is subtracted from TAXH,
in the equation because it is already included in the price deflators PCS,,
PCN,, and PCD,. It should be noted that since TAXH, includes both employer
and employee social insurance contributions,
employer social insurance contributions (FHCSI,) are actually netted out of Equation 60.
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Equation 61 determines the value of nondemand
deposit securities
of the household sector, A,. It is the same as Equation (I, 1) in Chapter One.
The value of A, is equal to its value last period, less the change in the value
of demand deposits of the household sector, plus saving and capital gains 01
losses, and less the discrepancy
of the household
sector. Equation
61 is
similar to Equation 55 for the firm sector and also provides one of the key
links between the FFA and NIA data.
Equation 62 determines the value of demand deposits and CUTrency of the financial sector, DDB,. It is the same as Equation (1.9) in Chapter
One. The value of demand deposits and currency of the financial sector in
the current period is equal to the value last period, plus the change in the
value of demand deposits and currency of the household, firm, and foreign
sectors, less the change in CURR (the value of currency outstanding
less the
value of demand deposits of the government
sector), and plus the demand
deposit mail floats.
The saving of the financial sector, SAW,, is defined in Equation
63. This equation is the same as the Equation
for SAP/Et in Table l-2,
section VI. S.4 VB, is not an important variable in the model, since all of the
variables on the right-hand
side of Equation 63 are exogenous except for the
three price deflators.
Equation 64 determines the value of loans of the financial sector,
LBVBB,. It is the same as Equation (1.2) in Chapter One. (TOT& in Chapter
One is equal to LBVBB, + BR, - BORR, - DDB, in the notation here.) It is
also similar to Equation 61 for the household sector and Equation 55 for the
firm sector. The value of LBVBB, is equal to its value last period, plus the
change in borrowing from the federal reserve banks, less the change in bank
reserves, plus the change in the value of demand deposits and currency of
the financial sector, plus the saving of the financial sector, and less the
discrepancy of the financial sector.
The saving of the foreign sector, SA VR,, is defined in Equation 65.
This equation is the same as the equation for SA VR, in Table 1-2, section VI.
The two right-hand
side endogenous
variables in Equation 65 are ZM, and
PEX,.
Equation
66 determines
the value of securities of the foreign
sector not counting demand deposits and currency and gold and foreign
exchange, SECR,. It is the same as Equation (1.3) in Chapter One (TOTR,
in Chapter One is equal to SECR, + DDR, - GFXG, in the notation here).
It is also similar to Equations
55, 61, and 64. The value of SECR, is equal
to its value last period, less the change in the value of demand deposits and
currency of the foreign sector, plus the change in the value of gold and
foreign exchange of the government
sector, plus the saving of the foreign
sector, and less the discrepancy of the foreign sector.
Equation 67 defines the total net tax collections of the government,
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TAX,, and Equation 68 defines the saving of the government,
.SA VG,. Equation 6S is the same as the equation for S.4 VG, in Table l-2, section VI. .SA VG,
is equal to net tax collections.
less expenditures
of goods (PG,XG,),
less
+ WGM, HPGM, JOBGM,),
expenditures
on labor (WCC, HPGC,JOBGC,
less interest payments (HUG,). less transfer payments to the foreign sector
(GRTRP,), and less the net subsidies of government enterprises (GHSL’B,).
Equation 69 is the government
budget constraint and is the .same
as Equation
(1.4) in Chapter One. (7’07G, in Chapter One is equal to
- VBG, + BURR, - CURR, - BR, + GFXG, in the notation
here.) It says
that the net saving or d&wing
of the government
in a period results in the
change in at least one of the following items: the value of government
by commercial
banks at federal
securities (VBG,), the value of borrowing
reserve banks @RR,),
the value of currency outstanding
less the value of
the value of bank
demand deposits of the government
sector (CURR,),
reserves (RR,), and the value of gold and foreign exchange held by the
government
sector (GFXG,).
Equation 70 is the same as Equation (I.1 I) in Chapter One. It
says that the sum of the change in all other securities (excluding demand
deposits and currency, bank reserves, borrowing
at federal reserve banks,
and gold and foreign exchange) across sectors must, after adjustment
for the
various discrepancies,
be zero. The notation has, of course, been changed in
going from Equation (1.11) to Equation 70, and in order to see clearly that
the two equations are the same it is necessary to consult Table 2-1 for the
definitions of the variables in Equation 70.
The remaining definitions in Table 2-2 concern variables that are
either used as explanatory variables in one or more of the stochastic equations
(sometimes
only in lagged form) or are needed for the construction
of
variables that are so used. Equation 71 defines a variable, YNLH,, that is
taken to be a measure of the nonlabor income of the household sector. It is
equal to dividend, interest, and rental income, plus business transfer payments
from the tirm sector to the household
sector, plus farm profits, plus
(YG, + TPU;)I and minus employee
contributions
for social insurance.
YG, + TPU, is the value of transfer payments from the government
sector
to the household sector.
Equation 72 determines the capital stock of the firm sector, Kp.
& is the depreciation
rate of the capital stock; its construction
is explained
in section 5.2. Equation
73 defines KMIN,, an estimate of the minimum
amount of capital required to produce Y,. The variable (p, H) in the equation
is obtained from peak-to-peak
interpolations
of the Y,:K; series. Its construction is also explained in section 5.2. Equation 74 defines M, H,“, an
estimate of the number of worker hours required to produce Y,. The variable
A, in the equation is obtained from peak-to-peak
interpolations
of a series on
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is explained in section 5.2.
per paid for worker hour. Its construction
Equation 75 defines a variable J,, which is the ratio of the total
number of worker hours paid for in the economy to the total population
16
and over. .I, has a negative trend, and J,* in Equation 76 is J, d&ended.
Equation 77 defines a variable, ZJ,, as a function of J,*, ZJ, is the hours
constraint variable. Its construction
is explained in section 4.3. Equation 78
defines a variable, ZJ,‘, as a function of the unemployment
rate, UR,. ZJ; is
the labor constraint variable. Its construction
is explained in section 5.3.
The bill rate, RBILL,, has a positive trend “ver part of the sample
period, and RBILL:
in Equation
79 is RBILL, detrended
up to 197OIV.
Equation 80 defines a variable, ZR,, as a function of RBILLT. ZR, is the
loan constraint variable. Its construction
is explained in section 4.3.
The total number of people employed,
EMPL,, is defined in
Equation 81. EMPL, is equal to the number of jobs in the economy less
MOON,, the latter being interpreted
as the number of people holding two
jobs. The data on jobs are establishment
data, and the data on EMPL, are
household
survey data. MOON, is defined in Table 2-l as the difference
between the total number of jobs and EMPL,. Both MOON, and JOBF, are
explained by stochastic equations, and both JOBGC, and JOBGM, are taken
to be exogenous.
Consequently,
EMPL, is determined
residually
as the
difference between jobs and MOON, in Equation 81.
The number of people unemployed,
U,, is defined in Equation 82.
U, is equal to the number of people in the labor force less the number of
people employed. The two labor force variables in the equation, TLF,, and
TLF,,, are determined
by stochastic equations.
The civilian unemployment
rate, UR,, is defined in Equation 83. It is the ratio of U, to the civilian labor
force, TLF,, + TLF,, - JOBGM,. The marginal personal income tax rate,
d:, is defined in Equation
84. d: is the derivative of Equation 41 with
respect to YH,.
The equation at the bottom of Table 2-2 defines GNP in current
dollars, GNP,. GNP, is useful for reference purposes, but it is not used
directly as an explanatory variable in any of the equations in the model. It is
equal t” the value of production
of the firm sector (XX, + PX,( V, - If’_,)),
plus indirect business taxes, plus the government wage bill, plus wage accruals
less disbursements
of the government sector, and plus the value of production
of the financial sector (PX~(XPROB,
+ XCCAB,)).
This completes the discussion of the equations in Table 2-2. Not
counting the equation for GNP,, the model as presented in Table 2-2 consists
of 84 equations. It turns out, however, that one of the equations is redundant.
The easiest way to see this is to refer back to Chapter One. Equations (I. I&
(1.5) and the fact that the savings of all sectors sum to zer” imply Equation
(1.10). Equations (l.6)-(1.10)
in turn imply Equation (I.1 I). Now, Equation
output
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(I.1 1) is the same as Equation
70 in Table 2-2. The other matchings
of
equations from Chapter One to Table 2-2 are as follows: (I, I) + 61, (1.2) - 64,
(1.3) --f 66, (1.4) + 69, (1.5) + 55, and (1.9) -t 62.
This takes care of all the equations
in Chapter One except
Equations
(1.6), (1.7), and (1.8). These three equations
are, however, implicitly satisfied in Table 2-2 because they have been taken into account in
the construction
of the table. Consider, for example, Equation (l.6), which
says that the sum of the change in bank reserves across the financial and
government
sectors is zero:

(RESB,- RE.SB,_,)+
(RESG,- RESG,_,)=O.

(1.6)

BR, isdefined in Table 2-l to be equal to RESB,,and BR, - BR,-,enters
Equation 64 with a minus sign. No variable was defined for RESG,,however,
and instead BR,- BR,-,was merely included in Equation 69 with a plus
sign. This means that Equation (1.6) is automatically
satisfied in Table 2-2.
This same procedure was also followed for Equations (I .7) and (l .8)pBORR,
and GFXG, being the two variable names used. With these three equations
taken into account, the above matching of equations
shows that Equations
55, 61,62,64, 66. and 69 in Table 2-2 imply Equation 70. One of these equations can thus be dropped, leaving 83 independent
equations.
A convenient
equation to drop from the model is Equation 69,
the government budget constraint. The fact that Equation 69 can be dropped
means that the government
budget constraint
is automatically
satisfied once
all of the flows of funds have been accounted for. If Equation 69 is dropped,
then the only other equation in Table 2-2 for which there is not an obvious
left-hand side variable is Equation 70, the equation stating that the change
in the sum of all other securities across sectors must be zero after adjusting
for the various discrepancies.
There are thus 82 obvious endogenous variables in the model and
one not so obvious. The most natural choice for the remaining endogenous
variable is the bill rate, RBILL,,
and this is the choice made here. It should be
noted, however, that any one of a number of government
variables could be
taken as endogenous
instead. If, for example, one felt that the government
pegged the bill rate at some particular
level each period, then the value of
government
securities, VBG,, would be the most natural variable to take as
endogenous.
Given that RBILL,is taken to be endogenous,
it is important
to
note how it is determined
in the model. RBILL,enters as an explanatory
variable in a number of the stochastic equations.
The overall model is a
system of 83 nonlinear
equations in 83 unknowns,
and this system can be
solved numerically. Consequently,
RBILL,is determined through the solution
of the 83 equations.
There is no one equation for which RBILL,appears
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naturally on the left-hand side, and the reason that RBILL, can be determined
in this way is because of the linking of the NIA and FFA data and the
accounting
for all of the flows of funds. More will be said about this in
Chapter Six.
2.3

A DISCUSSION

OF TABLE

2-l

All the variables in the model are listed in Table 2-l. Presented in brackets
in the table for each variable is either a reference where recent data on the
variable can be found or a description of how the variable was constructed
from other variables in the model. The comments in brackets rely heavily on
the work in Tables l-2 and 1-3 in Chapter One. For some variables the
notation has remained the same in going from Tables 1-2 and 1-3 to Table
2-1, but for the most part the notation has been changed to conform more
closely to the notation in Volume 1. Also presented in the table is the value
of each variable for the fourth quarter of 1971.
The data used in this study were collected for the 19521-19751
period and are data as of about July 1975. The period prior to 19521 was not
considered here because quarterly Row-of-funds data are not available before
19521. The main sources for the data are the flow-of-funds
tape, the Survey
of Current Business, Employment
and Earnings, and the Federal Reserve
Bulletin. When SCB occurs in brackets in Table 2-1, this means that the data
were collected from the Surueq’ ofCurrenr Business starting with the July 1975
issue and working back. The number follow*ing SCB in brackets is the table
number in the Survey where the variable can be found. Almost all the data
are at annual rates in the Swwy, and for purposes here these data have been
divided by 4 to put them at quarterly rates.
When EE occurs in brackets in Table 2-1, this means that the
data were collected from Employment and Earnings as of the July 1975 issue,
and when FRB OCCUTSin brackets, this means that the data were collected
from the Federal Reserue BuNefin as of the July 1975 issue. The number
following EE or FRB in brackets is the table number in the respective
publication
where the variable can be found. Back data on some of the
variables referenced as EE or FRB in Table 2-l were not obtained by going
through past issues of Employment
and Earnings and the Federal Reserw
Bulletin, but were obtained from 1973 Business Statistics. When F/F occurs
in brackets in Table 2-1, this means that the data were obtained from the
flow-of-funds
tape. For these cz.ses the code number of the variable is
presented in brackets, as well as the page number in [3] where the variable
can be found.
When the phrase “Defined ip Table 2-2” appears in brackets, this
means that data on the variable do not have to collected because the variable
is merely defined in terms of other variables in the model for which data have
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been collected. In two cases, however (gross national product, GNP,, and
profits of the firm sector, nF,), alternative
sources for the data have been
presented. Although these two variables ax derived from other variables in
the model, it is useful to have a check that the two variables are being defined
in the appropriate
way.
Much of Table 2-l is self explanatory.
The following discussion
concerns only those parts of the table that need further elaboration.
The first
thing to note is that in going from the notation in Table l-3 to the notation
in Table 2-1, the sign of the variable has sometimes been changed. Liabilities
in Table 1-3 are always negative items, but this is not the case in Table 2-I.
For example, the value of currency outstanding
less the value of demand
deposits of the government sector is denoted as CCJRR, in Table 2-1, whereas
it is denoted as - DDCG, in Table l-3.
The variable LBVBB, is the value of “all other” securities held
by the financial sector. In the theoretical model these securities correspond
to loans to firms and households and bills and bonds of the government.
The
former was denoted as LB and the latter as VBB; hence the LBVBB notation
used here.
The variable A,, the value of nondemand
deposit securities of the
household
sector, was constructed
by summing the capital gains or losses
variable (CC,) forward and backward from 197lIV (t = 80) and then adding
the appropriate
sum to SECH, for f :, 80 and subtracting
the appropriate
sum from SECH, for f < 80. SECH, is defined in Table l-3. It is equal to
the difference between the value of all securities held by the household sector
(TOTH,) and the value of demand deposits and currency held by the household sector (DDCH,). Its value in 197OIV was 1342.4 billion dollars, which
includes the value of corporate stocks held by the household sector. The flow
data for SECH,, on the other hand, exclude capital gains or losses, and so
constructing
SECH, by summing the flow data (as was done here, using
19711V as a benchmark)
does not produce a series that can be considered to
be the value of nondemand
deposit securities of the household sector. In
order to produce the latter series, cumulative capital gains or losses have to
be added to or subtracted from SECH,, as is indicated in Table 2-l. For any
period f, the following relationship
between A, and SECH, holds:
A, - A,_,

= SECH,

- SECH,_,

f CC,.

The employment variables in Table 2-l require some explanation.
The total number ofjobs in the economy is the number ofjobs in the government sector plus the number ofjobs in the private sector. As in the theoretical
model, it is assumed here that there are no jobs in the financial sector, and
so all jobs in the private sector have been allocated to the firm sector. In
terms of the amount of output produced, the financial sector is quite small,
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and the assumption that there are no jobs in this sector is not very important.
The number of jobs in the government
sector is equal to the number of
civilian jobs (JOSGC,) plus the number of military jobs (JOBGM,).
Data on the number of jobs in the firm sector (JOBS,) were
obtained directly from the BLS. The data are quarterly and pertain to the
total private economy, all persons. These data are the data used in the construction of the index of “output per man-hour”
for the total private economy
in the BLS terin Table C-IO in Employmen/ and Earning.% (“Man-hours”
minology refers to hours of both men and women. “Worker hours” or “person
hours” would be a more appropriate
term.)
Data on the average number of hours paid per civilian job per
quarter by the government sector (HPGC,) were obtained by taking the ratio
of “man-hours”
to JOBGC,, as explained in Table 2-1. Data on the same
variable for military jobs (HPGM,) could not be obtained in this way because
there are no data on “man-hours”
for the military. Instead, HPGM, was just
assumed to be 520 hours for all I (40 hours per week). Data on the average
number of hours paid per job per quarter by the fiiin sector (HPPF,) were
also obtained as the ratio of “man-hours”
to jobs (JOBS,). The data on
man-hours
were obtained directly from the BLS. The data on man-hours
are presented
in index number form in Table C-10 in Employmenr and
Earnings, but the nonindexed
data must be obtained directly from the BLS.
Data on the overtime variable, HP/V,, pertain only to the manufacturing sector, but it has been assumed here that the data in fact pertain
to the entire firm sector. In other words, it has been assumed that the
(unobserved)
amount of overtime per job in the nonmanufacturing
part of
the firm sector is the same as the (observed) amount in the manufacturing
part. As will be discussed shortly, this assumption
is not very important
because the HPFO, variable itself is not a very important
variable in the
model.
The data on jobs and hours are establishment
data. The data on
population (POP,, POP,,), labor force (TLF,,, EF,,),
and number of people
employed (EM&)
are household survey data. A few changes had to be made
in the household survey data here to account for adjustments
to the 1970
Census data. Adjustments
to the official data were made by the BLS in
January 1972 and March 1973. In terms of the variables used here, the BLS
in January 1972 added 787 thousand to POP,, subtracted 42 thousand from
POP,,, subtracted
40 thousand from TLF,,, added 373 thousand to TLF,,,
and added 301 thousand to EM/X,. (See the February 1972 issue of Employment and Earnings.)
In March 1973 the adjustments
were much smaller. The BLS
roughly 8 thousand to POP,, 3 thousand to POP,,, 26 thousand to
TLF,,, 35 thousand
to TLF,,, and 58 thousand to EMPL,. This information
was obtained directly from the BLS. (See the note to Table A-l in the April
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1973 issue of Employment and Earnings for a brief discussion of the March
1973 adjustments.)
In order to account for these adjustments
here, the data
on the various series prior to March 1973 were adjusted by adding or subtracting the amounts
necessary to make the series prior to March 1973
comparable
to the series from March 1973 on. The data for the first quarter
of 1973 were changed by one-third
of the March 1973 adjustments.
The
changes that were made are:
POP,:

+795 for the 19521-197lIV period; + 8 for the 19721-1972IV
period; +3 for 19731; no change for the 197311-19751 period,

POP,,:

-39 for the 19521-197lIV period; +3 for the 1972L19721V
period; + 1 for 19731; no change for the I973lL19751
period,

TLF,,:

- 14 for the 19521-19711V period; +26 for the 1972IL19721V
period; +9 for 19731; no change for the 197311-19751 period,

ZF,,:

+408 for the 19521-197lIV period; +35 for the 19721-19721V
period; + 12 for 19731; no change for the 197311-19751 period,

EMPL,:

+359 for the 19521-19711V period; +58 for the 19721-19721V
period; + 19 for 19731; no change for the 197311-19751 period.

These adjustments
were made before data on the variables that depend on
these five variables were generated.
The variable MOON, is the difference between the number of
jobs in the economy according to the establishment
data and the number of
people employed according to the household survey data. The main reason
that MOON, is not zero is because of people holding more than one job.
If someone holds two jobs, he or she is counted once in the household survey
data but twice in the establishment
data. Although there are a number of
minor discrepancies
between the establishment
and household survey data
that would cause MOON, to be nonzero even if no one held more than one
job, the primary reason that MOON, is not zero is because of people moonlighting. Consequently,
MOON, will be referred to in this study as the
“number
of moonlighters.”
In interpreting
MOON, in this way, one is
assuming both that the other discrepancies
between the two data bases are
negligible and that no one holds more than two jobs.
The next variables in Table 2-l that need to be explained are the
three wage variables: WFP,, WCC,, and WGM,. The numerator
of the ratio
defining WFF, in Table 2-l (FHWAG, - FHWLD, + FHOTH, + FHPRI,)
is taken to be the measure of wage payments from the firm sector to the
household sector. This measure is the sum of wages and salaries, other labor
income, and proprietors
income. The denominator
of the ratio defining
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WFF,, (HPFN, + l.SHPFO,)JOBF,, is taken to be the measure of the equivalent number of nonovertime
hours paid for in the firm sector. Overtime hours
are assumed to be paid at time-and-a-half,
which is the reason for 1.5 multiplying HPFO, in the expression. The ratio (WFF,) is thus the measure of
average straight time hourly earnings of workers in the firm sector. The main
wage variable in the model is WF,, and WFFt is linked to WF, by taking the
ratio of WFF, to WF, (defined as $a, in Table 2-1) to be exogenous.
WF& is needed for three definitions in the model: Equation 52,
defining profits of the firm sector; Equation 53, defining cash flow of the firm
sector; and Equation 58, defining income of the household sector. Since WF,
is endogenous,
the linking of WFF, and WF, means that the wage payments
of the firm sector are endogenous
not only because HPFN,, HPFO,, and
JOB& are endogenous,
but also because WFF, is. WF& was linked to WF,
in the way described, and not itself taken to be the measure of the aggregate
wage rate in the model, because WF, seemed to be a much better measure.
The linking of WFF, to WF, is not of crucial importances in the model,
however, since it only affects the three definitions just mentioned.
In the
same way, the overtime hours variable, HPFO,, is not of crucial importance
in the model because it only affects the same three definitions.
The wage rate WFF, is net of employer social security taxes. The
employer social security tax rate, d5,, is defined in Table 2-l. It is the ratio
of employer social security taxes to the wage bill of the firm sector. Consequently, WFFc,(l + ds,) is the wage rate paid by the firm sector inclusive of
employer social security taxes. This is the wage rate used in Equations 52 and
53 in Table 2-2, which define the profits and cash flow of the firm sector.
The government wage variables, WCC, and WGM,, are treated in
the same way as WFF,, except that no adjustments
for overtime are made
because no overtime data exist for the government
sector. The numerator
in
the definition
of WCC, is the sum of civilian wages and salaries and the
“other labor income” component that pertains to the government sector. The
numerator
in the definition of WGM, is merely military wages and salaries.
WCC, and WGM, are only needed for two definitions in the model: Equation 58, defining income of the household sector; and Equation 68, defining
the saving of the government.
Data on WF, are actually available only from 19641 on. Prior to
19641, data on a similar type of wage rate are available only for manufacturing, as opposed to the entire private nonfarm economy. The actual series on
WF, used here is a splice of the manufacturing
series before 19641 and the
private nonfarm series from 19641 on. The ratio of the wage rate for the
private nonfarm economy to the wage rate for manufacturing
in 19641 was
0.97887, and so the manufacturing
series was multiplied by 0.97887 to make it
comparable
to the private nonfarm series. As indicated in Table 2-1, current
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data on WF, are published in Employmrnt and Earnings, Table C-17. The past
data on both the private nonfarm series and the manufacturing
series were
obtained directly from the BLS.
The construction
of two of the price deflators in Table 2-l also
needs to be explained. The first is PX,. All the variables in brackets defining
PX, are not themselves defined in terms of PX,. Call the numerator of the ratio
defining PX,, El,, and call the denominator
E2,. It can be seen from Equation 49 in Table 2-2 that El, is equal to XX, - PX,(XIVTH,
- XPROB,
- XCCAB,), and it can be seen from Equation 48 in Table 2-2 that E2, is
equal to X, - (XZVTH, - XPROB, - XCCAB,). The variable X, is total
firms sales in constant dollars, and the variable XX, is total firm sales in
current dollars. Since PX, = El,/E2,, it is also true, using the expressions just
presented for El, and E2,, that PX, = XXJX,. Consequently,
PX, can be
interpreted as the implicit price deflator for X,. The reason for this somewhat
roundabout
process in defining PX, is that PX, was taken to be the deflator
for the three small exogenous items: XZVTH,, XPROB,, and XCCAB,.
The second deflator whose construction
needs explaining is PC,,
the deflator for government purchases of goods, XC,. Government
purchases
of goods in current dollars is denoted as GFPGO, in Table 1-2 in Chapter
One. GFPGO, is government purchases of goods and services less government
compensation
of employees (general government).
XC, is the same thing in
constant dollars; therefore, PC, is defined as the ratio of GFPGO, to XC,.
One characteristic
that should be noted about the deflators PX,
and PF, is the difference between the way the deflators are constructed and the
way they are determined
in the model. In the model in Table 2-2, PF, is
determined
by a stochastic equation and PX, is determined
from PF,. The
other deflators are then determined from PA’,. In Table 2-1, however, PX, is
defined in terms of the other deflators. Data on PX, are used in Table 2-l to
determine, directly or indirectly, the es ratios (i = I,
, 7), which are then
taken to be exogenous in the model in Table 2-2.
The treatment of the price deflators in this way means that in any
simulation
with the model, the predicted value of PX, will not necessarily
equal the predicted value of XX, divided by the predicted value of X,. In other
words, PX, equals Xx,/X, only in the actual data, not in the predicted data.
PX, should thus be interpreted as the implicit price deflator for X, only iti a
special sense. There is nothing wrong with treating the deflators in this way;
all it changes is the interpretation
of PX,. None of the equations in Table 2-2
require that XX, be equal to PX,X,.
Past data on the mortgage rate series, RMORT,, were obtained
directly from the FHA. Prior to May 1960 the yield estimates were based on
the assumption
of a 30-year maturity. Since May 1960 the assumption
of a
25year matur/ty has been used. There are a few monthly gaps in this series,
and these gaps have been closed here by simple linear interpolation.
The
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series published in the Federal Rexrue Eullefin is actually lagged one month,
and the series was unlagged before the quarterly averages were taken. This
particular mortgage rate series is fairly sensitive to recent changes in mortgage market conditions,
which is the reason for its present use.
The last three variables in Table 2-l whose construction
needs to
be explained are the stock of consumer durables, KCD,; the stock of residential structures of the household sector, KIH,: and the stock of inventories of
the firm sector, V,. Consider V, first. Inventory investment of the firm sector
in current dollars is denoted in section 11.2 in Table l-2 as FFIVT,. This series
was first divided by PX, to create a series on inventory investment
in real
terms. Then a series on the stock of inventories in real terms (I’,) was created
by summing the real investment figures forward and backward from a base
period value in 19711V. The base period value that was used is 205.9 billion
dollars, which was obtained from the August 1974 issue of the Survey of
Currenr Business, p. 51. For a description of the procedure that was used to
construct the stock data in the Surveys, see Loftus [31].
The series on KCD, was constructed
as follows. From Equation
46 in Table 2-2, KCD, is:
KCD, = (1 - 6,)KCD,_,

+ CD,.

(2.2)

Given data on CD,, a series on KCD, can be constructed
once a base period
value and a value for the depreciation
rate 6, are chosen. Using results of a
recent study conducted by the U.S. Department
of Commerce, Shawl1 [38]
presents estimates of the stock of durable goods for the years 1946, 1950,
1955, 1960, 1965, and 1969. These estimates are end-of-year estimates. The
estimate of the net stock for I955 based on assumptions
of straight line depreciation,
average life, and L-2 survival patterns is 15c6 billion dollars (in
real terms). This estimate was taken here to be the actual value of KCD, in
19551V. From this base period, various values of 6, were used to generate,
from Equation (2.2), different series on the stock of consumer durables. The
values from each of these series for 196OIV, 1965IV, and 1969lV were compared to the values published in [38] to see which value of S, most closely
reproduced the published values. The value finally chosen for 6, was 0.0525.
The use of this value lead to values of KCD, in the three comparison quarters
of 186.7, 242.4, and 320.4, which compare closely to the published values
of 186.1, 236.8, and 320.4.
A similar procedure
was followed for the construction
of the
series on KIH,. From Equation 47 in Table 2-2, KIH, is:
KIH, = (I - 6,)KIH,_

I + IH,.

Annual estimates on the stocks of residential structures
November
1971 issue of the Surue~~ o_/”Currennt Businas

(2.3)
are presented in the
(Young, Musgrave,
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and Harkins [39]) for the 19251970 period. The estimate of the net stock of
residential structures for 1963 for the private nonfarm (IL4 units and 5 or
more units) and farm sectors is 434.5 billion dollars (in real terms). This
figure is the sum of three figures in Table 1 in [39]. This estimate was taken
here to be the actual value ofKIH, in 1963IV. From this base period, thevalue
of S, that seemed to reproduce the published series the best was 0.00575, and
this was the value chosen to be used in the model. The use of this value led to
a value of KIH, in 19701V of 504.8, which compares fairly closely to the published value of 510.7. The published series on the stocks could not used directly
in this study because the series are not quarterly and because of the necessity
of linking the investment
series (CD, and IJf,) to the stock series in sane
way.

Chapter

Three

Econometric

3.1

Issues

INTRODUCTION

Most of the econometric
issues that pertain to this study are discussed in
this chapter. The three main issues that are discussed are the treatment
of
serial correlation problems, the computation
of the two stage least squares
(TSLS) estimates, and the computation
of the full information
maximum
likelihood (FIML) estimates. The model is nonlinear in both variables and
parameters, and so one cannot rely directly on the standard textbook procedures for estimating linear models in computing
the TSLS and FIML estimates of the model.
The following notation
will be used for the discussion in this
chapter. Let G denote the total number of equations in the model, M the
number
of stochastic
equations,
N the total number
of predetermined
(exogenous and lagged endogenous) variables, and T the number of observations. Write the gth equation of the model as:
$$&,,

, Ycr, XI*?.

, XNl, &)=u,,,(g=I

,...

*G),(r=l,...,
F

r),

(3.1)

where the .JJ~$are the endogenous
variables, the xi! are the predetermined
variables, /3, is the vector of unknown coefficients in equation g, and u8, is
the error term corresponding
to equation g. For identities, Us, is zero for all
f. It will be assumed without loss of generality that the stochastic equations
occur first in the model. The first A4 equations in the model are thus stochastic,
with the remaining
G - M equations
being identities.
For the model as
presented in the last chapter, M is 26 and G is 83. The basic period of estimation is 1954-1974111 which gives a value of T of 82.
Counting the strike dummies, there are 78 exogenous variables
in the model plus the constant term. There are also a number of lagged
75
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endogenous
and lagged exogenous
variables that appear as explanatory
variables in the stochastic equations and in the identities. The value of N for
the model is thus some number greater than 78. The error terms in some of
the equations show evidence of first order serial correlation, and, as mentioned
in section 1.1, the serial correlation assumption was retained for 12 of the 26
stochastic equations.
There are 166 unknown coefficients to estimate in the
26 stochastic equations,
counting the serial correlation
coefficients, but not
counting the variances and covariances of the error terms.
It will be useful in the following discussion to consider a particular example of one of the equations in (3.1). Assume that the first equation is:

log et

= B,‘ + p,2 logYE

+ Pi, logJ)21+

a,4 logY,r + &,x2,

+ Ulf.
(3.2)

where
Ulf = P,,U,,e,

t-El,.

(t=I,...,T).

(3.3)

The functional form of Equation (3.2) is common to a number of the stochastic equations in the model. Equation (3.2) is nonlinear in variables, but
linear in the unknown coefficients. The first order serial correlation assumption in (3.3) is, as just mentioned, ccmmon to 12 of the stochastic equations.
The error term E,, in Equation (3.3) is assumed not to be serially correlated.
3.2
THE TREATMENTOF
CORRELATION
PROBLEMS

SERIAL

A convenient way of handling an equation with a first order serially corelated error term is to convert the equation into one that is nonlinear
in
coefficients, but that has a serially uncorrelated
error term. Lagging Equathe resulting
tion (3.2) once, multiplying
through by p,,, and subtracting
expression from Equation (3.2) yields, after some rearranging:

+li,3 lWY*, - PllP13l%Y,,-t f814lWY3r - PIIBL4MY,,-,

+!%5%t-P11P1*~2r-I+Elr.
Considering
differs from

(3.4)

pl, to be just another coefficient to estimate, Equation
(3.4)
Equation (3.2) by the inclusion of more explanatory
variables
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and by the inclusion

of nonlinear
restrictions
on the coetlicients of these
variables. The error term in the equation is, however, not serially correlated.
The nonlinear
restrictions
on the coefficients result from the treatment
of
p, , as an unknown coefficient.
The treatment of the serial correlation problem in this way means
that the ugr error terms in (3.1) can be considered to be serially uncorrelated,
where any initial serial correlation of the error terms has been solved out in
the manner just described. The interpretation6f
(3.1) in this way menns that
the p, vector should be considered as including the serial correlation
coefficient when serial correlation is present in the glh equation. When serial correlation is present in an equation, the number of predetermined
variables in
the equation should also be considered to be larger than it otherwise would
be, and the equation should be considered to be nonlinear
in coefficients as
well as, possibly, in variables.
If observations
on the endogenous
and predetermined
variables
are available for t = 0, I,
, T, then Equation (3.4) must be estimated for
, T. There are ways of using information
on the first observation
t = I,
more efficiently than the approach just described allows, but this added
complication
was not considered here. Ignoring the extra information
on
the first observation has no detrimental effect on the large sample properties
of the estimators.
The present treatment has also not cortsidrred the case where an
error term in one equation is directly correlated with the lagged value of an
error term in some other equation.
This complication
would introduce
nonlinear restrictions on the coefficients across, as well as within, equations.
Since no experimentation
with cross-serial correlation
effects was carried
out in this study, this added complication
will not be considered
in this
chapter. For the linear model case, see Chow and Fair [9] and Fair [I71 for
a treatment of cross-serial correlation,
as well as serial correlation of higher
than first order.
3.3
THE COMPUTATION
STAGE LEAST SQUARES

OF THE TWO
ESTIMATES

Since the model is nonlinear,
explicit expressions
for the reduced form
equations
cannot be derived. Consequently,
consistent
estimates
of the
reduced form coefficients cannot be obtained from any type of first stage
regressions. Fortunately,
the two stage least squares (TSLS) procedure does
not require that consistent estimates of the reduced form coefficients be obtained in order to obtain consistent estimates of the structural coefficients
in the second stage.
Consider,
for example, the estimation
of Equation
(3.4) by
TSLS. The endogenous
terms on the right-hand
side of the equation are
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and logy,,. If E,, is assumed not to be correlated with any variables
on the right-hand side of the equation except log Y,, and log Y,,, then consistent estimates of the coefficients of the equation can be obtained by the
following two stage procedure. In the first stage, regress log yz, and log Y,*
on a common set of variables. The variables in this set should be variables
that one feels, from knowledge of the overall model, have an effect, either
directly or indirectly, on logy,, and log YS, and are not correlated with E,!.
In other words, these variables should be correlated with log y2, and logy,,,
but not with Q,. The variables in this set must include the predetermined
variables that appear on the right-hand
side of Equation (3.4) in the form
logy,,

log _
, log%,
XI,-1
denote the predicted values
log y2,-,, .x2,, and x2,_,. Let IG,
and IGz,
of log Y2, and logy,, from the two regressions, and let S,, and &, denote the
estimated residuals from the two regressions.
By definition,
O,, = log YZf
A
-logY2,
and 0.“ = logy,, - I&,.
Now replace logy2, and logY3, in Equation (3.4) with their predicted values:
in which

they

appear

in the equation:

the constant,

By one of the properties of least squares, all ofthe variables on the right-hand
side of this equation are orthogonal
within the sample period to S,, and D,,.
This is because a common set of regressors has been used for both first stage
regressions and because this set includes all of the predetermined
variables
on the right-hand
side of Equation (3.4) in the form in which they appear
in the equation. Ed, is uncorrelated
with all of the right-hand
side variables
in Equation (3.5). It is uncorrelated
with the two predicted value variables
because these variables are merely linear combinations
of variables that are
uncorrelated
with 811 by assumption.
Q, is uncorrelated
with all of the other
variables in the equation by assumption.
Consequently,
the composite error
term in parentheses in Equation (3.5) is uncorrelated
with all of the righthand side variables, and so consistent
estimates of this equation can be
obtained by minimizing the sum of squared residuals with respect to the six
coefficients:
nonlinear

PII, Azr &, A4, AS, and pII.
Minimizing
the sum of squared residuals in Equation (3.5) is a
minimization
problem because of the presence of p, 1. This problem
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is not, however, very difficult to solve. One procedure that can be used is the
iterative procedure outlined in Fair [22] (p. 509, fn. 3), which is merely the
Cochrane-Orcutt
[IO] procedure
adjusted
to account
for simultaneous
equations bias. Since this minimization
problem is not very difficult, other
procedures could clearly be used. The question of which procedure one uses
to minimize the sum of squared residuals in Equation (3,s) is a numerical
question, not a statistical one.
The above analysis is also not limited to the particular kind of
nonlinearity
present in Equation (3.5). One could, for example, have a restricincorporation that says that /3,2 = fi, j fll + and carry out the minimization
ting this restriction as well. All this would do would be to change possibly
the numerical procedure used to carry out the minimization.
The CochraneOrcutt procedure and its various generalizations,
for example, are more or
less restricted to nonlinearities
caused by the presence of serial correlation
of the error terms.
In a very elegant paper, Amemiya
[2] discusses the nonlinear
two stage least squares estimator. He proves, for the case in which the equation being estimated is only nonlinear in coetlicients, that the nonlinear two
stage least squares estimator has the same asymptotic
distribution
as the
limited information
maximum likelihood estimator, providing that one uses
all the predetermined
variables in the model as regressors in the first stage
regressions. (Amemiya considers only the case in which the predetermined
variables are fixed.) For the nonlinear-in-variables
case, no such theorem
exists. The efficiency of the two stage least squares estimator in this case
depends on how closely one has approximated
the (unknown) reduced form
equations in the first stage regressions.
The TSLS estimates of the model are presented in Table 2-3.
The only nonlinearity
in coefficients that existed in any of the equations was
due to the presence of the serial correlation
coefficient, and so the iterative
procedure described in [22] was used to minimize the sum of squared errors
when nonlinearity
existed. A different set of first stage regressors was used
for each equation estimated, depending on the predetermined
variables and
the right-hand
side endogenous
variables included in the equation.
The
regressors that were chosen for each equation were, in addition to the ones
that were necessary to meet the orthogonality
requirement
discussed above,
ones that seemed likely to have important effects on the included right-hand
side endogenous variables.
The “t-statistics”
that are presented in Table 2-3 are the absolute
values of the ratios of the coefficient estimates to the estimates of their asymptotic standard errors. The estimates of the asymptotic
standard errors for
those equations that were linear in coefficients (no serial correlation)
were
computed in the usual way for the two stage least squares estimator. The
estimates were computed as the square roots of the diagonal elements of
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8*@‘2)-‘,
where 6’ is the TSLS estimate of the variance of the error term
in the equation being estimated and i is the matrix of observations
on the
variables used in the second stage regression. A ” is placed on 2 to denote
the fact that some of the variables in i are variables of predicted values.
8’ is the estimate of the variance of the actual error term in the equation,
not of the variance of the composite error lerm that is minimized
in the
second stage regression.
For those equations that were nonlinear
in coefficients because
of the serial correlation assumption,
the estimates of the asymptotic standard
errors (including the estimates of the asymptotic standard errors of the estimates of the serial correlation
coefficients) were computed
in a manner
analogous to that described in [22], p. 514, for the linear model case. Consider,
for example, Equation (3.2). Let Z denote the matrix of observations on the
right-hand
side variables in this equation.
Let 2 denote the matrix that is

obtained

from

Z by replacing

logy,,

and

logyi,

in Z with

I=,

and

, T), the latter two series being obtained in the manner
Ia,
(t = 1,
described above.
Define 0 to be equal to i - 6, ,Z_,, where @, , is the TSLS
estimate of pi, and Z-, is the matrix Z lagged one period. (It is assumed
that observations
for f = 0 are available.) Then the estimates of the asymptotic standard errors of the coefficient estimates other than @,, were computed
as the square roots of the diagonal elements of a”(@@‘,
where 8’ is the
estimate of the variance of c,,: the nonserially
correlated error term. The
estimate of the asymptotic standard error of pi I was computed, as described
in [22], as the square root of (I - fi:,)/T.
The f-statistics and Durbin-Watson
statistics presented in Table
2-3 are meant to be interpreted more as just summary measures of the regressions than as precise statistical tests of some hypothesis. Too many assumptions of classical statistical hypothesis
testing have been violated in the
process of arriving at the estimates in Table 2-3 for any rigorous interpretation of the statistics as test statistics to be warranted. The primary way that
the model has been tested in this study is to compare, in the manner described in Chapter Eight, its prediction accuracy with the prediction accuracy
of other models.
3.4
THE COMPUTATION
INFORMATION
MAXIMUM
ESTIMATES

OF THE FULL
LIKELIHOOD

In by now a classic paper, Chow [7] p rovides an interpretation
of the full
information
maximum likelihood (FIML) estimator of a linear simultaneous
equations
model as a natural generalization
of least squares. The FIML

estimates are ones that minimize the generalized variance of the error terms
in a model, subject to the restriction that the generalized variance of certain
linear combinations
of the endogenous
variables be equal to a constant.
The linear combination
aspect of this procedure is the reason why the FIML
estimator does not require, as do two and three stage least squares, that
there be one natural left-hand side variable per equation.
In the present model there is a natural left-hand side variable for
every equation except one, Equation 70 in Table 2-2. Equation 70 is, however,
one of the key equations in the model, it being the equation that allows the
bill rate to be implicitly determined.
Therefore, because of Equation 70 and
the implicit determination
of the bill rate, the FlML estimator appears to
be the natural one to use to estimate the model.
Under the assumption
that the error terms for the stochastic
equations in (3.1) are jointly normally distributed,
the FIML estimates of
the unknown coeficients in the model are obtained by maximizing:

(3.6)
with respect to the unknown

coeficients,”

GAh = 1,

(g,h=l,...,G)

The matrix

where

, W,

(3.7)

(3.8)

S is M x M, and the Jacobian matrix J, is G x G.
The maximization
of L in (3.6) is a computationally
difficult
problem for a model of even moderate size because of the presence of the
Jacobian terms. For every evaluation
of L, T + I determinants
have to be
computed. Tof these determinants
are for the J, matrices, which are generally
of much higher dimension than the dimension of S. Since, as just discussed,
it seems important
to obtain FIML estimates of the model, a considerable
effort was put into this study in trying to do so.
It did turn out to be feasible to obtain a set of estimates of the
model that may be close to the true set of FIML estimates. This set was
obtained as follows. First, 78 of the 166 unknown co&icients
were fixed at
their TSLS estimates, leaving 88 coefficients to estimate. An attempt was
made to choose for the coefficients to estimate by FlML those that appeared
to be most important
in the model. The coefficients of the strike dummy
variables, for example, were never chosen to be estimated. Second, some of
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the identities in the model were substituted
out, decreasing the dimension
of J, in (3.8) to 48 x 48.
Third, J, is a very sparse matrix, and advantage
was taken of
this fact in computing its determinant.
Although J, was 48 x 48, there were
only 200 nonzero elements in it. There is a considerable
literature, apparently
largely unknown
to economists,
on dealing with sparse matrices,b and it
turned out in the present case that considerable
computational
time could
be saved by taking advantage of the fact that J, is sparse. A good set of routines for dealing with sparse matrices is available from IBM [29], and when
these routines were combined in the appropriate
way to take the determinant
of J,, the computational
time needed to take the determinant
was decreased
by a factor of 28 over the time that would otherwise be required. This is an
enormous saving, and were it not for this saving, it would clearly not have
been feasible to obtain the set of estimates that was in fact obtained.
Fourth, it turned out that a fairly good approximation
to
,&g

IJ, I

is

g(log

/J, / + log IJr 1). When

log IJt / is plotted

against

r

(t = 1,
, T), the points come fairly close to lying on a straight line, so that
the average of the first and last points multiplied
by T/2 is a fairly close
approximation
to the sum of the 7 points. This approximation
was used for
the work here, which meant that the determinant
of J; only had to be
computed twice per evaluation of L rather than 82 times. To give an example of the error introduced
by the approximation,
the sum of all 82 points
using the TSLS estimates was -8056.3, whereas the average of the first and
last points multiplied by 41 was -8105.5. This is an error of about 0.6 percent.
The above procedures
decreased the computer time needed for
one evaluation of L to about 0.4 of a second on the IBM 370-1.58 computer
at Yale. (The 370-158 is not a particularly
fast computer for this purpose
relative to a number of other computers in existence.) The fifth and final step
in the calculation
of the estimates was to maximize L using algorithms for
maximizing nonlinear
functions of coefficients that do not require analytic
derivatives. The two algorithms
that were considered
are the no-derivative
algorithm of Powell (371, and a member of the class of gradient algorithms
considered by Hung
1281. The gradient algorithm requires first derivatives,
and for present purposes the derivatives
were obtained numerically.
The
gradient algorithm that was used is the one that updates the approximation
to the inverse of the matrix of second partial derivatives by means of the
“rank one correction formula.” These two algorithms were used successfully
by the author in two other studies, one concerned
with solving optimal
control problems
for econometric
models [20] and one concerned
with
obtaining FIML and robust estimates of econometric
models [19]. For the
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optimal control work, a maximization
problem in which there were 239
unknown coefficients to determine was solved using the gradient algorithm.
The TSLS estimates were used as starting points for both algorithms. From the results of some early experimentation,
the no-derivative
algorithm appeared to be more adept at increasing the value of the likelihood
function, and so it was the one used in the final stages of the work. Even the
uses of the no-derivative
algorithm did not, however, result in much of an
increase in the value of the likelihood function from the value corresponding
to the TSLS estimates. The value of the likelihood function for the TSLS
estimates is 907.2. The value of the likelihood function for the “FIML”
estimates presented in Table Z-3 is 924.6, which is a gain of only 1.9 percent.
It took the algorithm
24 iterations to achieve this value. The
24 iterations
corresponded
to 24,449 function
evaluations
(about
l,OiM
function evaluations per iteration), which at 0.4 seconds per evaluation took
about two hours and 43 minutes’ of computer time. The value of the likelihood function was only changing in the fourth digit (the first decimal point)
at the point that the algorithm
was stopped (from having exhausted the
computer budget for this project). The coefficient estimates were also changing by only small amounts.
It can be seen in Table 2-3 that the FIML estimates are in most
cases quite close to the TSLS estimates. (Generally,
only three significant
digits ax presented in Table 2-3, and in a number of cases the FIML and
TSLS estimates are the same to three digits. Almost all the estimates, however, differed in at least the fifth digit.) This can mean either that the TSLS
estimates are in fact quite close to the true FLML estimates, or that the algorithm did a poor job in maximizing the likelihood function. Cost considerations prevented any further experimentation
to see if the true optimum had
in fact been reached. Given the small increase in the value of the likelihood
function that occurred, it is clear that more work needs to be done before
one can have much confidence that the “FIML”
estimates that have been
obtained in this study are close to the true FIML estimates.
One final point about the computation
of the FIML estimates
should be noted. Constraining
78 of the coefficients to be equal to their
TSLS estimates resulted in I3 of the 26 stochastic equations not having any
coefficients left to be estimated
by FlML. These 13 equations
were not,
however, dropped from the model when computing
the FIML estimates.
The predicted error terms for these equations (based on the TSLS estimates)
were used, for example, in the computation
of /S / in (3.6). The Jacobian .&
was also not changed. This procedure allows the correlation
between the
error terms in the 13 unestimated
equations
and the error terms in the 13
estimated equations to have an effect on the coefficient estimates of the I3
estimated equations.
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SOLUTION

OF THE

MODEL

The model is solved by the use of the Gauss-Seidel technique. For the work
in Chapter Eight and for most of the work in Chapter Nine, Equation
8
in Table 2-2, the equation explaining the value of demand deposits and
currency of the household sector (DDH,), was used to solve for the bill rate.
Given values of the predetermined
variables and given values of SAVN,,
CC,, DDF,, BURR,, SAVE,, LF,, and SECR,, Equations 45, 61, 62, 64, and
70 in Table 2-2 form a set of five equations in five unknowns that can be
solved analytically.
The five unknowns
are: ER,, A,, DDB,. LBVBB,, and
DDH,.
These analytic solutions were obtained,
and the five equations
that resulted from these solutions were used as the equations explaining the
five variables. This procedure means that Equation 70 is used in the solution
of DDH,, the DDH, equation having been “used up” in determining
the
bill rate. Each of the remaining 76 equations in Table 2-2 was used to solve
the variable that appears naturally
on the left-hand side of the equation.
Equations 77 and 80, which explain the hours and loan constraint variables,
were modified slightly in the process of solving the model. These modifications are discussed in Chapters Four and Five.
There are other ways that the model could be solved, but this
way was one of the most natural and proved to be quite satisfactory.
The
number of iterations needed to solve the model each quarter was generally
between about 5 and 20, depending on the starting values used. The speed
of convergence
seemed to be maximized by damping the solution value of
the bill rate by about 90 per cent on each iteration.
denotes
denotes

the solution
the solution

for RBILL,

on the (if

In other words, if R-ii)

value of RBILL, on the i”’ iteration and
value of RBILL, that results from solving
IT’ iteration,

then the value of Rai”,li,,1

Rmj’+‘)
Equation

8

was taken

A
ti, ). Otherwise, no other damping
to be Raj”
+ O.l(R%~‘+”
- RBILL,
was used in the solution of the model. One solution of the model for 82
quarters took about ten seconds of computer time on the IBM 370-158
computer at Yale.
The model was solved by setting all the structural
error terms
equal to zero (their expected value). It is well known that this procedure is
incorrect for nonlinear models in the sense that it is not equivalent to setting
the reduced form error terms equal to their expected values and then solving
the reduced form equations. (See, for example, Howrey and Kelejian [27].)
The proper way to solve the model would be by means of stochastic simulation, but this procedure is too costly to use in this study. Consequently,
the
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usual procedure for solving nonlinear
models was followed, even though it
is not quite right.
For some of the solutions in Chapter Nine, and for all the solutions in Chapter Ten, the bill rate was taken to be exogenous and VBG, was
added as the extra endogenous
variable. In this case Equation 70 could be
used to solve for VBG, directly, and each of the other equations could be
used to solve for the variable that appears naturally on the left-hand side.
Convergence turned out to be somewhat faster in this case than in the endogenous bill rate case.

3.6

A POSSIBLE

ESTIMATOR

FOR

FUTURE

USE

The purpose of this section is to describe an estimator that may be of interest
to consider in future work. The estimator is not computationally
feasible on
the IBM 370-158 computer,
but it should be feasible on computers about
ten to twenty times faster than the 370-158.
To motivate this estimator,
consider lirst the estimation
of a
linear simultaneous
equations model by FIML.. Let V denote a I x M matrix
of reduced form error terms, where M is the number of stochastic equations,
and let P denote a T x M matrix of predicted reduced form error terms.
Given values of the structural coefficients, one can obtain predictions of the
reduced form error terms by “simulating”
the model over the sample period.
This simulation
should be thought of for now as being a static simulation.
In the linear model case, simulation does not require the use of any iterative
procedure to solve the model each period because the reduced form coefficient matrix can he obtained directly from the structural coefficient matrices.
Consider now minimizing
/I”!’
with respect to the structural
coefficients. Since 1f’P[ can be computed given a set of values of the struttural coefficients, one of the algorithms
discussed in section 3.4 could be
used to carry out this minimization.
If one were successful in this task, the
values of the structural
coefficients that minimized
j VI’ would be the
FIML estimates. (See, for example, Malinvaud
[33]. Ch. 19, p. 677.) The
FIML estimates are thus estimates that minimize the generalized variance
of the reduced form error terms with respect to the structural coefficients.
The minimization
procedure just described could be carried out
for a nonlinear
model as well, where “simulation”
would now require the
use of something like the Gauss-Seidel
procedure to solve the model each
period. The predicted error terms that make up P would be the differences
between the simulated and actual values of the endogenous
variables. The
values of the structural coefficients that corresponded
to the minimum
of
1VP/ would not be FIML estimates in this case because the true reduced
form error terms are not additive in nonlinear
models. There is. however,
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at least some analogy between these estimates and the true FIML estimates.
The above minimization
procedure can be carried out, in either
the linear or nonlinear
case, using dynamic simulation
rather than static
simulation,
a dynamic simulation
being defined as a simulation
that uses
generated values of the lagged endogenous
variables
rather than actual
values. The dynamic simulation can either be over the entire sample period
or just for a few periods ahead at a time. Let P denote the TX M matrix of
predicted error terms obtained from dynamic simulation
of the model. The
values of the structural
coefficients that correspond
to the minimum
of
IpPI will b e called full information
dynamic (FDYN) estimates.
The suggestion here is that it may be of interest in future work
to obtain FDYN estimates of the model. It is true, of course, that for a
properly specified model the FIML estimates are asymptotically
efficient,
so that if one knew that the model was properly specified, there would be
no reason to be concerned
with obtaining
FDYN estimates. It is almost
newr the case, however, that one has complete confidence in the specification of a model, especially regarding the specification of the lag structures.
The reason for proposing the FDYN estimator here is the feeling that the
estimator may-by
taking into account in a somewhat more explicit way
than does the FIML estimator the dynamic properties of a model-lessen
the effects of misspecification.
Whether this is true or not is, of course,
unclear, but at least it does seem worthy of some experimentation.
As mentioned
in section 3.5, the time taken to solve the model
once for 82 quarters is about ten seconds on the IBM 370158. The time taken
does not vary much depending cm whether the simulation is static or dynamic.
The time that would be required to compute 1pP/ once the model is solved
for the 82 quarters is less than one second. Consequently,
if the algorithms
discussed in section 3.4 were used to minimize
IpPI,
the time taken per
function evaluation would be about ten seconds. This compares to the time
of 0.4 seconds for the evaluation
of the likelihood function in (3.6) in the
computation
of the FIML estimates. The FDYN estimates are thus about
25 times more expensive to compute than the FlML estimates, which means
that the problem is really not feasible on the IBM 370-158. It should, however,
be feasible to compute the estimates on a computer about ten to twenty
times faster.
Klein [M] has suggested that it might be useful to estimate
dynamic models by minimizing
some function
of multiperiod
prediction
errors. He is not very explicit on what function should be used, although for
the linear model case he does suggest in one place (p. 64) that one might
use the sum of the variances of the predicted error terms, each variance
being normalized
by the variance of the endogenous
variable to which the
error term corresponds.
A more natural function to use, however, for both
linear and nonlinear models, would appear to be the function
j FP / suggested
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above. This function can be interpreted
as a generalized
variance of the
predicted error terms, and it corresponds most naturally to the function that
FIML minimizes in the static case.
Another reason for suggesting that some experimentation
with
the FDYN estimator be done is that Fairly good results were obtained in
Fair [12] using a single equation DYN estimator. The results in 1121, while
clearly tentative, do indicate that some gain in prediction accuracy may be
attained by the use of DYN estimators.
The results in [12] are all withinsample results. If in the future FDYN estimates are obtained,
they will
clearly have to be judged on groun&of outside-sample
prediction accuracy,
or at least on some criteria other than within-sample
prediction accuracy,
since the FDYN estimates are explicitly designed to minimize a generalized
variance of within-sample
prediction errors.
Another class of estimators that may be worth considering
in
future work is the class of robust estimators.
As discussed in Fair [l9],
almost any estimator
that is based on minimizing
some function
of the
error terms in an equation or a model can be modified to be a robust estimator. Again, ~cmx encouraging
results were obtained in [19] about the possibility of being able to increase prediction
accuracy by the use of robust
estimators. These results are also very tentative, but they do at least indicate
that further experimentation
with robust estimators of econometric
models
should be undertaken.
Primarily
because of cost considerations,
robust
estimators were not considered in this study.
NOTES
“See, for example, Chow [S].
‘See Brayton, Gustavson, and Willoughby [5] for a fairly extensive bibliography on sparse matrices.
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4.1

Chapter

Four

The Household

Sector

INTRODUCTION

The eight stochastic equations
that relate to the household
sector are explained in this chapter. The eight equations include four consumption
equations; three work effort equations,
and an equation explaining the value of
demand deposits and currency of the household sector. Given the important
distinction in the theoretical model between a household’s unconstrained
and
constrained
decisions, it will be useful in the following analysis to consider
these two types of decisions separately.
In section 4.2 the variables that are assumed to affect the unconstrained decision variables of the household sector are discussed. and then in
section 4.3 the treatment of the constraints
is discussed. The variables that
explain the unconstrained
decision variables are those that one expects on
microeconomic
grounds to affect a household’s decisions. The effects of the
constraints
are handled by adding to the equations determining
the unconstrained decision variables certain “constraint”
variables (denoted as ZJ, and

ZR,Mow).
4.2
THE DETERMINATION
OF
UNCONSTRAINED
DECISIONS

THE

In Table 4-l the decision variables in the theoretical model are matched to the
related variables in the empirical model. All the decision variables should be
considered for now as being unconstrained.
In the theoretical model there is
only one type of consumption
good, and so there is only one consumption
decision variable for each household.
In the empirical model. on the other
hand, four consumption
variables are considered to be decision variables of
the household sector. These four variables are expenditures
on services. CS,.
89
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Table 4-1.

Matching

the Theoretical
Household

Activity

(number of goods purchased by
household i)

2. HPH,,

(number of hours that household i is paid for)

3. DDHg, (demand deposits of household 13
JOBH,
HP”, =

=JOBF,

Models

Variables

in

for the

Sector

I. XH,,

Note:

of Dependent

and Empirical

CS, (expenditures on services)
CN, (expenditures on nondurable goods)
CD, (expenditures on durable goods)
KCD, (stock of consumer durable goods)
IH, (expenditures on housing)
KIH, (stock of houses)
JOBH, (number of jobs in the economy)
HPH, (average number of hours that each
job is paid for)
EMPL, (number of people employed in the
economy)

TLF,,
TV,,

moonlighters)
(labor force of men 25-54)
(labor force of all persons
over except inen 25-54)

DDH,

(demand deposits of the household

16 and

SeCtOr)

+ JOEGC, + JOBCM,

JOBF,HPF,

- JOBGGHPGC,

~1JOBGM,HPGM.

JOBH,

expenditures on nondurable goods, CN,, the stock of consumer durable goods,
KCD,. and the stock of houses, KIH,.This separate treatment
of the four
consumption
decision variables can be justified within the context of the
theoretical model if it is assumed that the four variables enter the utility function of each household separately. The inclusion of the stocks of consumer
durables and houses in the utility function can be justified ifit is assumed that
the services from durable goods and houses are proportional
to the stocks.
The solution ofthe optimal control problems ofthe households in
Chapter Four in Volume I would proceed in a similar way with four kinds of
goods or servicq rather than one. The main difference that would exist in the
four-good case is that the relative prices among the four goods would affect
the household’s decisions. If services are proportional
to stocks and stocks
have a life longer than one decision period, then the stocks of durable goods
and houses that exist at the beginning ofthe household’s decision period would
also; of course, have important effects on the household’s decisions. Otherwise, however. the analysis in Chapter Four in Volume 1 would be little
changed. The solution of the control problem would just be slightly more
complex.
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Activity

Matching

the Theoretical
and
Household
Sector

of

1. WH,, (wage rate received by household i)
2.

PH,,

Explanatory

Empirical

(price paid for goods by household i)

Models

Variables
for

in

the

WF, (average hourly earnings, adjusted
for overtime and interindustry
employment shifts)
PCS, (price deflator for CS,)
PCN, (price dctlator for CN,)
PCD, (price deflator for CD,)
PIH, (price deflator for /H,)
PH, (price deflator for domestic sales
inclusive of indirect business
t&M

3. r, (bill rate), RF/<, (loan rate paid by

household i)
4. da (personal income tax rate)
5. YG (minimum guaranteed level of
income or level of transfer
payments to each household)

YG, (transfer payments from the government sector to the household
sector not counting TP”,,
TPU, (unemployment insurance benefits)
HGSIZ, (employee social security taxes)
YNLH, (nonlabor income, DIVH, $~ INTH,
f Fxlwc
+ FHT‘w, -~ FHPFA,
+ YG, -+ TPU,
HGSIZ,)

6. A,,.,

A,.,

(value of nondemand deposit
assets of the previous period),
LH,,_, (value of loam taken out of the
previous period)

POP,
POP,,
POPI,
KCD,-,
KIH,-,

(value of nondemand deposit secu~ities of the previous period)

(population 16 and aver)
(population of men 25-54)
(population of all persons 16 and over except men 25-54)
(stock of durable goods of the prwious period)
(stock of houses of the previous period)

household sector.
An initial attempt
was made to do this, but with little
success. It did not appear to be possible to pick up independent
effects of de,

in the data, and so HGSIZ, was instead included as a negative item in the
definition of nonlabor income. _!GSJ2, is, of course. an endogenous variable
in the model, but so also are three other variables that are included in the
definition of nonlabor income (DJVH,. JNTH,. and PC’,).
YNLH, is thus an
endogenous
variable in the model.

The

Household

Sector
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HGSIZ, is linked to the wage bill of the firm sector, and so it
changes when wages change. Therefore,
YNLH, changes as wages change,
and so it is not, strictly speaking, a nonlabor income variable. The effect of
wages on YNLH, is, however, fairly small, and for ease of exposition YNLH,
will be referred to simply as nonlabor income.
The lumping together of YG, + TPU,
and dividend, interest, and
rental income in the definition of YNLH, isyet another example of the imposition of a constraint
on the way that the government
aKects behavior.
Transfer payments from the government sector are assumed to be treated by
the household sector like any other nonlabor income item. This constraint
was again imposed because of the difficulty of estimating separate effects of
the two types of income.
In the theoretical model there are both creditor and debtor households. Ai, in Volume I denotes the value of nondemand
deposit assets of
creditor households, andLW,, denotes the value ofloans ofdebtor households.
In the empirical work it is not possible to distinguish between creditor and
debtor households, and A,_, in Table 4-2 instead denotes the value of nondemand deposit assets minus liabilities of the household sector.
In the estimation of the consumption
and work effort equations
of the household sector, the explanatory
variables for each equation were
taken from the variables in Table 4-2. Because of possible multicollinearity
problems, only a subset of the variables in the table was tried for any one
equation. Some variables that were tried were also dropped if they contributed
little to the explanation of the dependent variable. Many of the variables were
deflated by population;
two of the variables (YNLH, and A,) were deflated
by the price level; the functional form of all of the equations was taken to be
the log form; and some experimentation
was done on trying alternative lag
structures. The estimated equations are discussed in section 4.4, but before
this is done the treatment of the constraints on the household sector must be
explained.
4.3
THE TREATMENT
CONSTRAINTS

OF

THE

The hours and loan constraints
on the households play an important role in
the theoretical
model. The existence of constraints
poses a very serious
problem for empirical work because the unconstrained
decision values are
observed only if the constraints
are not binding. Otherwise, only the constrained decision values are observed. All the discussion
in the previous
section was concerned with the unconstrained
decision variables. and so some
modification of the equations that result from this discussion must be made to
account for the constraints.
There is no one obvious way to account for the
constraints,
and it should be stressed that the approach that will now be
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described is only one of a number that might be tried. It would clearly be of
interest in future work to consider other possible ways of accounting for the
constraints.
Let CSUN, denote the expenditures
on services that the household sector would make if it were not constrained,
and let CS, denote the
actual expenditures
made. Assume that one has specified, from the previous
section, an equation determining
C’SUN,:
CSCJN, =f(,..).

(4.1)

Assume also that all the variables on the right-hand side of this equation are
observed. If the household sector is not contrained,
the ratio CS,/CSUA’, is
one. If the household sector is constrained,
then the ratio is less than one,
providing that one assumes--as
is done here-that
binding constraints cause
the household sector to consume less than it would have unconstrained.
If
one can find a variable, say Z,, such that:

= Z-T’, y, 10,
CSUN,
then one has immediately from Equations (4.1) and (4.2) an equation
served variables, which can then be estimated:

cs, = ZZ’f(,

,).

(4.2)

in ob-

(4.3)

Within this framework, the problem of accounting for the constraints reduces
itself to finding a variable Z, for which the specification in (4.2) seems reasonable.
Consider first the hours constraint on the household sector. What
one needs is a variable that takes on a value of one when conditions
in the
labor market are tight and households are not constrained,
and a value of
less than one otherwise. When the variable is less than one, it should be proportional to the ratio of the constrained
to the unconstrained
decision values
of the household sector. One obvious measure of labor market tightness is
1 - CJR,,where UR, is the civilian unemployment
rate. Another measure of
labor market tightness is J:, which is defined in Equation 76 ofTable 2-2 and
which is the d&ended ratio of total hours paid for in the economy to the total
population
16 and over. The number
-0.00073513
used in Equation
76
is the estimate of the coefficient off in the regression of log J, on a constant
and t for the 19521-197411 period.
If, say. J: is used as the measure of labor market tightness, one
needs to construct a variable Z, that is a function of .I: and that has the
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properties just described. The desired shape of 2, as a function of J: is presented in Figure 4-1. Point A is some value that is larger than the largest value
of .I: observed in the sample period, and point B is the value of J: above
which it seems reasonable
to assume that the household sector is not constrained. An approximation
to the curve in Figure 4-1 is the left half of the
normal density function:
Z, = e-zIw-“)~

(4.4)

For J: equal to A, 2, is one, and for Jf less than A, Z, is less than
one. How good an approximation
the normal density is to the curve in
Figure 4-l depends on how close 5 is to A and how steep the slope of the
line to the left of B is. The goodness of the approximation
depends also, of
course, on the value chosen for c(,. but it turns out, as will be seen shortly,
that a value of a, does not have to be specified before estimation of the equation. Another possible choice for the Z, variable would be to replace J: with
1 - UR, and to take for the value of A some value that is larger than the
largest value of 1 - UR, in the sample period. J: turned out to give somewhat
better results than did I - UR,, although both sets of results were fairly close.
Only the results using J: are reported below.
Consider next the loan constraint.
One needs to find a variable
that takes on a value of one when conditions
in the financial markets are
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loose and households are not constrained. and a value of less than one otherwise. When the variable is less than one. it should again be proportional
to
the ratio of the constrained
to the unconstrained
values of the household
sector. One possible measure of the tightness of the financial markets is the
bill rate, RBILL,. REILL, does, however, have a positive trend during much
of the postwar period, and a possibly better measure of the tightness of the
financial markets is a partly detrended version of the bill rate. The version
used in this study is RBfLLf. defined by Equation 79 in Table 2-2. RBILL: is
RBILL,
d&ended
up to the 197OlV. The number
0.019757 used in
Equation 79 is the estimate of the coefficient of t in the regression of log
RBILL, on a constant and f for the 39521-197OlV period.
is used as the measure of tightness in the financial
If RBZLC
markets. one needs to construct a variable, Z,, that is a function of RBILL:
and that has the properties just described. The desired shape of Z, as a function of RBlLLf is presented in Figure 4-2. Point A’ is some value that is smaller
than the smallest value of RBILL, observed in the sample period, and point
B’ is the value of RBILL: below which it seems reasonable to assume that the
household sector is not constrained.
An approximation
to the curve in Figure
4-2 is the right half of the normal density function:
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For RBILL: equal to A’, Z, is one, and for RBILLf greater than A’, Z, is less
than one. It also turns out in this case that a value of x2 does not have to be
specified before estimation.
To distinguish the Z, for the hours constraint
in Equation (4.4)
from the Z, for the loan constraint
in Equation (4.5). the former will be
denoted as ZJ, and the latter as ZR,. This is the notation used in Table 2-2.
Both constraints
may, of course. be binding at the same time. If both constraints are binding, they are assumed to interact multiplicatively:
es,
__
CSUN,

= ZJ:‘ZRr’;

y, > 0, y2 > 0.

(4.6)

This equation says that if neither constraint is binding (ZJ, = I and ZR, = I),
then CS, equals CSUN,. Otherwise, CS, is less than CSUN,.
Consider now the estimation
of the equation
explaining
CS,.
Assume for sake of argument that the equation explaining CSUN,, i.e..f(
.)
in (4.1), is simply:
CSUN,

z= &QpV*,

(4.7)

where Q, is the one explanatory
variable in the equation
term. Substituting
(4.7) into (4.6) and taking logs yields:
log CS, = Ir, + j!i, log Q, + y, log ZJ, + yl log ZR, + EC.
Substituting
yields:

the expressions

and E, is an error

(4.8)

for ZJ, and ZR, in (4.4) and (4.5) into (4.8) then

log CS, = ,‘$, + J, log Q, - yl”,(J:

- A)* - y,a,(RBILL:

- A’)’ + c,. (4.9)

Given values for A and A’, Equation (4.9) can be directly estimated. There are no longer any unobserved
variables to be concerned about.
The coefficients y1 and x, cannot be separately estimated, nor can the coefficients ;a2 and a,, but it is not really important to be able to do so. What is
important
is that the variables (./T - A)* and (RBILLT - A’)” pick up the
effects of the constraints,
not that one be able to separate their coefficient
estimates into estimates of the yi parameters in Equation (4.6) and estimates
of the ai parameters in the approximating
equations (4.4) and (4.5).
Since the choice of either y, or cx, is arbitrary, I, has been chosen
for scale purposes to be I~lOiMO (see Equation 77 in Table 2-2). Similarly,
a? has been chosen for scale purposes to be IjlOOO (see Equation 80 in Table
2-2). The value of A was taken to be 335.9, which is slightly larger than the
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largest value of 3: in the sam,ple period, and the value of A’ was taken to be
in the
0.608, which is slightly smaller than the smallest velue of RBILL:
sample period.
To summarize.
the constraints
on the household
sector were
handled in this study by adding to the equations explaining the decision variables of the household sector the variables (J: - A)’ and (RBILL: - A’)‘.
This converts each equation from one with an unobserved
variable on the
left-hand side (the unconstrained
decision value) to one with an observed
variable on the left-hand side (the constrained
decision value). It is clear that
this treatment of the constraints requires a number of restrictive assumptions.
It does have the advantage, however, of allowing one not to have to estimate
separately the CL~
coefficients in Equations (4.4) and (4.5) and the yi coefficients
in Equation (4.6). The data are effectively allowed to estimate both sets of
coefficients at the same time, thus allowing there to be fewer a priori constraints imposed on the data than might be the case with other specifications.
No a priori constraints
of a zero-one type. for example, are imposed on the
data.
Regarding the loan constraint, considerable
thought was given in
this study to possible ways of using the flow-of-funds data to help measure the
constraint. The problem with the flow-of-funds data, however. is that they all
measure the effects of the constrained
decisions. and there seemed no obvious
way to use the data to get a direct indication of when the loan constraint was
binding. In terms of the notation in Volume 1, there seemed no obvious way to
measure LBMA X,. the maximum value of loans that the bank sector chooses
in the period. All that one observes is the net result of what happens after the
firm and household sectors have taken L&WAX, into account in their decision
making processes.
and
The two constraint variables. Z.f, and ZR,, are endogenous
are treated as such in the estimation work. ZJ, is a function of Jt, which is a
function of J,, which in turn is a function of JOBF, and HPF,. The latter two
variables, as will be seen in the next chapter, are two endogenous
variables
in the model. ZR, IS a function of RBILL:.
which in turn is a function of
RBILL,, RBILL, being another endogenous
variable in the model.
Although ZJ, and ZR, can be treated like any other endogenous
variables for purposes of estimation. a slight modification of the variables has
to be made for purposes of solving the model. Consider Equation 77 in Table
2-2 explaining ZJ,:
77, zJ

= ~~,,,0000~~;-335.9~~

In the data, Jr is always less than 335.9 by construction
(see above). In the
solution of the model, however, there is nothing that guarantees
that the
predicted value of J: will always be less than 335.9. If the predicted value of
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J: is greater than or equal to 335.9, this indicates a very tight labor market
(tighter than ever existed in the data). In tight labor markets, ZJ, is supposed
to take on a value of one (or close to one). Consequently,
in the solution program for the model, the predicted value of ZJ, was set equal to one whenever
the predicted value of J: was greater than 335.9. Otherwise, Equation 77 was
used to determine the predicted value of ZJ,. A similar procedure was followed
for ZR,. The predicted value of ZR, was set equal to one whenever the predicted value of RBfLL: was less than 0.608, but otherwise Equation 80 in
Table 2-2 was used to determine the predicted value of ZR,.
One final point about the treatment of the constraints
should be
made, which has to do with the assumption that all the variables inf(...)
in
Equation (4.1) are observed. It will be seen in the next section, from examining the results in Table 2-3, that the lagged dependent variable in each equation is an important
explanatory
variable in the equation. Since only constrained decision vaiues are assumed always to be observed, a lagged dependent variable in the present context is a lagged constrained decision value, not
a lagged unconstrained
value. Therefore, the assumption
here is that lagged
constrained
values enter functions
like fc ..) in Equation
(4.1). For
example, CS,_, is assumed to enter f(,‘,) in (4.1), not C.SlJN,_,.
Since
lagged dependent
variables are used to try to capture expectational
effects,
there is no compelling reason for making one assumption or the other regarding whether lagged unconstrained
or lagged constrained
decision values enter
functions likefc
.). The assumption
that lagged constrained
decision values
enter the functions was made primarily on grounds of convenience.
It is also the case, as will be seen in the next section, that some
left-hand side variables have been deflated by population.
This, however,
poses no added difficulties in interpreting
the effects of the constraints.
If, for
example, CSUN, in Equation
(4.1) is divided by POP,, the equation can be
multiplied through by POP,, leaving CSUN, on the left-hand side. Then after
adjusting the equation by use of the constraint
variables to have CS, be the
left-hand side variable, the equation can be divided back through by POP,
4.4
THE
FOR THE

ESTIMATES
HOUSEHOLD

OF THE EQUATIONS
SECTOR

There are eight stochastic equations for the household sector. The functional
forms chosen for these equations,
the explanatory
variables used in each
equation, and then TSLS and FIML coefficient estimates of the equations are
presented in Table 2-3 in Chapter Two. These equations will not be repeated
here, but instead reference will be made throughout this section to Table 2-3.
The first four equations are consumption
equations, explaining

p$,

1%

logs,logz,

and

log%,
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where POP, is the population
of all persons
tions are work effort equations, explaining
TLF, ,
1% -,log-,
pop,

t

TLF,,
pop,,

and

I6 and over. The next three equa-

MOON,
log p.
POP,

TLF,,/POP,, is the labor force participation
rate of men 25-54, and
TLF;,/POP,, is the participation
rate of all persons 16 and over except men
25-54. MOONJPOP,
is the percent of the population
holding two jobs.
The eighth equation explains log DDHJPOP,,
where DDHJPOP,
is the
value of demand deposits and currency of the household sector deflated by
population.
Each of the first seven equations
in Table 2-3 includes as explanatory
variables a subset of the variables listed in Table 4-2. These are
again the variables that are important in the theoretical model in influencing
a household’s decisions. It will be useful to consider all seven equations together regarding the estimated effects of the various explanatory
variables.
First, the price deflators have a negative effect in all seven equations, and the
wage rate has a positive effect in all seven equations.
In the consumption
equations the price deflator and the wage rate were not constrained
to have
equal coefficients in absolute value, but in the work effort equations they we~e.~
The price deflator used in the work effort equations is PH,. the price deflator
for domestic sales inclusive of indirect business taxes.
One or more interest rate variables are included in three of the
consumption
equations (Equations
I, 3, and 4), all with negative coefiicient
estimates; and one interest rate variable is included in one of the work effort
equations (Equation 6), with a positive coefficient estimate. The two interest
rate variables considered in the estimation work for the household sector are
the bill rate and the mortgage rate, the former being taken as a proxy for the
short term rates affecting the household sector and the latter being taken as a
proxy for the long term rates.
The nonlabor income variable is included in three of the consumption equations (Equations
I, 2, and 3), with positive coefficient estimates; and
in one of the work effort equations (Equation
5), with a negative coefficient
estimate. The value of assets of the previous period is included in two of the
I and 2). with positive coefficient esticonsumption
equations
(Equations
mates; and in one of the work effort equations (Equation 6), with a negative
coefficient estimate. The marginal personal income tax rate is included in one
of the consumption
equations (Equation 2), with a negative estimated effect;
and in two of the work effort equations (Equations
5 and 7), with negative
estimated effects.
All the results just cited are consistent
with the results in the
theoretical model. In the theoretical model the price level has a negative effect
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and the wage rate has a positive effect on consumption
and work effort; the
interest rate has a negative effect on consumption
and a positive effect on work
effort; nonlabor income (i.e., YG. the minimum guaranteed level of income)
has a positive effect on consumption
and a negative effect on work effort;
the value of assets of the previous period has a positive effect on consumption
and a negative effect on work effort; and the personal income tax rate has a
negative effect on consumption
and work effort.
The hours constraint
variable enter< all four consumption
equations and two of the three work eRort equations,
with positive coefficient
estimates. From Equation (4.8) it can be seen that the coefficient estimates
are expected to be positive, since yi is postulated to be positive. The estimates
are not, of course, estimates of y,, because a, has been arbitrarily
set equal
to l/lOOOO. As discussed above, it is not possible to obtain separate estimates of y, and a,. The loan constraint
variable enters only the housing
equation (Equation 4), with the expected positive coefficient estimate. Otherwise; the variable did not appear to be important
in explaining any of the
other decision variables of the household sector.
Some experimentation
was done with estimating alternative
lag
structures; and in the end the following constraints were imposed on the data.
First, a four quarter average of the marginal tax rate variable lagged one
quarter (a:_ I) was used as the tax rate variable. This seemed like a reasonable
procedure in the sense that it may take people a few quarters to perceive a
change in their marginal tax rate. Since the equations are in log form, the
explanatory
variable relating to a:_,
was taken to be &(I -a:_,).
If
a:_,
WR LWO, then this form says that a;_,
would have no effect on the
decision variables. If instead the variable logag_,
were used, this would
imply an effect of plus infinity (assuming the coefficient estimate of log &_,
to be negative) if $_ I were zero, which does not seem reasonable.
In one of the two labor force participation
equations (Equation
5). a four quarter average of the log of YNLHJ(PH, POP,) lagged one quarter
was used as the nonlabor income variable. This procedure is equivalent to
constraining
the coeficients
of log( YNLH,_,/(F’H,-j
POP,_,)). i = I, 2. 3,4.
to be the same.
All the explanatory variables in the housing equation are lagged at
least one quarter. Since it generally takes longer than a quarter to build a
house, the longer lags that seemed to pertain to the housing equation are consistent with what one would expect. The mortgage rate is included twice in the
housing equation, with lags of one and wo quarters. The data seemed capable
of picking up separate effects of the two lagged values. The other equation
where it seemed possible to pick up separate effects of the lagged values ofthe
same variable was Equation 2 for nondurable
consumption.
where the nonlabor income variable was included contemporaneously
and Gth a lag of one
quarter.
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Lagged dependent
variables are included in all seven equations.
As mentioned in Chapter One, each of the equations was initially estimated
under the assumption
of first order serial correlation
to make sure that the
lagged dependent variables are not erroneously
picking up serial correlation
effects. Serial correlation
turned out to be important
in only two equations.
Equations 3 and 4, explaining the stocks of durable goods and houses. The
serial correlation
assumption
was retained for these two equations, and the
estimates of the serial correlation coefficients for these NO equations are presented in Table 2-3 along with the other coefficient estimates. For each of the
other equations, the serial correlation
coefficient was constrained
to be zero.
The final equation estimated for the household sector is Equation
8, explaining the household sector’s holdings of demand deposits and currency (Do/f,).
In the theoretical model, DDH, is a function of the household
sector’s expenditures
on goods, but here the best results were obtained by
taking DDH, to be a function of taxable income (YH,) and the bill rate. A
time trend was also included in the equation to pick up any possible trend in
the relationship
between DDHJPUP,
and the other explanatory
variables in
the equation.
Four dummy variables were added to Equation 3 explaining KCD,
to account for the effects of the automobile
strikes in 1964 and 1970. Otherwise, the strikes did not appear to have a strong enough elect on any of the
other variables in the household sector to warrant the further use of dummy
variables.
Regarding the four consumption
categories, some experimentation was done in this study to see if it were possible to pick up substitution
or complementary
effects among the categories. In theory, all the variables
listed in Table 4-Z should be included in each consumption
equation. The
price of services, for example, should have an ef?ect on all four consumption
categories, not just on the consumption
of services. It did not appear to be
possible, however, to pick up these effects in the data, and so no substitution
or complementary
effects of this kind are included in the model.
Equations
I, 2, 3; 4, and 8 are the equations
in the household
sector for which FIML estimates were obtained. As can be seen in Table 2-3,
the TSLS and FIML estimates of these five equations are quite close. The
largest differences occur for the serial correlation
coefficient in Equation 3
?nd for the coefficients of the two constraint variables in Equation 4.
This completes the discussion of the stochastic equations for the
household sector in Table 2-3. The explanatory variables that have been used
in the equations, other than the constraint variables and the lagged dependent
variables, are variables that one would expect on microeconomic
grounds to
affect households’ unconstrained
decisions. After adjusting for the effects of
the constraints
and for expectational
and lag eFTects. the results do seem to
indicate that these variables have important effects on the decision variables
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of the household sector. The question of how the household sector interacts
with the other sectors in the model is taken up in Chapter Nine. To conclude
this chapter, four further comments about the household sector will be made.
First, it should be noted, as mentioned in section 1.1, that when the
hours constraint
is binding on the household sector, the specification of the
consumption
equations is similar to a specification that would include labor
income directly as an explanatory
variable in the equations. When the hours
constraint variable, ZJ,, is not close to one. it is a function of the number of
hours paid for in the economy. ZJ, is not close to one when the hours constraint is binding on the household sector, so that when the hours constraint
is binding, there is a variable on the right-hand side of the consumption
equations that is a function of the number of hours paid for. Since the wage rate
is also included in the consumption
equations, there is something like a labor
income variable on the right-hand side of the equations when the constraint
is binding. When the constraint is not’binding (ZJ, close to one). then only the
wage rate part of labor income is included as an explanatory
variable.
The second comment concerns the inclusion of the hours constraint
variable in the work effort equations. ZJ, is an important
explanatory
variable in the equation explaining the labor force participation
of all persons 16
and over except men 25-54 (Equation
6). This result is interpreted
within
the context of the model as indicating
that when the hours constraint
is
binding on the household sector, the participation
rate that results from the
solutions of the households’ constrained optimal control problems is less than
the rate that would result if the households were not constrained.
As mentioned in section I. I, effects of this sort are sometimes referred to in the literature as “discouraged
worker” effects. The hours constraint variable in Equation 6 can thus be thought of as picking up discouraged worker effects if one
wants to use this terminology.
The hours constraint
variable also has, of
course, important effects in the consumption
equations. where the “discouraged” terminology
is generally not used.
The third comment concerns the question of real versus nominal
interest rates. All of the interest rates considered in this study are nominal
interest rates. The concept of a real interest rate is not needed. In the theoretical model a household solves its multiperiod optimal control problem after
having formed expectations
of future prices, wages rates> and interest rates.
Any “real” interest rate effects are captured through these expectations
and
the other factors that affect the solution of the household’s problem. In the
empirical model, prices, wage rates, and interest rates are included together
in the equations, along with lagged endogenous
variables to capture expectational effects, and so any “real” interest rate effects should be picked up, at
least in some approximate
way, through these variables.
It should be noted in passing that interest rates have an effect on
the decision variables of the household sector through the A,_, variable, as
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well as directly. A,_, is the value of the securities of the household sector at
the end of period t - I, It has a positive effect on service and nondurable consumption in Table 2-3 and a negative effect on the labor force participation
of
persons 16 and over except men 25-54. A,_, includes capital gains or losses
on corporate stocks. The value of capital gains or losses during period f - I
(CC,_,) is, as will be seen in Chapter Six. a negative function of the bond
rate in period f - 1. The bond rate in period f - I is in turn a positive function of the bill rate in period t - 1. Consequently,
the bill rate in period t ~ I
has an efiect on consumption
and work effort in period r through its effect on
A,-,.
The fourth and final comment concerns the treatment of financial
disequlibrium
effects in the housing market. These effects are assumed to be
captured in the model through the inclusion of the loan constraint variable
in the equation explaining the stock of houses (Equation 4). This approach
differs from the approach that I took in specifying th,e monthly housing starts
sector in my forecasting model [14]. For the forecasting model separate equations explaining the supply of and demand for housing starts were specified
and estimated, and the two equations were estimated under the assumption
that the housing market is not always in equilibrium.
The equations
were
estimated by one of the techniques described in Fair and Jaffee [24]. One of
the key assumptions
of this approach is the assumption
that the observed
quantity of a variable is equal to the minimum of the quantity demanded
and the quantity supplied. In the case of housing, the assumption
is that one
observes the minimum of the demand for housing starts from the household
sector and the equivalent supply of housing starts from the financial sector. In
periods of disequilibrium,
either the household sector is constrained
by the
financial sector from borrowing the amount of money that it wants to at the
currentpricesand
interest ratesor thefinancialsectoris
prevented from making
as many loans to finance housing investment as it wants to at the current
interest rates.
Although the approach taken in the present study differs in important ways from my earlier approach, the two approaches are not inconsistent with each other. In the present specification. the loan constraint
is at
times binding on the household sector and at times not. When it is binding, it
causes the household sector to spend less on housing than otherwise. This
case corresponds
in the earlier approach to the case in which the observed
quantity of housing starts is equal to the equivalent supply from the financial
sector. When the loan constraint is not binding. it has no effect on the housing
expenditures
of the household sector. This case corresponds
in the earlier
approach to the case in which the observed quantity of housing starts is equal
to the demand from the household sector. (Both approaches assume that the
supply of housing from the construction
sector is never a constraint
in the
market. The questions of how the construction
sector may at times be a con-
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in the housing market and how one might handle this are discussed in
Fair [14]; Chapter 8, and Fair [16].) This comparison
of the two approaches
provides a good example of there being more than one way to specify disequilibrium effects. As mentioned in the previoussection, it isclearlyofinterest

straint

in future work to consider alternative

approaches.

NOTE
“The results in Fair [I81 for sixteen age-sex groups indicate that labor force
participation rates are responsive to the real wage, which is one of the reasons for imposing
in this study the constraint in the work effort equations that the coefficients of the wage
rate and price deflator be equal in absolute value.
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Five

The Firm Sector

INTRODUCTION

The eleven stochastic equations that relate to the firm sector are discussed in
this chapter. The equations
explain the eleven variables that are listed on
the right-hand
side of Table 5-I. Table 5-1 contains for the firm sector a
matching of the variables in the theoretical model to the related variables in
the empirical
model. The six most important
variables explained in this
chapter are: the price level (PF,)_ production
(Y,), investment
(IN!‘,), the
number of jobs (JOBS,), the average number of hours paid per job (HPF,),
and the wage rate (WF,).
The treatment
of the firm sector in the theoretical
model was
summarized
in Chapter One, section I. I. A firm’s price, production,
investment, employment,
and wage rate decisions are determined
simultaneously
in the theoretical model through the solution of the lirm’s optimal control
problem. The underlying technology of a tirm is of the “putty-clay”
type, and
it may at times be optimal for a firm to plan to hold either excess labor or
excess capital or both. Market share considerations
and expectations play an
important
role in determining
a firm’s price and wage behavior. The two
possible constraints on a firm are the loan constraint and the labor constraint.
Although a firm’s decisions are determined
simultaneously
in the
theoretical model, it is sometimes useful for descriptive purposes to consider
the decisions as being made sequentially.
This sequence is from the price
decision, to the production
decision, to the investment
and employment
decisions, to the wage rate decision. A firm should first be considered
as
having chosen its optimal price path. This path implies a certain expected
sales path, from which the optimal production
path can be chosen. Given the
optimal production path, the optimal paths of investment and employment can
be chosen. Finally, given the optimal employment
path, the optimal wage
rate path can be chosen. The optimal wage rate path is that path that the firm
107
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Table 5-1.
Theoretical

Matching
of
and Empirical

1. P, (price level)
2. Y, (number Of goods produced)
3. IN”, (number of goods purchased for
investment purposes)
4. HPI;

Activity

(number of worker hours paid
for)

6. DDF, (demand deposits)
7. DIVF, (dividends paid)
8. RL,LF, (interest paid)
9. (P, - P,-,)V,_,
(inventory valuation
adjustment)

Dependent
Variables
Models for the Firm

in the
Sector

PF, (deflator for A’, - COM,)
Yc (production of the firm sector, 81958)
INV, (nonresidential plant and equipment
investment of the firm sector,
81958)
JOE& (number of jobs in the firm sector)
HPF, (average number ol hours paid per
job)

WF, (average hourly earnings, adjusted for
overtime and interindustry
employment shifts)
DDF, (demand deposits)
DIVF, (dividends paid)

INTF, (interest paid)
IVA, (inventory valuation adjustment)

expects is necessary to attract the amount of labor implied by its optimal
employment path. It will be useful to keep this sequence in mind for the discussion in section 5.3.
Before discussing the stochastic equations,
it is necessary to consider the measures of excess labor and excess capital that have been used.
These measures
are discussed in the next section. (This section can be
skipped if desired without much loss of continuity.)
The empirical model of
the firm sector is outlined in section 5.3, and the equation estimates are
explained in section 5.4. Section 5.5 contains a brief review of the model.
5.2
THE TECHNOLOGY
OF THE FIRM
SECTOR AND THE MEASUREMENT
OF
EXCESS LABOR AND EXCESS CAPITAL
Two possible ways of measuring the capital stock of the firm sector have been
considered in this study. The first, more conventional
way is to aswme that
the capital stock deteriorates at some rate 6, each quarter and thus to postulate that :
K;-K:-,=ZN!‘-6,K;_,,

(5.1)

where KP is the value of the capital stock (in real terms) in quarter f and /NV,
is the value of plant and equipment
investment
of the firm sector (in real

terms) in quarter f. For this measwe
tion of the firm sector is postulated

Y, = minU,(M,H?),

P,(KPH:)J,
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of the capital stock, the production
to be:

func-

(5.2)

where M, is the number of workers employed, f+p is the number of hours
worked per worker, H: is the number of hours each unit of Kp is utilized. and
1, and p, are coefficients that may change over time due to technical progress.
Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are not consistent with the putty-clay
assumptions
of the theoretical model. Each machine in the theoretical model
wears out after m periods, but its productiveness
does not lessen as it gets older.
Machines do not change at all until age m, when they just fall apart completely. Consequently,
even if there were only one type of machine ever in
existence, Equation (5.1) would not be true. Rather, K; - Kp_, would equal
where ZNV,_, would be the number of machines that wear
INV,-INV,_,,
out at the end of period r - I. It is also the case that no technical change was
postulated in the theoretical model. but even if technical change were postulated, it would not enter in the way specified in Equation (5.2). Technical
change would take the form of machines having different i. and bi coefficients
according to when they were purchased. One could not write down an equation like (X2), but would instead have to keep track of when each machine
was purchased and what the coefficients were for that machine in order to be
able to calculate how much butput could be produced with the existing stock
of machines. Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are thus at best only approximations
to the production
technology in the theoretical model.
Since Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are only approximations.
a slightly
different way of approximating
the technology was tried to see if this led to
better results. Consider INV, to be the number of machines purchased in
period f, and assume that these machines are all alike. Let p, stand for the
amount of output that can be produced per machine hour on one of these
machines. Assume, fintdly, that all machines wear out after m periods, but
do not deteriorate physically before that time. Then the amount of output
that can be produced per hour with all ofthe machines running is:

~=~~lNV,+~,_,iNV~_,+“‘+~,_,+,lNV,-,+,,

(5.3)

where YJH: is output per hour when all machines are running. Associated
with each machine is a A, coefficient, which is the amount of output that can
be produced per worker hour on machines purchased in period f. Assume that
all machines are used Hf hours, so that Y, in Equation (5.3) is the actual
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amount of output produced.
Y, in this case is:

M,H,M =

4

The number

&,iNV,-,H:

.hfNVJC

+

Activity

&I

+

of worker hours required to produce

+ i+m,JNV,-m+,H:
L,+1

(5.4)

This second technology, which will be considered below, is thus represented
by Equations (5.3) and (5.4).
Two variables that are needed for the estimation work in the next
section are a variable that measures the amount of excess labor on hand and
a variable that measures the amount of excess capital on hand. For the technology represented
by Equations
(5.1) and (5.2), these two variables were
constructed in the following way. For the measurement
of excess labor, output per paid for worker hour (Y,/(JOBF,HPF,))
was first plotted for the 1952119751 period. The peaks of this series were assumed to correspond
to cases
where the number of worker hours paid for (JOBF,HPF,)
equals the numba
of worker hours actually worked (JW,H;~). This assumption implies that values
of .J., in Equation (5.2) are observed at the peaks. The values of & other than
those at the peaks were then assumed to lie on straight lines between the
peaks. Values of J.,, in other words, were estimated from a peak-to-peak
interpolation
of the output per paid for worker hour series.
Given data series on i, and Y,, a series on the number of worker
hours required to produce Y,, M,Hy, is then merely YJ& from Equation (5.2).
This series can then be compared to the observed series on worker hours paid
to determine the amount of excess labor on hand in any
for, JOBF,HPF,,
period. The quarters that were used as peaks for the interpolation
are 19521,
195311, 195511, and 19661. The line drawn between the 195511 and 19661
peaks was extended beyond 19661 in determining
the values of i, between
19661 and 197.51.
This procedure of constructing
a series on M,Hy is the same as
that used in Fair [23] and [14], the first for monthly seasonally unadjusted
three-digit industry data and the second for quarterly seasonally adjusted data
on the private nonfarm sector of the economy. It was argued in 1231 that
seasonally adjusted data should not be used to estimate production
function
parameters and worker hour requirements
series because technical relationships are not likely to be subject to much seasonal variation. Unfortunately,
however, much of the NIA data are not available on a seasonally unadjusted
basis, and it is beyond the scope of this study to try to piece together enough
data to be able to estimate the empirical model on a nonseasonally
adjusted
basis. Consequently,
seasonally adjusted data have been used here, as well
as in [14], in constructing
the worker hour requirements
series.
For the measurement
of excess capital for the technology represented by Equations
(5.1) and (5.2), a capital stock series first had to be
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constructed.
Given data on IN V,, a series on Kp can be constructed
once a
base period value and a value for the depreciation
rate 6, are chosen. In a
recent study [40], the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) has estimated on
an annual basis the fixed nonresidential
business capital in the United States
for the 1925-1973 period. The results of the BEA study were used here to
estimate a base period value for Kp and a value of 6,. The net stocks series on
page I in 1401 was first multiplied by 0.7 to scale it down to a series that pertains to the firm sector. 0.7 is roughly the ratio of plant and equipment investment in the firm sector to total plant and equipment
investment.
The net
stocks series on page I in [40] pertains to all plant and equipment investment
(firm, household, and financial). It is based on the assumptions
of straight
line depreciation
and service lives equal to 85.0 percent of Bulletin F.
The base period for KY was taken to be 19521V, and the base
period value was taken to be 197.2 billion (1958) dollars. This latter figure is
0.7 times the value on page I in [40] for the end of 1952. From this base period,
various values of 6, were used to g&rate
different capital stock series, using
the formula:
Kf = (I - &)Kp_,

+ IIVY,.

(5.5)

These series were compared to the “actual” series derived from [40] to see
which value of S, most closely reproduced the actual series. It was apparent
from this exercise that one value of 6, for the whole period was not adequate
to approximate the actual series at all accurately. There appeared to be a shift
around 1966 in the value needed for a,, a larger value being needed after 1966.
In the end, two values of S, were chosen, a value of 0.0255 before
19661 and a value of 0.0285 from 19661 on. The “se of the value of 197.2 for
K: in 1952IV and the value of 0.0255 for S, resulted in a value of 308.9 for
Kp in 19651V, which compares quite closely to the actual value of 308.6. The
value for Kp in 1965lv was taken to be 308.9, and from this base the rest of
the K; series was generated using the value of 0.0285 for 6,. The generated
value oFK;for 197lIV was 404.4 (see Table&l),
which compares fairly closely
to the actual value of 406.3. The actual series from the BEA could not be used
directly here because it is annual and because of the necessity of having a link
between the investment series (INV,) and the capital stock series.
Regarding the measurement of excess capital, there are no data on
hours paid for or worked per unit of Kp, and so, given a series on Kp, one
must be content with plotting Y,/Kp. This is, from Equation (5.2), a plot of
p,H:, where H: is the average number of hours that each machine is utilized.
If it is assumed that at each peak of this series H: is equal to the same constant, say R, then one observes at the peaks p,R. Interpolation
between peaks
can then produce a complete series on p,lf. If, finally, f7 is assumed to be the
maximum number of hours per period that each unit of Kp can be utilized,
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then Y&i?)
is the minimum
amount of capital required to produce Y,
This variable is denoted as KMIN, in Table 2-2.
The observations
that were used for the peaks are 195311, 19661,
and 19731. The values of p,B between 197311 and 19751 were all taken to be
equal to the 19731 value. The line drawn between 195311 and 19661 had a
positive slope, but the line drawn between 196611-19731 had a slight negative
slope. There seemed to be some evidence of a slight deterioration
in output
per machine hour after 19661. It is true_ however, that the plot of Y,/K; over
the entire 19521~197% period showed little evidence of either a positive or a
negative trend. The slopes of both of the interpolation
lines were fairly small.
This takes care of the measurement
of excess labor and excess
capital for the technology represented by Equations (5.1) and (5.2). Consider
next the measurement
of excess capital for the technology
represented
by
Equations (5.3) and (5.4). The BEA study [40] was first used to get an estimate
of m, the length of life of one unit of capital. The BEA study presents estimates
of both the gross and net capital stocks, and for purposes of estimating m
the gross capital stock series on page 1 in [40] was used. If it is assumed that
machines do not physically depreciate until age m, when they fall apart, an
estimate of M can be obtained by summing past values of gross investment
(also presented in [40]) until the sum is equal to the BEA estimate of the gross
capital stock. The number of periods that one uses in this sum is an estimate
of m. This procedure can be followed for each yearly estimate of the gross
capital stock. One will not, of course, necessarily get the same estimate of m
for each year. It was quite evident when carrying out this procedure for the
1952-1972 period that III began to get much smaller in the 186Os, a result that
is consistent with having to use a larger value of 8, beginning around 1966 to
approximate
the net capital stock series. There is nothing in the following
analysis that requires 112to be constant over time, and so instead of choosing
only one 01 two values of m, an entire time series for m (denoted as m,) was
constructed from the BEA gross investment and gross capital stock data.
Given a series f@r m,, the next step in the construction
of an excess
capital series was to get estimates of the pt series in Equation (5.3). (Equation
(5.3) should now be modified by adding a I subscript to m.) To do this, it was
first assumed that fi, = $1 + S)‘, where p and d are parameters to be estimated. If 6 is zero, then P, is constant over time; otherwise p, is changing at
rate 6 each period. Next, a few quarters were chosen where it seemed plausible
to assume that all machines were utilized i? hours. These quarters, in other
words, were assumed to be quarters in which the amount of excess capital on
hand was zero. If quarter s is one of these quarters, then it is the case from
Equation (5.3), and the assumption just made about I&,, that:
Y, = ,%[( I + SYINV,
+ (I + cS~-‘/NV,_,

+ ..’ + (I + Q-“~+‘fNV,_,,,,,].

(5.6)
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Given data on investment, output, and m, and given two quarters
for which Equation (5.6) holds, one has two equations
in two unknowns,
the unknowns being JZR and 6. The two equations are nonlinear, but they can
easily be solved numerically.
If one has more than two quarters for which
Equation (5.6) is assumed to hold, then different pairs of equations can be
solved to see, among other things, how sensitive the solution values are to
alternative pairs.
Values of S and ,Lii? were computed in this way for alternative
pairs of equations, and it turned out that a value of zero for 6 seemed quite
consistent with the data. There did not appear, in other words, to be any
evidence of capital’s getting either more efficient or less &Cent
over time in
terms of output per unit of capital. This result is consistent with the observa-’
tion made earlier that the plot of Y,/.k;” for the first technology showed little
evidence of a trend.
If S is zero, then one can merely sum up past values of investment
to get a measure of the capital stock:
K;=lNV,

flNV,_,

f ‘..+INV,_,,.

(5.7)

An estimate of the minimum amount of capital required to produce Y, can in
this case be obtained as merely Y,/(,&), where $
is estimated from solving one of the pairs of equations discussed above. It turned out that the estimates of $7 were roughly the same for alternative pairs of equations (with
estimates of S of approximately
zero), so that it did not matter very much
which pair of equations was used to estimate ,CB. The value of ,GB that was
chosen for the work below is 0.2660.
For the measurement
of excess labor for this technology,
it was
first assumed that 1, = I(1 + 6,)‘. A few quarters were then chosen where
it seemed plausible to a~surne that all machines were utilized R hours (no
excess capital) and that the number of worker hours paid for equals the
number of worker hours actually worked (no excess labor). If quarter s is one
of these quarters, then it is the case from Equation (5.4) and the assumption
just made about i., that:

Given data on worker hours paid for, investment. and m, and given
two quarters for which Equation (5.8) holds, one has two equations in two
unknowns,
fin/J and ;i>. Again, the equations are nonlinear,
but they can
easily be solved numerically.
It turned out that the estimates of jiis,‘I and
6, were not highly sensitive to the choice of alternative pairs of equations to
solve, but in the end two sets of estimates were considered. The two quarters
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chosen for the first set were 195311 and 19661, and for these quarters the
solution values were 118894.4 for #R/J, and 0.005204 for 6,. The two quarters
chosen for the second set were 195311 and 196811, with solution values of
121927.8 and 0.005602.
From the above information
it is now possible to compute a
series on worker hour requirements.
Since 6, is positive, it is always optimal
for a firm to utilize the newer machines first. Therefore, given Y, and the
estimate of ,iiR, it is possible to compute from Equation (5.6), using also data
on investment and the estimate of zero for S, the age of the oldest machine
operating in quarter f in the production
of Y,. This age-call
it ?ii-will
not
be equal to the age of the oldest machine in existence in quarter f (denoted
above as m,) except for those quarters for which there is no excess capital on
hand. Now, given values for iii,, $?/A. S,, and investment,
one can compute
from Equation (5.8) the number of worker hours required in period I to produce Y,. This procedure can be carried out for each qu&ter, and so a series
M,H;w, can be constructed.
on worker hour requirements,
It turned out that the two different sets of assumptions
about the
technology of the firm sector led to similar results. Some of these results are
presented and discussed in Appendix A to this volume. In the end, the first
technology was chosen to be used in the model because of its simpler nature.
The fact that the two sets of results were similar means that the aggregate
data used in this study do not appear to be capable of discriminating
among
alternative assumptions
about the technology
Both technologies
are clearly
approximations,
and what the data seem to indicate is that both approximations are about as equally good or as equally bad. The purpose of presenting
both technologies in this chapter is to show that the results of this study do
not appear to be sensitive to the choice of the technology for the model.
In the theoretical model it was possible for a firm to substitute
capital for labor (or vice versa) over time through the purchase of different
types of machines with differing worker-machine
ratios. The type of machine
that it was optimal for a firm to purchase in any one period resulted from the
solution of its optimal control problem in the period. With the aggregate
data used here, it seems highly unlikely that one would be able to pick up substitution effects of this sort, especially considering
the fact that the data do
not even appear to be capable of discriminating
between the two somewhat
different technologies considered above.
Using three digit industry data. some evidence was found in Fair
[I51 for the existence of capital-labor
substitution
of the kind just outlined.
but the aggregate data used in this study do not permit the kind of test that
was performed in [15]. Consequently,
no attempt was made here to try to
estimate the effects of this type of capital-labor
substitution.
This does not
mean, however, that the cost of capital has no effect on the investment of the
firm sector in the present model. This issue is discussed in section 5.5.
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5.3
AN OUTLINE OF THE EMPIRICAL
MODEL OF THE FIRM SECTOR
As was the case for the household sector, it is necessary regarding the firm
sector to distinguish
between its unconstrained
and constrained
decisions.
The loan constraint on the firm sector can be handled in the same way that it
was handled for the household sector, namely by including log ZR, as an
explanatory
variable in the estimated equations (the equations being in log
form). Under the assumptions
made in the last chapter, adding this variable
to an equation converts the left-hand side variable from an unconstrained
decision variable to a constrained
decision variable.
The treatment of the labor constant on the firm sector requires
considerably
more explanation.
The labor constraint
relates to the fact that
a firm may not get as much labor in a period as it expected that it would at the
wage rate that it set and may thus be forced to produce in the period less
than it planned to. In other words, although the variable JOEF,HPF, is the
number of worker hours actually paid for by the firm sector in quarter f (see
Table S-l), it is not necessarily the number the firm sector planned to pay for.
JOEF,HPF, will be less than the planned number if the labor con&ant
is
binding. When the labor constraint is binding on the firm sector, JOBF,HPF,
is determined by the household sector. Otherwise, it is determined by the firm
sector. There are thus two regimes to consider regarding the determination
of

JOBF,HPF,.
In order to consider

the two regimes problem in more detail,
government
employment
must first be taken into account. The total number
of worker hours paid for by the government
sector in quarter f is, using the
notation in Table 2-1, JOBGC,HPGC, + JOBGM,HPGM,. It will be useful
for the present discussion to denote this variable as MHPG,. The total number
of hours that the household
sector is paid for is, therefore, JOBF,HPF$
+ MHPG,, which is also denoted as JOBH,HPH, in Table PI. If the household sector is not constrained
in its work effort, then its determines

JOBH,HPH,.
If it is assumed_ as is done in the theoretical
model, that the
government
sector always gets the amount of labor that it wants, then in
those cases where the household sector is not constrained
in its work effort,
JOBF,HPF, is determined
as the difference
between JOBH,HPH, and
MHPG,. This amount of labor may, as just mentioned, belessthan the amount
of labor that the firm sector planned at the beginning of the period to hire. If,
on the other hand, the household sector is constrained
in its work effort. then
JOBF,HPF, is determined by the firm sector, and JOBH,HPH, isdetermined
as the sum of JOBF,HPF, and MHPG,.
One possible approach to the two regimes problem would be to
break up the sample period some way into two regimes and estimate separate
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equations
in the two regimes. In one regime an equation
explaining
JOBHJIPH,
would be estimated, with JOBF,HPF,being determined as the
residual; and in the other regime an equation explaining JOBF,HPF,
would
be estimated, with JOBH,HPH,
being determined as the residual. The either/
or nature of this approach,
however, has the disadvantage
of making the
results more sensitive to the choice of regimes than one might want. Since
any procedure of choosing regimes is not error free, one would like to design
a model that is not highly sensitive to errors made in choosing regimes.
In order to see how the two regimes problems was handled here,
it is necessary to consider first a rough outline of the equations explaining the
main decision variables of the firm sector. The following outline is based on
the assumption that the loan constraint is not binding on the firm sector and
on the assumption that sales expectations
for the current period are perfect.
A superscript p on a variable denotes the planned value of the variable, the
plans being made at the beginning of period f. Consider the following seven
equations:
PEP =A(..,),

xp =J2(PF;p,
YP =,fs(XP,
NV:
JosFg

=f&(Yp,
=fs(Yf,

(5.9)
.),

(5. IO)
(5.11)

.x
.),
.),

(5.12)
(5.13)

HPF/'=,f6(Y;,
...).

(5.14)

WFP =f,(PF;,JOBF[HPF;,...).

(5.15)

PF; is the price the firm sector plans to set. The variables that explain
PFp will be discussed later. Xp is the number of goods the firm sector plans
to sell in period f. It is a function ofPF[ and other variables. Yp is the number
of goods the firm sector plans to produce in period 1. It is a function of Xp
and other variables. INI'/'
is the amount of investment the firm sector plans
to make in period 1. It is a function of Yp and other variables. JOBFgHPF:
is the number of worker hours the firm sector plans to pay for in period 1.
JOBF,!and HPFF areexplained separately in the model; both are functions
of Yp and other variables. Finally, WF/‘is the wage rate that the firm sector
expects it will have to pay to attract the planned amount of labor. It is a
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function ofPF/, JOBF,PHPF:, and other variables. Equations (5.9)-(5.15) are
consistent with the decision sequence discussed at the end of section 5.1.
Let JOBF:HPFf
denote the supply of labor to the firm sector
from the household sector at the wage rate WFP. If this supply is greater than
or equal to JOBF:HPF:,
then all the plans of the firm sector can be realized.
The planned values in (5935.15)
can be taken to be the observed values.
If, on the other hand, the supply is less than JOBF;HPF;,
the firm sector has
to adjust. One must thus decide when the firm sector has to adjust and how it
adjusts when it has to. With respect to the question of when the firm sector
adjusts, assume for now that one has found a variable ZJ; that takes on a
value of one when the firm sector does not have to adjust and a value of less
than one otherwise. The construction
of ZJ: will be explained later.
Consider now the question of how the firm sector adjusts when it
receives less labor than it expects. The firm sector is assumed to adjust in this
case by raising its price, thus cutting sales, and lowering its production.
investment,
and employment.
In particular,
it is assumed that:

,I

I

PF,
pFp

=

(ZJY’,

Y3 <

0,

(5.16)

where PF, is the observed price. The price is assumed to be raised enough in
the constrained
case (ZJ; < 1) so as to lead to the new values of JOBFp and
HPFp chosen by the firm sector to be equal to the supply from the household
sector. The fnal set of equations for the firm sector is then postulated to be:
PF, = (ZJyPFp

A’, =f,(PF,,

.),

.), [this equation
the model]

r, =fJ(x,,

=fs(Y*,

HJ’F, =f&r,,
WF, = f,(PF,,

stands

(5.9)
for a number

of equations

in
(5.10)’
(5.1 I)’

.A

INI’, =fdr,,
JOB&

= (zJ;)yy*(.

(5.12)’

.),
.),

(5.13)
(5.14)

.b
JOBFCHPF,,

.),

(5.15)

where all the variables are now observed variables. The possible labor constraint on the firm sector was thus handled by adding to the price equation.
which is in log form, the term y3 log ZJ;.
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Desired Shape of I./: as a Function of I - UR,

The construction
of ZJ; will now be explained. Although J: was
used as the measure of labor market tightness in the last chapter in computing ZJ,, one minus the unemployment
rate, 1 - I/R,, is used as the
measure of labor market tightness in this chapter in computing
ZJ;. The
reason for this difference is explained below. The desired shape of ZJ; as a
function of 1 - UR, is depicted in Figure 5-l. Point A” is some value that is
smaller than the smallest value of I - l/R, observed in the sample period;
point B” is the value of 1 - C/R, below which it seems reasonable to assume
that the firm sector always gets as much labor as it expected; and point C
is some value that is larger than the largest value of I - l/R, observed in the
sample period.
If one wants ZJ; to equal 0.0 when 1 - t/R, equals c”, which, as
explained in the next paragraph, is wanted here, then the right half of the
normal density function cannot be used to approximate
the curve in Figure
5-1. Instead, the following equation was used for the approximation:

ZJ; = c(~ f

1
1 - UR,-or,’

(5.17)

where 23 and a4 are chosen so that Z./; equals 1.0 when 1 - UR, equals
A” and 0.0 when 1 - tJRt equals C”. The value chosen for A” was 0.910 (a
9.0 percent unemployment
rate), and the value chosen for C” was 0.975
(a 2.5 percent unemployment
rate). These values are slightly outside the
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range of observed values of I - UR, in the sample period. For these two
values, the values of a3 and u4 that lead to the above requirements
being met
are 4.454062 and 1.199514, respectively.
The procedure just described for constructing
ZJ: constrains the
unemployment
rate always to lie above 2.5 percent in the model. When
1 - UR, is equal to 0.975, ZJ: is equal to zero, which from Equation (5.9)
implies (for y3 < 0) a value of PF, of infinity. It turned out that the single
equation fit of the price equation and the fit of the overall model were not
very sensitive to the use of alternative values of the minimum unemployment
rate. This result is not particularly surprising since during most of the sample
period the economy was operating considerably
above an unemployment
rate of 2.5 percent. As a general rule, one would not expect the fit of a model
to be sensitive to the imposition of a constraint on the behavior of the model
regarding values that lie outside the range of values observed in the sample
period. The constraint was imposed here not for any goodness-of-fit
reasons,
but to guarantee that the unemployment
rate would never be driven below 2.5
percent in the optimal control experiments in Chapter Ten. It does seem unlikely that the unemployment
rate in the United States could be driven much
below 2.5 percent, and so the lower bound of 2.5 percent was imposed on the
model.
The desire to impose this constraint
on the model is the reason
for the use of 1 - UR, rather than J: as the measure of labor market tightness for the construction
ofZJ:. For the solution of the model, the predicted
value of ZJ; was set equal to one whenever the predicted value of UR, was
greater than or equal to 9.0 percent. Otherwise, Equation (5.17) (Equation
78 in Table 2-2) was used to determine the predicted value of ZJ:. This procedure is similar to the procedures followed for ZJ, and ZR,, which were
discussed in the last chapter.
As was the case for the treatment of the hours constraint on the
household sector, the treatment of the labor constraint on the firm sector has
the advantage of allowing the data some flexibility in estimating the effects of
the constraint. No a priori constraints
of a zero-one type are imposed on +e
data. The procedure followed here does have the disadvantage,
however, of
not necessarily using all the information
on the labor market that is available.
Only equations for JOBFp and HPF,! have been estimated;
no attempt has
been made to estimate also equations explaining JOBH; and HPH:. When
the hours constraint
is not binding on the household
sector, JOBH: and
HPH; are equal to the observed values (JOBH, and HPH,). Since it is known
from the theoretical model what variables affect JOBH: and HPH: (the variables listed in Table 4-2), one has two potential equations to estimate that
have not been estimated.
In order to put the present treiitment of the labor constraint
on
the firm sedor in a somewhat better perspective,
it will be useful to review
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briefly three other ways that one could consider dealing with the demand for
and supply of labor in the model. The present approach converts the two
demand
equations
(explaining
JOBFF and HPF,!) into equations
with
observed left-hand side variables. No explicit equations
are postulated
for
JOBH: and HPH;. Another approach would be to postulate also equations
explaining
JOBHf and HPH:. convert the equations
in some manner into
equations with observed left-hand side variables, and then estimate the two
resulting equations. One could perhaps convert the equations into equations
with observed left-hand side variables by the use of some sort of a Z, variable,
as has been done in this study for other equations.
Taking the government
employment
variables to be exogenous and using the definitions,
JOBF, =
JOBH, - JOBGC, - JOBCM, and JOBF,HPF, = JOBH,HPH, - JOBGC,
HPGC, - JOBGM,HPGM,, this approach would result in two equations explaining JOBF, (one in the firm sector and one in the household sector) and
two explaining HPF,. In solving the model the predicted values of JOBF, and
HPF, could be taken to be some weighted average of the predictions
from
the two equations for each variable.
A second alternative approach would be to postulate explicirly that
of JOBFp and JOBH:
the observed JOBF, is equal to the minimum
- JOBGC, - JO,BGM, (and similarly for HPF,) and to use some of the
recent econometric
techniques
that have been developed
for estimating
markets in disequilibrium
to estimate the equations. (For a discussion ofthese
techniques, see Fair and Jaffee [34], Fair and Kelejian [25], Ameniya [I], and
Maddala and Nelson [32].)
A third alternative approach, but one that is not consistent with
the specification of the theoretical model, would be to assume that the wage
rate adjusts each quarter to clear the labor market, drop the equation explaining the wage rate from the model, and estimate separate equations enplaining JOBF;HPF{
and JOBH”HPH:. In this case both JOBF/‘HPF;
and
JOBKHPH,
- JOBGC,HPGC, - JOBGM,HPGM,
would always be equal
to the observed value (JOBF,HPF,).
To summarize, there are clearly a number of other ways of dealing
with the labor market than the approach taken here. The present approach
has the advantages of flexibility and computational
ease, but it does throw
away some potentially important information.
In future work it would be of
interest to consider alternative approaches.
Before considering the other variables that appear in ft through
f, in equations (5.9)‘-(X15)‘, it should be noted that the inclusion of ZJ; in
the price equation has introduced
simultaneity
into the model where there
did not exist any before. PF, affects X,> which affects Y,, which in turn affects
JOBF,. JOB& affects tiR,, which in turn affects ZJ;. Consequently,
PF, has
an effect on ZJ;, as well as vice versa. Since in theory (i.e., not considering the
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approximation
for ZJ: that has been used) ZJ; only enters the price equation
in the case of a binding labor constraint on the firm sector, there is only simultaneity of the kind just described in the constrained
case. The simultaneity
takes the form in the constrained
case of links between the expenditure
equations in the household sector and the price equation in the firm sector.
One should think of the simultaneity
in the constrained
case as
reflecting the outcome ofa number of interactions
between the household and
firm sectors within the quarter. It is important
to think this way to justify
the rather strong assumption made following Equation (5.16) that the price is
always raised enough in the constrained
case so as to lead to the new values
of JOB&P and HPF/’ being equal to the supply from the household sector. It
should also be noted that as the price is raised during this within-quarter
adjustment
process, the wage rate is also likely to be raised. Increasing the
wage rate increases, of course. the supply of labor from the household sector.
It is not, however, theoretically
unambiguous
that the wage rate will rise in
this case. The effect on the wage rate is not unambiguous,
because while the
higher price level has a positrve effect on the wage rate, the decrease in employment demand from the contraction
of the firm sector has a negative
effect.
5.4
THE ESTIMATES
OF
FOR THE FIRM SECTOR

THE

EQUATIONS

r

I

1
I

i

The eleven stochastic equations
for the firm sector are Equations
9-19 in
Table 2-3. The most important
equations are 9, IO, 1I, 12, 13, and 15. explaining, respectively, PF,, Y,, nVV,, JOBS,, HPF,, and WF,. The following is
a discussion of each of the eleven equations.
The PF, Equation
Equation 9, explaining PF,, is in log form and includes as explanatory variables the price of imports (PIM,), the wage rate lagged one
period (WF,_,), the bond rate (RAAA,), an investment tax credit variable
(DTAXCR,),
the labor constraint variable (Z./i), and PF,_,.
The bond rate has a positive effect on PF,, and the investment tax
credit variable has a negative effect. DTAXCR,
is defined in Table 2-l. It
takes on a value of 1.0 when the credit of 7 percent is in full force, a value
of 0.0 when the credit is not in force, and a value of 0.5 when the credit is
estimated to about half in force. The value of 0.5 was used for the 196211119631V, when the L.ong amendment
was in effect, and for 1971111, when the
credit was in effect for only about half of the quarter.
The inclusion of RAAA, and DTAXCR,
in the price equation
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was guided by the results for the theoretical model. In the theoretical model
the interest rate had a positive effect dn the price that a firm sets. An increase
in the interest rate, for example, caused a firm to contract. and the way that a
firms contracts in the theoretical model is to raise its price, thus lowering
expected sales, and to decrease its production,
investment,
and employment.
in Equation 9 should thus be conThe inclusion of RAAA, and DTAXCR,
sidered an attempt to pick up this effect. Both variables are taken to measme
part of the cost of capital to the firm sector.
The inclusion of the price of imports, the wage rate lagged one
period, and the price level itself lagged one period in the price equation is
designed to try to pick up expectational effects. As mentioned in Chapter One;
section 1.1, a firm’s expectations
of other firms’ prices plays an important
role in the theoretical model in determining the price that the firm sets for the
period. After some experimentation,
the three variables just mentioned were
chosen to represent expectational
effects in the empirical model. Any choice
of this sort is, of course, only a rough approximation
to the actual way that
expectations are formed.
Four variables that had some influence in the theoretical model
on the price that a firm set were not found to be important in the experimentation that was done here. These four variables are the ratio of the stock of
inventories to the level of sales, the level of sales itself, the amount of excess
labor on hand, and the amount of excess capital on hand; all of the previous
period.
Some experimentation
was done, primarily through the use of
dummy variables. to see if the effects of price controls should be taken into
account in the estimation
of the price equation. The only two quarters in
which there appeared to be any important
effects were 19711V (the quarter
affected by the first price freeze), where the price level seemed to change less
than it otherwise would have, and 19721 (the quarter following the lifting of
the freeze), where the price level seemed to change more than it otherwise
would have. The smaller change in 1971IV seemed to be offset by the larger
change in 19721. When, for example, the dummy variables 0714, and 0721,
were added to the PF, equation, the coefficient estimates for the two variables were -0.00352
and 0.00684, respectively,
with t-statistics
of - 1.14
and 2.28. The other~coeffkient
estimates changed very little from the addition of the two dummy variables to the equation.
Because of the small
changes in the other coefficient estimates, and because there were no other
quarters in which the effects of price controls seemed to be important,
it
was decided to ignore price controls altogether in the model and lump any
effects from the controls into the error term in the equation. Price and wage
controls may have some effects on the aggregate variables considered in the
model, but the effects seem small enough to be able to be ignored with little
harm.
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Y, Equation

Equation
10 explains the production
of the firm sector, Y,. The
equation is in log form and includes as explanatory
variables the level of
production
of the previous period (Y,_,), the current level of sales (X,), the
stock of inventories at the end of the previous period (V,_,), and three dummy
variables to account for the effects of the steel strike in 1959. This equation is
based on the assumption
that the firm sector first sets its price, knows then
what its sales fat the current period will be, and from this latter information
decides on what its production
for the current period will be. In practice,
information
on sales is available and decisions on production
are made more
than once during a quarter, and so firms have some flexibility within a quarter
to adjust their production
to unexpected changes in sales.
The assumption just made that sales expectations
for the current
quarter are perfect implies that firms can adjust their production
completely
during a quarter to any unexpecte$ change in sales. This does not mean that
firms are always assumed to plan to produce what they expect to sell, only that,
given their plans and sales expectations
at the beginning of the quarter, they
can adjust their plans as actual sales deviate from expected sales. Some experimentation
was done, using alternative assumptions
about the formation
of sales expectations,
to see if production
could be better explained under
some other assumption
than the assumption
that sales expectations
within a
quarter are perfect, but this did not appear to be the case.
In the theoretical model production
is smoothed relative to sales
-i.e., the optimal production
path of a firm generally has less variance than
its expected sales path. This is because of various costs of adjustment
that
have been postulated in the model. The two most important adjustment costs
are costs of changing employment
and costs of changing the capital stock.
There are also costs included in having the stock of inventories deviate from
& times sales, where p1 > 0. If a firm were only interested in minimizing these
latter costs, it would produce in period f according to the following equation
(assuming perfect sales expectations for period t):
Y,=x,+filx,-v,_l.

(5.18)

Since by definition
V, - V,_, = Y, - X,. producing according to Equation
(5.18) would insure that V, = p, X,.
Since there are other adjustment costs, it is generally not optimal
for a firm to produce according to Equation (5.18). In the theoretical model
there was no need to postulate explicitly how a firm’s production
plan deviated
from Equation (5.18) because its optimal production
path just resulted, along
with the other optimal paths, from the direct solution of its optimal control
problem. In the present case, however, it is necessary to postulate an explicit
equation explaining the firm sector’s production
decision, an equation that
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can be considered

to be an approximation
to the way the firm sector actually
makes its production
decision. The standard assumption
to make regarding
the effects of adjustment
costs on behavior is. in the present context, the
following:
Y, - Y,_, = A(Y,* - Y,_,), 0 ii

6 1,

where, say, F* is the Y, in Equation
Y;=x,+&xt-

(5.19)

(5.18):

v,_,.

(5.18)

Equation (5.19) states that the actual change in production in period f is some
proportion
of the change that the firm would make if it were only interested
in minimizing the costs of having V, deviate from /&A’,. Substituting
Equation
(5.18)’ into (5.19) yields:
Y, = (I - >.)YC_, + A(1 + b&C, - E.V,_,.

(5.20)

Equation 10 in Table 2-3 is similar to Equation (5.20) except that
it is in log form and has added to it a constant term and three dummy variables. It is also the case that the restrictions
on the coefficients in Equation
(5.20) have not been imposed in Equation 10. There are three variables on the
right-hand side of Equation (5.20), but only two coefficients. Since Equations
(5.19) and (5.18)’ are considered to be only a rough approximation
to the
production
decision of the firm sector, the imposition
of the restrictions
in
(5.20) did not seem warranted. The lagged output term in Equation 10 should
be considered as picking up only in some rough way the effects of adjustment costs on the current production
decision of the firm sector.
The production
equation estimated here is consistent
with the
equation estimated for the lagged adjustment
model in Fair [?A]. The data
used in [21] were monthly, seasonally unadjusted,
three digit industry data,
and for these data significant effects of future sales expectations were obtained.
One would expect, if firms smooth production relative to sales, that the current
production
decision would depend in part upon expected future sales. This
certainly appeared to be the case for the data used in [21], where significant
effects of up to six months ahead were obtained. For the aggregate data used
in this study, however, it did not appear to be possible to pick up any significant effects of future sales expectations on current production.
The INK Equation
Equation
II explains the investment
in plant and equipment
of
the firm sector, IN!‘,. The equation is in linear form, with the left-hand side
variable being the change in investment. The explanatory variables include the
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amount of excess capital on hand at the end of the previous period (KY_,
- KMIN,_,)_ the current change in output. the change in output lagged one,
two, and three periods, the difference between gross investment and depreciation of the previous period (INI’,_, - 6,Kp_ Jr and two dummy variables to
account for the effects of the automobile
strike in 1970. The equation is
based on the assumption that the firm sector decides on its level of production
before deciding on its level of investment.
As was the case for the production
decision, it is necessary with
respect to the investment
decision to postulate in the empirical model an
explicit equation explaining this decision. The investment decision of a firm
in the theoretical
model results from the solution of its optimal control
problem, and some approximation
to this decision must be made here. Adjustment costs play an important
role in the theoretical model in influencing
a
firm’s investment decision, and because of these costs, it is sometimes optimal
for a firm to hold excess capital. It is also the case; not surprisingly,
that the
amount of excess capital on hand at the beginning of a firm’s decision period
has an important effect on the solution values obtained in that period, especially on the solution values for investment.
Equation 11 is based on the following three equations:
(Kp - K;_,)*

= ao(K;_I
+ a,(&-*

I
INV:

= (KY -K;_

- KMIN,_,)
- K-3)

+ Czl(Y, - Y,_,) + a,(Y,_,
+ UC-3

- yf-‘J,

- Y,_,)
(5.21)
(5.22)

,)* + &K;_,,

b

1
1

INV, - lNV,_,

= ,?(lA?f,+ - (NV_,),0

< A < I.

(5.23)

For sake of the current discussion, call (KY - K,“.,)* in (5.21) “desired net
investment”
and call INVT in (5.22) “desired gross investment.”
Equation
(5.21) states that desired net investment is a function of the amount of excess
capital on hand and of four change-in-output
terms. If output is not changing
and has not changed for the past four periods. and if there is no excess capital
on hand, then desired net investment
is zero. The past change-in-output
terms in Equation (5.21) can best be thought of as being proxies for expected
future output terms.
Equation (5.22) relates desired gross investment
to desired net
investment.
C&K;_, is the physical depreciation
of the capital stock during
period f - 1, 6, being the estimated depreciation
rate of the capital stock. By
definition /NV, = Kp - KY_, + S,K:_,, and Equation
(5.22) is merely this
same equation for the desired values. Equation (5.23) is a stock-adjustment
equation relating the desired change in gross investment to the actual change.
Equation (5.23) is meant to approximate
cost-of-adjustment
effects.
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(5.21)-(5.23)

yields:

= &,(K~-l
- KMIN,_1) + k,(Y,
- Y,_,)
+ hx,(Y,_,
- Yid2) + Rz,(Y,_,
- Yte3)
-I- kt4(Y,-3 - Y*_&
?.(INV*_, -S&_,),

(5.24)

which is Equation 11 in Table 2-3 except for the dummy variables. The coefficient estimates in Equation 11 are of the expected signs, but the estinate of
1. of 0.0155 is unreasonably
small. Surely the actual change in gross investment in any one period is greater than 1.55 percent of the desired change.
What the results appear to indicate is that the appropriate
left-hand side
variable in Equation
(5.21) is not desired net investment,
but rather the
change in gross investment.
A number of investment equations were estimated in this study
using different functional forms and different measures of excess capital, and
invariably results were obtained for the change in gross investment that one
would instead have expected to be true for net investment. One difficulty may
be that depreciation
has not been measured very precisely. The data an net
investment depend on the particular measure of depreciation
used, whereas
the data on gross investment are direct NIA data.
It may be, for example, that a more accurate measure of depreciation would result in a larger coefficient estimate for the last term in Equation
(5.24) (i.e., in a larger estimate of A) and thus in a more reasonable
set of
results. It is also likely that the past change-in-output
terms in the equation
are picking up some cost-of-adjustment
effects as well as expected future output effects, so that all cost-of-adjustment
effects are not necessarily reflected
in L.
Whatever the case, the decision was made to take Equation 11 as
the investment equation even though the estimate of ,I seems too small. It
should be noted that the long run properties of Equation (5.21) are still reasonable even if the change in gross investment is the left-hand side variable. One
does expect the change in gross investment to be zero if there is no excess
capital on hand and no recent changes in output.
The JOBF, and

HPF, Equations

Equation
12 explains the number of jobs in the firm sector,
JOBF,. The equation is in log form? with the left-hand side variable being
log JOBF, - log JOEF$_,.
The explanatory
variables include a variable
measuring the amount of excess labor on hand during the previous period
(log JOBF,_, -log M,_,fI~,),
a time trend, three change-in-output
terms,
and two dummy variables to account for the effects of the steel strike in 1959.
Equation 13 contains one less change-in-output
term than does Equation 12%
no dummy variables, and one added variable, log HPF,_,. Equations
12 and
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that the firm sector decides on its level of
13 are based on the assumption
production
before it decides on the number of jobs and the number of hours
paid per job.
Equations
12 and 13 are meant to represent in an approximate
sense the employment decisions of firms that result from the solutions of their
optimal control problems. As was the case for a firm’s investment decision,
adjustment costs play an important role in the theoretical model in influencing
a firm’s employment decision. Because of these costs, it is sometimes optimal
for a firm to hold excess labor. The amount of excess labor on hand at the
beginning of the period has an important effect on the decisions made in that
period, especially on the employment decision.
The excess labor variable in Equations
12 and 13 is explained as
follows. M,_lHIM_, is, from the discussion
in section 5.2, the number of
worker hours required to produce Y,_ I. Let KS-,
denote the average number
of hours per job that a firm would like to be worked in period t - 1 if there
were no adjustment costs to contend with. M,_,H~,/HS,_l
is then the number of jobs required to produce Y,_, if the average number of hours worked
per job were HS,_I. For the sake of the following discussion, this number will
be referred to as the “desired” number of jobs for period f - I.
A measure of excess labor for period t - 1 is the ratio of the actual
number of jobs in the period to the desired number. The log form of this
measure is log JOBF,_, - log(M,_,H,M_,/HS,_,),
or log JOBE;,_, -log
JV_,H~~
+ log HS,_,. If it is finally assumed that HS,_, is a smoothly
trending
variable, namely Re”, then the measure of excess labor is log
JOBF,_, -log M,+IHE,
+ log B + 6f. In Equations
12 and 13 the log
JOBF,_, - log M,_lH~,
terms enters separately, and the equations include
a constant term and time trend to pick up the effects of log HS,_,.
In the theoretical model, employment
is generally smoothed relative to production
because of the adjustment
costs. The specification
of
Equations 12 and 13 and the coefficient estimates reflect this fact. The change
in jobs times hours paid per job (JOBF,HPF,) is less than proportional
to the
current change in output. The past change-in-output
terms in the two equations
can be interpreted
either as representing
the effects of past output behavior
on current employment
decisions that are not captured in the excess labor
terms or as being proxies for expected future output changes (or as both).
The log HPF,_, term in Equation 13 reflects the fact that, unlike
JOBF,, which can move steadily upward or downward
over time, HPF,
fluctuates around a relatively constant level of hours (such as 40 hours per
week). If HPF, is not equal to this level, this should, other things being equal,
bring forces into play causing it to return to this level. Therefore, a term like
log HPF,_, - log HS,_, should bd added to Equation
13, which, given the
assumption
made about HS,_, above, is equivalent to adding log HPF,_,,
a constant, and a time trend to the equation.
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Equations
I? and 13 are similar to the equations
estimated in
Fair [23]. The data used in [23] are monthly, seasonally unadjusted,
three
digit industry data. For these data. significant effects (of up to sir months
ahead) of future output expectations
on current employment
decisions were
obtained. For the aggregate data used in this study it is not possible to obtain
such precise effects, although, as mentioned above, the past change-in-output
terms in Equations
12 and 13 can be considered
to be picking up in part
expected future output effects.
Equations 12 and 13 are explained in detail in (231. See in particular the discussion in Chapter 8 regarding the reasons for estimating separate
equations
for JOBF, and HPE;, rather than just one equation explaining
JOBF,HPF,.
Although the study in [23] was completed before the theoretical
model in Volume I was developed, the basic equations in (231 are consistent
with the theoretical model if they are interpreted as representing approximations to the employment
decisions of a firm that result from the solution of
its optimal control problem. Equation
I2 is also similar to the employment
equation estimated in [IA] for the private nonfarm sector. the only main difference here being the inclusion of one more change-in-output
term.

The WF, Equation
The last major equation estimated for the firm sector is Equation
15. explaining
WF,. The equation is in log form and includes as explanatory
variables the price of firm sales (,“I’,), a measure of labor market tightness
(JI), a time trend, and the wage rate lagged one period.
In the theoretical model a firm’s optimal wage path is that path
the firm expects it needs to set to attract the amount of labor implied by its
optimal employment
path. Two important
factors influencing a firm’s wage
rate decision, in addition to the amount of labor that it wants, are its expectations of other firms’ wage rater and its expectations
of the labor supply curve
facing it. It is thus necessary in empirical work to attempt to account for these
expectations
in some way.
The condensed model for the firm sector in Volume 1 is an approximation to the way a firm actually behaves in solving its optimal control problem each period. Equation I5 in Table 2-3 is similar to the equation representing the firm sector’s wage rate decision in the condensed model. In the condensed model the current wage rate of the firm sector is a function of the
wage rate of the previous period, the current price level, and two terms
representing general labor market conditions and the firm sector’s demand for
labor (see statement [I51 on page 66 in Volume I). The WF,_,, PX,, and J:
terms in Equation I5 can be considered to be accounting for the effects of these
variables.
Equation I5 can also be considered,
at least in a loose sense, as
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reflecting the outcome of bargaining over time between the firm and household
sectors over the real wage rate. In the theoretical model bargaining takes the
form of the firm sector adjusting over time, i.e., over more than one period,
to changes in the labor supply curve facing it, the labor supply curve being
determined each period by the household sector. If an equation like Equation
I5 is interpreted in this way, an important question is which wage rate variable
and which price variable are relevant for the bargaining process. The choice
for the price variable here is PX,, the price of total firms sales. PX, excludes
import prices and indirect business taxes. Neither an increase in import prices
nor an increase in indirect business taxes benefits the firm sector, although
both increases do hurt the household sector. The relevant price variable for
the household sector is PH,, which is inclusive of import prices and indirect
business taxes. The use of PX, in Equation
15 thus reflects the assumption
that the household sector is aware that some priceincreases
benefit the foreign
sector and the government
sector rather than the firm sector and considers
only the prices that benefit the firm sector in its bargaining process with the
firm sector.
The main question regarding which wage rate variable to use in an
equation like 15 is whether the wage rate should be inclusive or exclusive of
employer social security taxes. WF, is exclusive of these taxes, whereas
(I + d,,)WF, is inclusive of the taxes. d,, is the employer social security tax
rate. If thefirmsector
effectively paysthe taxes, then the appropriate wage rate
variable in Equation 15 is WF,. In this case, an increase in di, does not affect
the bargaining process. If, on the other hand, the household sector effectively
pays the taxes, then the appropriate
wage rate variable is (I + ds,)WF,.
The procedure followed here regardingthis
question was to attempt
to let the data tell how much of the tax is paid by each sector. Assume that
the appropriate wage rate variable is (I + d,,)‘WF,, where 0 < y < I. The log
of this variable is y log(l + d,,) + log WF,, so that this specification
introduces the turn -y log(l + ds,) on the right-hand side of Equation 15, with
log WF, being the left-hand side variable. y is a parameter that can beestimated. The estimates of 7 that were obtained in the experimentation
with the
wage equation were generally close to zero and not significant.
In the end the decision was made to constrain y to be zero and so
to drop the term -y log(l + ds,) from the equation. The results obtained in
this study thus indicate that the firm sector pays the taxes. This conclusion
should, however, be interpreted with a certain amount of caution because of
the crude nature of the test and the highly aggregative nature of the data. See
Brittain [6] for a more detailed study of the incidence of social security taxes.
One final question about the wage equation that was considered
in this study is whether any long run constraints
should be imposed on the
equation. Ignore for now the effects of J:, which can be considered to be short
run in nature, and take WF,/PX, to be the real wage rate. If productivity
is
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growing at roughly a constant rate (g) over time, then one might
postulate that WFJPX, also grows on average at rate g:

where A is a constant.

Equation

log WF, = log PX, + log A + gf.

want

to

(5.25) in log form is:
(5.26)

Imposing this long run constraint
on Equation
15 requires constraining
the
coefficients of log Ci’F,_, and log PX, to sum to one. The TSLS and FIML
estimates in Equation 15, which are not constrained,
both sum to 1.031. This
sum is close enough to one that it would make little difference regarding the
properties of the model whether the sum was constrained
to he one or not.
In the final analysis the decision was made not to impose the constraint,
primarily
because of the feeling that the equation
is too approximate
to
warrant this kind of refinement.
The Equations Explaining HPFO,. DDF,. DIVF,,
INTF, and /VA,
The remaining five stochastic equations for the firm sector are not
nearly as important as the others. Equation 14 explains the average number of
overtime hours paid per quarter by the firm sector. HPFO,. This variable, as
explained in section 2.3, is needed for three definitions in the model. HPFO,
is explained as a function of HPF,. the total average number of hours paid
per quarter by the firm sector. One would expect HPFO, to be related to
HPF, in roughly the manner indicated in Figure 5-2. Up to some point A
(e.g., 40 hours per week), HPFO, should be zero or some small constant
number, and after point A, increases in HPFO, and HPF, should be one for
one. An approximation
to the curve in Figure 5-2 is:
HPj-0,

= ‘>”+=iHPh,

(5.27)

which in log form is:
log HPFO,

= q + alHPF,.

(5.28)

Equation 14 in Table 2-3 is the same as Equation (5.28) ,with two
exceptions.
First, HPF, has a negative trend, and it was d&ended
before
being used in the equation. The 0.5482 coefficient in Equation
14 was obtained from a regression of HPF, on a constant and f for the 19521-197411
period. Second, there appeared to be an important
shift in the relationship
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HPFO,

Figure
HPF!
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Expected

Relationship

Between

UPFOr

and

between HPFO, and HPF, beginning
in 19661, and so a dummy variable,
DD661,, was added to the equation to account for this shift. 00661, takes on
a value of 0.0 before 19661 and a value of 1.0 from 19661 on. The sample
period began in 19561 for this equation because data on HPFO, do not exist
before this time.
Equation
16 explains demand deposits and currency of the firm
sector, DDF,. The equation is in log form, and the explanatory
variables
include the value of sales of the firm sector in current dollars, XX,, the bill
rate, and DDF,_,. In the theoretical
model there is a difference between
amed-for
demand deposits and actual demand deposits.~The
former is a
function of the firm’s wage bill. The latter is determined residually and may
differ from the former if the firm’s expectations
of its cash flow do not turn
out to be correct. Actual demand deposits act in part as a buffer to absorb
in a period any difference between actual and expected cash flow.
In the empirical model, DDF, does not act as a buffer, but is
rather assumed to be a direct decision variable of the firm sector and determined acccwding to Equation
16. What is residually
determined
in the
empirical model is the value of the loans of the firm sector, LF, (see Equation
55 in Table 2-2). In the theoretical model, LF, is not residually determined,
but is itself a direct decision variable of a firm. It was useful in the theoretical
model to take LF, to be a direct decision &able
because of the way that the
loan constraint
was treated. In the empirical model, however, it is useful
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to take DDF, to be a direct decision variable because of the different treatment
of the loan constraint.
Although the firm’s aimed-for demand deposits were
tied to the firm’s wage bill in the theoretical model, slightly better results were
obtained here by the use of the value of sales of the firm sector in Equation 16.
Equation 17 explains the value of dividends paid by the firm sector,
DlVF,, The equation is in log form and includes as explanatory
variables
profits after taxes (nF, - TAXF,), the loan constraint
variable (ZR,), and
DIVFC_,. This is a typical kind of dividend equation that is estimated in the
literature, except for the loan constraint variable. What the results indicate is
that the firm sector pays out less of its after tax profits in dividends when the
loan constraint
is binding than otherwise. In the theoretical
model a firm
each period pays out all its after-tax profits in dividends,
so that there is
nothing in the model that can be used to guide the specification here.
Equation 18 explains the value of interest paid by the firm sector,
INTF,. The equation is in linear form and includes as explanatory
variables
the value of loans of the firm sector (LF,), the bond rate (RAAA,), and
ZNTF,_,. In the theoretical model ZNTF, equals RL,LF,, where RL, is the
loan rate, and Equation 18 is an attempt to approximate
this.
The final stochastic equation for the firm sector, Equation
19,
explains the inventory valuation adjustment, ZI’A,. The equation is linear and
includes as explanatory
variables the current price of firm sales (PX,), the
price of firm sales laggkd one period (PX,_,), and the stock of inventories at
the end of period 1- 1 (V,_,). In the theoretical
model ZVA, equals
-(Pt - P,_,)V,_,,
and Equation 19 is an attempt to approximate
this equation. The coefficient estimates for PX, and PX,_, in Equation I9 are almost
exactly equal in absolute value, which is as expected.
A Brief Comparison
of the TSLS and FIML Estimates
FIML estimates were obtained for Equations
9, 10, 12, 13, 15,
and 16 in the firm sector, which explain, respectively, PF,, Y,, JOSF,, HPF,,
WF,, and DDF,. The TSLS and FIML estimates of these six equations are
generally quite close. The largest differences between the estimates occur for
the coefficient of the labor constraint variable in the PF, equation and for the
coefficient of log Y, - log Y,_, in the JOBF? equation. Otherwise, the differences are very small.
5.5
A REVIEW
FIRM SECTOR

OF THE

MODEL

OF

Before concluding this chapter, it will be useful to review briefly some of the
important properties of the empirical model of the firm sector. One good way
of reviewing the model is to consider the effects that the bond rate have on
the firm sector. The bond rate has a positive effect on the price that the firm
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sector sets (Equation 9). The household sector responds negatively to higher
prices, so that a higher price leads to lower consumption
by the household
sector and thus a lower level of sales of the firm sector. A lower level of sales
has a negative effect on the production
of the firm sector (Equation IO).
A lower level of production
in turn has a negative effect on the
investment of the firm sector (Equation
II) and on the number of jobs and
the average number of hours paid per job in the firm sector (Equations
12
and 13). The bond rate thus has a negative effect on investment and employment in the firm sector. The bond rate does not appear directly as an explanatory variable in the investment and employment equations, but instead affects
investment and employment through its effect on the price that the firm sector
sets. In a similar fashion, the investment
tax credit affects investment
and
employment through its effect on the firm sector’s price. A higher credit leads
to a lower price, which then leads, to more investment and employment.
In the theoretical model a binding loan constraint has a positive
effect on the price set by a firm and thus a negative effect on its production,
investment,
and employment.
In the empirical
work here, however, no
important
effect of the loan constraint
variable on PF, could be found. The
only place where the loan constraint variable did appear to have an effect on
the firm sector was in the dividend equation (Equation
17), where a mope
restrictive loan constraint implies fewer dividends paid by the firm sector than
otherwise.
The amount of excess capital on hand has a direct negative effect
on investment (Equation
1 l), and the amount of excess labor on hand has a
direct negative effect on employment (Equations 12 and 13). In the theoretical
model the amounts of excess capital and labor on hand had negative effects
on the price set by a firm, but no important
effects of this sort could be
found in the empirical work here. Likewise, no important effects of the ratio
of inventories to sales of the previous period (V,_,jX,_,)
could be found on
PF,, even though this ratio had a negative effect on the price set by a firm in
the theoretical model.
The measure of labor market tightness .J: has a contemporaneous
positive effect on the wage rate set by the firm sector (Equation 15). The wage
rate in turn has an effect on the price level with a lag of one period. The inclusion of the lagged wage rate in the price equation is designed to pick up expectational effects. The other variables in the price equation that are assumed to
be picking up expectational
effects are the lagged price (PF,_,) and the price
of imports (PM,).
An important variable in the price equation is the labor constraint
variable, ZJ;. In theory, this variable affects PF, only when the labor constraint is binding on the firm sector, although in practice it actually has at
least a small effect all the time because of the approximation
for ZJ; that has
been used. ZJ; is a nonlinear function of 1 - L’Rr The use of ZJ; in the price
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equation is designed to try to pick up the effect of the labor constraint on the
firm sector. When the firm sector receives less labor than it expected it would
at the wage rate that it set, it is assumed (within the quarter) to raise its price
and contract.
This completes for now the discussion of the equations for the firm
se&or. The relationship
between the firm sector and the other sectors in the
model is examined in more detail in Chapter Nine.

Chapter

Six

The Financial

6.1

Sector

INTRODUCTION

As mentioned
in section 1.1, an important
characteristic
of the empirical
axial sector is the accounting
for all Rows of funds
model regarding the
in the system. This allows the bill rate (RBILL,) to be implicitly determined in
the model through the solution of the 83 independent
equations. There is no
stochastic equation in the model in which the bill rate appears naturally as
the left-hand side variable-i.e.,
naturally as the variable explained by the
equation.
There are four stochastic equations in the financial sector, Equations 20-23 in Table 2-3, explaining, respectively: commercial bank borrowing at federal reserve banks (BURR,), the corporate bond rate (RAAA,), the
mortgage rate (RMORT,),
and capital gains or losses on corporate stocks held
by the household sector (CC,). There is also an important
nonstochastic
equation explaining bank reserves (BR,), Equation 45 in Table 2-2:
45. BR, =g,,DDB,.
This equation
and the four stochastic equations are explained in the next
section. The treatment of the loan constraints in the model is then discussed
in section 6.3.
6.2
EQUATION
45 AND THE FOUR
STOCHASTIC
EQUATIONS
IN THE
FINANCIAL
SECTOR
Equation 45 in Table 2-2 links the level of bank reserves to the level of demand
deposits and currency of the financial sector (DDB,). g,, in the equation is
defined in Table 2-l and is the actual ratio of BR, to DDB, observed in
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quarter f. The relationship
between BR, and DDB, is thus retlected in y,, in
the model, and this relationship
is taken to be exogenous.
Some experimentation
was done with alternative specifications of
the relationship
between BR, and DDB, before deciding to take the relationship to be exogenous.
It is possible, for example, to obtain data on actual
reserve requirement
rates on demand deposits from past issues of the Federal
Reserw Bulktin. (See, for example, page A9 of the July 1974 issue.) These
data viere used to construct a variable, denoted as 3, ,, that was the quarterly
average of the actual reserve requirement
rates on demand deposits for
the
reserve city banks. Given data on #, / and g, ,, it is then possible tocompare
two series to see how closely they correspond.
There are a number of reasons why the two series are not likely to
correspond exactly. One reason is that there are different reserve requirement
rates for different types of banks. #,, pertains only to reserve city banks.
Another reason is that DDB, is not exactly the correct base to use to calculate
required reserves. DDB,, for example, excludes time deposits in commercial
banks, for which there is also a reserve requirement
rate, and it has netted
out of it demand deposits held by nonbank tinancial intermediaries
in commercial banks. (Remember that the financial sector in the empirical model is
an aggregate of nonbank
financial intermediaries
and commercial
banks.)
A third reason g,, and #, , do not coincide exactly is that banks may at times
hold excess xeserves in the aggregate. BR, includes all ~esewes, not necessarily
just required reserves.
To summarize,
then, the factors that cause g,, to change (i.e.,
cause the ratio of BR, to DDB, to change) include not just changes in the
actual reserve requirement
rates set by the government,
which &, does
capture, but also changes in the proportion
of excess reserves held by the
bank sector, shifts of demand deposits among different types of banks, and
shifts offunds between time deposits and other nondemand
deposit securities,
all of which S,, does not capture.
Even though glr and g,, are not expected to coincide exactly, a
plot ofg,, and &, over time reveals a fairly close agreement between the two
series. It did not seem unreasonable
frpm observing this plot to take gIt as
exogenous in the model. Nevertheless2 some experimentation
was done to
see if BR, - #,,DDE,,
which one might interpret
as a measure of excess
reserves, could be explained as a function of the bill rate or other interest
rates. One might expect there to be fewer excess reserves held when interest
rates are high than otherwise. BR, - g,,DDB, did not appear, however, to be
sensitive to the level of the bill rate or any other interest rate, and so in the
end the decision was made to take g,, to be exogenous.
The treatment
of BR, here is in contrast to its treatment in the
theoretical model. where it is treated as a residual. This difference is due to the
view that on a quarterly basis banks are likely to have fairly close control over
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their reserves and thus that it is not reasonable
to treat the level of bank
reserves as a residual when quarterly data are used. It is interesting to note that
if BR, were treated as a residual in the empirical model, in the sense that no
equation for it was specified, but yet it still was taken to be endogenous,
then one would need an explicit equation determining
the bill rate. The bill
rate could no longer be taken to be implicitly determined in the model. In the
theoretical model there is effectively an equation for the bill rate, since the
bond dealer sets the bill rate.
It should finally be noted that the treatment ofg,, as exogenous
implies nothing about the behavior of bank borrowing,
BORR,. As will be
discussed next, BORR, is determined
by Equation 20 and responds to the
difference between the bill rate and the discount rate. The level of nonborrowed reserves is by definition BR, - BORR,, and since BR, and BORR,
are both endogenous
variables i,n the model, the level of nonborrowed
reserves is also endogenous.
The first stochastic equation in the financial sector to be discussed
is Equation 20 in Table 2-3, explaining BORR,. The equation is quite simple,
The ratio of BORR, to bank reserves is taken to be a function of the difference
between the bill rate and the discount rate (RD,). The positive estimate of
the constant term in the equation implies that there is still some borrowing
even if the bill rate and the discowt rate are the same.
Consider next Equations
21 and 22, explaining
RAAA, and
RMORT,.
In the theoretical model the bond rate was determined
according
to the expectations
theory, i.e., as a function of the current bill rate and of
expected future bill rates. RAAA, and RMORT,
are likewise assumed here
to be determined according to the expectations theory. Both are taken to be a
function of the current bill rate, of past values of the bill rate, and of past
values of the rate of inflation. The past values of the bill rate and the rate of
inflation are used as proxies for the (unobserved)
expected future bill rates.
Both Equations 21 and 22 are in log form. The same rate of inflation variable is used in both equations, namely a weighted average of the rates
of inflation in the past three quarters, with weights of 3, 2, and 1. This
weighted average was chosen after some experimentation
with alternative
weighting schemes. Each of the two equations includes as explanatory
variables both the lagged dependent variable and lagged values of the bill rate,
which implies a fairly complicated lag structure of the bill rate on both of the
long term rates.
The last stochastic equation
to be considered
in the financial
sector is Equation 23, determining
CC,. Not counting new issues and retirements, CC, is the change in the market value of stocks held by the household
sector. In the theoretical model the aggregate value of stocks is determinedas
the present discounted value of expected future dividend levels, the discount
rates being the current and expected future bill rates. Consequently,
the
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theoretical model implies that CC, ought to be a function of the changes in
expected future dividend levels and of the chanyes in the current and expected
future bill rates.
The two explanatory variables in Equation 23 are the change in
the bond rate and a weighted average of the change in the after-tax cash flow
ofthe firm sector. The change in the bond rate is taken to be a proxy for the
(unobserved) changes in expected future bill rates, and the weighted average
of the change in after-tax cash Row is taken to be a proxy for the (unobserved)
changes in expected future dividend levels. The weights for the cash flow
variable are 3, 2_ and I, which were also chosen after some experimentation
with alternative

weighting schemes.

The coefficient estimates in Equation 23 arc of the expected signs,
but the fit of the equation is not particularly good. Only 16.7 percent of the
variance of CG, has been explained. For present purposes the equation does
provide home link betw,een other variables in the model and CC,, but it is not
,likely to be an equation that one can use to make money in the stock market.
Some attempt was made here to try to improve upon Equation 23, but to no
avail.
6.3

THE

LOAN

TREATMENT

OF

THE

CONSTRAINTS

The final issue to discuss regarding the financial sector is the treatment of the
loan constraints. In Chapters Four and Five the loan constraints were
handled by adding log ZR, fo the various equations (the equations being in

log form). LogZR, isequal to -(ljlOOO)(RBKL:
- 0.608)‘, where RBILL: is
RBILL, partly d&ended. Some of the equations in Chapters Four and Five
also, of course, include log RBILL, directly as an explanatory variable. The
variables log RAAA, and log RMORT,
are also explanatory variables in
some of the equations,
directly by log RBILL,.

and both of these variables are in turn influenced

In the estimation and solution of the model, log ZR, is treated as
an endogenous variable, since it is a function of RBILL,. Consequently,
adding log ZR, to some of the equations of the model can be looked upon as
merely allowing RBILL, to enter the model in a more nonlinear way than
otherwise would be the case. The reason for this added nonlinearity isjustified
by the discussion in Chapter

Four, where it is argued that adding log ZR,

(and log ZJ,) to an equation converts the equation from one with an unobserved left-hand side variable (the unconstrained decision value) to one
with an observed left-hand side variable (the constrained decision value).
The procedure of’ determining RBILL, by solving the complete
model is equivalent to assuming that RBILL, is determined by equating each
period the aggregate supply of and demand for funds in the economy. Because
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of the addition of log ZR,. log ZJ,. and log ZJ: to the model, however, this
procedure is noi equivalent to equating the unconstrainrd
supply of and
demand for funds. What enter on the left-hand side of the equations for the
household and firm sectors are the constrained decision values, and these are
the values that are used in solving the model. The “constrained” aggregate
demand for funds is equated to the “constrained” aggregate supply.
Near the end of Chapter Four a brief comparison was made
between the treatment of the housing market in 1141 and its treatment here. It
was pointed out that the two treatments are not inconsistent with each other.
although it is true that the Imodel in [ 141 is incomplete because the mortgage
rate and deposit flows info Savings and Loan Associations
and Mutual Savings
Banks are treated as exogenous. It is now possible within the context of the
present model to consider more explicitly

what happens when there is dis-

equilibrium

in the housing market.
If the loan constraint is binding on the household sector, housing
investment is less than otherwise. This means that the demand for funds on
the part of the household sector is less than otherwise. This lower demand (the
“constrained” demand) is what is in theory used in the solution of the model
(and thus of the bill rate) within the period. Since, however, the loan constraint variable is itself a function of the bill rate_ the effect of the loan constraint on the household sector is assumed to be captured by means of the
bill rate entering the model in the constrained case in a more nonlinear way
than othewise.
If the loan constraint

is not binding on the household and firm

sectors (i.e., ZR, is almost equal to one), then this added nonlinearity does not
exist. The hours constraint may, however, still be binding on the household
sector? or the labor constraint may still be binding on the lirm sector, so that
it may still be the case that it is the “constrained” aggregate demand for
funds that is equated to the “constrained” aggregate supply in the solution of
the model. The supplies of and demands for funds are affected by all of the
constraints, not just by the loan constraint.
The periods in which the loan constraint

is not binding on the

household and firm sectors can be referred to loosely as periods of “easy
money.” It is important to note, however, that periods of easy money do wf
correspond to periods in which the financial sector holds excess reserves. The
financial sector never holds excess reserves in the model, since BR, is always
equal to g,,DDB,.
Periods of easy money just mean that the bill rate is low,
a low bill rate implying that the loan constraint is not binding (i.e., that ZR,
is almost equal to one). In the theoretical model. a period of easy money
might correspond to the banks holding excess reserves because of expectation
errors, but, as discussed above, the financial sector is assumed in the empirical
model not to hold excess reserves on a quarterly basis.

Chapter

Seven

The Foreign
Government

and
Sectors

.

7.1

THE

FOREIGN

SECTOR

There is one stochastic equation in the foreign sector, an equation determining the value of imports in real terms. I/M,. There is no foreign sector in the
theoretical
model. so that one cannot use anything in Volume 1 to guide
the specification of the equation determining IM,. The equation determining
IM, is Equation 24 in Table 2-3. The equation is the log form. and the
left-hand side variable is the real per capita value of imports. The explanatory
variables in the equation include: the price deflator for imports lagged two
quarters (P/M,_L), the price deflator for the sales of the firm sector lagged
one quarter (PX,_,),
the real per capitavalue
of sales of the firm sector
(X,,FOP,).
and seven dummy variables to account for the effects of three
dock strikes.
The price of imports relative to the price of domestically
produced goods ought to be important in determining
the demand for imports.
as well as the size of the domestic sector itself. and this is what Equation 24
is designed to try to pick up. The coefficient estimates for Equation
24
indicate that the level of imports is more responsive to the price of domestically produced goods than it is to the price of imports. The estimate of the
coefficient of logPX,_,
is about 3.8 times larger in absolute value than the
estimate of the coefficient
of log PfM,_,.
The coefficient estimate
for
log(X,/POP,) is slightly greater than one.
The three other variables in the foreign sector that are endogenous. aside from IM,, are the price of exports, PEX,. the saving of the foreign
sector, SA VR,, and the value of securities held by the foreign sector, SECR,.
The value of SECR, is actually negative, as can be seen for 1971 IV in Table
2-1, which means that the foreign sector is a net debtor with respect to the
“all other” securities category. SECR, is determined in Equation 66 in Table
2-2. It is endogenous
because SA VR, is endogenous.
SA VR, is determined
147
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in Equation

65 in Table 2-2, and it is endogenous
because IM, and PLX,
are endogenous.
The negative of SAVR, is the U.S. balance of payments
on current account. PEX, is determined in Equation 28 in Table 2-2 as a
function of PX,.
The two most impottant variables that are taken to be exogenous
in the foreign sector are the value of exports in real terms, EX,, and the price
deflator for imports, PI,M,. The other variables in the foreign sector that are
exogenous
are transfer
payments
from the household
and government
sectors to the foreign sector. HRTRP, and GRTRP,, the value of demand
deposits of the foreign sector, DDR,, the gold and foreign exchange holdings
of the government sector, GFXG,, and the discrepancy of the foreign sector,
DISR,. Since DDR, and GFXG, are exogenous, any net saving or dissaving
on the part of the foreign sector takes the form in the model of an increase
or decrease in the value of SECR,.
Although
the present treatment
of the foreign sector is fairly
simple, it does take into account relative price effects on the demand for
imports and keeps track of the flows of funds between the domestic and
foreign sectors. It is clearly beyond the scope of this study. however, to
endogenize either the import price deflator or the real value of exports.
Some thought was given to the question of whether it is reasonable to take the gold and foreign exchange holdings of the government
sector (GFXG,) as exogenous. If capital flows into and out of the United
States are responsive to interest rates in the United States, then GFXG,
should not be taken to be exogenous. An alternative approach would be to
take some foreign interest rate (such as the Eurodollar
rate) as exogenous,
endogenize GFXG,, and take GFXG, to be responsive to the spread between
the U.S. bill rate and the foreign interest rate. It appears to be the case,
however, that foreign interest rates are quite responsive to the U.S. interest
rates (see Cooper [II] for a good discussion of this issue), and so it seemed
more reasonable
to take GFXG, as exogenous (from the point of view of
U.S. domestic activities) than to take something like the Eurodollar rate as
exogenous.
7.2

THE

GOVERNMENT

SECTOR

Accounting
for all the flows of funds in the system implies (as was seen in
Chapter Two) that the government
budget constraint
is automatically
satisfied. It also means that one can consider explicitly in the model the
direct purchase and sale of government securities. In other words. the value
of government
securities outstanding,
VBG,, can be taken to be a direct
policy variable of the government.
The fact that the government
budget
constraint is satisfied means, from Equation 69 in Table 2-2, that any nonzero level of saving of the government
must result in the change in at least
one of the following five items: YBG,, BORR,, CURR,, BR,, and GFXG,.
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Since CtiRR, and GXFG, are taken to be exogenous. this means that any
nonzero level of saving of the government must result in the change in either
the value of government securities outstanding,
or bank reserves.
determining

commerical

bank borrowing,

There are t\ho stochastic equations in the government sector. one
the value of unemployment insurance benefits, TPU,, and one

determining the interest payments of the government, fNTG,. Equation 25
in Table 2-3 explains TPU,. It is in log form and includes as explanatory

variables the number of people unemployed (U,) and the price deflator for
firm sales lagged one quarter (PX,_,).
The inclusion of the price deflator
in the equation reflects the assumption that the government changes the
current

dollar

value of unemployment

price level changes.
Equation

I

insurance

benetits as the general

26 in Table 2-3 explains INTG,.

It is in log form and

includes as explanatory variables the value of government securities outstanding. the bill rate, the bond rate. and II~TG,_,. In the theoretical model
the interest paid by the government is equal to r,VBILLG,
+ BONDC,,
where I, is the bill rate, VBILLG,
is the value of bills outstanding, and
BONDG, is the number of bonds (consols) outstanding. In the empirical
model VBG, includes both the value of bills and the value of bonds, and so
it seems reasonable to include both the bill rate and the bond rate in Equation

I

I

26 to try to pick up the effects of both interest rates on the interest paid by
the government, It appeared to be possible in this case to pick up separate
effects of the two rates. This is in contrast to the case for the lirm sector,
where separate effects could not be obtained in Equation 18.
The other variables in the government sector that are endogenous
are the price of goods purchased, PC,, the civilian wage rate. WCC,. the
military wage rate, WGM,, the net value of taxes paid, TAX,, and the saving
of the government sector, SA VG,. PC, is determined in Equation 36 in Table
2-2 as a function of PA’,, and WGC, and WGM, are determined in Equations
3X and 39 as functions of WF,. TAX, is defined in Equation 67 in Table 2-2
as the sum of the net taxes paid by the household, firm, and financial sectors.
SA C’G, is determined in Equation 68 as the difference between TAX, and
the expenditures of the government sector.
Some experimentation was done to see if other variables of the
government sector ought to be treated as endogenous. The main question
considered was whether state and local government expenditures on goods
and/or services are responsive to interest rates and therefore should be
treated as endogenous. Little evidence could be found that these expenditures are responsive to interest rates, and in the end it was decided not to
endogenize them. There seemed to be little harm in treating all government
expenditures on goods (in real terms) and all
paid per job as exogenous.

government jobs and hours
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Table 7-l.
Government

Actb;ty

The Exogenous
Sector

Variables

in the

+CURR,= value of currency outstanding less the value of demand deposits of the government sector, BCIIRT’.
= profit tax rate
fd,, = one of the two personal income tax rates
td,, = indirect business tax rate
ids, = employer social security lax rate
tdi,

td6, = employee s&al seawiry tax rate
iDEP, = depreciation of the firm seclw, BCURT
+DlilXCR,
= investment tax credit variable
DLSG, = discrepancy of the government secfor, BCURT
g,, 5 reserve requirement ratio
GFXG, = value of gold and foreign exchange of the government sector, BCL’RT
GHSLIB, = net subsidies of government enterprises, BCURT
CHWLD, = wage accruals less disbursements of the government sector, BCURT
GRTRP, = transfer payments from the government sector fo the foreign sector, BCURT
HPGC, = average number of hours paid per civilian job pa quarter by the government sector

IJOBGC, = number of civilian jobs in the govemment sector
JOBGM, = number of military jobs in the government sector
tRD, = the discount rate
tYBG, = value of government securities, KURT

tXG, = purchases of goods of the gwernment sector; 61958
t YG, = transfer payments from the government sector to the household sector, not
counting TPLT, BCURT
7 = progressivity tax parameter in the personal income tax equation
Note:

A + denotes that the etkcls on the economy of changing this variable are examined
in section 9.3.

The exogenous variables in the government
sector are listed in
Table 7-l in alphabetic order. The important
variables affecting the household sector directly are the personal income tax rates (d,, and t). the indirect
business tax rate (da,), the social security tax rates (d,, and de,), the employment variables (HPGC,, HPGN,, JUEGC,, and JOBGM,), and the level of
transfer payments (YG,). The important
variables affecting the firm sector
directly are the profit tax r&e (d,,); depreciation
(DEP,),
the investment
tax
credit variable (DTAXCR,),
and the purchase of goods (,XG,). The important
variables affecting the financial sector directly are the reserve requirement
securities
ratio (gl,), the discount rate (RD,), and the value of government
outstanding
(V5GJ. The depreciation
of the firm sector is considered to be
an exogenous variable in the government
sector in the sense that the government controls by law the various allowable depreciation
rates. The effects
on the economy of changing the various exogenous variables of the government will be examined in Chapters Nine and Ten.
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8.1

Chapter

Eight

The Predictive
of the Model

Accuracy

INTRODUCTION

The predictive accuracy of the empirical model is examined in this chapter.
In the next section the predictive accuracy of my forecasting model [14] is
compared to the predictive accuracy of other models. It is argued in this
section that the forecasting model appears, from previous results, to be at
least as accurate as other models. In section 8.3 the predictive accuracy of
the empirical model is compared to the predictive accuracy of the forecasting
model. The results presented in this section indicate that the empirical model
is more accurate than the forecasting model. This indirect comparison
of the
empirical model with other models thus indicates that the empirical model
is more accurate. This conclusion
is, as mentioned
in section 1.1, clearly
tentative,
and further tests and comparisons
are needed before one can
hold this conclusion with much confidence.
The following compatisons
are of ex post predictive accuracy,
not ex ante. An ex post forecast is a forecast that has been generated from
way (no subjective constant-term
adjustments)
a model in a mechanical
using the actual values of the exogenous variables. An ex ante forecast is
an actual forecast released by a model builder for a future period. It is based
on guessed values of the exogenous variables and may also have been generated from a model to which subjective
constant-term
adjustments
were
applied.
Comparisons
of the ex ante forecasting records of model builders,
which have been made in two recent studies by McNees [34], [35], are not
valid comparisons
of the models. Because of the extensive use of subjective
constant-term
adjustments
by most model builders in actual forecasting
situations,
the accuracy of the ex ante forecasts may not be at all a good
indicator
of the accuracy of the models. Even if subjective constant-term
adjustments
are not applied to a model, as in the case of my work with the
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forecasting model, the accuracy of the ex ante forecasts from the model is
still affected by the 9% of guessed rather than actual values of the exogenous
variables. In evaluating the accuracy of a model qua model it is clear that
actual rather than guessed values of the exogenous variables should be used.
This is not to say, however, that the kinds of comparisons
that McNees has
made are not of interest. They are clearly of interest to people who want to
know who are currently the most accurate forecasters.
8.2
A COMPARISON
OF THE
FORECASTING
MODEL WITH OTHER
MODELS
The results in Fromm and Klein [26] indicate that my forecasting model is
at least as accurate, if not more so, than other models. Fromm and Klein’s
results cover nine quarterly econometric
models, four variables (GNP in
current dollars, GNP in constant dollars, the GNP deflator, and the unemployment rate), two error measures (root mean square errors of levels and
first differences), and both within sample and outside sample forecasts (all
ex post forecasts). The within sample forecast periods are roughly the same
for all of the models, although the outside sample forecast periods are not.
One can get an indication of how the forecasting model performed
relative to the other eight models from the results in Table 8-1. Table 8-l
presents the rank of the model against the other models for each possible
category. For the within sample results, which are based on roughly the same
period, the model is generally at or near the top. The results are not particularly good for the three- through five-quarter-ahead
forecasts of the unemployment rate, but are quite good for the three- through live-quarter-ahead
forecasts of the other three variables. For the outside sample results, the
model is always best for the two GNP variables. The model is not only best
for these variables. but is best by a substantial
amount, as can be seen from
examining Tables I and 2 in [26]. For the GNP deflator, the outside sample
results deteriorate
after three quarters ahead, and for the unemployment
rate the outside sample results are not very good.
The outside sample results, while providing a more stringent test
of the models, must be interpreted
with some caution here because of the
different forecast periods used. It is also the case that the forecasting model
was reestimated up to the first quarter being forecast for each set of outside
sample forecasts, so that, for example, each five-quarter-ahead
forecast was
never more than five quarters away from the end of the estimation
period.
This was not true for the other models, although the outside sample forecast
period for each model did always begin with the quarter immediately following the end of its (one) estimation period.
Although the overall results in [26] are not completely unambig-

Table

8-I.

fResults

The Ranking
of the Forecasting
from
Fromm and Klein PSI.

Are

current Dollar GNP
Constant Dollar GNP
GNP Deflator
Unemployment
Katr

4 (9)
3 (9)
2 (9)
2T(9)

4 (8)
3 (8)
NA
NA

2 (9)
6 (9)
4 (9)
3”(9)

I 18)
1 (8)
NA
NA

Model
Against
Eight
Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4)

3 (8)
3 (8)
NA
NA

1 (9)
3w
2 (9)
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I
2
I
6
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Other
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NA
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I
I
I
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Models
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NA
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Notes:
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I
1
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(8)
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1
1
I
6
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1
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6
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that the forecasting model is the most accurate of the
uous in indicating
models, they certainly do indicate that the model is at least no less accurate
than any of the other models. Another encouraging
set of results about the
forecasting model is presented in Fair [13]. where the ex ante forecasting
performance
of the model is examined for the 1970111-197311 period. The
results in [13] indicate that the ex ante forecasts from the model, which are
never subjectively adjusted before being released, are nearly (but not quite)
as accurate as subjective ex ante forecasts.” The model appears to be the
first model that can be used in a mechanical way and produce reasonably
accurate results.
Although, as mentioned in the previous section, the ex ante performance of a model cannot be used in a rigorous way to evaluate its
accuracy, the result just cited is at least encouraging
as to the model’s accuracy. This is especially true in the present case because the results in [13] also
show that the forecasting accuracy of the model would generally have been
improved
had the actual values of the exogenous variables been known
(rather than guessed) at the time the forecasts were made. This latter conclusion is certainly what one would expect from a model, but, as discussed
in [13], it does not appear to be true of other models. If the forecasting
accuracy of a model is not generally improved when actual values of exogenous
variables are substituted for guessed values, this both indicates the important
role that subjective adjustments
play in the release of the ex ante forecasts
and, unless the differences are fairly small, calls into question the basic accuracy of the model.
There are some negative results regarding
the accuracy of the
forecasting model that have occurred since the evaluation
in [13] was completed. The model does not predict 1973 and 1974 nearly as well as it predicts
earlier years. This is true of both the ex ante forecasts that have been released
by me and the ex post forecasts that have been generated since the data on
the exogenous variables for 1973 and 1974 became available.
The three
equations that perform the worst for 1973 and 1974 are the price equation,
the inventory equation, and the import equation.
The price equation substantially
underpredicts
the inflation that
occurred during 1973 and 1974, and the inventory and import equations do
not capture very well the large changes in inventory investment and imports
that occurred during these years. The other equations of the model appear
to have held up much better during 1973 and 1974. Their coefficient estimates
for the most part have not changed very much as the observations
for 1973
and 1974 have been added to the sample period, and the residual estimates
for the quarters of 1973 and 1974 are not noticeably larger than the estimates
for earlier quarters.
The 1973-1974 period is not an easy period to predict, and it
appears to be the case that other models also do not predict this period
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as well as they predict earlier periods. The periods considered for the
results in Fromm and Klein [26] do not include 1973 and 1974, and at the
time of this writing there are no similar comparisons
of the models for the
1973-1974 period. It is thus unknown whether the predictive accuracy of my
forecasting model deteriorated
more in 1973 and 1974 than it did for other
models. The conclusion
of this section is thus that the forecasting model
appears to be at least as accurate as other models for the period prior to
1973, but that it is unknown whether this result is also true for the 1973-1974
period.
Because of the uncertainty
as to whether the accuracy of the
forecasting model deteriorated
more in 1973 and 1974 than it did for other
models and because the poorer performance
of the forecasting
model in
1973 and 1974 can be traced in large part to the price, inventory, and import
equations, it was decided for the comparison
of the empirical model and the
forecasting model in the next section to drop these three equations from
the forecasting model. The price level, inventory
investment,
and imports
were thus taken to be exogenous in the forecasting
model. The empirical
model &‘a$ not changed, so that these three variables remained endogenous
in the empirical model.
This procedure clearly biases the results in favor of the forecasting model and thus provides a more stringent test of the empirical model.
If the empirical model is more accurate than this less endogenous
version of
the forecasting model, then the conclusion that the empirical model is also
more accurate than other models can be held with more confidence than it
could be if the empirical model were merely more accurate than the complete
version of the forecasting
model. Although
it may be that the complete
version of the forecasting model is less accurate than other models for the
1973-1974 period, it seems unlikely that the less endogenous
version is also
less accurate.
nearly

8.3

A COMPARISON

EMPIRICAL
FORECASTING

MODEL

OF THE
AND

THE

MODEL

For a comparison
of the predictive accuracy of two models to be fair, the
prediction
periods should be the same for both models, and both models
should be of the same degree of endogeneity. Requiring the prediction periods
to be the same rules out the obvious possibility that one model will perform
better than another merely because of an easier prediction
period used.
Requiring the models to be of the same degree of endogeneity rules out the
possibility of one model performing better merely because it treats important
endogenous variables as exogenous. One model should not treat as exogenous
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any variable that the other model treats as endogenous
and that most people
would agree is in fact truly endogenous.
It is also desirable if possible for the predictions
to be outside
sample and dynamic. Requiring the predictions to be outside sample rules
out the possibility of a model performing
well merely because of much
diligence on the part of a model builder in getting her or his model to fit the
estimation period well. This requirement,
in other words, lessens the possibility that a model will perform well merely because of data mining. Since
lagged endogenous variables play an important role in most macroeconometric models, requiring the predictions
to be dynamic provides a good way
of testing whether the dynamic structure of the economy has been captured
adequately in the model.
The empirical model and the complete version of the forecasting
model are not of the same degree of endogeneity.
Both take government
variables, population,
and exports as exogenous. but the forecasting model
also takes as exogenous the mortgage rate, deposit flows into Savings and
Loan Associations
and Mutual
Savings Banks; a consumer
sentiment
variable, and a variable measuring plant and equipment investment expectations. The empirical model takes as exogenous relative prices and the price
of imports, which are not part of the forecasting model and therefore not
taken as exogenous.
Overall, it is clear that the forecasting model is of a lesser degree
of endogeneity
than is the empirical model. This is. of course, even more
true for the less endogenous version of the forecasting model. The following
comparison
of the empirical model and the forecasting model is thus not
ideal, even though all the other requirements
discussed above have been
met, and, as discussed at the end of the previous section, one should consider
the comparison as being somewhat biased in favor of the forecasting model.
The empirical model was estimated through 197411. Data through
19751 were collected for this study, and so there are three quarters available
for outside sample comparisons.
Two prediction
periods were considered
for the comparisons
in this section: a within sample period of 46 observations (19631-197411) and the outside sample period of3 observations (197411119751). The estimates of the forecasting model that were used for the results
in this section are presented in Appendix B to this volume. The forecasting
model was also estimated through 197411 to put it on a comparable
basis
with the empirical model. Both static and dynamic predictions were generated
for the two models.
The accuracy of the two models is compared in Table 8-2. The
table is fairly self-explanatory,
and so the following is only a brief discussion
of the results. Consider first the static, within sample results. For these
results the two models are quite similar. The forecasting model is slightly
more accurate with respect to predictions of current dollar GNP, but some-

Table 8-2.
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See Appendix B for a definition of the variables in the forecasting model. Root mean square errors for flow variables are at
awlual rates.
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what less accurate with respect to predictions of constant dollar GNP and
the unemployment
rate. For the components
of current dollar GNP, the
empirical model does worst relative to the forecasting model with respect to
the predictions of housing investment,
which reflects in large part the fact
that the forecasting model takes the mortgage rate and deposit flows into
Savings and Loan Associations
and Mutual Savings Banks as exogenous.
Somewhat surprisingly,
the two models are of about the same degree of
accuracy with respect to predictions
of plant and equipment
investment.
even though the forecasting model takes plant and equipment
investment
expectations as exogenous.
Consider next the dynamic. within sample results in Table 8-2.
The discussion
here will concentrate
on the RMSE results. The empirical
model is slightly more accurate with respect to predictions of current dollar
GNP. somewhat less accurate with respect to predictions of constant dollar
GNP, and considerably
more accurate with respect to predictions of the unemployment
rate. Even though the forecasting model is less accurate with
respect to predictions of the unemployment
rate, it is more accurate with respect to predictions of the level of employment
(EMPL, or E,) and the level
of nonprime-age-male
labor force (TV,,
or LF,,). With respect tb the components of GNP. the empirical model is better for nondurable
consumption
and plant and equipment
investment
and worse for service consumption,
durable consumption,
and housing investment.
Consider finally the outside sample results in Table 8-2. It is
obvious from these results that the empirical model is more accurate than
the forecasting model for the outside sample period considered here. The
three quarters that comprise this period are not easy quarters to predict.
and the empirical model clearly does a better job in predicting them than
does the forecasting
model. When the forecasting
model is made more
endogenous by adding back in, in various combinations,
the price, inventory,
and import equations.
the results are worse than those presented in Table
8-2. Consequently,
the poorer results for the forecasting model in Table 8-2
are not due to an unfortunate
exclusion of equations that cause the overall
model to be less accurate than it would be if the equations were not excluded.
Although
the outside sample results are based on only three
observations,
the overall results in Table 8-2 clearly indicate that the empirical model is more accurate than the forecasting model. The within sample
results are about the same for the two models. and the outside sample results
are considerably better for the empirical model. Since the forecasting model
appears from the results in the previous section to be at least as accurate as
other models, the tentative conclusion
here is that the empirical model is
more accurate than other models. This conclusion is tentative because of the
uncertainty
as to whether even the less endogenous version of the forecasting
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model is as accurate as other models for the 1973-1974 period. Clearly more
comparisons
are needed before any definitive conclusions
can be drawn.
It should be noted, however, that eve” if it turns out that the less endogenous
version of the forecasting model is less accurate than other models for the
1973-1974 period, it may still be the case that the empirical model is more
accurate. The empirical model is substantially
more accurate than the forecasting model for the outside sample results in Table g-2, not just marginally so.
8.4
FURTHER
RESULTS
PREDICTIVE
ACCURACY
EMPIRICAL
MODEL

ON THE
OF THE

The purpose of this section is to consider the predictive accuracy of the
empirical model in somewhat more detail. Two of the questions considered
in this section anz how the accuracy of the model estimated by TSLS compares to the accuracy of the model estimated by FIML, and how accurate
the model is during recessionary periods and other hard-to-forecast
periods,
Results that are relevant to answering
the first question
are
presented in Table g-3. Two prediction periods are considered in the table:
a within sample period of 82 observations
(19541-197411) and the outside
sample period of 3 observations
(1974111-19751)b. Results for both static
and dynamic predictions
and for both the TSLS and FIML estimates are
presented in the table. The results in Table 8-3 are again fairly self-explanatory, and the discussion here will only highlight some of the more interesting
ones.
First, a comparison
of the TSLS and FIML results in the table
yields no obvious winner. The results are generally fairly close for the two
sets of estimates, and there are no strong grounds for arguing that one set
of results is better than the other. One would. of course, expect the results
to be fairly close because of the closeness of the TSLS and FIML estimates
themselves. As discussed in Chapter Three, it is not clear how close the
FIML estimates obtained in this study are to the true FIML estimates, and
so the FIML results in Table 8-3 must be interpreted
with some caution.
It may be, as the results in Table S-3 indicate, that the predictive accuracy
of the model is about the same for both the TSLS and FIML estimates, but
one should probably reserve judgment on this until further experimentation
is done on trying to obtain true FIML estimates of the model.
Consider next the accuracy of the model regarding the predictions of the bill rate. For the TSLS results, the root mea” square errors of
the level predictions
of the bill rate range from 1.81 percentage points for
the static. within sample results to 4.14 percentage points for the dynamic.
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outside sample results. Given the way the bill rate is determined
in the
model, these errors seem fairly reasonable,
although they are by no means
as small as one might hope.
1 thought in the initial phases of this study that the FIML estimates would lead to more accurate predictions
of the bill rate than would
the TSLS estimates. As mentioned in Chapter Three, the FIML estimator
does not require that there be a natural left-hand side variable for each
equation, and since there is no equation in which the bill rate appears naturally as a left-hand side variable, the FIML estimator appears to be the natural
estimator to use for the model. Since the FIML estimator, unlike the TSLS
estimator, takes into account in an explicit way the fact that the bill rate is
implicitly determined in the model, one might expect the predictions of the
bill rate to be more accurate for the FIML estimates than for the TSLS
estimates. This unfortunately
is not the case for the results in Table 8-3.
Again, however, this may be due to a failure to obtain estimates that are
close to the true FIML estimates, and so one should probably reserve judgment on this issue as well until more experimentation
is done.
The FDYN estimator discussed in Chapter Three also takes into
account the fact that the bill rate is implicitly determined in the model, and
if in future work it is possible to obtain FDYN estimates of the model, it
will be of interest to see if these estimates lead to more accurate predictions
of the bill rate than have been obtained so far.
Two final points about the results in Table 8-3 will be made here.
First, the accuracy with which the model predicts SA VR, is the accuracy
with which it predicts the U.S. balance of payments on current account.
The RMSEs for SA VR, in Table 8-3 range from about a billion dollars (at
an annual rate) .for the static, within sample results to about ten billion
dollars for the dynamic, outside sample results. Second, the accuracy with
which the model predicts SANG, is the accuracy with which it predicts the
budget deficit or surplus of the government.
The RMSEs for .SA VG, range
from about three billion dollars to about ten billion dollars. The RMSEs
for SANG, are always quite close to the RMSEs for the total net tax collections of the government
(TAX,).
Results that pertain to the question of the accuracy of the model
during hard-to-predict
periods are presented in Tables 811, 8-5, and 8-6.
The three periods considered in these tables are 19X-1962IV,
which encompasses the 1958 and 1960 recessions;
19681-197411, which encompasses
the
1970 recession and the beginning of the 1974 recession; and 1974111-19751,
which is the outside sample period considered in Tables 8-2 and 8-3. The
period between 1962IV and 19681 was not considered because it is a period
of fairly smooth growth.
The results in Tables 8-4 and 8-5 are taken from the dynamic
simulation
using the TSLS estimates that began in 19541. The predictions
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The results in Table 8-6
in these two tables are within sample predictions.
are taken from the dynamic simulation using the TSLS estimates that began
in 1974111. The predictions
in this table are outside sample predictions.
Predictions for five variables are presented in the tables: Y,, PF,, GNP,, UR,.
and RBILL,. Again, the results in the three tables are fairly self-explanatory,
and the following discussion will only highlight a few of them.
There is no question that the model stays roughly on track over
time. The model ends the dynamic 82-quarter simulation
in 197411 (Table
8-5) with an error for Yl of only 11.2 billion dollars and an error for the
unemployment
rate of only 0.51 percentage points. The error for the price
level is -0.025,
or about - 1.8 percent. The fact that the model ends the
simulation in this way means that any large errors that it might make along
the way tend to get corrected over time.
Consider now the results in Table S-4 and concentrate
on those
quarters in which the error in predicting
Y, is greater than 10.0 billion
dollars in absolute value. The first such quarter is 19581. Y, decreased by
18.1 billion dollars from 1957111 to 19581 (from 406.8 to 388.7), whereas the
model predicted a decrease of only 7.0 billion dollars (from 406.9 to 399.9).
The prediction error in 19581, the trough for Y,, is 1 I .2 billion dollars. The
model predicted the trough for Y, to occur two quarters later than it did.
The predicted value of Y, for this quarter (1958111) is 392.4 billion dollars,
which compares closely to the actual trough value of 38X.7 billion dollars.
The model thus caught the magnitude of the 1958 recession fairly well, but
missed some of the timing.
Regarding the predictions of the unemployment
rate during the
1958 recession, the model had it peaking in 1958111 at 7.24 percent, which
compares to the actual peak a quarter earlier of 7.38 percent. The bill rate
predictions
for 19581 and 195811 are both much too high. The prediction
for 195811 is 7.77 percent, which compares to the actual rate of only 1.02
percent. There are a number of quarters in Tables 8-4, 8-5, and 8-6 in which
very large errors are made in predicting the bill rate, and 19581 and 195811
are clearly two of them.
The next large errors for Y, occur in 19591V and 19601, where
errors of 19.2 and 13.8 billion dollars are made. The economy is difficult to
predict for 1959IV and 19601 because of the effects of the 1959 steel strike,
and not much importance
should be attached to the results for these two
quarters.
The model caught the 1960 recession about as well as it caught
the 1958 recession. Y, reached a trough of 429.2 billion dollars in 19611. The
model predicted the trough to occur a quarter later. The predicted value of
Y, for this quarter (196111) is 429.7 billion dollars, which compares almost
exactly to the actual trough value of 429.2 billion dollars. The model predicted the unemployment
rate very well during this period. The unemploy-

Table 9-4.

Predicted

and Actual

Values

for

Five Variables

DynamicPredictions
Using TSLS
Prediction
Period Began in 1Y541
P = Predicted Value
A
Actual Value
E=P--A

n;

Y,

Quorrcr P

A

E

P

A

3RO.I
391.2
395.8
4w.3

381.7
389.3
395.7
399.1

-1.6
1.9
0.1
0.6

0.825
0.828
0.830
0.831

0.825
0.825
0.831
0.839

405.9
404.8
402.5
399.1

391.2
398.1
397.3
403.0

8.7
6.7
5.2
-3.9

0.841
0.849
0.857
0.860

409.3
410.5
406.Y
406.1

405.5
405.”
406.8
399.6

3.7
5.5
0.0
6.5

0.868
0.878
0.885
0.892

Estimates

GNP,
E

for the 19551-19621V Period

1OO~UR,
A
E

RBILL,
A

A

-“.MM

385.6
39X.0
402.X
406.8

386.2
394.4
402.5
408.7

-0.6
3.6
0.3
-2.0

4.13
3.98
3.61
3.38

4.75
4.42
4.15
4.25

-0.44
~~~0.54
-0.8,

0.36
0.68
0.85
0.57

1.26
1.6,
1.86
2.35

PO.90
-0.93
-1.01
-1.78

0.846
0.851
0.859
0.86,

-0.004
~0.002
-O.OiX
~~O.O”R

417.5
421.8
424.9
422.2

410.6
416.2
420.7
429.4

6.9
5.6
4.3
7.2

3.12
3.23
3.68
4.35

4.0,
4.23
4.1,
4.14

PO.96
-1.00
-0.49
0.21

3.30
3.82
6.16
1.79

2.38
2.60
2.60
3.06

0.93
3.5,
-,.2,

0.880
0.883
0.889
0.894

0.012
-0.005
~O.004
-0.002

435.5
442.7
4443
446.0

437.2
439.7
446.2
441.4

1.7
2.9
1.9
4.6

4.29
4.26
4.75
5.47

3.99
4.10
4.25
4.Y6

0.30
O.IS
0.50
0.51

2.50
5.55
4.55
5.15

3.1,
3.16
3.38
3.34

-“.67
2.39
1.1,
1.81

“.OW
0.003

0.00,

E

P

P

P

0.02

E

1.23

399.9
395.3
392.4
410.8

388.7
3w.2
401.3
411.9

11.2
5.1
-8.9
-1.1

0.898
0.905
0.898
0.901

0.896
0.897
0.901
0.906

0.002
0.008
-0.003
o.G%

445.6
446.3
441.0
460.8

434.8
438.6
451.6
464.4

10.8
7.8
10.6
-3.5

6.23
6.84
7.24
6.57

6.30
7.38
7.33
6.38

~0.07
0.54
pO.OY
0.19

5.90
7.77
0.60
1.25

1.84
1.02
1.71
2.79

4.06
6.75
~ml.I,
-1.53

419.1
430.1
430.8
448.6

418.7
430.2
423.4
429.4

0.4
Al.1
7.4
19.2

0.899
0.899
0.8X.5
“.yO2

0.912
0.915
0.919
0.920

~0.013
~~0.016
-0.034
0.019

468.1
479.2
475.5
500.7

473.9
486.6
483.X
490.2

-5.9
-7.4
-8.3
10.5

5.90
5.20
6.04
4.95

5.83
5.14
5.32
5.62

0.07
0.07
0.72
-0.68

0.88
1.22
0.07
9.00

2.80
3.02
3.53
4.30

-,.92
1.80
-3.46
5.30

452.9
428.8
437.5
443.”

439.1
437.”
435.0
430.7

13.8
-8.2
2.5
12.2

0.908
0.906
0.909
0.917

0.922
0.924
0.925
0.928

0.014
-0.018
0.015
-0.01,

509.9
487.3
499.6
510.2

502.9
5047
504.2
503.2

7.”
17.4
-4.6
7.0

5.29
6.09
6.65
6.51

5.19
5.26
5.58
6.28

0.10
0.83
I .07
0.23

11.89
2.19
2.07
6.66

3.94
3.09
2.39
2.36

7.95
~~0.90
PO.32
4.30

438.2
429.1
44.8
452.8

429.2
439.6
447.x
457.2

9.0
9.9
-6.1
4.4

0.924
0.924
0.918
0.924

0.929
0.931
0.930
0.934

-O.W,5
~~-0.007
-0.012
~-0.010

509.7
501.0
512.3
527.9

503.6
514.9
524.2
537.7

6.1
-13.9
_~,I.9
-9.8

6.60
7.07
6.71
5.75

6.80
6.Y9
6.77
6.20

-0.20
0.07
PO.07
~-0.45

9.09
2.28
0.42
2.30

2.38
2.32
2.32
2.48

6.71
-0.04
1.91
-0.18

461.8
475.3
478.0
478.7

464.3
472.0
476.9
482.2

-2.5
3.2
1.1
-3.6

0.925
O.Y30
0.936
O.Y36

0.935
0.938
0.939
0.942

PO.010
-0.008
~0.003
-0.006

539.9
556.0
563.2
564.8

547.x
557.2
564.4
571.9

~8.0
-1.2
-1.2
7.2

5.20
4.83
4.96
5.49

5.64
5.51
5.57
5.54

PO.44
0.68
PO.61
-0.05

2.57
5.01
8.23
3.05

2.74
2.72
2.86
2.80

po.17
2.29
5.38
0.25

Table 8-5.

Predicted and Actual Values for Five Variables for the 19681-197411Period
Dynamic
Predictions
Using TSLS
Prediction
Period Eegan in 19541
P = Predicted Value
A ~ Actual Value
E=P--A

P$
P
613.5
627.2
639.4
647.1

h22.3
033.9
6&O
644.3

-8.9
-6.6
0.6
2.8

654.5
653.1
655.9
656.0

650.1
652.8
655.4
651.5

4.3
0.4
0.5
4.5

1.109
I.IlY

652.5
651.8
657.5
653.6

647.5
641.7
653.0
644.X

5.0
4.2
4.6
8.7

6bY.8
677.0
687.6
693.4

662.4
667.1
671.2
682.5

694.5
704.3
719.4
73Y.7

694.3
709.8
720.7
736.1

E

P

GNP,
n

1.057
1.055
1.069
I.072

1.053
1.062
1.07,
I.082

0.004
-O.W,7
~0.002
~0.011

826.5
845.1
873.3
887.0

834.0
857.4
X75.2
890.2

L.088

I.093
1.118
I.130

-o.OO*
0.007
-0.w9
~~0.011

908.9
919.3
936.5
Y46.5

I.131
1.137
1.1‘s
1.158

1.143
1.155
1.164
L.185

aI.
-0.018
~0.016
-0.027

7.5
9.9
16.4
10.9

1.164
1.174
I.,85
I.196

1.195
1.207
I.215
1.216

0.03,
-O.O33
II.030
-“.OZI

0.2
-5.5
-1.3
3.6

1.201
1.208
1.214
1.228

1.232
1.237
1.244
1.253

-0.029
-0.03”
-0.025

1.098 I.105

0.028

Estimates

E

P
7.5

lW.UR,
A

RBILL,
A

E

P

E

4.62
0.77
4.93
,.M

5.06
5.51
5.23
5.58

-O.44
-4.74
-0.30
3.7”

1.9
-3.2

3.66
3.43
2.83
2.78

3.77
3.58
3.55
3.43

~-0.10
-0.18
~-0.72
-O.66

906.9
923.5
941.8
948.9

2.1
-4.2
-5.3
-2.4

2.56
2.17
3.1,
3.6”

3.42
3.46
3.63
3.62

-0.69
0.52
-0.02

6.0,
5.84
8.46
6.55

6.14
6.24
7.05
7.32

-0.13
-O.40
1.41
m-O.76

956.5
963.2
9x1.0
983.2

958.5
970.6
987.4
991.8

-2.1
-7.4
-6.3
-8.6

4.23
4.87
5.2,
5.60

4.19
4.76
5.20
5.84

0.M
0.11
0.0,
-0.24

9.21
4.0,
4.24
4.90

7.26
6.75
6.37
5.36

1.94
-2.74
-2.13
-0.46

1014.0
LO343
1058.7
1080.4

1027.8
1047.3
1061.3
(083.2

-13.9
~13.0
-2.6
-2.8

5.64
5.46
5.3Y
5.53

5.96
5.92
5.97
5.97

-O.33
-0.47
-0.58
-0.45

2.78
4.56
6.43
1.75

3.86
4.2,
5.05
4.23

1090.6

1115.0

-24.4

5.81
5.97
5.65
5.05

5.82
5.68
5.56
5.3,

-0.01
0.29
0.08
~~-0.26

5.14
I.68
,.24
3.55

3.44
3.75
4.24
4.85

-,x3

I, LO.8 1143.0 ~~32.2
1142.6
1186.6

1169.3
1204.7

-26.7
~,,8.,

0.86

I .OY
0.36
I .38
3.51
1.70
-2.06
~~3.0”
-~I.30

19731
II
1lI
I”

758.6
764.0
759.2
759.3

754.9
758.4
762.0
766.6

3.7
5.5
-2.8
~7.4

1.239
1.261
1.289
1.310

1.264
1.281
1.298
1.328

~-0.025
-0.020
~~~O.M)9
-0.018

1232.8
1267.5
1297.5
1316.6

124R.9
1277.9
1308.9
1344.0

19741
11

766.0
758.7

751.3
747.6

14.7
11.2

1.352
1.399

1.374
1.424

-0.022
~0.025

1361.0
1380.7

1358.8
1383.8

Notcs:

- 16,
~10.3
-11.3
-27.5
2.2
3.1

4.58
4.28
4.64
5.13

4.99
4.91
4.76
4.75

-0.42
0.63
-0.12
0.38

2.87
5.44
12.37
2.97

5.64
6.61
8.39
7.46

~~2.77
-1.17
3.98
-4.49

5.28
5.65

5.14
5.15

0.14
0.51

7.02
10.27

7.M)
8.27

-0.58
2.00

See notes to Table 84
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Table 8-6.

Predicted

and Actual

Values

for Five Variables

for the 1974111-19751 Period

:

Dynamic Predictions Using TSLS Estimates
Prediction Period Began in 1974171
P = Predicted Value
A
Actual Value
E=P~A

YZ
P
1974111
IV
19751

P

GNP,
A

E

PFc

A

E

P

A

E

P

1oo~UX,
A
E

734.5

743.5

--8.9

1.469

1.468

1404.8

1416.3

-11.5

5.X5

5.51

0.34

8.41

722.5

724.0

~1.5

1.501

1.515

-0.014

1417.8

1430.9

-13.1

6.49

6.M)

0.10

2.60

703.6

698.7

1.546

I.555

-0.009

1422.5

1416.6

7.08

8.35

~1.27

11.26

4.9

O.lYN

5.9

8.29
7.34

0.12
-4.74

5.87

5.38

2
s
%
C
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ment rate reached a peak of 6.99 percent in 196111, which compares almost
exactly to the predicted peak in the same quarter of 7.07 percent.
Consider next the results in Table 8-5. The first errors for Y, of
greater than 10.0 billion dollars occur in 1971111 and 19711V. The model
predicted that Y, would increase more in the last half of 1971 than it actually
did. The model was back on track in 19721, however. and it stayed fairly
much on track until 19741, where it failed to predict the decrease in Y, that
occurred in that quarter. The unemployment
rate predictions are all fairly
good in Table 8-5. All the errors are less than a percentage point, with the
largest error of 0.86 percentage points occurring in 19691. The largest value
of the bill rate for the period considered
in this study is 8.39 percent in
1973111, and it is interesting to note that the largest predicted value of the
bill rate also occurs in this quarter, 12.37 percent.
All the errors in predicting the price level in Table 8-5 are negative except for the first one. The errors are not, however. particularly
large.
The largest error occurs in 197111 (-0.033),
where the actual value is about
2.8 percent larger than the predicted value. The largest three errors in predicting the rafe of inflation in Table 8-5 occur in 196811. 197OIV, and 1973111.
The actual rates in these three quarters (at an annual ratej are 3.5 percent,
7.4 percent, and 5.4 percent, respectively,
while the predicted rates are
-0.8 percent, 3.5 percent, and 9.2 percent, respectively.
The final predictions
to consider are the ones in Table S-6.
These predictions we outside sample predictions for a fairly dificult period,
and so they provide a good test of the model. Y, decreased by 48.9 billion
dollars from 197411 to 19751 (from 747.6 to 698.7). The model predicted a
decrease in this period of 44.2 billion dollars (from 747.6 to 703.6). Not a
bad prediction. The price level increased at an annual rate of 12.5 percent
in this three-quarter
period (from 1.424 to 1.555). The model predicted an
increase of 11.6 percent (from 1.424 to 1.546). Not bad again. This is clearly
a remarkable
performance
by the model given the extreme behavior of the
economy during this period and the fact that the predictions
are outside
sample predictions.
The unemployment
rate increased from 5.15 percent in 197411
to 8.35 in 19751. The model predicted an increase to 7.08 percent in 19751,
and so it underpredicted
the increase by 1.27 percentage points. The model
predicted the bill rate almost exactly in 1974111, but it underpredicted
the
bill rate by 4.74 percentage points in 19741V and overpredicted
the bill rate
by 5.38 percentage points in 19751.
This completes the examination
of the predictive accuracy of
the model. While some of the above discussion has concentrated
on the
more negative results, the overall performance
of the model appears quite
good. There are only a few cases in which the model does not appear capable
of tracking well the quarter-to-quarter
performance
of the economy. The
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outside sample predictions for 1974111, 19741V, and I9751 in Table 8-6 are
particularly
encouraging
regarding the model’s accuracy. The predictions
of the bill rate are clearly in the most need of improvement.
At times very
large errors are made by the model in predicting the bill rate. As mentioned
above, these errws may be lessened by the use of estimates like FIML and
FDYN, but as of now this is only a conjecture.
NOTES
“The results of the two studies of McNees [34], 1351, are consistent with this
conclusion. The cx ante performance of the model is not generally as good as the ex ante
performance of the other (subjectively adjusted) models. but it is not too far below the
others.
‘Regarding the 1954lL197411 period, data on one endogenous variable,
HPFO,, are only available beginning in 19561. Since HPFO, is endogenous and enters the
model only contemporaneously, the lack of data on HPFO. causes no problem except in
computing its error measure. For purposes of computing RMSE and RMSEA for HPFO,
in Table 8-3 for the 82.observation period, the predictions of HPFO, for the first eight
quarters (19541-1955Wj were compared to the single-equation predicted values of HPFO,
generated from Equation 14 in Table 2-3 using the actual values of HPF,.

Chapter Nine

The Properties
Model

9.1

of the

INTRODUCTION

Section 9.3 contains a detailed examination
of the properties of the mode!.
The properties are examined by observing how the model responds to changes
in the exogenous variables. The results in section 9.3 are useful not only in
showing the quantitative
properties of the model, but also in pointing out
the various asymmetrical properties of the model, in pointing out the various
tax leakages that occur when a government
policy variable is changed, and
in indicating what the consequences
are of the fact that the model is closed
with respect to the flows of funds. Before proceeding to the detailed examination in section 9.3, the model will be briefly reviewed in the next section.
9.2

A BRIEF

REVIEW

OF THE

MODEL

The important
variables affecting the household
sector are: the various
price deflators, the wage rate. nonlabor
income, the marginal
personal
income tax rate, the bill and mortgager&s,
thevalue ofassets oftheprevious
period, the hours constraint
variable, and the loan constraint
variable.
Nonlabor
income includes transfer payments
from the government.
The
seven main decision variables of the household sector are: expenditures
on
services. nondurable
goods, durable goods, and housing, the labor force
participatiqn
of men 25-54 and of all persons 16 and over except men 25-54,
and the percentage of people moonlighting.
These latter three variables are
referred to as “work effort” variables.
When prices rise relative to the wage rate, this has a negative
effect on consumption
and work effort. The negative effect on work effort
means that a rise in prices relative to the wage rate has, other things being
equal, a negative effect on the unemployment
rate. The effect on the unem165
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ployment rate is negative in this case because the size of the labor force has
decreased. The interest rates have a negative effect on consumption
and a
slight positive effect on work effort. This latter effect means that a rise in the
interest rates has a direct positive effect on the unemployment
r&e.
Raising net taxes either by increasing the marginal
tax rate or
by decreasing the level of transfer payments has a negative effect on consumption. the effect of the decrease in transfer payments working through
the nonlabor income variable. Increasing the marginal tax rate has, however,
a negative effect on work effort, while decreasing the level of transfer
payments has a positive effect. Therefore, raising net taxes by increasing
the
marginal tax rate has a direct negative effect on the unemployment
rate,
whereas raising net taxes by decreasing the level of transfer payments has a
direct positive effect.
The value of assets of the previous period (A,_,) has a positive
effect on consumption
and a negative effect on work effort. Much of the
variance of A,_, is due to the variance of CC,_,, the variable measuring
capital gains or losses on corporate stocks held by the household sector.
Consequently,
much of the effect of A,_I on the household sector is reflecting the effect of CG,_,. Since A,_, has a negative effect on work effort, this
means that an increase in stock prices in period f - I has a direct negative
effect on the unemployment
rate in period 1.
The five main decision variables of the firm sector are its price,
production,
investment, employment
demand, and wage rate. The important
variables affecting this sector are: the price of imports, the bond rate, the
investment
tax credit. the level of sales, the amounts of excess labor and
capital on hand, the variable measuring labor market tightness (J:), the
labor constraint variable, and lagged values of the price level, the wage rate,
production,
and the stock of inventories.
The bond rate has a contractionary
effect on the firm sector. An
increase in the bond rate causes the firm sector to raise its price, thus lowering sales. Lower sales lead the firm sector to decrease its production,
investment, and employment
demand. In a similar manner, a decrease in rhe
investment
tax credit has a contractiondry
effect on the firm sector, since
it causes the firm sector to raise its price. The same also holds true for an
increase in the price of imports.
With respect to the various stock variables in the firm sector,
the stock of inventories of the previous period has a negative effect on current
production;
the amount of excess capital on hand at the end of the previous
period has a negative effect on current investment;
and the amount of excess
labor on hand at the end of the previous period has a negative effect on the
current number of jobs and hours paid per job.
Labor market conditions
have two main effects on the firm
sector. One is that ./: has a direct positive effect on the wage rate that the
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firm sector sets. The other effect is through the labor constraint
variable,
ZJ;. If the firm sector does not get in a period as much labor as it expected
that it would at the wage rate that it set, then it raises its price and contracts.
In this case the firm and household sectors are assumed to interact G number
of times within the quarter. with the effect in the end being that the price and
wage rate are raised enough so that the final employment
demand from the
firm sector is equal to the amount that the household sector is willing to
supply. These interactions
are assumed to be captured in the model through
the specification of simultaneous
equations.
Regarding the relationship
between the price level and the wage
rate, the current price level has a positive effect on the current wage rate, but
not vice versa. The wage rate instead affects the price level with a lag of one
quarter. As discussed in Chapter Five, the inclusion of the wage rate in the
price equation is designed to pick up expectational
effects, whereas the inclusion of the price level in the wage rate equation is more designed to retlect
the assumption
that the firm and household sectors bargain over the real
wage.
The two main links between the household and firm sectors are
through the price level and wage rate, and through the hours and labor
constraint
variables. The firm sector sets the price level and the wage rate.
and the household sector responds negatively to the former and positively
to the latter. The firm sector constrains
the household sector through the
hours constraint variable, and the household sector constrains the firm sector
through the labor constraint variable. In theory, when the hours constraint
is binding, the labor constraint
should not be, and vice versa. This is not
quite true in the empirical model, however. because of the approximations
that have been used.
Since the bill rate is implicitly determined in the model, all sectors
contribute to its determination.
The bill rate results from equating the aggregate constrained
demand for funds to the aggregate constrained
supply.
The effect of the financial sector on the firm and household sectors is assumed
to be reflected in the loan constraint variable. The net effect of the loan constraint variable is to make the model more nonlinear in the bill rate when
the loan constraint is binding than it otherwise would be.
9.3
THE RESPONSE
OF THE MODEL
TO CHANGES
IN VARIOUS
EXOGENOUS
VARIABLES
The analysis in this section is based on the results of a number of experiments.
Each experiment corresponds to changing the value of at least one exogenous
variable. The effects of fifteen exogenous variables are examined. the variables being exports, the price of imports, and the thirteen government

.
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variables with a t beside them in Table 7-l. Two periods were used for the
experiments.
a period begikng
in 19691 and a period beginning
in 19711.
19691 is at or near the top of an expansion. and 1971 I is at or near the bottom
of a contraction.
The experiments were performed as follows. Consider the period
beginning in 19691. The model was first simulated (dynamically)
beginning
in 19691 for ten quarters using the actual values of the exogenous variables.
The predicted values of the endogenous variables from this simulation
w’ere
recorded. Other simulations were then run for the ten quarters using different
values of the exogenous variables, and the predicted values of the endogenous variables from these simulations were compared to the predicted values
from the base simulation.
When a value of an exogenous
variable was
changed, it was changed for the entire ten quarters, not for just the first
quarter.
Most of the experiments corresponded
to changing the value of
only one exogenous variable. The individual effects of fourteen of the fifteen
exogenous variables were examined in this way. Both positive and negative
changes wre considered for the two periods. which resulted in 58 experiments. The other experiments
corresponded
to changing
more than one
exogenous variable at a time.
A Decrease
in XC,+, of 1.25!PG,+1
-No
Change
in VBG,+,
It will be useful to examine the results of five experiments
in
detail and then to examine the other results in a more summary fashion. The
results for the first experiment are presented in Table 9-l. This experiment
is for the second period and corresponds to decreasing government purchases
of goods by 1.25 billion dollars (5.0 billion dollars at an annual rate) in each
quarter from the level that actually prevailed in that quarter. This was accomplished by decreasing XC,,,, government
purchases of goods in real terms
in quarter f + i, by 1.25/PC,+, (i = 0, I,
_, 9), where PC,,, is the actual
value of the price deflator for government
purchases of goods in quarter
f + i. Since PC,, i is generally rising over time, this procedure means that the
changes in XG, + j are generally getting smaller over time. Because PC,,, is
an endogenous variable, this procedure is not quite equivalent to decreasing
government
purchases by 1.25 billion dollars each quarter, but it is quite
close. (Note that the actual values of PG,,, were used for the deflation, not
the predicted values.)
Results for 46 variables are presented in Table 9-l. The figure
for each variable and time period in the table is the difference between the
predicted value of the variable that resulted from the simulation with XC,,,
changed and the predicted value of the variable that resulted from the base
simulation.
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Consider the results for quarter f first. The fact that no variable
except XC, was changed for this experiment
means that any surplus that
the government
ran because of the decrease in XC, resulted in a change in
either bank reserves (BR,) or bank borrowing (BORR,). The saving of the
government
(SAVG,) increased by 0.69 billion dollars in quarter f, which
took the form of a decrease in BR, of 0.40 billion dollars and an increase in
BORR, if 0.29 billion dollars. The decrease in XG, led to a decrease in Y, of
1.40 billion dollars (in real terms) and a decrease in GNP, of 1.37 billion
dollars (in current dollar terms). The unemployment
rate increased by 0.13
percentage points.
The bill rate rose by 0.81 percentage points. Loosely speaking,
the bill rate rose becauss of the funds taken out of economy by the increased
saving of the government.
The increase in the bill rate is the reason for the
increase in bank borrowing.
The increase in the bill rate also caused the
bond rate and mortgage rate to increase. The increase in the bond rate then
resulted in the price level being higher. The decrease in XC, thus resulted in
an initial increase in the price level because of the higher interest rates that the
decrease caused.
Although
government
expenditures
on goods decreased
by
roughly 1.25 billion dollars in quarter f, the saving of the government
only
increased by 0.69 billion dollars. Much of this discrepancy
of 0.56 can be
explained by the 0.41 billion dollar decrease in net tax collections (TAX,)
that occurred in quarter t as a result of the contraction
in the economy.
The 0.41 figure includes a 0.05 increase in unemployment
insurance benefits
(PU,)
that resulted from the increase in unemployment.
The rest of the
discrepancy can be explained by the other endogenous changes in government
spending that occur when the economy changes. The endogenous
variables
that are relevant in explaining the rest of the discrepancy are INTG,, WCC,,
WGM,, and PC,. INTG,, the interest paid by the government,
for example,
increased by 0.09 billion dollars as a result of the higher bill and bond rates.
The contraction
of the firm sector in quarter f took the form, in
addition to a higher price level and a lower level of production,
of a decrease
in investment (INV,) of 0.04 billion dollars in real terms, a decrease in the
number of jobs (JOBF,) of 129 thousand, a decrease in the average number
of hours paid per job for the quarter (HPF,) of 0.68 hours, and a decrease
in the wage rate (WF,) of 0.013 points. The positive effect that the higher
price level had on the wage rate was offset by the negative effect of fewer
worker hours needed. The fact that the number of jobs and hours paid per
job decreased meant that the hours constraint
on the household
sector
became more restrictive. The hours constraint was already binding in quarter
f because the quarter (19701) is at or near the bottom of a contraction.
The
level of profits of the firm sector was lower by 0.31 billion dollars, and its
cash flow was lower by 0.78 billion dollars.
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of Macroeconomic

Activity

The household sector suffered a capital loss (CC,) of 44.01 billion
dollars in quarter f as a result of the higher bond rate and lower cash Row
of the firm sector. The consumption
expenditures
of the household sector
(CS,, CN,, CD,) decreased as a result of the higher price level, lower wage
rate. higher interest rates, and more restrictive hours constraint.
Housing
investment (IH,) did not change in quarter f because there are no contemporaneous right-hand
side variables in the equation explaining housing investment. The labor force of men 25-54 (TLF,,) decreased by 2 thousand,
the
labor force of all persons 16 and over except men 25-54 (TLF,,) decreased
by 20 thousand,
and the number of moonlighters
(MOON,) decreased by
3 thousand. A higher mortgage rate has a positive effect on the labor force of
all persons 16 and over except men 25-54, but this effect was more than
offset by the various negative effects. The taxable income of the household
sector (YH,) fell by 0.43 billion dollars. but the net effect of all the factors
on the household sector with respect to its saving behavior was to have the
amount saved (SA VH,) increase by 0.13 billion dollars.
The lower levels of consumption
and plant and equipment
investment meant that the level of sales (I’,) was lower. The level of sales
decreased by 1.42 billion dollars in real terms. Since production
fell by only
I.40 billion dollars in real terms, this means that inventory
investment
(V, - V,_,) rose by the difference (0.02 billion dollars in real terms).
Demand deposits and currency of the household sector (DDH,)
decreased by 1.96 billion dollars in quarter f, and demand deposits and currency of the firm sector (DDF,) decreased by 0.24 billion dollars. These
decreases were caused by the higher bill rate, the lower income of the household sector, and the lower sales of the firm sector. The financial sector_
decreased by
having fewer demand deposits. made fewer loans. LBVBB,
1.50 billion dollars. The loans of the firm sector (LF,) actually increased by
0.39 billion dollars to finance in part its decreased cash flow. The liabilities
of the foreign sector also increased since SA VR, decreased by 0.20. (From
Equation 66 in Table Z-2, a decrease in SA VR, implies a decrease ofthe same
amount in SECR,, the value of “all other” securities held by the foreign
sector.) This discrepancy
of 2.09 (1.50 + 0.39 + 0.20) must, from Equation
70 in Table 2-2, be offset by the household sector. This was in fact the case
since A, decreased by 2.08 less than did CC,. (The difference of 0.01 is due to
rounding.)
In other words. had it not been for capital losses, A, would have
increased by 2.08. The 2.08 figure takes the form of a I .96 decrease in demand
deposits and currency of the household
sector and G 0.13 increase in the
saving of the household sector. (The difference of 0.01 is due to rounding.)
The results for the other time periods in Table 9-l are fairly
self-explanatory.
The bill rate began to fall in quarter r + 2 and the price
level began to fall in quarter f + 3 as a result of the more sluggish economy.
The government
actually began to run a deficit as early as quarter I + I as
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a result of the contractionary
effects. There are some cycling effects evident
in Table 9-l. The change in Y is at its smallest, for example, aside from in
quarter f, in quarter t + 7, where it is - 1.59. The change in the unemployment rate is 0.07 in quarter f + 7, and it then rises to a value of 0.23 in
quarter f + 9.
An Increase
in VBG,+, o f 1.25-No
Change
in XC,+,
The results for the second experiment are presented in Table 9-2.
This experiment corresponds
to increasing the value of government
securities outstanding
(VBG) by 1.25 billion dollars in each quarter from the value
that actually prevailed in that quarter.
The increase in VBG, in quarter I caused a contraction
of the
economy.
Y, decreased by 0.70 billion dollars (in real terms), the ~;nemployment rate increased by 0.07, and the bill rate increased by 1.96 percentage
points. The increase in the bill rate led to an increase in the bond rate of
0.98 percentage points, which is the reason for the higher price level in
quarter f. The saving of the government
increased by 0.16 billion dollars.
The economy absorbed the 1.25 increase in VBG, and the 0.16 increase in
the saving of the government in quarter r by a 0.71 decrease in bank reserves
and a 0.70 increase in bank borrowing.
The bill rate increased more in quarter f in the second experiment than it did in the first (1.96 versus 0.81). The overall economy, however,
contracted less in the second experiment than it did in the first. In the first
experiment
the government
took funds out of the economy through the
decrease in its expenditures
on goods. In the second experiment the government took funds out of the economy through a direct sale of securities.
There is no theoretical reason why the economy should contract less in the
second case than in the first, but as an empirical proposition
this is the case,
at least as retlected in the coefficient estimates of the present model.
The contractionary
effects in Table 9-2 are similar to the effects
in Table 9-1, only smaller. The price level began to fall in quarter f + 3 as
a result of the more sluggish economy. The wage rate increased in quarter f.
In this case, unlike the case for the first experiment,
the positive effect of a
higher price level outweighed the negative effect of a looser labor market.
The w~age rate then began to fall in quarter ( + I. The labor force of all
others 16 and over rose slightly in quarter I, contrary to the case in the first
experiment.
This means that the positive effect of a higher mortgage rate
outweighed the negative erect of a more restrictive hours constraint.
There is also evidence of cycling in Table 9-2. The production
of the firm sector is actually greater in quarters t + 4 through r + 8 than it
otherwise would have been. The contraction in quarter f induced a moderate
decrease in the bill r&e in quarters f + 1 through c + 4, which can be considered [in a loose sense) as leading to a reversal of the contraction
in quarter
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unchanged,
the government
had to buy securities each quarter. By quarter
f + 9 the value of VBG was 6.31 billion dollars lower than it otherwise would
have been.
The values of VBG in quarters f and f + 1 are -0.62 and - 1.02
billion dollars, respectively. These values are less in absolute value than the
the economy
value of - I .25 used for the results in Table 9-3. Consequently,
contracted more in the first two quarters in Table 9-4 than it did in Table
9-3. After quarter f + 1, however. the economy contracted less in Table 9-4
as the government continued to decrease VBG. In quarter t, the decrease in
government
purchases of goods of 1.25 billion dollars is accounted for by
a 0.60 increase in X4 VG,, a 0.02 decrease in BORR,, and a 0.62 decrease in
MC,. (These numbers add to 1.24 rather than to 1.25 because of rounding.)
In this case BR, did none of the adjusting because DDE, was unchanged.
The results in Table 9-4 thus indicate that a policy of decreasing
government purchases of goods while keeping the money supply (DDB)
unchanged is initially contractionary.
The lower interest rates that this policy
induces eventually bring the economy out of the contraction,
but not for the
first few quarters.
A Decrease in XG,+I of 1.25PG,+,
-VBG,,,
Changed so as to Keep RBILLMI Unchanged
The results for the fifth experiment are presented in Table 9-5.
This experiment
differs from the fourth experiment
in that the predicted
value of REILL,,,
rather than of DDB,+i is kept unchanged
from its predicted value in the base simulation (i = 0. 1,
, 9).
The results in Table 9-5 are more contractionary
than the results
in Table 94. The decr&ses in VBG needed in Table 9-S to keep RBZLL
unchanged
are much less than the decreases needed in Table 9-4 to keep
DDB unchanged. The bill rate is always lower in Table 9-4, and so keeping
the bill rate unchanged in Table 9-5 leads to more contraction
in Table 9-5
than in Table 94.
The results for the first five quarters are more contractionary
in
Table 9-1. where VBG was not changed, than they are in Table 9-5. This is
not_ however, generally the case after quarter f + 4. The policy in Table 9-5
does not allow any expansionary
effects from a lower bill rate, whereas the
policy in Table 9-1 does.
A Comparison
of
Experiments
Summary results for
Results for six variables (I’. PF,
quarters (t, f + 1, and I + 9) are

Results

for 26

26 experiments are presented in Table 9-6.
GNP, UR, SAVG, and RBILL) and three
presented in the table for each experiment.
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0.18
-0.38
0.749
-O.,4

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
45.
48.
5,.
52.
53.
55.
58.
60.
6,.
62.
64
65.
67.
81.
R2.

DIVF
INTF
IVA
BORR
RAAA
RMORT
CC
IA4
TPU
INTG
*I?
x
V
V-,
7rF
CF
LF
Y”
SA “H
A
DDB
LBVBB
SA VR
TAX
EIUPL
cl
VB(i

-0.05
-0.09
0.69
a.26
mO.65
-0.19
47.83
-0.05
0.0,
-0.13
0.50
-0.5,
0.01
--1.x
1.03
0.49
~0.5,
-0.3,
45.08
2.76
1.99
-0.w
0.97
-49.
25.
-1.25

-0.04
0.05
-0.69
0.43
0.63
-0.36
~102.10
-0.12
d3.00
-0.02
~0.03
-0.58
0.09
0.15
PO.35
0.61
PO.45
-0.69
~55.04
-“.17
0.28
~0.16
PO.04
-100.
9.
-1.25

-0.07
0.05
~d.05
0.49
0.10
0.47
4, a4
-0.13
0.08
0.03
~~-0.33
- I .47
~0.10
-0.77
~0.56
0.59
a.92
-0.03
-12.53
p1.R4
-1.03
-“.,7
d.86
-204.
168.
-1.25

-0.11
0.05
0.0,
0.36
0.07
0.05
3.90
-0.16
O.,,
0.05
-0.46
I .9,
~0.25
-1.16
PO.55
0.48
-1.47
0.17
-7.90
~2.49
~ I .67
a.21
-1.22
~326.
245.
-I .25

0. I3
0.03
0.05
-0.01
0.0,
0.06
7.55
-0.23
0.,5
0.04
-0.46
-2.39
~0.32
~ I .43
PO.53
0.29
~2.06
0.49
0.15
2.50
-2.06
-0.30
-1.64
-442.
301.
-I.25

-0.15
-0.01
0.19
-0.21
0.14
-0.01
18.13
-0.2,
0.14
-0.0,
-0.32
-2.20
PO.37
-1.31
-0.02
-0.28
~2.42
-0.06
17.56
1.76
-1.66
-0.26
-1.7,
-4R5.
282.
I .25

-0.16
0.04
0.15
PO.20
PO.16
aJ.IZ
5.18
-0.2,
0.10
-0.05
0.19
-1.96
0.29
-1.00
0.16
-0.93
~2.57
PO.38
21.79
I .08
-1.1,
-0.25
-1.58
463.
204
1.25

-0.16
0.05
~0.06
0.05
0.01
0.10
-10.77
0.2,
0.06
PO.05
-0.25
-1.72
-0.19
PO.49
0.39
~ I .68
~~2.54
PO.71
10.75
-1.5,
1.33
-0.25
1.27
-415.
134.
- 1.25

-0.16
-0.06
ato
0.13
0.04
0.01
~m~2.56
-0.20
0.05
-0.03
-0.40
-1.64
~0.09
PO.17
0.49
-2.47
~2.56
-0.79
8.23
2.41
-,.9,
0.25
-,.,6
390.
12,.
1.25

-0.17
-0.08
-0.09
0.28
0.07
0.03
-3.,o
0.20
0.06
0.00
-0.53
~~ I .70
-0.04
-0.12
0.43
~3.20
-2.66
~0.65
5.28
-3.28
-2.51
PO.28
-I.,9
_~399.
145.
1.25

Table 9-4.
Detailed Experimental
Results: A Decrease in XG,+, of 1.25iPG,+*.
(t= 19711 [bottom of contraction])
VBG,+I Changed So as to Keep DDB,,, Unchanged

10.
9.

83.
68.

70.
1.
2.
46.
47.
5.
6.
7.
8.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Y
PF

GNP
100~"X
SAVti
RBKL
CS
CN
CD
III
TLF,
I-LF2
MOON
DDH
IN"
JOBF
HPF
"PFO
WF
DDF

-1.w

--1.4”

-1.53

-1.51

-0.033
-1.41
O.08
0.60
-0.06
0.01
-0.03
PO.15
0.00
-0.
-22.
1.
-0.01
a.03
-92.
~0.48
-".79
PO.023
0.01

m0.083
-2.01
0.17
0.36
-0.16
0.03
-0.07
PO.28
-0.01

-AIL47
-2.3"
0.20
0.30
~-0.37
0.06
0.10
-O.32
0.00

PO.213
-2.43
0.17
0.34
-0.65
O.lcl
-0.10
Ax30
0.03
-0.
-146.
-9a
~0.10
-0.27
~372.
-a54
0.99
-0.205
0.10

.~~
25.

-60.
-0.04
-0.07
-0.12
PO.19
-228.
-328.
--0.64
PO.63
-1.W
-1.13
~~~0.070 PO.134
0.04
0.07

pL.31
-0.279
~2.33
0.12
0.43
-0.57
0.14
-0.10
~0.25
0.09
1.
-177.
~108.
-0.14
AI2Y
-376.
~A3.38
-0.69
-~0.278
0.14

-,.I”

-0.86
--,0.348 -0.412
-2.22
-2.07
0.02
0.06
0.67
0.54
PO.34
-0.26
0.24
0.19
~0.08
-0.07
-0.18
-~O.o9
0.10
0.09
3.
2.
-198.
-208.
-115.
,-111.
PO.17
-0.20
-0.28
0.25
-355.
-319.
-0.22
0.07
~--0.41 -0.14
-0,348
--a415
a,7
0.20

-0.56
-0.469
-1.84
- 0.02
0.83
0.41
0.28
0.05
0.01
0.12
5.
,205.
-loo.
.~.
0.23
-0.20
m~271.
0.08
0.16
-0.475
0.23

-0.25
-1.58
0.06
".YR
~0.29
0.33
PO.02
0.09
0.15
-796.
-82.
AI.25
-0.15
213.
0.21
0.44
-0.527
0.25

0.03
-0.563
-~1.40
-O.O8
l.lO
-0.42
0.38
-".CQ
0.14
0.15
7.
-182.
ado.
-0.26
~~0.09
-155.
0.28
OS8
AA573
0.26
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Table 9-5.
VBC,,,

IO.
9.
R3.
68.
70.
::
46.
47.

Detailed

Changed

Y
PfGNP
IO"-LIR
s/l!&
HRlLL
cs
CN
CD
IH

I.03
-Ml”6
-1.41
0.09
0.61
0.00
-0.00
0.03
-0.18
0.0"
-1.
22.
-1.
-O.IR
-0.03
-95.
-0.5"
-0.8,
~-0.022
-0.01

Experimental

Results:

So as to Keep RBILL,,,

-1.54
0.019
-2.08
0.19
0.32
0.0
-0.02
-0.08
-0.36
-0.02
-I
61.
-26.
0.47
-0.13
245.
-0.7,
.I.20
-0.069
Al"2

-I.%
-0.039
-2.51
0.25
0.17
0.0
0.03
-Il.,2
xl.47
-0.03
2.
-104
66.
-0.82
0.21
-373.
-0.78
-1.39
-0.135
-0.04

A Decrease

Unchanged

-*.I6
-O.Ohl
~-2.87
0.25
0.09
0.0
-0.04
0.14
-0.53
0.05
-2.
147.
-I"4.
1.14
-0.31
-46,.
-0.78
-14.43
-0.214
-".05

-3.08
0.25
0.01
0.0
-0.06
-0.15
-~a58
-0.06
-2.
-189.
-135.
~ 1.46
-0.x
-526.
-0.73
~_I.33
-".301
0.06

in XC,+, of 1.25/PG,+,.

(t _ 19711[bottom

2.23
-0.103
3.25
0.23
0.02
0.0
m~O.07
-".I6
~0.61
-".Oh
~~2.
-226.
154.
-1.79
0.41
-574.
0.67
-1.23
0.395
-0.08

-2.24
x.127
-3.38
0.22
-0.02
0.0
-0.09
0.17
-0.62
0.07
-?_.
255.
-f77.
2.11
-".44
609.
-0.58
1.10
-0.493
0.09

of contraction])

-2.14
0.155
-3.37
0.21
0.04
0.0
-0.1 I
-0.15
~-0.54
-0.07
2.
-269.
~~~187
-2.37
0.44
-625.
0.45
~AlYO
-0.591
~~0.1"

- 1.97
-0.186
-3.29
0.2"
0.13
0.0
0.13
-0.13
0.45
-O.O7
2.
-271.
182.
-2.62
_~0.43
-621.
-0.30
-0.64
-0.688
-0.11

1.8,
-".222
~-3.23
0.20
0.19
0.0
-0.14
-0.10
-0.40
-0.07
-1.
-~268.
-167.
-~2.79
-0.41
-605.
-0.19
-0.40
0.783
-0.12

0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
-4.57
_~O. 10
0.03
-0.00
-0.03
--1.05
0.02
-0.91
O.UR
0.43
-0.47
-0.05
-4.44
_~0.19
-“.15
-0.12
-“.b4
-95.
72.
-0.5x

17.
18.
19.
7.0.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
45.
48.
51.
52.
53.
55.
58.
60.
61.
62.
64
65.
67.
81.
82.

-

0.04
0.01
0.02
0.00
-0.00
m*.w
-0.17
0.13
0.07
0.00
-0.09
-1.36
-0.18
-1.06
-0.65
0.55
0.94
-0.04
-4.35
-0.50
~0.41
-0.15
0.94
-219.
157.
-0.84

-“.Oh
0.01
0.03
-0.W
0.00
-0.00
2.37
-“.I5
0.09
0.00
-“.I5
I.60

-0.25
I .Oh
-0.44
0.45
-1.35
PO.07
-1.7”
-0.86
-0.71
-0.18
-,.I,
-308.
202.
-0.95

-0.08
0.01
0.02
-0.01
~-0.00
-0.00
3.73
-0.16
0.10
0.00
--II22
-1.80
-0.27
-1.06
-“.7X
0.20
-1.67
0. I 2
2.24
1.19
--0.20
-1.22
--357.
208.
,~~0.97

-“.O!i
0.00
0.01
0.01
-0.00
-0.0,
2.98
-0.20
0.09
0.00
0.28
-1.90
0.26
-0.97
0.11
-0.20
-1.93
-0.14
5.39
~ I .52
~ I .25
-0.25
-1.32
-39,.
200.
-0.92

0.1 I
-0.01
0.00
0.00
-0.01
0.01
2.14
0.20
0.09
0.00
-0.34
-1.99
m-o.24
-0.89
0.00
-0.68
2.17
-0.19
7.67
.-I .87
I .53
-0.26
1.M
-415.
186.
-0.83

-0.12

-0.03
~-0.01
0.00
0.01

-0.01
I .69
-“.21
O.OR
0.00
-0.39
2.03
-0.21
0.7R
0.11
1.24
-2.38
mm0.2h
9.42
-2.21
PI.82
-0.27
-1.40
-432.
174.
PO.76

-0.12
0.05
-0.uo
0.01
-0.01
-0.01
1.71
--0.21
0.0x
0.00
,0.42
-I .96
0.1s
-0.61
0.27
-1.89
-2.55
PO.41
10.97
2.47
-2.08
-0.26
-1.38
-438.
167.
0.79

0.12
-0.07
0.01
0.00
d3.01
-0.01
I .60
0.20
0.07
0.00
-0.46
~. 1.84
--0.13
0.36
0.45
-2.62
-2.70
a3.58
12.24
-2.73
2.29
-0.26
-1.33
-439.
166.
PO.87

-0.I2
0.10
-0.00
PO.01
-0.01
~0.01
1.08
-0.20
0.07
0.00
0.47
- 1.73
,o.o*
-0.23
0.51
-3.35
~~2.78
-OH
12.85
-2.9,
-2.47
-0.27
~ I.30
-438.
168.
I .06

-

Table S-6.

Summary Results for 26 Experiments
A: f = 19717 (bottom of contraction)
B: t = 19691 (top of expansion)

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

A.
B.
A.
B.
A.
B.
A.
B.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

XG: -1.2S/PG
XC: -l.Z5/PG
XG: +I.2SIPG
XC:
;,.25,PG
VBG-‘: +I.25
VBG: f 1.25
VBG: -,.25
“BGZ
1.25
I.and7.
I. with DDB unchanged
1. with BR-BOKK
unchanged
1. with RBILL unchanged
3. and 5.
d,: +1.25/YH
YG: --1.25
d,: +1,25/a
d,: / 1.25,+
17. and DTAXCR:
-1.0
DEP:
1.25
CURR: + 1.25
RD: +2.0
EX
-1.25,PEX
PIM:
+1.0x
JOBGC: ~1.25,b
d,: +1.25/c
d,: pi-1.25,~

f

AY
f,~ 1

ri9

t

-1.40
-1.20
1.47
1.23
0.70
-0.33
1.07
0.5,
~0.50
-1.M)
-1.01
-,.03
0.6,
~~-0.70
-0.88
1.08
-0.64
~, 0.x0
-0.36
--0.60
-0.43
0.63
-0.15
-0.28
-0.42
-0.88

-2.44
-1.98
2.49
1.89
~.. 1 .48
-I.10
I .98
1.15
PO.67
-1.40
-1.45
-1.54
0.88
2.15
-2.44
2.42
-1.93
.2.46
-1.04
~-1.24
-0.88
PO.17
-0.36
~0.87
-1.21
-2.41

-2.07
-1.98
2.03
2.17
--0.20
-0.09
0.36
0.16
-1.73
-0.02
-0.49
~~~1.8,
1.83
.. 1.99
-1.78
1.94
-1.83
~2.63
-0.92
-0.19
-0.10
0.00
-0.40
-1.02
-1.03
-1.76

0.280
0.119
0.348
-0.148
0.555
0.275
~0.834
~-0.432
-0.421
---0.033
-0.023
-~0.006
0.33,
0.552
0.496
0.423
0.494
0.716
0.288
0.471
0.34,
-0.409
0.133
0.243
0.323
0.493

100.4PF
1’1
0.17,
0.103
~0.155
0.014
0.191
0.183
-0.118
-,0.,58
0.022
PO.083
_~0.059
-0.019
-0.039
0.67Y
0.497
0.405
0.617
0.97,
0.324
0.148
0.098
-0.525
0.181
0.286
0.362
0.490

tt9

f

4GNP
Is-1

-0.114
--,0.373
0.080
0.329
0.045
0.020
-0.084
PO.043
m~O.18,
-0.566
0.483
-0.222
0.130
0.234
-0.135
-0.112
0.267
0.806
0.234
0.040
0.018
0.516
0.309
0.130
0.147
~-0.127

1.37
-,.26
1.33
1.24
0.10
0.09
-0.14
0.17
-1.47
1.4,
-1.4,
I .4,
1.46
0.10
-0.21
0.68
0.08
0.27
0.06
0.08
0.06
-,.44
0.08
-1.18
0.05
-0.20

~2.86
-2.25
2.96
2.34
-1.52
1.04
2.27
1.10
-0.91
-2.01
2.04
-2.08
1.14
-1.49
2.17
-1.05
1.33
-1.34
0.72
-1.29
-0.93
--I.OR
PO.08
1.83
~0.87
2.15

-3.39
3.45
3.29
3.64
-0.22
~0.1,
0.3x
0.16
,3.02
-I .40
1.90
-3.24
3.07
2.51
-2.97
I .R9
-2.22
2.21
~0.91
,0.22
-0.12
0.92
0.13
m~2.52
-1.26
-2.92

A: f
19711 (bottom of contraction)
5: f = 19691 (top of expansion)

*
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
IO.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
Notes:

A.
B.
A.
B.
A.
B.
A.
B.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

XC: -1.25,PG
XG:
-1.25,PG
XC:
‘,.25,PG
XG: + 1.2S/PG
VBG:
1-1.25
“Bc: +I.25
VBG:
-,.25
VBC: -,.25
I.and7.
I, with DOB unchanged
1. with BR-BORR
unchanged
I. with RBILL
unchanged
3. and 5.
d,: +1.25/YH
YG:
-1.25
d,: +,.25/a
d, : / , .25,nF
17. and DTAXCR:
-,.O
DEP:
-1.25
CURR:
t1.25
RD:
:v2.0
EX:
--I.ZS/PEX
PIM:
lhI.O%
JOBGC:
-,.25/b
d,:
/ ,.25/c
de: +1.25/r

a-PCD-CDtPCN.CNtPCS.CS~1.25
b =- WGC,
c = WFF.(HPFN

HPCC
+ l.SHPFO).JOBF

0.13
0.13
-0.13
PO.14
0.07
0.04
-0.1,
-0.07
0.03
0.08
0.08
0.09
-0.04
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.08
0.04
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.01
0.78
0.M
0.09

loO.AUR
,,I 1
0.34
0.37
m-O.37
-0.38
0.27
0.22
-0.37
-0.2,
0.02
0.11
0.18
0.19
-0.05
0.33
0.37
0.3,
0.31
0.38
0.17
0.23
0.16
0.03
0.04
0.88
0.20
0.36

r+9

f

0.23
0.12
~-0.29
-0.27
0.02
0.02
~. 0.06
-0.04
0.18
-0.08
,-0.0,
0.20
-0.27
0.14
0.20
0.10
0.25
0.28
0. L4
0.02
0.0,
-0.02
~0.0,
0.79
0.15
0.20

0.69
0.7,
-0.72
_~0.73
0.16
0.08
-0.26
-0.17
0.49
0.60
0.61
0.6,
-0.52
I.40
1.24
1.04
1.23
I .46
0.66
0.14
0.10
-0.74
0.09
0.74
0.76
1.23

AS.4 VG
fi-,
-0.25
0.12
0.35
0.0,
-,.,5
~~~0.7,
1.73
0.88
I .23
0.36
0.35
0.32
-1.05
0.20
-0.12
-0.12
0.23
0.24
0.04
PO.97
PO.71
-0.22
-0.05
0.22
0.05
-0.13

f-C9

f

0.08
0.27
-0.08
~-0.08
-0.13
-0.06
0.21
0.07
0.29
1.10
0.88
0.19
-0.2,
0.27
0.16
0.15
0.26
0.27
0.10
PO.,,
-0.06
PO.13
0.05
0.1,
0.14
0 15

0.81
1.60
-0.61
-1.48
I .96
3.24
-1.06
-2.79
-0.69
-0.06
-0.04
0.00
0.95
1.95
1.68
1.35
1.66
2.05
0.82
1.55
1.01
-0.68
0.09
0.8,
0.94
1.66

lRBILL
I ok 1
0.09
1.49
0.09
-1.05
~0.40
0.84
I.65
-0.30
1.20
-0.16
~0.10
0.00
-0.70
1.65
0.89
0.66
1.49
1.80
0.62
~.~0.38
-0.3,
,~~0.77
-0.02
0.79
0.70
0.86

119
1.11
0.13
-0.83
0.28
0.39
0.15
-0.18
-0.01
0.83
-0.44
-0.33
0.00
-0.56
1.86
I .65
I .27
1.85
2.26
0.78
0.32
0.18
-0.34
0.12
0.70
0.88
1.66
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Activity

The first four experiments
are designed
to explore possible
asymmetrical
effects between positive and negative changes in government
spending and between changes in government
spending during contractions
and expansions. The first experiment is the same one analyzed in Table 9-l.
The second experiment is the fame as the first except that it is for the period
beginning in 19691 (the top of an expansion).
The third experiment
is the
same as the first, and the fourth experiment is the same as the second, except
that government spending was increased rather than decreased for the third
and fourth experiments.
The next four experiments in Table 9-6 are designed to explore
the same asymmetrical
effects for changes in government
securities outstanding. The fifth experiment is the fame one analyzed in Table 9-2. The
sixth experiment is the same as the fifth except that it is for the period beginning in 19691. The seventh is the same as the fifth, and the eighth is the same
as the sixth, except that the value of securities was decreased rather than
increased for the seventh and eighth experiments.
Comparing
the first and second experiments in Table 9-6, it can
be seen that the bill rate rose much more in the first two quarters in the second
experiment. Similarly, the bill rate rose much more in the first two quarters in
the sixth experiment than it did in the fifth. These results say that taking funds
out of the economy at the top of an expansion leads to a larger increase in the
bill rate than is the case when funds are taken out at the bottom of a contraction. The contraction
in production
in the first two quarters is greater for the
experiments done at the bottom of the contraction (1 versus 2 and 5 versus 6).
The price level increased more in the first quarter and had then
decreased less by quarter f + 9 for the experiments
done at the bottom of
the contraction.
The reason for this is that at the top of an expansion the
labor constraint is binding on the firm sector. When the economy contracts,
the labor constraint becomes less binding. which has a negative effect on the
price that the firm sector sets. There is no similar effect at the bottom of a
contraction because the labor constraint is not binding (or, given the approximation used, at least not binding very much). The negative effect on the
price level of the government contracting
the economy is thus greater at the
top of an expansion than it is at the bottom of a contraction.
Comparing
experiments
3 with 4 and 7 with 8 leads to similar
conclusions about asymmetries than the ones just made for experiments
1,
2, 5, and 6. Putting funds into the economy at the top of an expansion (experiments 4 and 8) leads to a larger drop in the bill rate than is the case when
funds are put in at the bottom of a contraction
(experiments 3 and 7). The
expansion in production
for the first two quarters is greater for the changes
made at the bottom of the contraction,
and, for experiments 3 versus 4, the
price level falls less initially and then rises more for the changes made at the
top of the expansion.
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The main asymmetries
regarding positive and negative changes
in the government’s
actions occur with respect to the effects on the bill rate.
Consider experiments 5 and 7. The increase of 1.25 in VBG resulted in an
increase in the bill rate in quarter r of 1.96 percentage points. whereas the
decrease of 1.25 in VBC resulted in a decrease in the bill rate of only 1.06
percentage points. (For experiments 6 YWSUS8, the increase was 3.24 and the
decrease was 2.79.) For experiments
1 and 3. the decrease in XC resulted in
an increase in the bill rate in quarter f of 0.81 percentage points, whereas the
increase in XC resulted in a decrease in the bill rate of 0.61 percentage points.
(For experiments
2 versus 4. the increase was 1.60 and the decrease was
I .48.) In other words_ the initial increase in the bill rate that results from a
contractionary
government action is somewhat larger in absolute value than
the initial decrease in the bill rate that results from the opposite expansionary
action. This phenomenon
is more apparent for changes in VBG than for
changes in XC.
Other asymmetries
regarding positive and negative changes in
the government’s
actions are quite small. One of the larger asymmetries
occurs for changes in VBG, where the initial increase in production
from a
decrease in VBG is greater in absolute value than the initial decrease m
production
from an increase in VBG.
The asymmetries that have just been described were also evident
for the other government actions considered here. Because ofthis, the remainin& experiments presented in Table 9-6 are only for contractionary
government actions (with the exception of experiment
13) and are only for the
period beginning at the bottom of the contraction.
Experiments 9, IO, and 12 in Table 9-6 are the same ones analyzed
in Tables 9-3, 9-4, and 9-5, respectively.
Experiment
13 is the same as
experiment 9 except that XC and VBG were increased rather than decreased.
Experiment
13 corresponds
to the government’s
increasing
expenditures
and financing the initial increase by issuing securities. This action resulted
in an expansion of the economy, just as the reverse of this action in experiment 9 resulted in a contraction.
Experiment
I I is the same as experiment 10 except that the level
of nonborrowed
reserves (BR - BURR) is kept unchanged rather than the
level of demand deposits and currency of the financial sector (DDB). The
results for experiments
IO and I I are quite similar, although
keeping
BR - BORR unchanged
in experiment
11 is slightly more contractionary
than is keeping DDB unchanged in experiment 10.
Although
the differences between experiments
10 and II are
quite small, it is instructive to examine why experiment
1 I is slightly more
contractionary
than is experiment
10. The reason for this has to do with
the positive effect of the bill rate on BORR. The detailed results for experiment 10 are presented in Table 94. It can be seen from this table that keeping
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DDB unchanged required a decrease in VBG. ln this experiment BR was
unchanged because DDB was unchanged,
but BORR decreased because of
the lower bill rate. Now, in experiment
11, where BR - BORR was kept
unchanged,
the decrease in VBG had to be larger than in experiment
10 to
allow the bill rate to rise enough (relative to the rate in experiment
10) to
nullify the decrease in BORR in experiment
10. (A decrease in YBG has,
other things being equal, a positive effect on the bill rate.) Consequently,
experiment 11 is slightly more contractionary
than is experiment
IO because
of the slightly higher bill rate in experiment 11 than in experiment 10.
Experiments
14 and 15 compare the effects of increasing taxes
by increasing the personal tax rate (dJ to the effects of increasing taxes by
decreasing the level of transfer payments (YG). YG was decreased (permanently) by 1.25 billion dollars in experiment 15, and d3 was increased for each
period in experiment 14 by enough to correspond,
other things being equal,
to an increase in taxes of roughly 1.25 billion dollars. For each quarter
f, d,, was increased by 1.25/ YH,, where YH, is the actual value of taxable
income that existed in quarter f. Both tax changes in experiments
14 and 15
had similar effects on the economy, even for quarter t. This may seem SWprising at first because no constraints
were placed on d3 and YG in the
estimation work for them to have similar effects. The effects of YG are
captured through the nonlabor income variable, and the effects of d3 are
captured through a four quarter average of the marginal tax rate lagged one
quarter. Nothing like disposable
personal income, for example, is used in
the consumption
equations, which would have constrained the tax effects to be
similar.
The reason for the similar effects is, of course, that both actions
involve the government’s
attempt to take 1.25 billion dollars in funds out of
the economy. Notice that for the first quarter the decrease in production
that occurred in each experiment is virtually the same as the decrease that
occurred in experiment
5, where the government
took funds out of the
economy by selling securities.
The main difference between experiments
14 and 15 is that the
decrease in YG in experiment
15 resulted in a larger increase in the unemployment rate. In quarter t + 9 the unemployment
rate was 0.20 larger in
experiment 15, but only 0.14 larger in experiment 14. This is true even though
production
in quarter t + 9 is slightly larger in experiment
IS than it is in
experiment
14. The reason for this result is, as explained in the previous
section, that a decrease in YG has a positive effect on the labor force, whereas
an increase in d3 has a negative effect.
The level of saving of the government
in quarter f (S.4 VG,) is
greater in experiments
14 and 15 than it is in experiment
1. The reason for
this is that there is less tax leakage in experiments
14 and 15 than there is in
experiment
1. The tax leakage is less in part because corporate profits are
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not affected as much in experiments
14 and 15 as they are in experiment
1.
The decrease in XG in experiment 1 leads to a larger drop in sales and production of the firm sector than does the increase in d3 and the decrease in YG
in experiments 14 and 15. The larger decrease in production
in experiment
1
means a larger decrease in the profits of the tirm sector, which in turn means
a larger decrease in taxes paid by the firm sector. The tax leakage is also,
of course, less in experiments
14 and 15 because of the direct changes in d,
and YG. The larger values of SA VG, in experiments
14 and 15 compared to
the value in experiment
1 result in the bill rate in quarter f being higher in
experiments
14 and 15 than in experiment
1 (an increase in RBILL, of 1.95
and 1.68 in experiments
14 and 15, respectively, compared to an increase of
0.81 in experiment I).
Although the bill rate is higher in quarter I in experiments
14 and
15 than it is in experiment
1, the decreases in production
and GNP are less.
An increase in taxes is thus less contractionary
in the short run than is an
equal decrease in expenditures
on goods of the government.
The latter
policy has a direct effect on the sales of the firm sector, whereas the former
policy does not, and the net result of this effect and others in the model is
to lead to an increase in taxes being less contractionary
in the short run than
is an equal decrease in expenditures
on goods.
In experiment
16 the indirect business tax rate (d.,) was increased
each quarter to correspond
to an increase in indirect business taxes, other
things being equal, of roughly 1.25 billion dollars. A similar procedure was
followed in experiment
17 for the profit tax rate. Both experiments had a
contractionary
effect on the economy. The contractionary
effect was somewhat
larger for the increase in t,he indirect business tax rate because it has a direct
negative effect on consumption
(through the price deflators). The indirect
business tax rate also has a negative effect on the labor force (again through
the price deflators), which is the reason for the smaller increase in the unemployment
rate in quarter f + 9 in experiment 16 even though production
in quarter t + 9 is lower.
Experiment
18 is the same as experiment 17 except that the investment tax credit variable (DTAXCR)
was decreased by 1.0. A decrease in
DTAXCR
of I.0 corresponds roughly to an increase in profit taxes of 1.25
billion dollars. Experiment
18 thus aswme~ that the increase in d,, the
effective profit tax rate. results from a decrease in the investment tax credit.
Experiment 18 is more contractionary
than is experiment 17. This is because
a decrease in DTA XCR has a positive effect on the price set by the firm sector.
A higher price level has, other things being equal, a contractionary
effect on
the economy because, among other things, of the negative reaction of the
household sector to higher prices.
In experiment 19 the depreciation
of the firm sector (DEP) was
decreased by 1.25 billion dollars each quarter. This experiment corresponds
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to the case in which the government
changes the depreciation
laws so as to
lead to 1.25 billion dollars less depreciation
being taken each quarter by the
firm sector than would otherwise be the case. The effects of this change are
contractionary
and are about half of the size of the contractionary
effects in
experiment
17. In experiment
17 the government’s
policy is to increase
corporate taxes by I.25 billion dollars. In experiment
I9 the government’s
policy is to decrease depreciation
by 1.25 billion dollars. With a profit tax
rate of about 50 percent, a decrease in depreciation
of 1.25 billion dollars
corresponds to an increase in taxes by about half of this amount. Therefore.
one would expect the contractionary
effects in experiment
I9 to be about
half the size of the contractionary
effects in experiment 17, which is the case.
In experiment
20 the CC’RR variable was increased
by 1.25
billion dollars each quarter. CC’RR is the value of currency outstanding
less
the value of demand deposits of the government sector. Demand deposits and
currency are aggregated together in the model, so that, for example. DDH
and DDF include the currency holdings of the household and firm sectors.
An increase in CURR corresponds
to either a switch out of demand deposits into currency or a decrease in the value of demand deposits of the
government
sector. From Equation 69 in Table 2-2 it can be seen that an
increase in CURR must result in either an increase in bank borrowing, a decrease in bank reserves, or a decrease in the saving of the government.
The increase in CC/RR had a contractionary
effect on the economy. The contraction was not, however, quite as severe as the contraction
that resulted
in experiment 5 from an increase in VBG of 1.25 billion dollars. This is
because an increase in CC’RR, other things being equal, results in a decrease by the same amount in the value of demand deposits of the financial
sector (see Equation 62 in Table 2-2). A decrease in the demand deposits
of the financial sector means that required reserves are less. An increase in
CURR thus takes fewer funds out of the system, other things being equal. than
does an equivalent increase in VBG, which explains the less contractionary
effects in experiment 20.
Increases in the reserve requirement
ratio, 9,. and the gold and
foreign exchange holdings of the government
sector, GFXG, have the same
effect as an equal increase in VBG, and so there is no need to examine the
effects of these variables separately. In experiment 21 the discount rate was
increased (permanently)
by 2.0 percentage points. This action had a contractionary effect on the economy.
The bill rate rose in quarter r by 1.01
percentage points. Although not shown in the table, bank borrowing decreased by 0.34 billion dollars in quarter f.
In experiment 22 the value of exports in real terms (EX) was
decreased each quarter by an amount that corresponded
to a decrease in the
current dollar value of exports of roughly 1.25 billion dollars. The contraction that this action had on the economy was much less than the contraction
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in experiment
1 that resulted from the same dollar value decrease in government purchases of goods. The bill rate actually decreased by 0.68 percentage
points in quarter f in experiment
22, whereas it rose by 0.81 percentage
points in quarter f in experiment
I. The reason for the smaller contraction
in experiment 22 is the following.
From Equation 65 in Table 2-2 it can be seen that a decrease in
exports causes, other things being equal, an increase in the saving of the
foreign sector. Since the demand deposits of the foreign sector (DDR) and
the gold and foreign exchange holdings of the government
sector (GFXG)
are exogenous, an increase in the saving of the foreign sector must result,
from Equation 66 in Table 2-2, in an equal increase in the value of securities
held by the foreign sector (SECR). Consequently,
a decrease in exports
results in there being more loanable funds in the system than otherwise,
which leads to a decrease in the bill rate and smaller contractionary
effects.
The results in experiment 22 are actually fairly close, at least for quarter f,
to the results in experiment 9, where the value of government
purchases of
goods was decreased in conjunction
with an equal decrease in the value of
government securities outstanding.
In experiment
23 the price of imports was increased by 1.0
percent. This led to a higher price level being set by the firm sector and to
slight contractionary
effects overall. The decrease in production
of the firm
sector in quarter t + 9 is 0.40 billion dollars, which is about 0.21 percent of
the level of production.
The increase in the price set by the firm sector in
quarter t + 9 is 0.309, which is about 0.24 percent of the price level.
In experiment 24 the number of civilian jobs in the government
sector was decreased by an amount that corresponded
to a decrease in
government
expenditures
on labor of roughly I .25 billion dollars. This
resulted, as expected, in a contraction
in the economy. The negative effect
on the production of the firm sector was less than in experiment I (remember
that Y is production of the firm sector, not real GNP) but the effect on the
unemployment
rate was greater. The effect on the unemployment
rate is less
in experiment I because the firm sector cushions sbme of the negative effect
of lower sales on jobs. When the sales of the firm sector decrease, the firm
sector cushions some of the effect on production
by letting inventories
increase. It then cushions some of the effect of lower production
on jobs by
decreasing hours paid per job and by holding more excess labor. In experiment 24 there are no leakages into inventories, hours paid per job, or excess
labor, and so the effect on the unemployment
rate is greater. The leakages
wear off after a while, other things being equal, but the effects for the first
few quarters are quite pronounced.
The level of saving of the government (SA VG) is greater in experiment 24 than it is in experiment 1 for all the quarters. The higher level of
saving in experiment 24 leads to a higher bill rate in quarter I + I (and a few
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quarters after that), which in turn leads to a high price level for quarters
t + 1 and beyond. The price level had in fact not yet begun to fall by quarter
I + 9 in experiment 24. The fewer jobs in the economy had no effect on the
price level through the labor constraint variable because the labor constraint
was not binding on the firm sector in quarter f.
SAVG is greater in experiment 24 because the tax leakage is less.
The tax leakage is less because corporate profits are not affected as much in
experiment 24 as they are in experiment I. The decrease in XC in experiment
1 leads to a larger drop in sales and production
of the firm sector than does
the decrease in JOBGC in experiment 24. The larger decrease in profits of the
firm sector in experiment 1 means a larger decrease in taxes paid by the firm
sector. This larger decrease in profit taxes in experiment 1 is somewhat offset in
experiment 24 by a larger decrease in personal income taxes due to the larger
decrease in employment.
This offset is not complete, however, because the
marginal personal income tax rate is less than the profit tan rate. Consequently, there is less tax leakage in experiment 24 and thus a higher level of saving
of the government.
The government takes more money out of the system in
1.
experiment 24 than it does in experiment
In experiment 25 the employer social security tax rate (d,) was
increased each quarter to correspond
to an increase in employer social
security taxes, other things being equal, of roughly 1.25 billion dollars. A
similar procedure was followed in experiment
26 for the employee social
security tax rate (de). Both experiments
had contractionary
effects on the
economy. The effects of increasing d, are about half the size of the eff&s
of increasing d6. Employer social security taxes are deducted from corporate
profits (Equation
52 in Table 2-2), whereas employee social security taxes
are not tax deductable, and so with a corporate tax rate of about 50 percent,
an increase in dS takes out of the system only about half as much money as
does an equal increase in de.
This completes the discussion of the experiments.
As mentioned
in section 9.1, the experiments are useful,in pointing out the various asymmetries in the model, the various tax leakages that occur when a policy is
changed, and the consequences
of the fact that the model is closed with
respect to the flows of funds. The experiments that were designed to explore
possible asymmetries in the model do show that the quantitative
impact of
a government
policy action is different depending on what the state of the
economy is at the time that the action is taken. Many of the experimental
results also show the importance
of knowing how a change in government
expenditures is financed.
A decrease in XC, for example, with no change in VBG, has a
contractionary
effect on the economy, while a decrease in VBG, with no
change in XC, has an expansionary
effect. The net result of a decrease in
both XC and VBG thus depends on the size of the two decreases. An equal
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initial decrease in both variables is contractionary
in the model. A decrease
in XC matched by a sufficient decrease in VBG to keep the money supply
(DDB) unchanged is also contractionary
for the first few quarters. Another
result of interest along this line is that a decrease in XC, with no change in
VBG, is more contractionary
than is an equal decrease in exports. A decrease
in exports, with no other changes in the exogenous variables, results in there
being more loanable funds in the system than otherwise, which by itself is
expansionary.
Regarding tax policy versus expenditure
policy, the quantitative
properties of the model are such that a decrease in government expenditures
is more contractionary
in the short run than is an equal increase in taxes.
Also, an increase in net taxes through an increase in the personal income
tax rate (&) has a less contractionary
effect on the unemployment
rate than
does an equal increase in net taxes through a decrease in the level of transfer
payments (YG) because of the opposite effects that these two variables have
on the labor force. Regarding
government
expenditures
on goods versus
government expenditures on labor, the former has less of an effect on aggregate employment in the short run because of the cushion that the firm sector
provides in the short run between changes in sales and changes in jobs.
The results in Tables 9-l through 9-5 definitely show that the
model cycles somewhat after a shock is inflicted upon it. Speaking loosely,
the bill rate is one of the main factors that dampens contractionary
and
expansionary
effects. It should be noted that none of the cycling effects in
Tables P-l through P-5 are due to stochastic shocks. As explained in Chapter
Three, all the simulations
performed in this study were based on the procedure of setting all error terms in the model equal to zero.
The experimental
results in this section are quite consistent with
the results of analyzing the properties of the theoretical model in Chapter
Six of Volume I. The same conclusions
about the effects of changing XG,
VBG (VBILLG in the theoretical model), d3, XC, and JOBGC (HPG in the
theoretical
model) are reached here, for example, as were reached from
examining the results in Table 6-6 in Volume I. In some cases the timing of
the effects is somewhat different in the two models because of the recursive
nature of the theoretical model, but the results by period f + 2 in the theoretical model are quite consistent with the results here. A detailed comparison
of the results in Table 6-6 in Volume I with the results in Tables 9-l through
9-6 here is left as an exercise for the reader.
Before concluding this section, mention should be made of a few
experiments of a long run nature that were performed to see how the model
behaved when simulated for a long time. These experiments were as follows.
A dynamic simulation
for the 19541-197411 period (82 quarters) was first
run, using the actual values of the exogenous variables. Then a second
simulation was run that differed from the first only in that the value of one
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exogenous variable ~was changed in 19541. the first quarter of the period.
The values of this exogenous variable for the other quarters were left unchanged from their historical values. The predictions
of the endogenous
variables from these two simulations were then compared to see how niuch
the one period shock changed the predictions
after a number of quarters
had elapsed.
The differences were small for these experiments
after the first
few quarters, but there was no evidence from any of the experiments
that
the differences were converging to any particular number for each variable
by the end of 82 quarters. The model is not stable in the sense of returning
exactly to the original solution path after a one-period
shock has been
inflicted on it. There is, of course_ no reason in the present context to expect
the model to be st~able in this sense. since no long run constraints
of this
nature were imposed on the model.

9.4
THE PROPERTIES
OF THE
THAT RELATE TO FIVE ISSUES
MACROECONOMICS

MODEL
IN

At the end of section 1.1 the properties of the model that relate to five issues
in macroeconomics
were discussed. These five issues are: (I) the relationship
between the unemployment
rate and the rate of intlation, (2) the relationship
between aggregate demand and the rate of inflation, (3) the relationship
between real output and the unemployment
rate> (4) the relationship
between
aggregate demand and the money supply. and (,5) the effectiveness of monetary
policy and fiscal policy. The discussion in section 1.1 will not be repeated
here, but a few further comments on these issues will be made.
Each of the first four issues concerns the relationship
between
two endogenous
variables in the model. For any moderate to large scale
model, one would not expect to be able to pick two endogenous
variables
from the model at random and have the relationship
between the two variables be stable over time. One would not expect a plot of one variable against
the other to show the points lying on some simple curve. The first four issues
concern particular
pairs of endogenous
variables,
and so the question is
whether these pairs are in some way special and reveal, contrary to what
one would expect in general, stable relationships.
It should be clear from the results in this chapter and from
previous discussion of the model that there is no reason to expect stable
relationships
to exist between any of the above pairs of variables. See in
particular the discussion at the end of section 1.1 of the many diverse factors
that affect each of the variables. There are important questions in any model
regarding
stable relationships,
but these are questions
that concern the
stability of the relationships
specilied in the stochastic equations, not ques-
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tions regarding the stability of particular pairs of variables (unless, of course,
a stochastic equation has only one right-hand side explanatory variable).
It seems to me that too much of the discussion and work in
macroeconomics
has focused on the relationships
between particular
pairs
of endogenous
variables and that macroeconomics
would be better served
if more realization were given to the fact that the economy is not likely to
be structured in such a way as to lead to stable relationships
between very
many pairs of endogenous variables.
Regarding the issue of the effectiveness of monetary policy and
fiscal policy. it is clear from the results in this chapter that both XC (and
other fiscal policy variables) and I’BG have important effects. It is also true.
of course, that one policy variable can be used to offset the effects of the
other. Given the ability of the Federal Reserve to act more quickly than
the Administration
and the Congress in the United States, this means that
the Federal Reserve through its control of YBG can offset the effects of
changes in XC that the Administration
and the Congress bring about.
Assume, for example, in the context of the present model, that
the Federal Reserve desires to achieve a given value of Y in quarter t, and
assume also that the model is deterministic.
Then given XC, and the other
exogenous variables in the model except VBG,, one can consider the 83
equation model to be a model in which VBG, is endogenous
and Y, is exegenous. Taking the value of Y, to be the target value, one can then solve
the model for VBG, and the other 82 endogenous
variables (providing that
the model can be solved for the particular value of Y, chosen). The solution
value of VBG, is the value that achieves the target. In this deterministic context it is thus possible for the Federal Reserve to achieve any level of Y
that results in a solution of the model. The solution may. of course, correspond to a very high or a very low value of the bill rate, and the Federal Reserve must be willing to accept any value of the bill rate, however extreme.
if it is to be assured of achieving its target. The model thus shows clearly
the power of the Federal Reserve to influence the economy, something which
is generally much less evident in models that are not closed with respect to
the flows of funds in the system.
In a stochastic framework it is generally not possible, of course,
to achieve a given target value exactly, but this does not change the thrust
of the above discussion. Even in a stochastic world the Federal Reserve has
more power than the Administration
and the Congress if it puts no bounds
on acceptable values of the bill rate.
It should finally be noted that the properties of the empirical
model that relate to the five issues discussed in this section and at the end of
section I .I are also true of the properties of the theoretical model. The reader
is again referred to the discussion in Chapter Six in Volume I.

Chapter

Ten

Some Optimal
Results

10.1

Control

INTRODUCTION

Some results of obtaining optimal controls for the empirical model are presented in this chapter. It is now computationally
feasible, as discussed in the
next section, to obtain optimal controls for a model of the present size. Solving
optimal control problems for a model is useful in the sense that one may gain
insights into the properties of the model that one would not otherwise have
obtained. It is also useful in allowing one to compare the historical record of
the economy with the record that would have been achieved had some particular objective function been maximized instead.
In section 10.3 the results of solving six control problems are presented. Two problems are solved for the period ofthe Eisenhower Administrations, two for the period of the Kennedy-Johnson
Administrations,
and two
for the period of the Nixon-Ford
Administrations.
The objective function for
each problem targets, for each quarter, a given level of real output and a zero
rate of inflation. The two problems for each period differ in the relative weights
attached to the two targets. XC and VBG are used as the control variables for
each problem.
The most important property ofthe model that is revealed from the
work in this chapter is that the cost of increasing output (in terms of additional
inflation generated) is generally much less than the cost of lowering the rate
of inflation (in terms of lower output). The optima tend to correspond to the
output targets being more closely met than the inflation targets. This property,
if true of the real world_ has important policy implications.
The optimal control problems that the government
is assumed to
be solving in this chapter should not be confused with the optimal control
problems that the individual
behavioral units are assumed to be solving in
making their decisions. The government
should be considered to be solving
its control problem subject to the restriction that each behavioral
unit in the
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economy takes

as given the control values chosen by the government
and
solves its own control problem on the basis of these and other relevant
values.
10.2

THE

COMPUTATION

OF THE

OPTIMAL

CONTROLS

The procedure that was used to solve the optimal control problems for the
model is described in Fair [20]. This procedure is briefly as follows. Consider
the model as represented by the equation system in (3.1) in Chapter Three:

Assume

that the objective

w = h(y,,,

~ y,,.

function,

, I’rj,,

h, to be maximized

, y,,,

x,1,

, X,p

is:
, X*q,

, .xX7), (10.1)

Assume, finally, without loss of generality, that x,,(t = I ~
, 7’) is the only
control variable. Now, given a set of estimates of the p, vectors and given
values of the +(i = I,
, N), the model in (3.1) can be solved numerically
for the ri,(i = 1,
, G), after, say, all of the error terms have been set equal to
zero.
Once the model has been solved for all Tperiods, the value of W
in (10.1) can be computed.
If lagged endogeneous
variables are included
among the xir variables. they are merely updated in the usual way in the course
of solving the model. Given a different set of values of the control variable,
the model can be resolved and a new value of W computed.
W can thus be
considered to be an implicit function of the T control values:

The optimal control problem set up in the above way is simply a
standard
nonlinear
maximization
problem,
the problem of finding the T
, T) for which W is at a maximum. Consequently,
values of x,,(t = 1, 2,
the maximization
algorithms
that were discussed in section 3.4 and that
were used in the computation
of the FIML estimates can be used to solve
optimal control problems as well. All that one needs to do is to combine one
of the algorithm programs with a program that solves the model. When using
the maximization algorithms for this purpose, each function evaluation corresponds to solving the model once for Tperiods and then computing the value
of W. If derivatives are needed for a particular algorithm, they can be computed numerically.
Analytic derivatives are generally not available for this
purpose because it is generally not possible to write the function $ in (10.2)
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in analytic form. If there are two control variables, say x1, and ,x2,, then W
in (10.2) is merely a function of both xl, and x,,(r = 1, 2,
, T).
The results in [20] indicate that it is possible to solve quite large
control problems when they are set up in the above way. As mentioned in
section 3.4, in one case a problem of 239 parameters was solved (four control
variables for 60 periods, less one value that was known because the control
variable entered the model with a lag of one period). Although the discussion
so far has been in terms of solving deterministic
control problems,
some
suggestions are also presented in [20] on how the above way of setting up the
control problem might be used to solve stochastic control problems through
the use of stochastic simulation. No attempt was made in this study, however.
to solve any stochastic control problems.
The three control periods considered are 1953IIL1960IV(30quarters), 19611-l9681V (32 quarters), and 19691-19751 (25 quarters). The first
period covers all the quarters of the two Eisenhower Administrations
except
for the first two quarters of the first Administration;
the second period covers
all ofthe quarters ofthe Kennedy-Johnson
and Johnson Administrations;
and
the third period covers all of the quarters of the first Nixon Administration
and the first nine quarters of the Nixon-Ford
Administration.
The first two
quarters of the first Eisenhower Administration
were not included in the first
period because of a lack of enough earlier data.
The basic objective function that was used targets a given level of
real output and a zero rate of inflation for each quarter. It is easiest to consider the objective function to be a loss function that is to be minimized. This
loss function is:

(10.3)

where Y: = target level of Y,,

- I, (percentage

change in PF, at an annual rate).

The loss function penalizes rates of inilation that are both above
and below the target value of zero, but it only penalizes values of Y, that are
below the target. A straight quadratic function in (10.3) would also penalize
values of Y, that are above the target. There is nothing in the present way of
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solving control problems that requires that the objective function be quadratic,
and the specification in (10.3) seems more reasonable than a straight quadratic
specification.
There is also nothing in the present way of solving control
problems that requires that the objective function be a sum over separate
time periods, although the function in (10.3) is.
The target values for real output were computed as follows. Four
quarters were first chosen as benchmark
quarters:
19531V, 19571, 19651V,
and 19731V. The unemployment
rates in these four quarters were 3.7.4.0,4.1,
and 4.7 percent, respectively. The four quarters are quarters in which there
were high levels of economic activity. One may question whether the level of
economic activity in 19731V was as high as the levels in the other three benchmark quarters, but for present purposes it is assumed to be so.
The target value of output in each of these quarters was taken to
be the actual value. The target values for the other quarters were then taken to
lie on straight lines between the four benchmark
values. The line between
1953IV and 19571 was extended backward to get a value for 1953111, and the
line between 1965IV and 1973IV was extended forward to get values for
19741-19751. The target values are presented in Tables IO-l, 10-2, and 10-3,
below. There are 20 quarters in the 1953111-19751 period in which the actual
value of output is greater than the target value.
Two variables of the government
were used as control variables,
XG and VBG. In order to lessen computational
costs, it turned out to be
convenient
to have VBG be adjusted each quarter so as to achieve a given
target level of the bill rate. The target bill rate series is a series that has a positive trend between 195311 and 197OIV and then is flat (at 6.3 percent) from
19711 on. The values for the series between 195311 and 19701V were taken to
be the predicted values from the regression of log REILL, on a constant and
f for the 19521-19701V period. This is the same regression that is used in the
construction
of RBILL: in the model. (See Equation 79 in Table 2-2.)
The treatment of VBG in this way means that monetary policy is
assumed to be accommodating
in the sense of always achieving the given target
level of the bill rate each quarter regardless of the value of XC chosen. Although XC is the only fiscal policy variable used, the following results would
not be changed very much if more than one variable were used. Given that the
objective function targets only real output and the rate of inflation, adding,
say, a tax rate variable such as d, as a control variable would have little effect
on decreasing the loss from the minimum loss that can be achieved by using
XC alone. The fiscal policy variables are collinear in this sense.
As mentioned
above, only deterministic
control problems have
been solved here. A standard
procedure
in solving deterministic
control
problems with a stochastic model is to set all the error terms in the model
equal to their expected values, usually zero. An alternative procedure, however, is to set the error terms equal to their historic values, i.e., to their esti-
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mated values in the sample period, and this is the procedure followed here.
Setting the error terms equal to their historic values means that when the
model is solved using the actual values of the exogenous variables, the solution values of the endogenous variables are just the actual values.
In order to justify the procedure of setting the error terms equal to
their historic values, consider how an administration
would behave in practice
if it could only solve deterministic
control problems. Since an administration
has plenty of time each quarter to reoptimize, it could solve a series of control
problems, one. each quarter, where each problem would be based on setting
the future error terms equal to zero. The solution of each problem would result
in optimal paths of the control variables, but only the values of the control
variables for the first quarter for each problem would actually be carried out.
As the administration
reoptimiwd
each quarter, it would adjust to the errors
of the previous quarter by using in its solution the actual values of the endogenous variables of the previous quarter.
If more computer time had been available for this project, a series
of control problems could have been solved for each of the three periods
considered. All the problems would have been based on setting the future
error terms equal to zero. The first problem would start in the first quarter
and would take as given all the values of the endogenous variables up to, but
not including, the first quarter. The optimal values of the endogenous
and
control variables for the first quarter that result from solving this problem
would be recorded.
The second problem would start in the second quarter, would use
as the first quarter value of each control variable the optimal value just
recorded, and would use as the first quarter value of each endogenous variable
the optimal value just recorded plus the historic value of the error term that
pertained to the particular variable in question. The optimal values of the
endogenous
and control variables for the second quarter that result from
solving the second problem would be recorded. This procedure would be
repeated for the remaining problems. The recorded series of each control
variable would then be taken to be the optima1 series. These are series that
an administration
could have computed had it had the present model at its
disposal and had it known all of the values of the noncontrolled
exogenous
variables.
Since it was not feasible to solve a series of problems for each of
the three periods considered, some approximation
to the set of solutions that
would result from such an exercise had to be made. The procedure of setting
the error terms equal to their historic values before solving assumes that
an administration
has more knowledge than it actually has. An administration
clearly does not know all future values of the error terms. The procedure
of setting the error terms equal to their expected values before solving (and
solving only once), on the other hand, assumes that an administration
has less
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knowledge than it actually has because it can continually
adjust to past error
terms by reoptimizing each quarter. The procedure of setting the error terms
equal to their historic values was chosen on the grounds that it seemed likely
to lead to a set of optimal values that more closely approximates the preferred
set.
The control problems were solved using the gradient algorithm
mentioned in section 3.4. The gradient algorithm turned out to be cheaper
to use and more adept at decreasing the value of the loss function than was
Powell’s no-derivative algorithm. This is in contrast to the case for the FIML
problem, where Powell’s no-derivative
algorithm worked better. All derivatives for the gradient algorithm were obtained numerically. For the first period
of 30 quarters, there are 60 values to determine altogether, 30 for XC and 30
for VBG. The values for VBG are, however. quite easy to compute, since they
are merely the ones necessary, given the values for XC, to have the bill rate
be equal to its target value each quarter. For purposes of solving the control
problems, VBG is effectively an endogenous variable and the bill rate is an
exogenous variable. This means that there are really only the 30 values of
XG that the algorithm has to determine for the first period. For the second
period there are 32 values of XC to determine, and for the third period there
are 25 values to determine.
For the algorithm the starting values of XG were not taken to be
the historic values, as is commonly done. Instead, the values of XC that led
‘to the output target’s being met exactly were used as starting values. These
values were obtained by treating Y as an exogenous variable (the values of
this variable being equal to the target values) and XC as an endogenous
variable and solving the model. For all three periods. the values of XC that
led to the output target’s being met exactly resulted in a smaller value of loss
than did the historic values of XC and so were better starting points.
It was mentioned in section 3.5 that the time needed to solve the
model once for an 82-quarter period is about ten seconds. This is for the
version of the model in which the bill rate is taken to be endogenous.
When
the bill rate is taken to be exogenous, as for the work in this chapter. the
model is somewhat easier td solve. The time needed to solve the model once
for the 30-quarter period considered in this chapter, for example. is about
two seconds. rather than about four seconds for the endogenous
bill rate
case.
The gradient algorithm converged in about five iterations for each
problem. Each iteration corresponded
to about 50 function evaluations-i.e.,
50 solutions of the model for the 30-, 32., or 25-quarter period. The gradient
algorithm thus required about 250 function evaluations
to converge, which
at roughly two seconds per function evaluation
is about eight minutes of
computer time on the IBM 370-158 at Yale. It should be stressed that there
is no guarantee that the algorithm actually found the true optimum in each
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RESULTS

The results of solving the six control problems are presented in Tables IO-I,
10-2, and 10-3. For the first problem for each period a value of y in (10.3)
of 1.0 was used, and for the second problem for each period a value of y of
0.1 was used. y is the weight attached to the output target in the loss function.
The weight attached to the output target is thus ten times greater for the
first problem than for the second.
The following is a brief summary of the results in the three tables:

Table IO-1 (Sum of Y* over all 30 quarters

1. Sum of Y over all 30 quarters
2. Average rate of inflation over the
30 quarters (annual rate)
3. Average unemployment
rate over
the 30 quarters

= 3076.0)

Actual

Optimal for
y = 1.0

Optimal for
y =O.l

2995.6

3071.3

3028.0

1.92%

2.03 %

1.92%

5.07

4.68

5.01

Table IO-2 (Sum of Y* over all 32 quarters
1. Sum of Y over all 32 quarters
2. Average rate of inflation over the
32 quarters (annual rate)
3. Average unemployment
rate over
the 32 quarters

4328.2

4438.1

4379.4

1.94%

2.13%

2.04%

4.86

4.87

5.16

4363.5

4482.8

4365.1

5.97 %

6.22%

6.04 %

5.22

4.70

5.35

Table IfA3 (Sum of Y* over all 25 quarters
I. Sum of Y over all 25 qllarters
2. Average rate of inflation over the
25 quarters (annual rate)
3. Average unemployment
rate over
the 25 quarters

= 4445.9)

= 4507.7)

The summary results for Table 10-I show that for y = 0.1 the
optimal average rate of inflation over the 30 quarters is the same as the actual
rate. The optima1 amount of output for the 30 quarters is, however, larger
than the actual amount, and the optimal average unemployment
rate is lower

AXG

AVBG

Y

%APF

UR
_

1953111
IV

91.4
90.0

1.4
0.1

2.8
3.7

2.0
1.5

1.6
1.6

89.2
90.0

-1.6
0.4

19541
II
III
I"

89.0
88.9
90.1
92.3

4.8
0.3
1.0
2.0

5.3
5.8
6.0
5.4

1.1
0.8
0.9
1.0

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.8

90.9
91.7
92.5
93.4

1.6
2.3
1.8
1.0

19551
II
111
1"

95.5
97.3
98.9
99.9

0.6
-0.0
3.0
4.1

4.7
4.4
4.2
4.2

1.3
1.6
1.9
2.3

1.8
1.8
I.9
1.9

94.2
95.1
96.0
96.9

19561
II
III
IV

99.3
99.5
99.3
100.8

3.1
2.6
3.9
3.9

4.1
4.2
4.2
4.1

2.4
2.6
2.6
3.1

2.0
2.0
Z.0
2.1

97.7
98.6
99.6
100.5

AXG

AVBG

~1.8
-0.4

-0.8
-0.6

%hPF

“R

89.7
89.3

0.1
0.4

3.1
4.2

0.1
1.0
1.6
1.9

89.3
900
90.6
91.5

5.8
1.1
2.2
2.8

5.4
5.6
5.8
5.6

1.0
- I .o
-1.4
-1.3

1.9
2.3
2.6
2.8

92.5
93.3
94.1
95.1

1.0
-0.0
2.6
3.3

5.6
5.8
5.8
6.0

-0.0
-0.2
0.1
-1.1

3.7
4.0
4.4
3.9

96.1
96.9
97.7
98.5

2.4
1.8
3.2
2.9

5.6
5.3
4.9
4.8

89.9
90.1

0.2
0.5

3.1
4.0

0.7
1.7
2.4
2.7

90.6
91.6
92.4
93.4

5.9
1.8
2.3
3.0

5.1
5.1
5.3
5.1

0.7
1.4
0.9
0.2

-0.3
-0.3
-0.8
-0.8

2.8
3.1
3.5
3.7

94.4
95.2
95.8
96.7

1.1
-0.0
2.7
3.4

5.1
5.3
5.4
5.7

0.5
0.2
0.6
-0.6

4.7
5.1
5.7
5.2

97.5
98.3
98.9
99.8

2.5
2.0
3.4
3.0

5.2
5.0
4.6
4.5

-0.7
-0.3

Y

-

19511
II
111
1”

101.4
101.3
101.7
99.9

5.9
1.5
2.4
2.5

4.0
4.1
42
5.0

3.2
3.2
34
3.3

2.1
2.2
2.2
2.2

101.4
102.4
103.4
104.5

-0.4
0.6
0.4
2.4

5.0
5.0
4.6
5.0

1co.9
102.2
103.2
104.3

5.0
0.8
1.8
2.2

4.2
4.0
3.8
3.9

-0.7
0.3
0.1
2.1

3.6
3.6
3.2
3.5

99.7
101.1
102.2
103.1

4.8
0.7
1.7
2.0

4.6
4.3
4.1
4.2

19581
I,
111
I”

97.2
97.6
loo.3
103.0

0.9
0.3
2.1
2.2

6.3
7.4
1.3
6.4

1.8
1.0
1.7
2.8

2.3
2.3
2.4
2.4

105.5
106.6
107.6
108.7

4.2
3.4
1.7
1.1

5.9
5.9
4.7
3.5

105.4
106.4
107.4
108.5

1.9
2.1
2.3
2.0

4.4
5.1
5.6
5.4

3.9
3.1
1.4
0.8

4.4
4.3
3.1
1.9

104.0
105.0
105.9
107.0

1.8
2.0
2.3
2.0

4.7
5.4
5.9
5.6

19591
II
III
I”

104.7
107.6
105.9
107.4

2.5
1.5
1.5
0.7

5.8
5.1
5.3
5.6

2.8
3.0
3.5
4.3

2.5
2.5
2.6
2.6

109.8
110.9
112.0
113.1

1.0
0.1
3.2
1.3

2.8
2.1
3.0
2.2

109.6
L10.8
112.0
113.1

2.7
1.5
1.4
0.4

5.2
4.9
4.5
4.5

0.8
-0.1
3.0
1.1

1.3
0.6
1.6
0.8

108.0
109.3
110.5
111.5

2.7
1.4
1.3
0.3

5.5
5.1
4.8
4.8

19601

109.8
109.3
108.7
107.7

0.6
1.2
0.1
1.3

5.2
5.3
5.6
6.3

3.9
3.1
2.4
2.4

2.7
2.7
2.8
2.8

114.2
115.4
116.5
117.7

-0.6
1.3
2.7
4.3

0.3
-".I
0.2
1.0

114.1
115.1
116.2
117.5

0.6
1.6
1.1
2.2

4.1
4.1
4.0
4.1

-0.9
1.1
2.5
4.1

-1.0
-1.3
1.0
-0.2

112.3
113.3
114.6
115.9

0.5
1.5
0.9
2.0

4.5
4.5
4.4
4.5
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AXG == ditkrence between the optimal and actual values of XC.
AVBG=difference
between the optimaland actual values of YBG.
For both problems the optima, billrate seriesisthe targetRBILL series.
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Y

100
%APF

107.3
109.9
112.0
114.3

0.7
0.7
-0.5
2.0

6.X
7.0
6.X
6.2

2.4
2.3
2.3
2.5

2.9
3.0
3.0
3.1

118.9
120.1
121.3
122.5

10.3
3.8

5.2
4.3

11x.x
119.9
121.1
122.2

1.5
I .7
0.4
2.1

5.3
4.6
4.X
5.0

9.9
3.0
2.6
1.8

5.0
3.x
3.1
2.4

118.4
118.9
119.7
120.6

1.5
1.6
0.3
2.6

5.4
4.x
5.1
5.4

19621
II
III
IV

116.1
11X.0
119.2
120.6

0.5
1.3
0.2
1.1

5.6
5.5
5.6
5.5

2.7
2.7
2.9
2.8

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.3

123.7
124.9
126.2
127.5

3.3
3.2
3.3
2.8

4.0
4.7
5.7
6.1

123.5
124.7
126.0
127.2

1.1
2.0
0.9
1.8

4.7
4.7
4.X
4.X

2.5
2.4
2.7
2.0

2.X
3.4
4.2
4.4

121.9
123.4
124.7
125.7

1.0
1.9
0.8
1.7

5.2
5.L
5.1
5.1

19631
II
III
IV

121.3
122.J
124.5
126.3

0.9
2.0
0.4
1.7

5.8
5.7
5.5
5.6

2.9
2.9
3.3
3.5

3.4
3.5
3.5
3.6

128.7
130.0
131.3
132.6

3.4
3.4
2.4
2.1

7.0
7.9
8.1
X.2

12X.5
129.6
131.1
132.4

1.5
2.7
0.8
2.0

5.2
5.0
4.9
5.1

2.7
2.7
1.8
1.3

5.2
5.9
6.0
6.0

126.9
128.2
129.5
130.7

1.4
2.6
0.7
1.9

5.5
5.3
5.2
5.4

12X.4
130.2
131.X
132.5

1.4
1.4
1.7
1.3

5.5
5.3
5.0
5.0

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.7

3.7
3.X
3.X
3.9

134.0
135.3
136.6
13X.0

1.1
1.2
1.0
1.9

7.x
X.0
X.1
8.9

133.7
135.0
136.4
137.8

1.7
1.7
20
I.6

5.3
5.1
5.1
5.0

0.4
0.5
0.5
1.4

5.5
5.6
5.8
6.6

131.8
133.1
134.5
136.1

1.6
1.6
1.9
1.5

5.6
5.5
5.4
5.2
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AXG
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Y

100
Loo
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AXG

AVBG

Y

100
%APF

100
“R

196SI
II
III
1”

135.9
137.8
:40.5
143.6

1.1
2.0
1.3
1.7

4.9
4.7
4.4
4.1

3.9
3.9
3.9
4.2

4.0
4.1
4.1
4.2

139.4
140.8
142.2
143.6

-0.3
0.1
-1.1
-2.2

8.0
8.0
7.3
6.3

139.2
140.6
142.0
143.4

1.2
2.1
1.4
1.5

5.0
5.0
4.8
4.9

-0.8
A.3
-,.4
2.6

19661
11
111
1”

146.6
147.7
148.7
150.5

2.6
3.8
2.6
4.4

3.9
3.8
3.8
3.7

4.6
4.4
5.0
5.2

4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

144.9
146.2
147.5
148.9

-3.2
-2.6
-2.5
-3.3

4.7
3.9
3.0
I.2

144.7
146.0
147.3
148.6

2.1
3.4
2.0
3.8

5.0
5.0
4.9
4.x

19671
11
111
TV

149.7
150.9
152.6
153.7

3.7
1.6
3.5
3.4

3.8
3.X
3.8
4.0

4.5
3.7
4.3
4.8

4.7
4.8
4.9
5.0

150.2
151.6
153.0
154.4

-1.3
-1.9
-2.2
~-2.0

1.2
0.6
-0.8
-2.0

I50.0
151.3
152.7
154.0

3.7
2.0
3.3
3.3

19601
II
Ill
IV

155.6
158.5
160.0
161.1

2.8
3.5
3.4
4.3

3.8
3.6
3.6
3.4

5.1
5.5
5.2
5.6

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

155.8
157.2

~-2.8
-4.2
-4.0
-3.6

-3.5
6.0
-7.8
9.7

155.4
156.8
L58.3
159.7

2.6
3.0
3.I
3.7

Notes: See notes to Table 10-l

IfA.0

5.8
5.8
5.1
4.”

137.5
139.1
140.5
141.7

1.1
2.1
1.3
1.4

5.2
5.2
5.0
5.1

~~3.8
-3.2
-3.2
-4.1

2.4
1.5
0.5
-1.3

142.8
144.0
145.1
146.3

2.0
3.3
1.9
3.7

5.2
5.3
5.2
5.1

4.7
4.5
4.5
4.6

-1.9
-2.6
3.0
-2.7

-1.3
-1.9
-3.3
-4.5

147.8
149.1
150.2
151.5

3.6
1.9
3.2
3.2

5.0
4.8
4.8
5.0

4.6
4.6
4.8
4.7

-3.5
~-~6.0
-5.1
-8.5
~_~4.7 -10.2
-3.9
-11.6

152.8
154.0
155.5
157.4

2.4
2.9

4.9
5.0
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Control

Results

for the Nixon-Ford

162.5
163.2
163.8
162.9

4.1
4.4
4.7
4.4

3.4
3.5
3.6
3.6

6.1
6.2
7.u
7.3

5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8

161.5
162.9
I644
165.9

ml.2
~-0.4
-0.0
1.9

161.9
161.9
163.2
161.2

4.5
4.5
3.2
7.2

4.2
4.8
5.2
5.8

7.3
6.R
6.4
5.4

5.9
6.0
6.2
6.3

167.4
168.9
170.5
172.0

3.3
3.6
2.6
?,6

0.3
1.1
0.6
2.6

165.6
166.8
167.8
170.6

3.6
4.1
2.6
0.4

6.”
5.9
6.”
6.0

3.9
4.2
5.1
4.2

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

173.6
175.1
176.7
178.3

2.1
4.3
4.5
3.4

173.6
177.5
180.2
184.0

5.3
1.7
2.2
3.0

5.8
5.7
5.6
5.3

3.4
3.7
4.2
4.9

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

179.9
181.6
183.2
184.9

:::
3.0
1.7

188.7
189.6
190.5
191.7

3.3
5.7
5.4
9.5

5.0
4.9
4.8
4.7

5.6
6.6
x.4
7.5

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

186.5
1X8.2
189.9
191.7

187.R
186.9
185.9
IRI 0

14.5
15.5
13.0
13.3

5.1
5.1
5.5

6.6

7.6
8.3
8.3
7.3

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

174.7

I 1 .o

3.3

5.9

6.3

Administrations

3.8
4.2
4.3
4.4

3.5
3.6
3.7
3.3

167.0
Lh8.5
169.8
171.1

4.9
5.0
3.6
7.9

1.7
2.9
3.7
4.6

173.0
174.8
L76.4
177.9

6.5
8.1
10.7
12.6

-0.4
1.3
0.9
-0.3

193.4
1Y5.1
196.9
198.7
200.5

-1.”

0.5

m~o.9
-1.7
-2.7
-2.6

161.6
162.0
162.9
163.8

3.8
4.1
4.1
4.1

3.5
3.7
3.9
3.6

3.3
3.4
3.7
4.2

1.8
1.8
0.3
3.2

2.1
-2.0
3.5
-2.5

165.”
166.1
166.6
167.4

4.5
4.7
3.4
7.7

3.8
3.9
4.4
4.Y

4.8
4.8
3.0
1.4

4.5
4.x
4.9
5.1

0.2
2.7
3.1
I .9

-3.7
-2.9
~2.2
PI.6

169.4
171.6
173.4
174.9

4.7
4.7
3.0
1.4

5.2
5.4
5.4
5.5

179.4
181.2
I x2.9
184.5

6.7
2.6
2.9
3.4

5.3
5.5
5.6
5.6

2.1
1.7
1.9
0.4

-0.
1.4
3.8
5.3

176.6
178.7
180.3
1RI.7

6.6
2.5
2.9
3.4

5.7
5.R
5.9
6.0

13.2
15.9
17.1
,R.I

186.2
187.8
189.0
189.6

3.5
5.5
4.7
9.3

5.7
5.7
5.5
5.3

-2.1
-“.R
-2.3
5.4

5.4
7.4
7.4
6.0

182.6
183.4
183.0
180.7

3.4
5.4
4.5
9.0

6.1
6.2
6.1
6.4

3.8
3.6
5.1
10.6

22.7
25.2
28.5
37.6

190.2
191.3
193.2
195.9

14.1
15.0
12.7
13.4

5.4
4.8
4.6
4.9

2.6
0.6
6.8

7.R
8.4
11.3
21.2

178.4
177.7
17Y.Y
IRS.3

13.8
14.5
12.1
13.0

6.8
6.5
6.4
6.3

15.1

47.9

IY9.1

11.6

5.5

13.8

34.7

192.1

11.3

6.4

1.2
-II

-3.1

/
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than the actual average rate. The optimal output series is smoother than the
actual output series, which, because of the nonlinearities
in the model, allows
more output to be produced on average with the fame average rate of inflation.
For y = 1.0 in Table IO-I, the optimum corresponds to more output, but also to a higher average rate of inflation. Comparing the two sets of
optimal results in Table IO-I, it can be seen that the optimum for 7 = 1.0
corresponds to 43.3 billion dollars more in output being produced over the
30 quarters and to a higher average rate of inflation of 0.11 percent per year.
The difference between the optimal average unemployment
rates over the 30
quarters is 0.33 percentage points.
The summary results for Table IO-2 show that both optima correspond to more output and mc~re inflation than actually existed. Comparing the
two sets of optimal results, it can be seen that the optimum for 7 = I.0 corresponds to 58.7 billion dollars more in output over the 32 quarters, to a higher
average rate of inflation of 0.09 percent per year. and to a lower average unemployment
rate of 0.29 percentage points. It is interesting to note that the
average unemployment
rate for both optima are higher than the actual rate,
even though both optima correspond to more output being produced. There
are two main reasons for this. The first is that the bill rates that were targeted
for the two runs are generally larger than the actual bill rates. Interest rates
have a positive effect on the work effort of the household sector; in particular
the mortgage rate has a positive effect on the labor force participation
of all
persons 16 and over except men 25-54. The higher interest rates for the optimal runs thus cause the labor force to be larger than otherwise, which in
turn causes the unemployment
rate to be larger than otherwise.
The other main reason for the higher unemployment
rates for the
optimal runs is that the optima correspond
to higher real wages. When the
economy expands in the model, the money wage rate, WF, rises faster initially
than does the price level. The real wage thus increases initially, which has a
positive effect on the labor force and thus on the unemployment
rate. It was
mentioned in section I. 1 and in Chapter Nine that there are many factors that
have an effect on the unemployment
rate, and the results in Table 10-2 provide a good example of how the unemployment
rate can be higher in one run
than in another even though real output is also higher.
The summary results for Table 10-3 show that the optimal values
for ‘J = 0.1 are close to the actual values. The optimal value of output over
the 25 quarters is only 1.6 billion dollars higher than the actual value. It is
again the case that the optimal average unemployment
rate is larger than the
actual rate even though the optimal value of output is greater than the actual
value. Comparing
the two sets of optimal results, the optimum for y = 1.0
corresponds
to 117.1 billion dollars more in output over the 25 quarters, to
a higher average rate of inflation of 0.18 percent per year. and to a lower
average unemployment
rate of 0.65 percentage points.
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An important
feature of the results in the three tables is that for
7 = 1.0 the optimal output series correspond closely to the target series. In
Table IO-I, for example, the difference between the sum of I’* and the sum
of the optimal output values over the 30 quarters is only 4.7 billion dollars.
In Tables IO-2 and IO-3 the respective differences are 7.8 and 24.9 billion
dollars. Since the starting values used for XC corresponded
to the output
targets being achieved exactly, this closeness may be due merely to a failure
on the part of the algorithm to find the true optima. This, however. did not
appear to be the case from some experimentation
that was carried out to see
if the true optima had been attained.
What these and other results show is that the model has the
property that output can be increased to some reasonable target value (from
a lower value) without having roe serious an affect on the rate of inflation. It
is not, however, generally possible to decrease the rate of intlation to, say,
zero percent (from a higher rate) without having serious effects on the level of
output. Consequently,
when a loss function like (10.3) is minimized, with equal
weights attached to the output and inflation targets, the optimum tends to
correspond more closely to the output target being achieved than it does to
the inflation target being achieved. Even when the weight on the output target
is only one-tenth of the weight on the inflation target. it is still the case that
the inflation target of zero percent is not close to being achieved.
It is possible to use the results in Tables IO-I, 10-2, and IO-3 to
examine the question of the “trade-off” between. say> the rate of inflation and
the level of output. One must be very careful in doing this, however, because
of the many diverse factors that affect both variables. It was argued in section
9.4 that there is no reason to expect there to be a stable relationship
between
the rate of inflation and the level of output, and this holds true whether the
values of the policy variables are historic or optimal values. The trade-off
that one observes in tables like IO-l_ 10-2, and IO-3 for one control period
and one set of problems may not hold true for other control periods and other
sets of problems.
Comparing
the tw sets of optimal results in Table IO-1 shows
that a yearly gain of output of 5.8 billion dollars (43.3 f 7.5 years) is achieved
at a cost of an extra 0.11 percent inflation per year. In Table 10-2 the yearly
gain is 7.3 billion dollars (58.7 t 8 years) at a cost of 0.09 percent inflation
per year, and in Table 10.3 the yearly gain is 18.8 billion dollars (I 17.7 t 6.25
years) at a cost of0.18 percent inflation per year. These figures show, as already
mentioned,
that the trade-off in the three tables is such that it is costly in
terms of lost output to lower the rate of inflation, or, the other way around.
that it is not costly in terms of extra inflation to increase the level of output.
It should be stressed again, however, that these figures should not
necessarily be extrapolated
to other periods. Because of the nonlinearities
in
the model, the figures in particular should not be extrapolated to situations in
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which the two sets of optimal results that are compared correspond to much
larger differences in the state of the economy than the differences in the
current three tables.
It is finally of interest to note that the optimal values for *, = 0.1
in the three tables correspond more closely to the actual values than do the
optimal values for 7 = 1.0. One possible conclusion from this fact is that the
people who were responsible for controlling the economy weighted inflation
more heavily than output in their loss functions. This would be true. however,
only if the people believed that the trade-offs between inflation and output
were similar to those in the present model and they had targets for inflation
and output that were similar to the targets in the loss function (10.3).

I

I

I

Chapter

Eleven

Conclusion

The model is summarized
in section 1.1. and so it will not be summarized
again here. This chapter instead contains a brief discussion of possible future
research topics on the model and some closing remarks.
It should be clear that this study has been restricted in important
ways by the use of a relatively slow computer
and by a relatively small
computer budget. It would definitely be of interest in future work to do more
experimentation
in trying to obtain true FIML estimates. It might also be of
interest, as discussed in section 3.6, to try to obtain FDYN estimates of the
model and see how these estimates compare and perform relative to the
FIML and TSLS estimates. Finally, it might be of interest with more computer resources to do further experimenting
on obtaining optimal controls
for the model. All three of these problems are similar (and expensive) in that
they involve solving fairly large nonlinear
maximization
problems by the
use of algorithms like the ones discussed in section 3.4.
There are a number of areas in which one might consider trying
to improve the specification
of the model. Some suggestions are presented
in section 5.3, for example, on possible alternative ways of accounting
for
the hours constraint
on the household sector and the labor constraint
on
the firm sector. The approach taken in this study regarding these two constraints does not necessarily use all the information
on the labor market
that is available. There may also be other approaches than the one taken in
this study for trying to pick up loan constraint effects on the household and
firm sectors.
The model could be disaggregated in a number of ways. Possible
variables to disaggregate include the labor force variables. the consumption
and investment variables, and the asset and liability variables, The division
of the model into sectors and the closed nature of the model with respect to
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the flows of funds should enable this type of disaggregation
to be carried out
without any major changes in the basic structure of the model.
It is also possible within the basic structure of the model to consider alternative
lag structures for the stochastic equations
and alternative
functional forms. The stochastic equations are clearly only approximations
to the way that the decision variables are actually determined,
and experimenting with alternative
lag structures;
alternative
functional
forms. and
even alternative variables that are designed to pick up expectational
effects
is certainly within the spirit of the model.
One of the most important questions about the current version of
the model is whether the properties of the model reported in the last chapter
regarding the “trade-off”
between inflation and output are true of the real
world. The model does have the characteristic
that it is geneially possible
to achieve a fairly high level of output without causing very much additional
inflation. In the price equation (Equation
9 in Table Z-3), PF, is not very
sensitive to recent changes in economic activity. especially if these changes
are from a low level of activity. Whether this is also true of the real world is
perhaps unclear, but from the experimentation
done in this study it does not
appear possible to pick up in the data very strong &Teas of the level of
economic activity on the price level. Since this is such an important question
for policy purposes, however, more experimentation
should be done to see
if the actual effects are stronger than the effects currently in the model.
Another important
question about the current version of the
model is whether the predictive accuracy of the model regarding the bill
rate can be improved by the use of other estimation
techniques
or by slight
changes in the specification of some of the equations. Some of the predictions
of the bill rate in Chapter Eight are quite wide of the mark, and one would
hope in the future to be able to improve upon this performance.
As discussed
in section 8.4, it may be that truer FIML estimates or FDYN estimates
will lead to better predictions.
Given the key role that the bill rate plays in
the model, this is certainly an important area for future work.
This completes the discussion of possible future research topics
on the model, and I would like to conclude this study on a personal note. It
seems to me that a long run goal of macroeconometric
model building ought
to be the development
of models that when used in a nonsubjective
way for
policy purposes, via the computation
of optimal controls, result, on average,
in better policies (ix., result, on average, in a larger value of the objective
function) than any other approaches.
Numerical
methods and computer
technology have now advanced to the point where computational
problems
no longer appear to be a serious constraint
to the attainment
of this goal.
It now appears feasible to obtain full information
estimates and optimal
controls for almost any model. Although this study was hindered somewhat
by a slow computer and a tight computer budget, in an actual policy making
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situation the cost of a few hours of computer time to estimate a model and
compute optimal controls for it is trivial compared
to the billions of 1958
dollars that might be saved from the implementation
of better policies. The
remaining constraints to the attainment
of the above goal are, it seems to me,
the quality of the data and the accuracy of the specifications
of the equations. Some would argue, however, that this goal will never be achieved
because the structure of the economy is not stable enough to allow models
to be used in mechanical ways. My work in these two volumes is based on
the premise that this argument is not true, and my primary aim has been to
try to make some contribution
toward the development
of more accwate
models.

I

Appendix

A

Some Results for the
Alternative
Technology

The purpose of this appendix is to show that the two technologies discussed
in section 5.2 lead to similar results. The first technology
is represented by
Equations
(5.1) and (5.2), and the second technology
is represented
by
Equations
(5.3) and (5.4). The measurement
of excess capital and excess
labor for both technologies is described in section 5.2. Both technologies lead
to estimates of the capital stock (Kp), of the minimum amount of capital
needed to produce the output of the period (KMIN,), of the physical depreciation of the capital stock during the period (denoted here as DEPK,), and
of the number of worker hours required to produce the output of the period
(M&?.

DEPK, for the tirst technology is simply S,Kp_ ,, DEPK, for the
second technology
can be obtained
as [NV, - (Kp - Kp_,), where INV,
is gross investment
for period t and Kp - Kp_ , is net investment.
As discussed in section 5.2, Kp is obtained for this technology
by summing past
values of gross investment back to the age of the oldest machine in existence
(m, in section 5.2). Two sets of estimates of M,HCM were obtained for the
second technology, one for values of $?/I and 6, of 118894.4 and 0.005204,
respectively, and one for values of jig/X and 6, of 121927.8 and 0.005602,
respectively.
The results of estimating
the investment
equation for the two
technologies are presented in Table A-l, The esrimates for the first technology
are the same as the ones presented in Table 2-3. The estimates are TSLS
estimates for the 19541-197411 period. The equations for the two technologies
and DEPK,. As can be
differ only in the values used for Kp_,, KMfN,_,,
seen in the table, the results for the two technologies
are close, with the
results for the first technology being slightly better.
The results of estimating the employment
and hours equations
for the two technolgies are presented in Tables A-2 and A-3. The estimates
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Estimates of the Investment
Equation
Table A-l.
the Two Technologies
(The top set of estimates is for the alternative
technology)
DW

INK

- IW-,

~O.OCG469
(0.39)
= -O.o0256(~p_,
(0.80)

to.0236
(0.69)
- 0.0272(
u, (0.78)

AWIN_,)

1.86
I.89

r,.,)

for

R1

0.567
0.579

0.0257
-i0.0797
., 0.0566
(3.21)
(1.18)
(2.68)
+o.O782(Y,., ~~ I',_,)
~.~
O.O24l(y,-, - l'_,)-i-o.o558(r,_, - Y,.d
(3.11)
(2.52)
(1.W
-0.0115
(1.01)
-O.O155UNV,_,
(0.82)

-1.07
(3.87)
~ DEPK,) - 1.040704,
(3.74)

-1~0.498
(1.68)
+ 0.5090711,
(1.75,

Table A-3.
Estimates of the Hours Equation for the
Two Technologies
(The top set of estimates
is for the alternative
technology)

lag HPF,

-log

HPF,.,

1.90 -0.345
(4.35X4.26)
= 1.42 - 0.269 log
(4.15)(4.15)
-0.0427
(2.971
-0.0438(10~
(2.70)
-0.Ow377
(4.26)
-0.OCG253r
(4.20)

PO.195
(1.80)
-0.221
(2.06)

HPF,.,

JOBF,.,
+ 0.138
(4.28)
- O.l62(log
(5.22)

-log

1.93

0.374

1.96

0.345

hf.,@!,)

I’, -

log

I’.,)

for the first technology are also the same as the ones presented in Table 2-3,
and both sets of estimates are TSLS estimates for the 19541-197411 period.
The equations for the two technologies
differ only in the values used for
M,_,Hfi,.
The values used for M_,H,‘!l
for the second technology are the
ones based on values of ,?ir/X and Si of 118894.4 and 0.005204.

Table A-Z.
Estimates of the Employment Equation for the Two Technologies
(The top set of estimates is for the alternative technology)

,ogJOBF,

- IogJOBF,.,

-0.181 _~0.0292
(1.30) (1.38)
-0.489
O.O78o(logJOBF,-,_1
-log
(2.86)
(2.85)
+O.@XO293
(1.07)
+O.MMo9711
(2.97)
+0.195
(4.27)
+O.l72(log
(3.84)
+0.0810
(1.88)
+o.o725(log
(1.79)
+0.00142
(0.34)
+0.00196
(0.49)

/ 0.211
(3.53)
i 0.215(lOg
(3.67)

Y,.,
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0594,

-log

-log

Mt.,

HE,)

Yt ~ log Yr-I)

Yt.2)
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~0.01W
(2.94)
om945
(2.22)

0593‘

0.340
:3.28)
0.307
2.92,

I .95
1.96
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The results for the two technologies are again close, with the
results for the first technology being slightly better for the employment
equation in Table A-Z and slightly worse for the hours equation in Table
A-3. When the alternative values of bR/X and 6, were used for the second
technology, the results were little changed. The estimate for the coefficient
of the excess labor variable was -0.0298 in the employment equation
(versus -0.0292 in Table A-2) and -0.0431 in the hours equation (versus
-0.0427 in Table A-3.)
It appears to be fairly clear from the results in Tables A-l, A-2,
and A-3 that the properties of the model would be little changed regardless
of which technology was used. The first technology is computationally
easier to work with, since it does not require keeping track of as many past
values of investment, and this is the primary reason for its use in this study.

Appendix

B

The Forecasting
Model
Used for Comparison
Purposes

The forecasting model was estimated through 197411 for the comparisons
in
Chapter Eight. The notation for the model is presented m Table B-l, and the
model is presented in Table B-2. The same techniques were used to estimate
the model for the work in this study that were used in Fair [14] and that have
been used all along to reestimate the model each quarter. One of the techniques described in Fair and J&Tee [24] for estimating markets in disequilibrium is used to estimate the monthly housing starts sector. The two stage
least squares technique described in Fair [22] for estimating
simultaneous
equations models with lagged endogenous
variables and first order serially
correlated errors is used to estimate the equations in the money GNP sector
and Equation (9.12). The other equations in the model are estimated by ordinary least squares under the assumption
of first order serial correlation of the
error terms.
Strikes were handled in [14] by excluding the strike observations
from the estimation periods. For the work in this study, however, no observations have been excluded from the estimation periods, and strikes have been
handled by adding dummy variables to the equations most affected by the
strikes. This was done to allow the models to be simulated over a longer
period than would have been possible with gaps in the estimation
period.
For the forecasting model, four dummy variables were added to the equation
explaining
consumer
durable
expenditures
(CD,); two to the equation
explaining
plant and equipment
investment
(If’,); three to the equation
explaining inventory investment (V, - V,_,); five to the equation explaining
imports (IMP,); and two to the equation explaining employment
(M,). These
are the same dummy variables that were added to the corresponding
equations in the empirical model.
For the sake of completeness,
the results of estimating
the
inventory,
import, and price equations
are presented
in Table B-2, even
though these equations are not used for the comparisons
in Chapter Eight.
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These equations are (6.15), (7.3), and (10.7). Since the forecasting model is
described in detail elsewhere, no further discussion
of it will be presented
here.

The List of Variables
in the
Table B-l.
Model in Alphabetic
Order by Sector

Forecasting

The Monthly Housing Starts Sector
tDHF3, = Three-month moving average of the flow of advances from the Federal Home
Loan Bank to Savings and Loan Associations in millions of dollars
tDS,%, = Six-month moving average of private deposit flows into Savings and Loan
Asswiations and Mutual Savings Banks in millions of dollars
KS, = Private nonfarm housing starts in thousands of units
+RM, = FXA mortgage rate series on new homes in units of 100
+W, = Number of working days in month r
t/ARM,/
= [see Equation (8.21) in [I411
~\LIRM,\ = [see Equation (8.22) in L1411
The Money GNP sector
CD, = Consumption expenditures for durable goods, SAAR
CN, = Consumption expenditures for nondurable goods, SAAR
CS, = Consumption expenditures for services, SAAR
TEX, = Exports of goods and services, MAR
tG, = Government expenditures plus farm residential fixed investment, MAR
GNP, = Gross National Product, SAAR
HSQ, = Quarterly nonfarm housing starts, seasonally adjusted at quarterly rates in
thousands of units
IH, = Nonfarm residential fixed investment, SAAR
IMP, = Imports of goods and services, SAAR
IF’, = Nonresidential fixed investment, SAAR
+MOOD, = Michigan Survey Research Center index of consumer sentiment in units of
+PEZ, = i’o-qwter-ahead
expectation of plant and equipment investment,
V, - V,., = Change in total business inventories, SAAR

SAAR

The Price Sector and the Employment and Labor Force Sector
+,W, = Level of the armed forces in thousands
D, = Difference between the establishment employment data and household survey
employment data, seasonally adjusted in thousands of workers
E, = Total civilian employment, seasonally adjusted in thousands of workers
tGC, = Government o”tput, SAAR
CNPR, = Gross National Product, seasonally adjusted at annual rates in billions of
1958 dollars
tGNPR* = Potential GNP, seasonally adjusted at annual rates in billions of 1958 dollars
LF,, = Level of the labor force of males 25-54, seasonally adjusted in thousands
LF,. = Level of the labor force of all others 16 and over. seasonally adjusted in
thousands
M, = Private nonfann employment, seasonally adjusted in thousands of workers
tMA, = Agricultural employment, seasonally adjusted in thousands of workers
t&KG, = Civilian government employment,
seasonally adjusted in thousands of
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h&H, = Worker hour requirements in the private nonfarm sector, seasonally adjusted
in thousands of worker hours per week
Noninstitutional population of males 25-54 in thousands
Noninstitutional population of all others 16 and over in thousands
E’riva(r aufput deflator, seasonally adjusted in units of 100
Civilian Unempbyment rate, seasonally adjusted
Private nonfarm output, seasonally adjusted at annual rates in billions of
1958 dollars
t YA, = Agricultural output, seasonally adjusted at annual rates in billions of 1958
dollars
t YG, = Government output, seasonally adjusted at annual rates in billions of 1958
dollars
+P,, =
tP,, =
PD, =
UR, =
Yz =

Notes:

+ Exogenous variable.
SAAR: Seasonally adjusted at annual rates in billions of current dollars.
The following dummy variables are also used in the model: D593,, DS94,, LXQl,,
D644,, 0651,. D652,, D691,, D692,, D693,,
(See Table 2-l for a list of these variables.)

D704,,

D711,,

D714,,

0721,.

Table B-2.

The List of Equations

in the Forecasting

Model

by Sector

Notes: I. Absolute values of the I-statistics are in parentheses.
2. DFi-~; Durbin-Watson statistic.
3. R’ = coefficient of determination.
4. ,B = estimate of the tint order serial correlation coefficient for the equation. “I -0” means the coefficient was
constrained to be one.
5. When p f 0, D Wand R’ are computed using the estimates of the transformed residuals.
6. logs are natural logs.
1. CL,= production function coefficient obtained from peak-to-peak interpolations.
&uation
Number
in 1141

B

DW

R’

0.921
(31.85)

2.54

0.874

0.66,
(11.86)

2.16

0.880

f-f
(8.23)

HS, =114.4 / 1.77W. - 0.0191 x HS + 2.9% -0.151RA4.,
(2.14)
(3.93)
(1.27) *=I
(1.55) (1.65)
-0.t04lARM~
(0.94)

(8.24)

HS,

41.4 + 1.91 IV, + 0.0007M)f + O.O258DSF.6,-,
(1.58) (3.78)
(0.01)
(8.08)
+O.O137DHF3,-, + O.O1WRM,-, --O.I@t/ARM,/
(1.9,)
(0.25)
(0.94)
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Table B-2.

(continued)

in [141
(7.3)

IMP, = 0.146CNPc - 2.210651,
(6.83)
(0.93)
+2.230692,
(0.77)

Income
Identity

GNP,

+ 0.78D652,
(0.33)

-0.340693,
(0.13)

- 4.960691,
(1.98)

-4.460714,-c
(1.88)

3.040721,
(1.29)

CD, -i- CN, + CS, + IPc + If& + V, ~ V,.,
tEX,tG,

- IMP,
2.

The Price Secror
(10.5)

GAP2, = GNPR:

~ GNPR,_,

(10.7)

PD,~PD,-,=2.20-0.0285

(10.8)

GNPR, = IW

(10.9)

I’, = GNPR,

(9.2)

M,H, = i

-(GNP,

GNP,
GG,
pD
+ YG,
YA, ,- YG,

Y,

$

-GNP,.,)

$
0.937
(23.14)

2.54

0.784
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